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ABSTRACT 

The short story cycle Bricks and Mottar moves between the lives of 

various members of Calvin Park Presbyterian Church, from the young boy Ryan 

in Sunday school to the retired caretaker, Knox Colquhoun, from founding 

member Helen Bentler to Reverend Elizabeth Newcomb, the interim minister 

fresh from seminary. 

These parishioners experience epiphanies prompted by traditional 

Christian forms of worship such as communion, foot-washing, singing and 

prayer, and by echoes of Old Testament practices such as animal sacrifice and 

anointing with oil. The cycle explores the possibility that a church, in many ways 

an artificial community, can achieve some measure of connectedness through 

the potential revelation that these individual rituals can invoke. 
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PREFACE 

A story cycle, then, is a set of stories linked to each other in such a 
way as to maintain a balance between the individuality of each of 
the stories and the necessities of the larger unit . . . . A short story 
cycle [is] a book of short stories so linked to each other by their 
author that the readets successive experience on various levels of 
the pattern of the whole significantly modifies his experience of 
each of its component parts. 
Fo rrest Ingram, Representative Short Story Cycles of the Twentieth 
Century 

The nursery of narrative genre has a new addition: the short story cycle. 

In fact, the genre is so Young, relatively speaking, that critics still have not 

settled on a name for it. I have begun with short story cycle because that is what 

Forrest lngrarn christens the genre when he heralds its arriva1 in his 1971 text, 

Representative Short Story Cycles of the Twentieth Century. "As yet, no attempt 
* 

has been made to examine systematically the characteristics or range of the 

story cycle, to understand its dynamics and structure, or to trace its mutations 

from author to author and century to centuryt' (13), lngram announces, and then 

proceeds to address the oversight. 

But although lngram defends his choice of the name short story cycle 

admirably, connecting the cycle's use of recurrence and development with the 

motion of a wheel, he hasn't managed to keep other critics from inventing their 

own monikers for the genre. When teacbing Alice Munro's Lives of Girls and 

Women, my univenity professor described it as a collection of linked short 

stories. Joel S ilveman and Joanne Creighton use short story composite, 

Joseph Reed refen to the shorf story compound, and Pleasant Reed and 
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Timothy Alderman settle on integrated short story collection, in their respective 

doctoral dissertations examining the genre. Robert Luscher and J. Gerald 

Kennedy prefer the name short story sequence-'to emphasize its progressive 

unfolding and cumulative effects" (Kennedy, lntro vii). Dallas Marion Lemmon, 

Jr. offers us the awkward construction of rovelle, a combination of roman and 

nouvelle, to demonstrate the fom's hybrid identity as a cross between the short 

story and the novel. And I am sure many other names for the genre could be 

added to the list-why not a flock of short stories? a congregation? a mosaic? 

But perhaps I should not be refem'ng to this fom of a thousand aliases as 

"the genre." With so many different names, can al1 of these critics really be 

talking about the same genre? Some, like Forrest lngram and Susan Garland 

Mann, place a great deal of weight on the short story cycle's connective 

elements: character, setting, and recurrent themes or tropes. This approach 

tips the balance in favour of the roman ancestry, and follows the example of 

early critics and reviewers, who were alerted to the existence of an emerging 

form by the unity of early texts such as James Joyce's Dubliners, Sherwood 

Anderson's Winesburg, Ohio and Emest Hemingway's ln Our Time. D. H. 

Lawrence, in a review for Calendarof Modem letters, wote that "ln Our Time 

calls itself a book of stories, but it isn't that. It is a series of successive sketches 

from a man's life, and makes a fragmentary novel" (Mann ix). Here Lawrence 

bows to the novel's traditionally superior position in the hierarchy of genres and 

gallantly promotes Hemingway's text. 

According to this approach, which places emphasis on the unity of the 

text, we might picture the short story cycle as a skeletal narrative held together 

by its wnnective sinews, implying that, although not as fleshed out as a novel, 
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the bare-bones stories are still connected by the sinews of character, theme and 

setting. However, if too much emphasis is placed on what connects the stories, 

one might draw the conclusion that the short story cycle is merely an emaciated 

novel, perhaps because the writer hasn't the courage or stamina to fatten up the 

narrative in order to qualify it for the novel heavyweight class. 

However, there is a movement afoot to redress the imbalance of this 

emphasis on unity, to resurrect the lost nouvelle heritage. The idea hem is that, 

rather than conceiving of the short story cycle as a group of short stories that the 

author has wnnected to make the text resemble a novel, as implied in D.H. 

Lawrence's comment, we should see the cycle as a novel that has been broken 

down into pieces to make it resemble a collection of short st~ries. The spaces 

between stories are transformed, from a weakness to be overcome through the 

use of connective elements, into a dimension where the stories can achieve 

further resonance. 

"[Short story cycles] have usually been approached in terms of what holds 

them together, that is in ternis of recurrent or evolutionary particles of meaning. 

I propose a somewhat different perspective," writes Deiter Meindl, in a 1987 

article called "Modemism and the English Canadian Short Story Cycle." 

"Considering that the modem novel is above all characterized by a dissolution of 

consecutive temporal structure, by the breaking up of plot or story line, the short 

story cycle, which radicalizes this trend, becomes a key modernist genre" (1 7). 

Meindl goes on to argue that Canadian short story cycles such as Duncan 

Campbell Scott's ln the Village of Viger and George Elliott's The Kissing Man 

follow the example of Dubliners and Winesburg, Ohio in addressing the 

modernist theme of isolation within a community: "This is an ironic theme which 



the story cycle, consisting as it does of discrete units within a larger structure, 

appears predestined to treat" (19). In Meindl's understanding of the genre, its 

broken-down structure complements the content that authors express through it. 

Gerald Lynch, writing four years later, seems to agree with Meindl's 

arguments, pointing out that while setting and charader may provide structural 

coherence, a short story cycle is still free to explore the disintegration of that 

setting or character. He wites that, "Although the story cycle accommodates 

writers who wish to examine particular places and characters, the f om is also 

unique for the way in which it often reflects the exploration of the failure of place 

and character to unify a work that remains tantalizingly whole yet fundamentally 

suspicious of cornpleteness" (96). Lynch cites Scott's In the Village of Viger and 

Munro's Who Do You Think You Are? to support his thesis, but one wuld just as 

easily turn to Sinclair Ross' The Lamp at Noon and Other Stories, where the 

struggle against the fierce climate of the prairie fails to unite the fanners, each 

isolated on their homesteads, where a husband must hide his motions from his 

wife, able to cry only on his horse's neck in the stable, where a baby can be 

smothered by dust in its mother's arms just a few metres from home. 

An analogy that reflects this modernist, fragmented understanding of the 

short story cycle better than my skeletal one might be that of an insect's eye. 

We al1 remernber the science textbook illustrations of the honeycombed eye of a 

fiy, where each segment of the eye perceives a complete image. The advantage 

of this fractured vision cornes in wmbining the images, giving the insect a more 

cornplete sense of sight through depth perception. In this analogy, the three- 

dimensional mole is possible because each segment contributes its own unique 

angle to the overall picture. 



lnterestingly enough, while rewgniting the advantage of fracturing the 

narrative, this analogy also reafiims the importance of connections between 

stories by incorporating the circular shape of Ingram's t e n  cycle. Each story 

can be wnnected to al1 of the others, in a pattern like the spokes of a wheel or 

the strands of a spider web. I prefer this dynamic to the more linear shape of the 

sequence, where the ''progressive development of meaning" (Luscher 149) 

creates a kind of staircase. This model irnplies that a story can only have 

connections with direct neighbours, the stories immediately before and after. 

The terrn sequence seems to suggest that the text will be read only once from 

beginning to end, without backtracking or shMing the stories. In the cyclical 

rnodel, any two stories should be able to generate depth and resonance of 

meaning when placed together. 

J. Gerald Kennedy recognizes the effectiveness of three kinds of the 

textual arrangements or stnicture~rogression, combination and juxtaposition 

i n  an article called 'Towards a Poetics of the Short Story Cycle." Progression 

addresses the linear accumulation of meaning that Luscher embeds in his t e n  

sequence, but adding combination and juxtaposition to progression incorporates 

the more circular interaction that lngram attributes to the cycle. Kennedy 

describes combination as "Smaller clusters of three or more stories within a 

collection [that] give special attention to a particular idea" (Poetics 16), such as 

the grouping of stories titled "Godliness" in Anderson's Winesburg, Ohio, which 

address "religious zealotry" (Poetics 16). 1 would argue that these clusters of 

stories don? have to appear together in the cycle to maintain their connection. 

The stories about Rita Steckley in Rosemary Nixon's Mostly Country are the 

third, fifth, seventh and ninth stories in the book, and aren't arranged in strictly 
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chronological order, but they are integrally joined through the character of Rita, 

and our understanding of one Rita story deepens when we compare it with the 

others. In this case, the "particular idea" that the stories give attention to is a 

certain character, but a cluster might also cohere around a setting distinct from 

that of the other stories in a cycle. In the first three stories of Lives of Girls and 

Women, Del lives with her parents on the farm on the Flats Road, and these 

stories f o n  a cluster that explores the significance of living in a place that 'bas 

not part of town but . . . was not part of the country either (Munro 6). The stories 

that take place after Del moves into the town of Jubilee with her mother could be 

considered another cluster. 

Regarding juxtaposition, Kennedy writes that "Here the differential 

relationship between two conjoined narrativeuheir imaginative ratio, as it were 

-generates supplemental meanings distinguishable frorn those of the collection 

as a whole" (Poeticx 16-1 7). Again, Kennedy limits this form of resonance to 

stories that are juxtaposeHiterally next to each o ther in  the actual text, such 

as "A Little Cloud" and "Counterpart" in Dubliners, both dealing with an abusive 

relationship between father and child. But what is to stop the reader from putting 

any two (or more) stories together in his or her mind, reading one and then 

skipping foward or back to another? Kennedy seems to be privileging the 

author's intentional structure over the reader's imaginative one, and he seems to 

assume that al1 readers are proper and disciplined, and will read the stories only 

in the order they appear on the page. 

To give an example of the power and significance of juxtaposition- 

especially when instigated by the reader-uve could look at the Lectionary 

readings in many Christian denominations, where passages from the Old 



Testament, Psalms, Gospels and Epistles are chosen for their reflection of a 

certain season or event in the church calendar and are read together during 

wonhip. On Pentewst Sunday, the story of the Tower of Babel from Genesis 

might be read just before the account of the coming of the Holy Spirit to the 

disciples in Acts chapter 2. Linking the confusion of languages at Babel 

together with the gift of tongues in Jenisalem gives bath stories deeper meaning, 

even though they are separated by thousands of years. 

My suggestion that the Bible is a type of early short story cycle is not 

wholly unorthodox-many critics go back to works such as Homer's Odyssey, 

Chaucer's The Canterbury Tales, and the Arabian A Thousand and One Nights 

to trace the genre's origins. These works and others like them were created by 

stringing existing folk tales into a longer narrative, sometimes held together by a 

frame. Of course, the Bible is a complex text, shaped by many writers, editors 

and transcribers over a long period of time, and the patterns that occur in a cycle 

with only one author might be crafted more carefully and deliberately than in a 

collaborative work like the Bible. But those who contributed to the Scripture 

surely had their eye on what had been written and collected previously. In the 

Gospels, for instance, many symbols and motifs from the Old Testament are 

invoked-the Gospel of John opens with the words of Genesis, "ln the 

beg inning1'-and events in Jesus' life are often framed as fulfilments of earlier 

prophecies. 

Of course, the Biblical stories grouped in Lectionary readings are 

carefully chosen to generate as much resonanœ of meaning as possible, more 

than could be achieved by a random grouping. The Tower of Babel story speaks 

more to the Pentecost events than would, Say, the account of Cain and Abel or 



David and Bathsheba. As Kennedy observes, "While signification arguably 

results from the juxtaposition of any two narrative units in a cycle, certain pairs 

may be yoked by fomal or thematic features so that they comment explicitly 

upon each other" (Poetics 17). Furthermore, the kind of juxtaposition 

accomplished by the Lectionary does not negate the meaning that arises from 

reading the Bible sequentially from beginning to end, or by reading a single 

grouping of stories, such as those about the early rufers of lsrael in the book of 

Judges. 

At this point it seems as though I have enough evidence built up to 

support a short story cycle definition of my own. But really I've just been making 

minor adjustments to the balance, tipping it a little further towards valuing the 
* 

genre's fragmentation, recalibrating Kennedy's concept of textual structure so 

that it can break free of the static imposed order and assume innumerable forms 

in the reader's mind. And in the end, that balance, between the one and the 

many, is the essence of Ingram's original defilnition of short story cycles, where 

everything started. My mini-tour of the short story cycle has taken us through 

many critics, al1 writing from slightly different perspectives about the same genre, 

and brought us full circle back to our first definition. How's that for a cycle? 

What I want to return to now, what continues to intrigue me as an aspect 

of the genre worthy of more exploration, is Meindl and Lynch's concept of the 

short story cycle as a modem genre of alienation. If you will recall, it was Lynch 

who observed that "Although the story cycle accommodates writers who wish to 

examine particular places and charaden, the f o m  is also unique for the way in 

which it often reflects the exploration of the failufe of place and character to unify 

a work that remains tantalizingly whole yet fundamentally suspicious of 



completeness" (96). Lynch seems to suggest here that while the genre will 

(reluctantly?) accommodate authors interested in the success of a community 

unified by place or character, its mal strength lies in the inverse, the failure of 

such devices. It's not surprising that the second, more modem approach would 

be favoured over the fint-after all, several of th9 works that lngram addresses 

in his seminal work fit the modemist bill: Dubliners, Wnesbuburg, Ohio, Camus' 

L'Exil et le royaume, and Kafka's €in HungerkOnstler. Many Canadian cycles 

reinforce Lynch's thesis as well: In the Village of Viger, The Lamp at Noon, The 

Kissing Man, and later, Laurence's A Bird in the House, Munro's Lives of Girls 

and Women and Who Do You Think You Are?, Clark Blaise's A North American 

Education, Jack Hodgin's Spit Delaney's Island and Isabel Huggan's The 

Elizabeth Stones. 

But in his conclusion, lngram retums to ''the dynamic pattern of recurrent 

development" (203) as the constant characteristic of story cycles, not their 

treatment of the themes of isolation and community breakdown. And I think he's 

quite correct in doing so. As Norman Friedman points out in an article on short 

story genre theory, "[Certain] critics assume that the short story has a 

characteristic subject matter which in turn calls forth a characteristic structure, or 

that it has a characteristic structure which in tum calls forth a certain subject 

matter. The problem with this procedure is that it mixes the categories" (19). 

The waming against rnixing ~ategofies is quite applicable to short story cycle 

genre theory as well. 

To be fair, though, I don't think Meindl and Lynch are claiming that the 

shod story cycle can only treat the theme of isolation, just that it is especialty 

suited to that theme. In the interest of cortecting the swing of the pendulum, I'd 
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like to bring attention to some other cycles that depict communities in a more 

affinative light. The only critic I have corne across who acknowledges this side 

of the coin is J. Gerald Kennedy. In his introduction he addresses the fictive 

communities that many story cycles create: 

Some story collections literal l y "represent" wmmunities; others 

imply by an interweaving of voices and narratives a communal 

consciousness. Whereas ethnic and minonty sequences offen 

affirm an ongoing sense of communify, collections portray ing 

mainstream, middle-class life typically emphasize the 

precariousness of local attachments (Intro xiv, emphasis mine). 

The book that comes to mind immediately when I read Kennedy's comment 

about ethnic and minority sequences is Sandra Cisneros' The House on Mango 

Street. In forty-four fragments of text (that might best be called short short 

stories or sketchesbut that's for another paper), Esperanza, the narrator of 

The House on Mango Street, meditates on the painful and depressing moments 

she experiences growing up American-Mexican in a poor neighbourhood in 

Chicago. But she also records the moments of peace, of joy and connection: her 

mothets hair smelling of bread; riding down the street with her new friends on a 

bike they bought for fifteen dollars; Uncle Nacho pulling her ont0 the dance floor, 

even though she's wearing her scuffed brown school shoes. Esperanza, like 

many central characten in short story cycles, leaves Mango Street at the end of 

the book, but she knows she will retum to it in her writing, for the others in her 

community that she has left behind. 

But to find Canadian cycles that celebrate these moments of intimacy, 

one must look a bit harder. Edna Alford's cycle, A Sleep Full of Dreams, even 
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though it deals with the isolation and dehumanization irnposed by the Pine 

Mountain Lodge nursing home, reveals glimmers of hope: Arla Pederson's waltz 

with Mrs. Dawson; the drunken defiance of Tessie and Flora after their escape to 

the Calgary Stampede. David Carpenter calls these moments "tiny dignities, 

hard won, by her chorus of dying crones . . . tiny spiritual illuminations [that] can 

light up only in the Valley of the Shadow of Death" (157). 

Rosemary Nixon's Mostly Country, taking as its setting a small town in 

Saskatchewan, gives us a few of these gestures of affirmation as well. Perhaps 

the most poignant o m n  in the story "Take; Eat," when Martha reaches out to 

her bereaved daughter Ruth with offerings of garden produce, raspbernes and 

early corn and peaches. The McClancy reunion, where Queenie takes centre 

stage, is a boisterous celebration of family, although tempered by her daughter- 

in-law Cathy's reluctance and diswmfort. Rita visits her brother Clifford and 

recalls how he introduced her to a world outside Wadden through his gift of 

Salinger's Nine Stones, and the story ends with Rita's "prayer of thanks to 

Clifford, by whose grace I have been saved" (35). 

Sandra Cisneros, in her introduction to the 1994 reissue of The House on 

Mango Street, wites about "the moment of discovaring and naming my 

otherness" (xv), when she moved away from her community in Chicago to do a 

graduate degree in Iowa City. Recognizing that her lowerclass, Arnerican- 

Mexican background set her apart from her fellow students and professors, from 

the books she was reading for class, she began to express that othemess by 

writing, setting d o m  the stories that eventually becarne The House on Mango 

Street. 1, on the other hand, have been aware of my minority community since 1 

was a chi1d-m got together every Sunday in the Lion's Club Hall for church. 
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That weekly worship service and the beliefs that it fostered were what defined 

me as different. Of course, Christianity had a long reign as the religion of choice 

in the western world, and in Canada's history it has been connected with the 

elite, the white Anglo-saxon Protestants. But as far as I knew, I was in a 

minority when it came to faith. None of rny friends went to church on Sundays; 

they dressed up for Hallowe'en; they used Jesus' name as a swear word. 

My short story cycle, Bricks and Mortar, cornes out of my experience in 

religious communities, many of which cross the lines of age, gender, ethnicity 

and class, and rather than emphasizing the failure of the church setting to 

provide coherence, my cycle suggests the possibility that vital connections, 

however brief, howevet seerningly insignificant, can occur within the cornmunity. 

I believe that the genre I have chosen to express these wnnections-tenuous, 

surprising, incomplete, but no less dazziing than the strands of a spider's w e k  

is ideally suited to the task. Not only does the short story cycle capture a sense 

of the tension in the church between individuals and the congregation, it also 

reflects the heritage of story found in the Biblical narratives, which are 

jutaposed and intertwined with the stories of my characters to give an effect 

similar to that of the Lectionary. Furthemore, the form of the short story cycle 

allows me to use the epiphanic moment as a unifying trope, which is doubly 

appropriate: epiphany suits the scale of the short story and short story cycle 

very well, and epiphany captures the intersection of physical and spiritual 

realities I am trying to represent. Let me elaborate first on the appropriateness 

of epiphany to the short story, which can afterwards be extended to the short 

story cycle, by returning to Norman Friedman's article on short story genre 

theory. 
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First, for clarity, I will cite Morris Beja's definition of epiphany, which is as 

good as any: "[Epiphany is] a sudden spiritual manifestation, whether from 

some object, scene, event, or mernorable phase of the mind-the manifestation 

being out of proportion to the significance or strictly logical relevance of 

whatever produces il' (18). Certain critics, Charles May among thern, have 

proposed that there is an inseparable link between the short story and the 

epiphany: "that the short story is short because it deals with a special, brief sort 

of experience and that this experience [epiphany] is most suited to the short 

story" (22). This hypothesis seems reasonable enough f te r  all, some of the 

greatest practitioners of epiphany have been short story writers: James Joyce 

and Flannery O'Connor, to name a few. But Friedman rightly points out that 

epiphanies do not only appear in short stories-you can find them in Joyce's 

Ulysses or in a number of Virginia Woolf's novels, Friedman argues. Ashton 

Nichols identifies epiphanic moments in the poetry of Wordsworth, Coleridge 

and Hopkins in his text, The Poetics of Epiphany. Beja's work involves looking at 

the epiphany in the modem novel, and he includes Wolfe and Faulkner with 

Joyce and Woolf. 

Rather than being part of the intrinsic fom of the short story, as May 

seems to believe, Friedman argues that epiphany is a manifestation of the 

modemist period, that "al1 modemist forms, including the novel as well as the 

verse epic, have moved toward the subjective moment" (23). Indeed, the only 

intrinsic f o n  that Friedman does recognize is a short story's shortness, relative 

to the medium (novella) and long (novel) forms: "So a story binds us more 

closely to the sentence than a novel and less closely to the word than a poem. 

Since the end is pushed closer to the beginning, each sentence carries a special 
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urgency and calls for a higher level of attention" (27). Because it is short. a 

short story is affected by the immanence of its ending, and by the close 

consideration the reader gives to the text. 

So while the short story is not defined by epiphany, l would argue that the 

two make quite a compatible couple because of their connection with brevity. 

With less tirne to develop a story's action than is afforded by a novel or novella, 

the short story writer might deal with that action in short, intense bursts. Gerald 

Lynch uses the metaphor of light to describe this intensity of experience: 

the essence of the story is the illuminating fiash rather than the 

steadily growing light . . . . The series of flashes signals a different 

code altogether from the steady bearn. The world as seen by 

stroboscope, held still momentarily. strangely fragmented at other 

times, moving unfamiliarly in the minds of readers amstomed to 

novel. The steady beam, itself an illusion, is here broken up, 

perhaps intentionally disrupted (95-96). 

Short stories that progress in flashes of illumination, lighting up mere fragments 

of the characters' lives, rnirror the scale of the epiphanic experience. The brevity 

of the short story allows the author to depict events that are not as grand or 

momentous as those one might find in a novel, and with the reader's sharpened 

focus, it is easier to catch the psychological lightning strike of epiphany. 

Transferring these principles frorn the short story to the short story cycle, we see 

that just as the significance of the epiphanic revelation is larger than the event or 

object that triggers it, so the impact of the whole short story cycle is larger than 

the brief moments it encompasses. 
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In addition to being a good match with my chosen genre, epiphany is also 

highly suited to the Christian context of my work, and not just because the term 

"epiphany" is taken from the religious festival celebrating the revelation of the 

infant Jesus to the Magi. As Beja points out in his definition, epiphany is 

fundamentally a "sudden spiritual manifestation" that is provoked by some 

aspect of physical reality, "some object, scene, event, or memorable phase of 

the mind" (18). In other words, literary epiphanies embody the moments when 

the natural world and the spiritual dimension connect, and this connedion 

promotes understanding of the characters' spiritual insights-which readers 

might find rnystifying or inaccessibl+-through their physical surroundings and 

actions-which readers are more farniliar and cornfortable with. Thus Elizabeth 

Newcomb reaches an understanding of her prophetic role in the church and her 

acceptance by its mernbers through something as mundane as a nosebleed. 

Epiphany is one way of dealing with the challenge presented by religious 

subject matterlhat is, to convince the reader to believe in an unseen spiritual 

dimension, even if only for the duration of the stories. In the 199(Ys, one cannot 

assume the reader will understand or be sympathetic toward concepts such as 

God or sin or redemption, rituals like prayer and communion. As a Catholic 

writer, Flannery O'Connor was very aware of this challenge, especially in the era 

of the finies and sixties, when traditional religious beliefs were being questioned 

and rejected, both in academic and intellectual circles and in society as a whole. 

In an article entitled "The Church and the Fiction Writer," published in America 

in 1957, O'Connor reveals her strategy for convincing the reader to accept the 

spiritual dimension: 



A belief in fixed dogma cannot fix what goes on in life, or blind the 

believer to it. It will, of course, add a dimension to the writer's 

observation which many cannot, in conscience, acknowledge 

exists, but as long as what they can acknowledge is present in the 

work, they cannot daim that any freedom has been denied the 

artist. A dimension taken away is one thing, a dimension added is 

another; and what the Catholic writer and reader will have to 

remember is that the reality of the added dimension will be judged 

in a work of fiction by the truthfulness and wholeness of the natural 

events presented (Mystery 1 50). 

Many elements of fiction contribute to O'Connor's whole, truthful depiction of 

reality, from her vividly-evoked Southern setting to her quirky and complex 

characters with their convincing regional dialect to her arresting imagerya bull 

with a hedge-wreath caught in its horns; a water stain on the wall in the shape of 

a bird; two identical green and purple hats. In fact, O'Connor was not 

recognized as a Catholic writer until she announced that fact in 1957, after the 

publication of her first two books, Wise Blood and A Good Man is Hard io Find, 

leading me to believe that O'Connor's writing is so detailed and persuasive in a 

fictional sense that early critics did not find it necessary to use her beliefs to 

justify the existence of her stories. 

However, there is one area where I think O'Connor could have made her 

stories even more realistic, and that is through the narrative voice. For the most 

part, O'Connor uses a narrator who is privy to the thoughts of one or severai 

characters, what we traditionally cal1 an omniscient or limited omniscient 

narrator. Not one of her stories is written in first-person. I believe her choice is 
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partly due to her use of irony-she requires the "objective" perspective of the 

narrator in order to poke fun at her characters, who tend to be unaware of their 

own weaknesses. The superior, almost godlike, position that her narrator 

occupies also allows a closer examination of characters' thoughts and motives 

than they would likely undertake themselves in the more "confessional" mode of 

first-person narration. O'Connor allows her narrator to make interpretive 

statements that fall outside of the characters' understanding, such as this one at 

the end of 'The Enduring Chill": ltAsbury blanched and the last film of illusion 

was tom as if by a whirlwind from his eyes. He saw that for the rest of his days, 

frail, racked, but enduring, he would live in the face of a purifying terror. A 

feeble cry, a last impossible protest escaped him. But the Holy Ghost, 

emblazoned in ice instead of fire, continued, implacable, to descend" (Stones 

382). Asbury is aware in this passage that his understanding of life has been 

irrevocably changed, but O'Connor's narrator feels it necessary to go further, 

calling the bird-shaped water stain by its symbolic name, the Holy Ghost. 

Perhaps she doesn't trust her modem reader to recognize it. 

What I've stumbled on for my own short story cycle, I see now, is a less 

artificial approach to narrative voice than O'Connor's, one that narrows the gap 

between the characters and the reader and restricts the narrator's opportunity for 

mediation or interference. It was through reading Gérard Genette's exciting text, 

Nanative Discourse, that I understood how the narrative style I settled on after 

nurnerous drafts actually served my purpose of realism. Techniques like using 

the present tense, keeping the narrative chronological (with flashbacks prompted 

by the characters' thoughts instead of artificially visited by the narrator), 

choosing a point-of-view that Genette calls "interna! focalization" (1 89) to give 
* 
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the reader access to only one character's thoughts, al1 serve to give readers a 

sense of watching the stories take place before their eyes, rather than hearing 

them through the interfering voice of a narrator. In fact, I seem to have blurred 

the line between character and nanator as much as possible without tuming the 

stories into first-person accounts told in the voice of the central character. I see 

the narrator in this work as a communal narrator made up of the wnsciousness 

of the entire church community, much like the town William Faulkner uses as his 

narrator in the story, "A Rose for Emily." While I have no explicit textual 

justification for this conception of the narrator-who never refers to hiMerself- 

nevertheless I believe it meshes with the collective emphasis of the cycle: the 

church as a communal entity is privy to al1 the stories of its members, 

inwrporating them into its identity. Allowing the characters to narrate their own 

stories would emphasize their isolation; having the communal narrator tell the 

stories shows that they are not alone, but watched and, to some extent, 

understood by the community. 

As I have said, though, I did not set out to create this type of communal 

narrator. I did not even entirely understand why the present tense seemed to 

work better than the past, or why inwrporating the character's thoughts into the 

narrative voice made the stories stronger. Genette has given me a vocabulary 

to describe what I've done, has mapped out every region of narrative possibility 

with alrnost mathematical precision, but I have found his text more useful for 

reading my work afterwards than for directing its writing. When confronted with 

a roadblock in my stories, I have leamed that the voice of my subject matter is 

more tnie, more sure in helping me find my way through it than the dry rhetoric 
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of critical structuralist theory. I feel a certain affinity with Alice Munro when she 

says, during an interview with Tim Struthers, 

If I backed off and talked about this story I'rn writing now and tried 

to figure out why 1 was trying to write this story, it would probably 

end up that I wouldn't write it. When it's all done, I can probably 

see where it went wrong. But that's about ail. 1 guess I mean that, 

for me, too much thinking about what I'rn doing is altogether a 

waste of time. And not even a very great temptation, though I sit 

around, you'd maybe think I was thinking, but I'rn just having kind of 

a big, gloomy, empty-minded period [laughter] trying to get rny 

story straight. I'rn not thinking about writing (Stnithers 36). 

I fumbled my way toward a particular narrative voice by doing what Munro calls 

"getting her story straight," and that was also how she discovered the form of 

Lives of Girls and Women. 

When I started writing Lives-l've probably told you this-i started 

writing it as a straight novel, and everything was working the way 

things work in the traditionally patterned novel except that it wasn't 

working for me, and I got about a third of the way into it . . . . And 

there again, I didn't think about what I was doing. I just went back 

and started tearing it apart and putting it into these little sections, 

because that's the way I wanted to tell the story to myself. So it 

had to be done like that in order to be told to me in a way that 

interested me most. I guess that's why 1 can't write a novel. 1 lose 

interest (Struthers 14-1 5). 
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Munro's use of the short story cycle seems to be organic, suited to her particular 

temperament and style; she tries to write novels but she ends up writing cycles. 

Edna Alford speaks of coming to the genre in a similarl y organic way- 

one evening she wrote d o m  a list of ten titles, within the course of fifteen 

minutes. In her paper "Fear of the Novel," that she also proposed to call "Fear 

of the Apple: The Orange in Saskatchewan Fiction," she confesses, "The initial 

shock and euphoria must be somewhat analogous to that which people report at 

unexpected multiple births . . . . But the fonn was there from the beginning. I 

confess-short fiction, linked. Only later did I scrutinize it from every angle and 

decide that the material would remain in its original f om in spite of extemal 

pressure to convert it" (1 76). Not only did the stories present themselves in what 

Alford considered their natural fom, but in a fom she felt was destined to her: 

"it wasntt really a question of fear as much as a trick of fate. I fell in love, if you 

must know. Passionately, irrevocably in love" (1 77). Alford admits to her 

imaginary interrogator, the one appointed to weed the fear of the novel out of 

Saskatchewan writers, that her love affair with linked short fiction began at the 

age of fifteen. The book? Dubliners. 

When I set out to write a short story cycle, I had a set of rather dry, 

calculated reasons for doing so. I had written short stories, so I felt that a short 

story cycle would help me bridge the gap to the novel, provide me an 

apprenticeship, as it were. I could try to publish the individual stories in journals 

before the entire text was finished. Also, it seemed to me that very few writers 

had attempted the form-at least, I knew of only three or four-so the thought of 

doing something new appealed to me. But I soon found that these reasons were 

not sufficient to carry me through the demanding task of writing a three-hundred 
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page text. Early on I discovered that dozens, perhaps hundreds, of short story 

cycles had already been written. Then I found that the loose unity that my cycle 
t 

demanded from me meant that no story would be finished ahead of the other* 

most of the time, I have worked on al1 twelve simultaneously. Each discovery I 

made with one story affected the others. And finally, I have learned that the 

short story cycle is a different animal altogether from the novel. Having written a 

short story cycle, 1 doubt whether I will find writing a novel any easieri-f I ever 

do so. 

Abandoning rny carefully-mapped strategies for this text, I allowed the 

writing to develop in its own shape, its own direction. The cycle seems to stand 

up under my mild critical scrutiny, although 1 would hesitate to take credit for 

that. But I feel I have discovered a fascinating creature, one worth scuttling my 

noveiist plans for, to spend years exploring its contours and cornplexities. 

However you define it, I believe my infatuation with the short story cycle could 

develop into a life-long romance. 
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O R D E R  O F  S E R V I C E  

Helen doesn't want to open her eyes, dry as they are with sleep. The 

alarm clock hasn't switched on yet, so she won't open them until she hears the 

soft flood of choral music at 7:OO. But although she lies in bed for what seems 

like a long time, the music doesn't corne. Curious that the room is so tight at this 

hour. She starts drifting in and out of sleep again, her dreams convincing her 

that she is trapped under the covers, unable to move, held there while the 

church service goes on without her. Why won't the voices start, those beautiful 

choral voices lifting her out of sleep on a sheet of woven sound? 

At last Helen wakes long enough to gnidgingly open her eyes. She could 

turn her head and look at the dock radio, but she'd rather look at her watch, 

hanging on a silver chain around her neck. Her mother gave it to her when she 

graduated from nursing school, and she wears it constantly, sleeps with it 

nestled in her hand. Lying back on her pillow, she lifts her hand and opens it, 

peers at the small old-fashioned hands of the watch. 

That can't be. The radio would have gone on long ago. Perhaps she 

forgot to wind the watch last night. But the Sun is reaching through her curtains, 

spreading long fingers across her bedspread. Helen props herself heavily ont0 

one elbow and looks at the dock radio. It blinks at her, durnb-founded. 

Well, of al1 the . . . the power must have gone off during the night and 

reset the clock to 12:OO. Why didn't she look earlier? She must have been 

awake for hours. Helen plants her fists in front of her and pushes herself up to 

sitting position, then pulls her legs around from under the bedclothes and lets 

them hang off the bed. Twenty-three minutes before Josef begins the organ 



prelude. She rests a moment, her heart clicking with the exertion of sitting up. 

Once the organ starts, she has five minutes of grace to get into the sanctuary 

without making a fuss. 

No tirne for breakfast. Sometimes when she fasts, her empty stomach 

tums over on itself, nimbling and chuming up air, and she hopes this won't 

happen during silent prayer. Of course, skipping breakfast this morning doesn't 

count as fasting because she doesn't have a choice. 

Helen reaches towards the dresser, where she laid out her clothes the 

night before, just the way she used to do when she did shift-work at the hospital. 

Saved her time in the morningif she didn't iron her uniform and find a decent 

pair of hose before she went to bed, she might be late getting to the ward. 

Sitting on the bed, she can put on her cotton briefs and bra, the support hose 

and polyester slip and alligator print blouse, but for the wool skirt, she has to 

stand. Before inserting her toes into the rolled-up bal1 of the hose, she checks 

her nails for catches and then darnpens her hands under the bathroom tap. 

"Water is our friend," she can hear her mother Say. 

Helen pulls out her dentures and gives them a good brush. Without her 

top plate her mouth hangs open, and she watches her liver-coloured tongue float 

back and forth along her polished bottom teeth, the colour of old piano keys. 

Then she gargles with mouthwash, counting out thirty seconds on her fingers. 

Her Weedy gray hair doesn't look slept on, hanging smoothly from her centre 

part like a school boy's with the bangs wt straight above her eyebrows. Helen 

pats her crown to make sure the hair lies flat where she can't see. Removing 

her tinted glasses to clean them, she leans into the mirror to inspect her nose, 

the large pores wvered in a f u n  of short hair. 
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After she arranges her plastic rainhat over her hair and buttons up her 

overcoat, she telephones the taxi. She never knows how soon the taxi driver will 

arrive, sometimes in five minutes, sometimes twenty. She picks up her purse 

and cane, locks the door behind her-doorknob and deadbolt-and rnakes her 

way down the musty hallway to the elevator. 

"Calvin Park Presbyterian Church, please," she tells the driver, and 

busies herself picking dimes out of her change pune for his tip. 

Knox Colquhoun usually waits for her at the elevator. Helen prefers not to 

have to clirnb the dozen stairs leading up to the narthex. Knox keeps the key, 

and he pushes aside the heavy elevator door and holds ont0 her elbow while the 

cage jerks upward. He isn't so much younger than herself, wasn't he in her 

baptism class back at St. Andrew's before the war? Perhaps she is thinking of 

his older brother, Martin. 

But when she pushes open the glass door and lets herself into the foyer, 

Knox isn't there. She looks back through the sidelights but the taxi-driver has 

left. He opened the car door for her, gave her a hand getting out of the taxi, but 

he didn't walk her into the church. Likely had to rush off for another fare. She 

unbuttons her coat and lifts up her watch: 10:38. They'll be past the 

announcements and into the opening hymn by now, that's why there's no one 

milling around, and when she listens closely she can hear the muffied tune. 

Hosanna, loud Hosanna. Number 157, if she's not mistaken. 

"Hello! Hello?khe calls to the usher, hoping he hasn't gone into the 

sanctuary already. "1s anyone there?" But she can barely hear her own voice, 

doubtful that it will carry al1 the way up the stairs. She removes her dry rainhat 
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and folds it into a srnooth triangle, placing it in her purse. If only there were a 

chair here, somewhere that she could sit and think. A spurt of anger fises hot in 

her throat. Why hasn't someone put a chair here? And why hasn't someone 

told the usher to expect her? Disgraceful. She never misses a service. 

But it can't be helped, Helen reflects as her anger ebbs, leaving the cold 

reality. She is stuck here until she figures out what to do. She could follow the 

hallway back to the church offices, but that wouldn't get her into the service- 

she'd have to sit in the drafty hallway or corne in the door at the front on the 

sanctuary. No, that's not possible, too much of a disturbance. The only other 

way is the staircase. She'll have gel to the top, even if it means crawling on her 

hands and knees. 

Her shoes are flat and sturdy, that's a cornfort. Helen stations her cane 

on the first step, clutches the handrail and hauls herself up. She counts the 

stairs quickly with her eyes, only eleven to go. Cane, handrail, pull, both feet up. 

Dry, why is her rnouth so dry? She gets one foot up but then her toe catches on 

the step, and she falls against the handrail, twisting her wrist. Eight more. The 

hand around her cane is sore from gripping the handle so tightly. Her knees 

bum. Letting go of the handrail, she leans over and puts her hand on the stairs. 

This is less frightening than standing upright. She won? fall backwards. Six, or 

is it five? She barks her shin against the edge of a step. That will make a run in 

her stockings. Breath cornes shallow and quick through her nose. One more 

and she'll be able to see into the narthex. Was that her voice calling out again? 

Or did she just think the words? Finally, she can put a hand on the top step, the 

carpeting. There's that blasted usher, staring into the sanctuary. A lot of help 

he was. She clenches her teeth through the Iast two steps, the dentures 



pinching her gums. Her back gives a twinge of protest as she straightens. Of 

course, the hymn ends now, when it's too late. The usher hears the shuffle of 

her cane, her shoes on the carpet, and tums. 

"Miss Bentler! Did you get up here al1 by yourself?'he says in hushed 

tones. He looks familiar, but Helen can't recall his name. Perhaps they were 

introduced at the Spring Bazaar. She has trouble keeping up with al1 the new 

members. 'You should have called for me, Knox gave me the elevator keys in 

case you showed up," he continues. "But I'm not surprised you can still make it 

up the stairs yourself in a pinch. I hear you're a feisty one for your age." 

Someone must have been telling him about her. Someone has caught 

him looking at her picture in the fellowship hall and told him about her. The 

Matriarch of Calvin Park-she's heard them cal1 her that. Not quite fair, really, 

since she wasnlt the only one on the founding cornmittee. 

"1 called to yoG' Helen begins to Say, but he has tumed away to 

rummage on the narthex table. 

"1 thought I had one or two bulletins left, Miss Bentler," the usher says 

over his shoulder, "but 1 must be wrong. Didn't expect this many worshippers on 

a regular Sunday, that's why we ended up short. You'll be okay without a 

bulletin, right? I'm sure you've been to enough services to know the order inside 

and out." He straightens and takes her arm to lead her to a pew. 

Helen holds back, eyes searching over the table, her brow tensed. She 

wants to ask him, couldn't ha get a bulletin frorn someone in the congregation? 

That couple has two, they coutd share. Reverend Saville wouldn't want her to 

be without a bulletin. She passes her cane to her other hand, but her purse is 

left dangling on that a r w s h e  passes the cane back, removes her purse and 
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tucks it into the crook of her elbow. The usher waits, looking back towards the 

door for other latecomers, and his hand feels too tight on her arm, he's pinching 

the skin. Is he afraid she'll falt down? 

Perhaps she should ask the usher to cal1 her another taxi. Several 

television stations broadcast Sunday services, which often have large choirs and 

soloists that sing the rnost musing, inspirational hymns. And she could ask 

Reverend Saville to send her the tape-recording of his sermon. Her back is 

beginning to pain her from that climb up the stairs, and she knows that another 

hour in a hard-backed pew will make it ache even more fiercely. Helen has a 

few painkillers in her purse but she can't swallow them without water. 

She tries to tell the usher t h i ~ h e  would rather go home, please-but 

when she tums to look up at hirn and pulls on his arm, he takes this as a signal 

that she's ready to go in, and opens the sanctuary door. Only Reverend Saville 

is speaking, giving the Call to Worship, and everyone hears the door and tums 

to see who is wming in late. Helen flushes with the attentiorc-this is why she 

usually comes early, it takes her so long to creep down the aisle. But she and 

the usher don't go far. He stops at the last pew, which is empty, reserved for 

ushers and mothers of children in the nursery, who have to be fetched during the 

service if their babies fuss. He lets go of her arm and she lowen herself on the 

pew. Why has he left her by herself, with no one to see her dilemma and offer 

her a bulletin? Welt, it is the only empty aisle seat. She tucks her purse into the 

corner of the pew. 

Let us join together N, the Prayer of Confession. 

Helen hears the minister's familiar baritone with relief and looks up, but 

instead of her usual clear view of the pulpit, she meets a sea of heads. The 
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gentleman directly in front of her has a side part just above his right ear, and his 

long hair is combed in an arc over his bald spot. There is no point in looking up, 

nothing to see; she might as well be listening to the service on the radio. Helen 

bows her head heavily as the Prayer of Confession rises around her. 

In one voice the congregation reads the prayer from their printed 

bulletins, pausing for each other at every comma and period. The rich sound 

incorporates each timbre, but Helen doesn't contribute her quavering alto-she 

has memorized many of the prayers Reverend Saville says regularly but she 

doesn't know this one. They must be using one of those special liturgies for 

Lent, witten by Home Missions or Campus Ministry. Her throat thick and 

clotted, she kneads her eyebrows and tries to compose herself for penitence. 

Helen is so fiushed that her glasses are fogging. I deserve this, she thinks, it's 

rny own fault I was late. I will buy a wind-up alann dock, with brass bells on top. 

Quickly, before the prayer ends, she calls other sins to mind: she hung up the 

phone on a telemarketer last Tuesday; she forgot to collect the garbage from 

Harold, her wheel-chair bound neighbour, and he stmggled dom the hall to the 

chute with the rancid bag in his lap; she let a basket of tomatoes go bad, too 

lazy to make chili sauce. 

in the name of our Lord Jesus Chttst, who taught us to pray- 

Helen relaxes at the advent of the Lord's Prayer, but finds her voice lost in 

its familiarity; she can't hear her own words, only the communal recitation. She 

doesn't have to think about what cornes next; she knows that the Presbyterians 

Say debts instead of trespasses. 

And now the words of absolution. Helen closes her eyes against their 

beauty, folds her hands and nibs a dry thurnb over her knuckle. 



Hear the good news! Who is in a position to condemn? 

Only Christ, thinks Helen. 

Only Christ, and Chnst died for us, Chnst rose for us, Chnst reigns in 

power for us, Chnst prays for us. 

The blood is draining out of her face; Helen can actually feel her 

temperature going dom. She reaches eagerly for her hymnal, hoping that the 

singing will stretch out her throat's thickness. She misses accompanying the 

choir on the organ, but it gives her the chance to sing the alto line. Singing and 

playing at the same time was sornething she never quite mastered. But before 

she can make out the second hymn nurnber tisted on the board at the front of the 

sanctuary, she hears Reverend Saville: 

You will find the words and music of ouf next hymn, "Glory and Praise to 

our God, " printed in your bulletin. 

She ought to have remembered; they had a heated discussion at Session 

last month about using choruses that weren't in the hymnal, to contemporize 

their worship. Helen was cautiously in favour of the idea, she can see how 

many teenagers were refusing to corne to church with their parents. But she 

hasn't considered this possibility, that worshippers might be stranded, unable to 

sing, if they didn't have music and didn't know the Song. The hymnbook is more 

dernocratic. She will have to speak to Reverend Saville about the number of 

bulletins being printed. 

Without the dignified pace of a hymn, the chorus reminds her of a folk 

Song Sung around a carnpfire. Not wanting to be unkind to Josef, she notices 

that the piano accompaniment is thin and plunky compared to the rich, viscous 

tone of the organ. The piano is an upright they bought from a public school, but 



the organ is a genuine pipe, not an electric. The Women's Home Association 

spent seven months catering fund-raisen, organizing box lunch auctions and 

white elephant sales to raise part of the money, and when the organ was 

dedicated on Thanksgiving Sunday, 1965, Helen played a solo during the 

offertory4ach's Chorale No. 67. 

The refrain of the Song is repeated after every verse, and Helen could 

pick it up, the tune is simple enough, but her voice feels grownover with silence, 

like the dry corner of a garden gone to seed. lnstead she tries to guess what the 

Scripture reading will be. They're in the Lenten season, and this year Helen has 

decided to give up Saturday Night at the Movies on TVOntario. Yesterday she 

made it hard on herself by Iooking up what she was missing in the program 

guide: Good-morning, Miss Dove and The Browning Version. She had to 

unplug the television to make sure she wouldn't turn it on. If she had given up 

the thing that gives her the most pleasure, it would have been her Sunday night 

calls to Frances in Grande Prairie, but she doesn't see that she has any right to 

deprive Frances of their conversations just for her own spiritual discipline. 

Frances hasn't found another best friend in Grande Prairie yet, although Helen 

intercedes on her behalf every evening during her prayers. 

Since it's the fint Sunday of Lent, Reverend Saville will be preaching on 

the temptations of Christ; the only question is whether he'll read frorn Luke or 

Matthew. See, she's not so lost after all. Helen follows the Old Testament and 

Epistle readings in her pew Bible, listening to the rustling of thin paper as 

everyone turns the page at the same time, and she feels a twinge of familiar 

irritation when she cornes to uncapitalized pronouns referring to the Godhead. 

She voted against the New International Version when they bought these Bibles, 



but no one else agreed with her that the King James was a more faithful 

translation. She remambers when capitalking such pronouns was part of 

standard King's English, along with JOY, the acronym her mother taught her in 

third grade: Jesus first, Others next, Yourself last. She has never been able to 

think of a logical sentence which would have al1 of those people in it, except 

perhaps "Jesus, rny mother and I will be together in heaven." 

When Reverend Saville cornes to the Gospel reading, however, it is the 

parable of the Pharisee and the Publican, not the temptation of Christ. 

Flustered, Helen isn't able to find the text until it is half-read. The Pharisee has 

already bragged about his tithing and fasting and now the tax collecter beats his 

breast and rends his clothes over al1 the people he has defrauded. Helen 

wonders what it would be like to have to make such a confession to her minister, 

the way the Catholics do. She suspects she would be ashamed of the trifles she 

calls sins, tempted to embellish them. She would sound so pious to confess 

about the tomatoes going bad when other people had sins like adultery and 

doubts about the divinity of Christ. Perhaps i ls just as well to keep such 

confessions between herself and God. 

The children's sermon is brief. Helen can't hear much since Reverend 

Saville leaves the pulpit microphone to sit on the chance1 steps, so she watches 

a child, too shy to go up, in the pew opposite. The boy is chewing on a pen his 

mother has given him, drawing pictures on the blank page at the back of the 

bulletin for semon notes. Every so often he kicks the back of the pew lightly 

with his foot, until his mother leans over and put her hand fimly on his knee. His 

hair is straight, the colour of strong tea. When the herd of children thunder 
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down the aisle for Sunday school, he waits until the last child has passed before 

he scoots off the pew and follows. 

That calrn before the sermon descends, when al1 the restless children are 

gone and nearly haîf the adults too, to lead their classes. Helen finds that if she 

leans to the right she can see the minister through a crack between two people's 

shoulders. Reverend Saville is one of those ministers who reads his sermon 

word for word. He grips the sides of the pulpit and leans forward and back on 

his amis, as though doing push-ups. Çrom this distance his face is just a blur of 

colour, Helen can't see his mouth moving. Then one person's shoulder moves 

over to fiIl in the gap, niining her view. She continues to look in the direction of 

the chance1 but finds it difficult to concentrate on Saville's disembodied voice. 

She feels foolish watching when there is nothing to see, finds it easier to rest her 

gaze in her lap. 

Reverend Saville is Calvin Park's sixth minister. Helen counts the others 

out on her fingers: Reverend Albert Mackie was the first and the longest, 

staying until 1963 when the church was well-established; then Reverend John 

Evrett, who helped them build the organ and the Sunday school addition and 

then went to be a missionary in India; the next gentleman, she can't recall his 

name, left after only a year because he wuldn't get along with the elden, which 

put them in a bad spot; it took almost three years for the search cornmittee to 

find Reverend Paige, who was widowed and ended up marrying Helen's best 

friend, Frances; and finally Reverend William Dixon who left in 1991 to work for 

Presbyterian World Services and Development. 

Of al1 her ministers, though, Helen remembers her last one at St. 

Andrew's the best. The Reverend J. Bernard Asselstine, M.A., B.D. At that time 
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St. Andrew's was the only Presbyterian church in Kingston, so regardless of 

what she thought of Reverend Asselstine, she and her parents attended 

regularly. He came to cal1 on her at her parent's house on Alfred Street in 1943; 

it was a Tuesday, she remembers, because the iceman had just been and she 

and her mother were rearranging the icebox when the bel1 rang. Helen 

answered the door, wiping her hands on her flowered apron, and fiushed 

immediately when she saw the minister, standing on the front porch with a black 

ledger under his a n .  Her hair was coming out of her braid and she had her 

housetleaning dress on, but there wasn't time to change, she showed hirn into 

the front roorn and went to make lemonade and cut cake while het mother 

entertained him. 

Helen thought he had corne to see her mother about the Canadian Girls 

in Training; her mother was a leader and they had a rally coming up in June. 

But when she brought the cake and lemonade in, her mother made her sit dom. 

Reverend Asselstine had the black ledger in his lap and was leaning 

forward with his elbows on it. "1 understand that James is leaving at the end of 

August, is that right, Helen?" 

'Yes sir. They're shipping him to England first, for training." 

You must understand that this is a busy summer at the church. In 

reviewing my calendar I see that there are only a few Saturdays open prior to 

August, and I thought you would like to speak up now for a date before they're 

all gone." 

Helen stared at him blankiy. 
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"For your marriage. I thought you would want to pick a Saturday for your 

wedding date. I have the thirteenth of June open; I hope you aren't 

superstitious." 

In the clouded moments as Helen tried to take in his rneaning, she 

wondered if she could have forgotten James' proposal, or if he was so sure of 

her he had toid the minister to go ahead with the arrangements. She looked 

wildly at her mother, who took Helen's hand in her lap. 

'There must be some mistake-James and I aren't engaged!" 

"Oh, I'rn aware of that. But of course he's going to ask you to marry him, 

very shortly I would expect. There's no sense in letting that technicaiity keep 

you from reserving a wedding date." He opened the black ledger and took a pen 

from his jacket pocket. "l've brought the marriage register with me so we can 

take care of al1 the details; now, what is your full name, please?" 

"Helen Ada Bentler, but. . . ." He mustn't write anything, she thought 

frantically. Once he writes in that book it's as good as done. She wanted ta 

snatch the pen away from him, break the nib off, empty the ink on the mg. 

"Reverend, may i impose for a moment, on behalf of rny daughter?" 

Helen's mother spoke as calmly as though she were ordering the week's 

groceries. "Certainly Helen's father and I think very highly of James Metcer, and 

we would be pleased to see him marry ouf daughter. However, we believe a 

marriage at this time would serve no purpose except to aggravate the pain of 

separation. If God is merciful and James retums after his tour of duty, I'm sure 

he won? feel any less obliged to Helen than if they were man and wife. But my 

daughter and I do thank you for your consideration. don't we, Helen?" 
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Helen looked at her mother's profile, skin smooth and opaque as ivory, 

and could only nod slowly. Reverend Asselstine shut up his book, refused her 

mothef s offer of cake, and went away. 

Now Helen doesn't hold the minister's presumption against him; his 

efficiency and organization are what drove the Committee to Establish Calvin 

Park Presbyterian Church. In fact, shortly after they received the news that 

James had been killed in a training accident, it was Asselstine who asked her to 

act as secretary for the committee. During meetings she took notes in pencil, 

and afterwards she composed her notes into sentence f om  and typed them 

three times on St. Andrew's silverkeyed manual typewriter, which gave her six 

copies because of the carbon paper. She also did research, looking for a church 

that would seIl them second-hand hymnbooks at a reduced price, checking with 

the city planning office to find out whether they could purchase a lot in the Calvin 

Park subdivision for future building, placing the advertisernent for a minister in 

the church magazine when they got that far. 

Reverend Saville is still preaching, but Helen c m  tell by his conclusive 

tone that he will be finished shortly. She hasn't thought about the Committee to 

Establish in quite a while. She and Frances used to talk about it, because 

Frances was the only other wornan on the committee, and there are some funny 

stories about Reverend Asselstine submitting a motion to Presbytery to have 

their church name approved, but because the Clerk of Presbytery's hand-writing 

was so atrocious, it was recorded as "Calcium Park." It took Helen months to 

straighten out that gaffe. 

Reverend Saville must be gathering his papen and retreating from the 

pulpit. Perhaps she will have to get a tapeiecording of his sermo+she can't 
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recall having heard a word of it. The choir is getting ready to sing the offertory 

They stand and Helen can just see the tops of their heads in front of the organ 

pipes. Helen forgives Josef the piano accompaniment when she hears the first 

serene chords of "Shall We Gather at the River." She h u m  along softly on the 

low notes. 

Yes, we'll gather at the river, 

The beautiful, the beautiful river; 

Soon our happy heads wiil quiver 

Wth the melody of peace. 

The Song finishes before the ushers reach the back of the sanctuary, and 

silence surrounds her as she drops her numbered envelope in the plate. She 

never writes the amount on the outside even though there is a space for it. 

Malcolm McPhadden, the treasurer, will open the envelope when he counts the 

rnoney after the service. He sits in the office with the door closed and won't 

open it for anyone, in case they make him lose count. 

The crack and swoosh of paper hitting the wooden floorboards distracts 

her from the Prayer of Dedication. The gentleman with the comb-over has 

dropped his bulletin and doesntt bother to pick it up; she can see a tantalizing 

corner of the brightly-coloured cover beneath his pew. All she has to do is drop 

ont0 her knees and it will be within reach. There's still another hymn, then the 

Benediction and the postlude-she has tirne to retrieve the bulletin before the 

recessional beg ins. 

She grips the pew with crooked fingen and leans her weight forward and 

down to the floorboards. There isn't much room between her seat and the back 

of the next pew. The bulletin is just out of reach to her right, the insert with the 
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chorus music peeking out from beneath the wver. Perhaps she can snag it with 

her cane. No, she'd probably knock the cane against the pew or get it stuck 

somehow. lnstead she shuffles over, leaning her back against the pew seat, and 

can just place her index finger on the bulletin. She pulls it  painstakingly towards 

her until it is close enough to pick up. 

The photo on the front is a re-enactment of the parable of the Pharisee 

and the Publican, with a white-bearded gentleman in a suit standing next to a 

dirty man crouched in rags. The verse reads, "All who exalt themselves will be 

hurnbled, but al! who humble themselves will be exalted." She opens the bulletin 

as the final hymn plays, and pores over the words of the confessional prayer, the 

Scripture references, hums the chorus softly to herself. She reads the 

announcements, the calendar of events, the requests for volunteers. She flips to 

the last page and scans the pre-printed message on the back of the bulletin. 

Everything is in its place. 

But her toes are beginning to cramp, and her knees are cracking on the 

cold floor. She tries to reach behind, to lift herself back up, but the pew is too far 

above now; her arms cannot get leverage. Hidden between the pews, the other 

worshippers can't see that she is trapped. Could she crawl into the aisle and 

heave herself to her feet without anyone noticing? How absurd, she almost has 

to laugh. Her legs feel like they will collapse, but she hasn't any room to fall. 

The usher who has been sitting across the aisle from her has gone to the 

fellowship hall to prepare for serving coffee. Finally the postlude is finished. 

Why isn't anyone getting up? Then she remembers that the minister is coming 

down the aisle towards her. She shuffles sideways to the end of the pew, hand 

poised to reach out when the moment cornes. His footsteps, she can hear them, 
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station himself at the door. Another second and she'll be too late. Helen darts 

out her hand, grasping to get hold of his long black robe, and tugs sharply at the 

hem. 

Saville stops and tums, looking puuled. Helen thinks how tired he 

seems, as though the service has leached away al1 his energy. Then he sees 

her on the floor. Without a word he wraps his black-draped sleeves under her 

anpits, braces himself and lifts her back up to the pew. Helen feels a great 

flood of relief as the pressure cornes off her legs and the blood begins flowing 

again. She isn't so heavy. but the space between pews is awkward, and the 

minister has to strain to get her righted. Then, taking a seat beside her, Saville 

says, "1 was concerned when I didn't see your face in the front pew this moming, 

Miss Bentler. I'm glad you made it after all." 

Helen wrings his hand gratefully, and looks at the bulletin clutched in her 

shaking grip. You know me, she might say, I never miss a service. But al1 she 

can do is nod and blink away tears. 



D R I N K  

Only Ryan knows about the wood underneath the pew. Up where his 

mother is sitting the pew is shiny brown like toffee, but undemeath the boards 

are pale and funy.  If he wipes his finger along the wood, stopping to follow the 

swirls of a knot, his finger will smell like the sawdust from the new garage they 

are building next door to his apartment. The black screws that hold the pews 

together are at the bottom of long well holes in the wood, and Ryan can still fit 

his pinky finger into the hole and scrape at the screw head with his nail. 

He is only allowed to bring one car to church, because if there were two 

they would have to crash into each other and that makes too much noise. One 

car only makes engine noise. The best place to run his car is undemeath the 

pew where his mother can't see him, and the car can go up the pew legs and 

across the roads that the boards make and back down. Also, under the pew 

makes a small space that fits him; the ceilings in the church are so high that 

when he tilts his head back to look at them he feels sick to his stomach, like 

when he ate too many Flintstones vitamins and had to go to the hospital and 

drink a milkshake that made him throw up. 

His mother doesn't like him under the pew. Any minute she might notice 

he is gone and reach a hand under to grab his arm. Once when she did that he 

hit his head on the pew. Ryan doesn't know why she doesn't like him under the 

pew. Cs a safe place, and he never touches people's shoes, even when they 

almost kick him. 

The organ is playing now and Ryan gets up. If he climbs on his rnother's 

lap before the singing starts she will stay sitting and stroke his hair, which gives 
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him shivers. He puts his head against her chest and he can hear her voice from 

the inside. Her singing sounds darker because it is dark inside a person. lnside 

a person is hollow, with just your stornach which is where Jesus lives. Last week 

Ryan ate a few straws from the kitchen broom so Jesus would have something to 

do down there. 

The hymn his mother sings is about a "handmade son," which must be 

like the gingerbread men in Mr. Aston's bakery. He has been meaning to ask 

Mr. Aston why he only puts a little bit of king on their faces and for buttons. The 

icing is the best part. He will get an animal cracker in Sunday school, which is 

not actually a cracker but a cookie from Noah's ark, but animal crackers don't 

have icing. Ryan plays with his rnother's thumb, bending it back and forth, and 

rubbing the long thurnbnail covered with shiny pink icing that she calls nail- 

polish. 

When the hymn is over Ryan has to sit on the pew again because his 

mother's lap gets tired. During the praying he picks up the children's pencil , 

which is shorter than a grown-up pencil and has no eraser, from the rack. He 

thinks that a children's pencil should have an eraser because children make 

more mistakes. Sometimes he fills in an offering envelope, but mostly he fills in 

a visitor card because it has longer spaces. He knows how to write because he 

watches his mother do it, a long loopy line without taking the pencil off the page. 

He likes his writing better because all the loops look the same. Ryan writes in 

his name, his teacher's name from Sunday school, the name of the street where 

he lived in Montreal, and the name he would give his dog if ha had a dog. He 

can't have a dog because there are only two bedrooms in their apartment, but 
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next year he might get a cricket. His mother said maybe, which is better than no 

or we'll see but not as good as yes. 

Ryan has to pee. He is not supposed to interrupt when his mother's eyes 

are closed, so he sucks in and tries to hold it. While he waits he traces the 

flowers on his rnother's skirt. The first time they came to church and his mother 

closed her eyes, Ryan thought she was sleeping or hurt, so he shook her and 

said, "Open your eyes, Mornmy." His mother and Mrs. Aston, the lady who 

brought them, both told him to shush. That's how Ryan leamed that only the 

minister is supposed to talk during praying, and everyone else closes their eyes 

so they will remember to be quiet and not get distracted. Mrs. Aston still drives 

them to church but they don't sit with her anymore. 

Finally the minister says "Amen," which is the end of praying, and Ryan 

whispers in his mother's ear about having to pee. 

She holds his shoulders and pushes him away from her ear. "Ryan, I 

can't understand what you're saying. Don't whisper in Mommy's ear." 

"1 have to pee," ha says, looking at the old lady sitting behind them to be 

sure she doesn't listen. 

"Oh Ryan, this is why you're not supposed to have two glasses of juice for 

breakfast." 

His mother takes him to the good bathroom. His mother always did take 

him to the bathroom, even long ago when his father still lived with them. In the 

good bathroom the toilet is at the same height as the one at home, and his 

rnother stands outside the stall while he pees. When someone else is in the 

good bathroom, he has to use the bad bathroom where the toilet is higher and 

has a metal pole right next to it. Then his mother has to lift him up so he can 
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reach, which makes him al1 wobbly so that he spills some and she makes hirn 

clean it up with the toilet paper. Or else she holds him while he sits on the seat. 

The toilet seat has a piece cut out at the front and he could fall in. 

They are back in time for the children's song, which is never a real 

children's Song but a hymn from the hymnbook. Real children's songs are on 

cassettes he plays on his tape recorder, 

Running over, running over, 

My cup is full and running over. 

Since the Lord saved me, I'm as happy as can be. 

My cup is full and running over. 

Once at breakfast Ryan poured the Mt-over milk from his cereal into his juice 

glass so his cup would be running over. It didn't make hirn as happy as can bel 

because then he couldn't drink his orange juice that had tumed al1 milky. His 

mother yelled at hirn for making a mess, and after she wiped up the puddle and 

poured the juicy milk down the drain, she gave hirn a spanking. First she said he 

would get three whacks, but when she got hirn over her lap with his pants dom, 

she only gave hirn one, and it wasn't very hard. He Med anyway, though. 

There are no pictures in the hymnal. If he had his crayons, he could draw 

some water drops on this song, pointed at the top and round at the bottom, 

because that's the name of it, "Little Drops of Water." Little drops fell into the 

toilet when he was almost finishad peeing, and made ripples. Little drops hang 

on the end of his mothefs nose when she is crying; sometirnes she catches 

them with a Kleenex and sometimes they fall into her lap. 

Ryan's mother gives hirn a quarter for the Sunday school offering. He 

likes to keep his money in a safe place where it won't roll away, like his front 
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overall pocket or inside his mouth. Other children hold their coins tight in their 

hands until their palms are sweaty, but hands can let go. Today he puts the 

quarter in the bottom of his ninning shoe, and his toes curl around it when he 

walks to the front of the church for the children's story. 

Ryan knows the four-year-olds from his Sunday school class, but the 

older children are mysterious to him. Today he tries to sit beside the serious girl 

with glasses and short brown hair like the pixies in his fairy-tale book. She likes 

the baby with curly red hair to sit on her lap, but there is room for Ryan on the 

step just behind her. The serious girl has a corduroy jumper with a big bow tied 

in the back, and Ryan arranges the ends of the bow so they lie flat, and pulls the 

wrinkles out of its loops. The girl tums around and says, "Hey!", but when she 

sees her bow is still tied she goes back to wrapping her fingers around the rad- 

head's curls. 

The church speaker is crackling because the minister is tuming on his 

cordless microphone. The minister is the only man in the church who wean a 

smock, long and black with floppy sleeves. The rninister's smock looks like his 

own painting smock, which is an old navy blouse of his mothets that gets 

buttoned up the back so his play clothes won't get dirty. With his smock he can 

splash his paint brushes in the water and flick paint ont0 the paper, and even 

spread paint around with his hands, and nothing stains his good clothes. The 

minister has good clothes on undemeath his smock, a suit and a tie that Ryan 

sees when the minister drinks coffee after church. Why doesn't the minister 

keep on his smock so he doesn't spill coffee on his good clothes? The minister 

walks around with his coffee cup, saying hello to al1 the grown-ups, which is 

dangerous. He wuld stumble or lose his grip and the coffee would splash up 
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onto his white shirt. Ryan's mother makes him sit at the table properly, with his 

bum on the seat, every time he drinks anything, even a glass of water. 

To tell the story, the minister has a box of surprises that he is showing 

them one at a time. Ryan pays attention better if there is something to look at 

during the story, especially since one Sunday the minister showed them a 

pinwheel so they would leam that God is like the wind, and Ryan got to take it 

home. The first surprise from the box is a birthday party hat shaped like an 

upsidedown ice cream cone. Then there is a whistle that grows as long as 

Pinocchio's nose when you blow it. Also the minister blows up a yellow balloon. 

Ryan doesn't get to keep any of these things. 

The minister asks what are the birthday hat and the whistle and the 

balloon for and lots of children yell out, "A birthday party!" Yes, says the 

minister, and not just a birthday party but any kind of party. He asks what other 

kinds of parties are there and they Say a Christmas party and a party for when 

school is finished and a surprise party. The rninister asks if any of thern have 

ever been to a wedding and is that a kind of party. One boy says he's been to 

his parents' wedding and al1 the grown-ups laugh. Then the minister takes one 

more surprise from his box, a dark green bottle. He asks if anyone knows what 

is in the bottle. The girl with pixie hair guesses 7-Up, which is what Ryan would 

have said, but she's wrong. Other children guess water and apple juice, but 

they're al1 wrong too. The minister says the bottle has wine in it, like the wine 

they use for communion, and that grown-ups like to drink wine when they 

celebrate special things like weddings or anniversaries or holidays like 

Thanksgiving. He says he's glad none of them know about the wine in the bottle 

because they're too young to be drinking it. Then the minister unscrews the 
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bottle and pours some of the sparkly red wine into a glass, so they can see what 

it looks like. Some of the boys and girls smell the wine and crinkle up their 

noses. 

Ryan has never seen wine in his mother's house. Her favourite drink is 

chocolate milk made from a powder. She makes herself a big glass in the Coca- 

Cola cup from Mother's Pizza after he goes to bed so she won't have to share 

any with him. He finds the glass in the moming sometimes when she forgets to 

rime it out. 

"One day Jesus went to a wedding party in a place called Cana," says the 

minister. 

"Was Jesus getting married?" someone asks. 

"No, Jesus wasn't getting married, it was a wedding for some friends of 

his." 

'Who were they?" 

"Well, the Bible doesn't tell us their names, but we know that Jesus was 

good friends with them, because they had some trouble at their wedding party 

and they asked Jesus for help. Now, what surprise did we find in our box that 

grown-ups like to have at weddings? Wine, that's right, Nathan. And at this 

party in Cana they didn't have enough wine for al1 of the guests and they ran out 

before the wedding was over. Now how do you think Jesus was going to help 

his friends get some more wine?" 

"Go to the store!" 

"Squeeze grapes with his toes?" 

"Make purple KoolAid!" 
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"Those are al1 good ideas, but Jesus had an even better idea. He told the 

servants at the wedding to fiIl up six enonous stone pots with water from the 

well. Then he told them to fiIl up a cup from the pot and take it to the man who 

was hosting the party. And when he tasted it, do you know what he said? Why, 

this wine is even better than the wine we were drinking before! Have you figured 

out what happened? Thals right, Jesus performed a miracle. He tumed al1 that 

clean water into sweet red wine. Can you believe it?" 

Most of the children Say 'Yes," but some of the older boys Say "No!" to 

make the minister laugh. 

Ryan looks at the girl's pixie hair that cornes down to a point at the back 

of her neck. He can see the amis of her glasses where they hook over her ears, 

and the gold backs on her earrings. He wiggles his foot and the quarter rattles 

underneath his sock. 

"The Bible tells us that was the first miracle Jesus ever performed, and 

you know he did many more miracles after that. But this one tells us how 

important Jesus thought it was for us to celebrate happy occasions with our 

friends and families. And every day can be a celebration for us if we know that 

Jesus is our friend." 

The minister prays and the children repeat each sentence after he says it. 

When they get to the part about 'Thank you for Mommy and Daddy," Ryan stops 

after he says Mommy. 

Now it is time for Sunday school. Some of the children are babies and 

their mothers or fathers have to take them to class. Sometimes their parents 

stay with them the whole time, because whenever they try to leave, the children 

cry. Ryan got used to staying by himself in Montreal. He doesnJt run up the 
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aisle to go to his class, he walks carefully, wiggling his quarter. The children 

clomp noisily down the stairs to their classrooms. They sound like grave1 rocks 

falling on the wooden cover of Ryan's sandbox in the backyard. 

Ryan's best friend from Sunday school. whose name is Ethan, wants to 

hold his hand while they're walking down the stairs. Ryan doesn't mind. Ethan 

is a careful walker. He won't try to fun down the stairs and pull Ryan after him, 

so that he might fall down the stain and get a bruise on his face. They go down 

the stairs slowly-step down, feet together, step down, feet together. The 

teacher of the four-year-olds, Rejoice, can go faster because she does step 

down, skip a step down. RyanJs legs arenJt long enough for that yet. 

Before they go to their own class, Ryan and Ethan and al1 of the children 

go into the big classroom for the intemediate grades-three, four and five. 

Their teacher knows how to play the piano, so they sing a real children's Song 

with al1 the actions. Ryan holds his arrns out wide when they sing about God 

being big, and makes a muscle in his a m  to show God is strong, and then he 

wags his finger and sings, "There's nothing my God cannot do." He asked Mrs. 

Aston the last tirne she brought Ethan over, could God bring you anything you 

wanted if you prayed for it. She said God answered al1 your prayers, but 

sometimes the answer was no or wait and see. Because his mother was in the 

kitchen, Mn. Aston asked if Ryan's prayer had something to do with his father. 

Mrs. Aston wouldn't talk about his father when his mother was there. Ryan said 

no, his prayer had to do with a cricket. 

When the Song is over they give their offering. Ryan has to take off his 

shoe to get the quarter out. Ethan has five dimes, but he only puts two in the 

offering box. He told Ryan that he puts the Ieftover ones in his piggy-bank at 
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because if you haven't put the money in the offering box yet it isn't stealing. 

Ethan keeps his hand in his pocket when they walk back to their own classroorn, 

though, so Rejoice won't hear his coins jingling. 

The teachets helper, a teenage girl named Erica, is waiting for them in 

the classroom. Ryan's classroom has the same carpet that is in his basement 

apartment, lines of tight blue loops that you can feel the concrete through when 

you sit dom. That's why Rejoice brought them a blanket to sit on for story time, 

a thick red bedcover with blue and green flowers. First, though, Erica helps 

them put on their nametags, in little plastic covers that hang around their necks. 

Ryan wants to sing some more before the story; he wants to sing his teacher's 

song, "Rejoice in the Lord always, and again I Say Rejoice," but the four-year- 

olds by thernselves aren't very good singers. Besides, the teacher is getting out 

the flannel board from the supplies cupboard. Some of the children will get to 

hold the paper figures for the story and rub the funy  strips on their cheeks, and 

then press the people and animals and trees onto the sky blue flannel board so 

that they stick rnagically. Ethan sits quietly while Rejoice is handing out the 

flannel figures, so he gets the man with a beard and a long striped robe. The 

teacher doesn't like it when the children wave their hands and beg or try to grab. 

Ryan is quiet too, but Vincent stands up in front of him and Rejoice can't 

see him. Ryan doesn't like Vincent because he pinches and steak crayons, and 

sometimes he yells too loud and scares Ryan. Vincent gets a picture of a round 

pile of stones which the teacher says is a well. Vincent cornplains, though, and 

says, I don't want a well, I want the pretty lady, and ha throws the well on the 

blanket. Erica says, I don't think anyone who shows his temper like that 
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deserves to put a picture on the flannel graph. do you, Joyce? And the teacher 

says no, he doesn't, and gives the well to another girl, and Vincent gets nothing. 

The story is about the man asking the woman for a drink from the well. It 

sounds a lot like a storybook of Ethan's that his mother read to them last week 

while Mrs. Aston was at work. There are no camels in this story, though. Ryan 

would like to see a camel someday, maybe at the zoo. He finds a faded spot in 

the bedcover and scratches at it with his fingernail. Some of the threads have 

corne loose and he can stick in his finger and feel the fluffy inside of the blanket. 

Then he puts his arm around Ethan and kisses him on the cheek. 

Sometimes Ryan wishes he still lived at Ethan's house. When he and his 

rnother stayed there, Ryan got to sleep on the floor in Ethan's room, which had a 

lamp shaped like a hockey player and a real bed with blankets. There were lots 

of stairs in that house, and Ethan showed him ail the good places to hide, like 

behind the furnace in the basement, and under a sofa in the rec room. On his 

first day there, for lunch Mrs. Aston made hotdogs on the barbecue, not boiled 

like in Montreal. Also hamburgers and real potato chips. Ethan left haIf his 

hamburger on his plate, so Ryan ate it for him. He also had sixteen cherries and 

a kiwi fruit for dessert. The red-etched cherry pits piled up in a little pyramid on 

his plate. 

After lunch Ethan and Ryan played in the basement al1 afternoon. They 

propped up slabs of foam around the metal-legged table and pretended it was a 

tent in the desert. To show how hot it was they had to take al1 of their clothes off 

except their underwear. Ethan had a picture of Superman on his bum. When 

Ethan's mother came down she made them put their pants back on, but she let 
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them leave their shirts off, and gave them white hats with long white tails at the 

back like they Wear in the desert. 

When they went back upstairs they looked at al1 the family pictures on the 

wall, of Ethan's grandparents and Ethan when he was a baby and his mother's 

graduation picture. One picture was of a lot of people at the lake sitting on 

lawnchairs. Ethan said that was their family reunion, but he wasn't in that picture 

yet because he wasn't bom. One of the women sitting on the ground cross- 

legged looked like Ryan's mother with longer hair. It wuldn't have been her 

though, because he and Ethan have different last names, Davison and Aston. 

After the story the four-year-olds sit at their chairs around the Sunday 

school table and colour a picture of the well. Ryan is particular about crayons; 

he will only use the ones that have lost their paper covers because they are 

smooth and cool in his hand. He presses hard, but not so hard that the crayon 

breaks. He chooses purple and red, but he doesn't scribble, he uses long 

strokes away from hirn so al1 the lines are the same direction. 

Ethan is working next to him on the table, but not sitting. He likes to stand 

up when he's colouring. Ryan thinks it's because he can see the picture better. 

Also Ethan uses a different hand to colour with than Ryan does, and when he 

sits down they bump elbows. Ethan hooks his foot between the seat and the 

back of the chair and rocks it behind him, the front metal legs thumping on the 

carpet. Vincent next to him tries to take the chair away, even though he already 

has one, but Ethan doesn't let him. Ethan likes thumping. 

After the background is coloured, they get to cut out the people to paste 

ont0 it. The scissors are hard to eut with and they don't make sharp lines like 

Ryan's scissors at home. Finally ha asks Erica to finish the cutting for him, but 
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she is so busy helping everyone that she does it too quickly and messily. Ryan 

decides not to paste the people on until he gets home, so that he can ask his 

mother to help him cut right on the lines. Besides, there aren't enough glue 

sticks to go around. Ryan writes his name in the corner of his paper with a black 

crayon. 

While Ryan is bent over concentrating on making his lines straight, 

suddenly Ethan is not there. Ryan turns to look and Ethan is tangled up in his 

chair on the floor. He can't see Ethan's face. Then Rejoice lifts him up by the 

armpits from the fallen chair and Ethan is as white as his Sunday school paper, 

which is still in his hand, his mouth pinched into a lins. 

You're okay, the teacher says to Ethan, just took a little tumble, didn't 

you? Ethan nods, but his hand keeps reaching down to his leg, and he won't 

stand up. Rejoice picks up the little chair and rights it, then sits with Ethan in her 

lap. She reaches down and rolls up his pant leg until it is just below the knee. 

On Ethan's shin, just above his ankle, the chair edge has cut a dark red 

wedge into the skin and let out blood, blood that is dripping on the blue carpet, 

on the teacher's skirt. As soon as Ryan sees the blood he gets a tight feeling in 

his chest, like there's too much air in there, and the only way to get the air out is 

to push it out. Pointing at Ethan's shin. the wound in Ethan's leg that will not 

stop bleeding deep liquid red as dark as the communion wine, he wants to Say, 

Ethan's bleeding, make it stop, but he can't make words, his screams are like the 

sirens on the ambulance. They fiIl his ears and make them ring and rush like the 

wind going by, like holding a shell to his ear. He's afraid that no one will notice 

Ethan's leg, that they'll let it go on bleeding like that until it's too late. As long as 

he keeps looking at the blood, he can't hold down the shrieks that corne from far 
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inside his belly and rip their way out of his mouth. Ethan is quiet, his mouth tight 

shut, but Ryan can't stop the screams, they're like hiccups. 

Erica picks Ryan up and holds hirn, bouncing him up and down and 

talking softly in his ear. She says he doesn't need to scream so loudly because 

al1 of the other Sunday school children will think something is wrong and nothing 

is wrong, Ethan isn't crying, he says it doesn't even hurt and he's sitting quietly 

on his chair where the teacher put hirn so she could get a band-aid. She says 

wouldn't it be better if Ryan stopped screaming so they could pray to Jesus that 

Ethan would be al1 better, but this high, tight noise keeps coming out of him like 

baby snakes out of a nest, so she starts praying for hirn, saying by His stripes 

we are healed and the Great Physician and then when Rejoice cornes back to 

clean Ethan's leg she asks Ryan to watch so he'll know it's okay and between 

his screams ha sees that the gash above Ethan's ankle isn't bleeding blood 

anymore, it's bleeding water, clear white water that is drowning out the blood 

until the skin is as clean and w ld  as snow, like a miracle. Suddenly, Ryan 

closes his mouth and it stays closed, the air in his chest stays where it is. He's 

so glad Ethan's bleeding is over and he can rest. Erica hugs Ryan and takes 

him to gel a drink from the water fountain in the hall because she knows his 

throat hurts after al1 that screaming and a drink of water helps. When they get 

back to the classroom Ethan has two Band-Aids on his leg that have rad and 

yellow dinosaurs on them, and he gives Ryan a hug and says he shouldn't 

screarn anymore and Ryan is so glad that Ethan doesn't have to go to the 

hospital that he almost starts to cry, but doesn't. 

It's not time for snack yet but Rejoice decides that it would cheer 

everyone up so she passes around the box of animal crackers and Ethan trades 
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his giraffe for Ryan's horse because he knows the giraffe is Ryan's favourite. 

The teacher lets them play with puzzles for the rest of the class, and Ryan and 

Ethan put together the picture of David and Jonathan with the bow and arrow 

three tirnes. 

Then church is over and grown-ups are coming into the classroom to get 

their children. Ethan tells his mother about his cut and she nins her finger gently 

over the band-aids, but doesn't get very upset. He won't even have a scar, not 

like she has on her hand, and she shows Ethan the white shiny mark on her 

palm. She got it frorn a piece of a broken bottle. Ryan hovers next to Ethan, 

keeping an eye on the door for his mother but not willing to let Ethan out of am's 

reach. 

'You and your mom are going to come home for lunch with us, Ryan," 

says Mrs. Aston, "Would you like to have hot-dogs again?" She is crouched 

down, one arm around Ethan and the other hugging Ryan. Ryan nods and gives 

Mrs. Aston a kiss on the cheek, which makes her smile. She says Mr. Aston has 

some people to talk to but they will meet him with his mother at the car in a few 

minutes. 

It seems like Ryan waits a long time for his mother to corne, but she must 

be talking to someone, so he takes his Sunday school papen and wanders out 

of the classroom to the feltowship hall where the grown-ups are drinking coffee 

from thick white cups. There are a lot of legs to walk througl+sometimes he 

gets trapped in the middle of a circle and has to push his way out. Then the 

people look down and Say, "Oops! Sorry, little guy," but Ryan never looks up, 

because he won7 recognize them anyway. 



Finally there is his mother in the corner. not talking to anyane at al1 but 

holding her coffee cup in both palms, as though she is trying to warm up her 

hands. When she sees Ryan she puts the cup on the window ledge and bends 

down ta pick hirn up and hug him. He shows her his picture and she tells him 

they'tl finish it at home right after lunch at the Astons'. When she asks him what 

story he heard in Sunday school today, he tells her about how Jesus was looking 

for someone to marry and the woman at the well gave him a drink and all his 

camels too and he was never thirsty again, but when he went home to meet her 

father he found out he couldn't marry her because she already had five or six 

husbands. She laughs and kisses his neck with a big smack and says yes when 

Ryan asks if he can drink a glass of grape juice if ha is careful not to spill it. 



O l t  

In the glare of the department store's fluorescent lights, reflected from al1 

angles by the mirrored shelves, Mary admires the srnart, clinicat look of her 

lipstick and brows. Tonight she's been busy, helping one client select a perfurne 

for evening Wear, matching a discontinued scent for another. Mary finds herself 

speaking in a low assured voice so that her customers lean closer to catch each 

phrase. The white smock she wears over her silk blouse smells clean and hot- 

she ironed it that afternoon. 

Her shift almost over, she begins to straighten bottles, puts an empty 

tester by the register to remind her to fetch another from the stock room. She is 

tallying up the final sales numbers for the day, noting that the lull after 

Valentine's hasn't affected her totals too much--she needs the commissior+ 

when she looks up to see her minister, Reverend Saville, standing at the 

counter. Usually she keeps her ears open for the click of heels when she's 

doing paper work; Saville rnust have leather soles. His button-down shirt collar 

is cinched around his plurnp pink neck with a silk neckti-e wears his clerical 

collar only on Sundays. 

"Oh Mary, good, I've caught you," he says, "l've been meaning to get here 

al1 evening but I was delayed in a meeting with the treasurer." 

Mary stashes her clipboard under the counter. "If it's perfurne you're 

after, Douglas, you'll be my last customer of the day. I'm just about to close up 

the register." 

"Yes, I am here to do business," Saville says, pulling a scrap of paper 

from his pants pocket, "and it's always more pleasant to buy from a friend. The 
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thing is, Ellen and I celebrate Our thirtieth anniversary on the weekend and I 

know just what I want for her. I was conducting marriage classes for a couple, 

and the young lady was wearing an intriguing scent-very bright, a bit spicy 

even." He glances down at the swap of paper. "I wrote it down here. How do 

you Say it? Shee-pray? I hope you carry it." 

"Oh yes. Chypre. Right over here." Mary leads the minister to the 

correct display and shows him the 15 oz. bottle of parfum and the 60 oz. eau de 

toilette, each frosted container topped by a round black glass stopper and 

nestled securely in a shiny box with curlicued red letters. "Excellent choice, 

Douglas. This scent will suit Ellen perfectly. How did you get to know so much 

about women's perfume?" 

Saville puts his hands in his pockets and looks down at his shoes. "l've 

bought Ellen many bottles over the years. Returned a few as well." He beams 

at Mary. "My wife and I have similar tastes, thank goodness-we both dislike 

anything flowery. Gardenias give me a headache." 

Mary wraps the box in white and pink tissue paper with a silver ribbon and 

rings up the minister's purchase. i fs after nine o'clock and she can hear the 

clack of the doors closing the store off from the mall. They wait for the cash 

register to chatter its approval of Reverend Saville's credit card. 

"How is that girl you've been bringing to church?" Saville asks. "Tessa, is 

that her name?" 

"Yes, Tessa Davison. She's fine," Mary replies, wishing he had chosen 

another topic to make conversation. 

"How do you know her? Is she any relation?" 

"Not really. She looks after Ethan while I'rn at work." 



'Well. Ethan must enjoy that. Doesn't she have a boy his age?" 

'Yes, Ryan's four." 

"It must be tough to raise a child al1 by herself, so Young. Do you know 

anything about the father?" 

Mary shakes her head and tears off the receipt, stuffs it in the thin plastic 

bag . 
'Tell her I said hello the next time you see her. You know, I'd be happy to 

meet with her any time if she has questions or she just wants to talk. I'm so 

encouraged to see new people in the church, we want to make sure they feel 

welwme." He tucks the perfume into the inside pocket of his coat. 

"1'11 tell her," Mary says, "but 1 wouldn't expect too much. She hasn't 

expressed much curiosity about the church yet, but I have a feeling that if she 

does, she'll find it easier to corne to me. I spend a fair bit of tirne with her-she 

doesn't really have any family or friends in the city." She glances at her watch. 

'That's quite a ministry you have then, Mary. Tessa must be a special 

girl. And are you giving her financial support as well?" 

"Some. She gets some money from the govemment, but I pay her for 

baby-sitting, give her clothes and furniture when she needs it." Mary ducks her 

head, looks down through the glass display cabinet at the tops of the perfume 

bottles. 

''Well, if it gets to be too much for you, please let me know what the 

church can do. I don't want you to feel you're in this al1 alone. Anyway, thanks 

very much for your help, Mary. See you on Sunday," Saville says, and rushes 

off to the door before someone locks hirn in. 
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In the honesty of Mary's bathroom mirror she looks like an overexposed 

photograph, her skin sheet white. Balls of thread collect on the dingy bra strap 

that digs into her shoulder, and pulling her bangs back with a band, she reveals 

a line of graying hair that edges her forehead. Mary prepares for her nightly 

facial, anxious to banish the sticky sweat trapped beneath her make-up. She 

takes a few extra minutes to fiIl the basin with water the exact temperature, warm 

enough to steam her face when she leans over the basin, but not hot enough to 

scald. Subrnerging her washcloth, she folds it into a square, presses out the 

water, and lays the damp woolly cloth on the counter. 

Peter fell asleep before she got home. He lies on his back, one leg under 

the covers and one on top. When she works the evening shift on Thursday or 

Friday she doesn't arrive home until ten, and if he waits up he'll be late getting to 

the bakery the next morning. She left her clothes hangers on the shower rod 

that afternoon so that she could undress and hang her clothes without banging 

open the closet door. 

Mary leans over to splash her face and then straightens, letting the water 

drops fall on her chest. Her brown lashes stick together, framing her eyes like 

stars. From a blue glass jar she scoops two fingerfuls of cleansing milk and 

smoothes the cool lotion upward ont0 her cheeks. The lines in her forehead she 

massages outward, letting her fingers remove the tension as well as the layer of 

foundation and powder. Her muscles tingle with the attention. 

Mary enjoys putting on her make-up as much as she enjoys taking it off. 

Now that she's gone back to work, she has an excuse to make up her face. She 

needs at least twenty minutes in the bathroom to look professionai-she can't 

skip the foundation or the powder or the lip-liner. and she takes the time to blend 
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three or four shades of eye-shadow. When Ethan was born four years ago, she 

stopped wearing make-up except for clear gloss to keep her lips from chapping. 

She only went out to go shopping, really, so make-up didn't seem worth the 

effort, and chances were he would start crying when she was only halfdone with 

the eye-liner. When she did go to a social event, like Women Away at the 

church every second Thursday, she was lucky if she had time to iron a blouse. 

Mary has an excuse to spend the money now. Make-up is part of her 

uniform, like pantyhose and her white srnock and earrings no larger than a 

quarter, according to store policy. After Ethan was born, she stopped buying 

make-up, and her blushers and shadows went out of style, her mascaras and 

lipsticks expired. When she got back her job selling perfume, she went to the 

cosmetic department one aftemoon and stocked up. Afterwards, her lips were 

sore from rubbing lipstick on and off, and her fingernails looked like an 

assortment of sherbet f l a v o u r ~ i n t ,  peach, lemon and raspberry. She showed 

off her treasure trove to Peter that night, and he couldn't believe that she had 

spent over a hundred dollars on a few wsmetics. A good durable lipstick cost at 

least twenty dollars, Mary explained, a bottle of foundation forty, and she 

wuldn't afford to buy anything less than top quality. She didn't want her face to 

rub off half-way through her shift. 

Reverend Saville's questions haven't left Mary's mind. Why is he showing 

an interest in Tessa now, she wonders. The girl has been coming to Calvin Park 

with her for months, and the minister hasn't done more than shake her hand as 

she leaves the sanctuary. No one else from church has paid much attention to 
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her either. So far as Mary knows, she is the only person Tessa knows in the 

city, and she has tried to take the girl under her wing. 

Last October Mary had received a note written on a credit card 

application. There was no retum address, but she knew it was from her brother 

Gavin, who had left their parents' place in Pembroke and moved to Montreal with 

Tessa, his girlfriend, when he was seventeen. Mary didn't consider this running 

away from home because at first he wrote to her. Every so often she would get 

a letter from a new address containing a few lines. Then two or three months 

passed without a word, and her letten came back from his last address stamped 

Return to Sender. 

Then this letter last October. Gavin had crossed out the bank.'s address 

on the front of the envelope and witten hers in; a starnp obscured the postage- 

paid square in the corner. Scrawled across the neat blank boxes of the 

application forrn were the words 'Tessa arriving October 23 on 10: 1 5 bus." He 

hadn't written whether he meant a.m. or p.m. so she telephoned the bus terminal 

and found out there was no 10:15 bus in the moming. The evening bus was 

coming in from Montreai. 

Drinking a lukewarm coffee from the vending machine, Mary waited in the 

bus terminal. The bus wheezed into the parking lot around 10:30 and pulled 

around back to disgorge its passengers. Awkward, not knowing who she was 

looking for, Mary stood off to the side and watched the bus driver sling suitcases 

from the baggage cornpartment. The only photograph Gavin had sent her 

showed a girl with a crooked front tooth and high cheekbones, but that was a few 

years ago. Her hair could be any colour now. Perhaps she should have brought 

a catdboard sign that said 'Tessa," like tour guides and limousine drivers at the 
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airport. Then she saw a girl corning down the bus steps holding a little boy in 

one arm, his feet dangling. The boy's face was colourless except for the artificial 

red stains around his mouth from the lollipop he held. The girl paused on the 

steps until the man behind nudged her with his duffel bag. "All right, al1 right," 

she said, showing a crooked tooth, and stepped hesitantly ont0 the pavement. 

Mary looked at her and thought, I could still leave now, she hasn't seen 

me yet. I could go home and Say she wasn't on the bus. But the boy, she hadn't 

counted on him. He must be about the age Gavin was when she left for college. 

Just when he was beginning to speak in complete sentences. 

'Tessa," she said with a modest wave, "Over here." 

Tessa didn't smile or seem surprisecl to see Mary; she just tramped over 

to her with a look of resignation. To avoid the awkwardness of a hug, Mary took 

the boy in her a n s  and bounced him. "Hello there, little guy," she said. He 

srniled wanly, unconcerned at being held by a stranger. Without thinking she 

licked her thumb and wbbed the sticky residue from his mouth corners, tasting 

the cherry flavouring between 1 icks. 

After collecting Tessa's suitcases they trooped to the car. Mary was glad 

she had left Ethan's car seat in the back. On the way home she said, "1 have the 

guest room made up for you, Tessa. You're welcome to stay with Pater and me 

for a few days until we get your apartment fixed up. If I'd known you had, is it 

Ryan? If I'd known you had Ryan with you I would have put my boy Ethan on 

OUT bedroom floor." 

Tessa turned to Ryan in the back seat and said, You behave when we're 

at Mrs. Aston's house. Pick up after yourself and don't ask for anything." 
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Ryan fell asleep in the car seat and Mary carried him into the house 

flopped over her shoulder. Rather than disturb the sleeping household by 

getting out the air mattress and bedding, she removed Ryan's jacket, t-shirt and 

trousers and settled him in bed next to Ethan. Then she took Tessa to the guest 

room and put her suitcase on the chest at the end of the bed. 

"The bathroom's right next door, and I've left some clean towels on the 

counter. If you need anything else, just let me know. l'II wake you in the 

moming for breakfast," Mary told the girl. Tessa sat on the bed, looking at the 

prints on the wall. the shirred fabric around the dresser mirror, and nodded 

silently. Mary shut the door as she went out. 

She woke Peter as she slid under the covers; he was lying diagonally with 

his feet on her side. 

"Hhmm?" he said sleepily. "D'ya get her okay?' 

'Yes, she was there. But she wasn't alone." Mary pushed at Peter's legs 

with her cold feet and he pulled them away with a jerk. 

"What, did Gavin corne with her after al?" 

"No, she's got a son. Ryan. He's four years old." 

"Oh yeah. Can't Say I'm surprised," Peter said in a muffled voice. 

'You're not surprised? Well, l am. This changes evenjthing. I thought 

she might get a job or go back to school, but with Ryan . . . she'd be paying more 

in child Gare costs than she could ever make at minimum wage, and without a 

high school diploma she couldn't get a job that paid more. l'II have to get her on 

Mother's Allowance. And find her an apartment as soon as possible. She can 

stay here for a few weeks but I think she needs to be on her om."  

"Uh-huh." said Peter, rolling over and pulling the covers with him. 
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'You know, she told Ryan to cal1 me Mrs. Aston." 

She could hear Peter's breathing, slow and aspirant, as though he were 

almost asleep. Finally he said, "What else would he cal1 you?" 

"l'rn his aunt, aren't I? He is Gavin's son." 

"So, tell him to cal1 you Aunt Mary." 

Mary faced hirn, propped on one elbow. "But doesn't that Say something 

to you? That she doesn't want to make assumptions about aur relationship?" 

She pressed her pillow flat with her hand. 

"Sure." 

"Maybe she's uncornfortable with the fact that we're sort of related but not 

officially. She'd rather just treat us like any other strangers who might offer to 

help her." She lay d o m  on her back and stared at the ceiling, seeing nothing in 

the darkness. 

"1 mean, what if I introduce them at church as my brothef s girlfriend and 

her illegitimate son?" she continued. "A lot of awkward questions might corne 

up, and you never know when people are going to get it into their heads to be 

judgmental about that sort of thing. If they're just Tessa and Ryan, peopie will be 

'more inclined to respect their privacy." 

"Sounds awfully secretive. Why don't you just talk to her about it?" 

"No, I don't want to embarrass her." She watched the ceiling fan reappear 

as her eyes adjusted to the darkness. "And I don't want her to start telling me 

about Gavin. I just don't want to know yet. Whatever trouble he's gotten into, 

therefs nothing I can do about it now anyway." 

"Trouble? What do you mean?" Peter tumed over to face her. 

"1 don't know. But she left him, didn't she?" 
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"He could have found a job in another city, or maybe he can't afford to 

support them right now. Why are you imagining the worst?" 

"1 don't know. Sometimes I just think I never should have left home. I 

should have stayed to look after him." She pulled the pillow from under her head 

and held it in her arms. 

"You didr 

crazy . " 
"1 know. 

i't have a choice. You had to rnove out, they were driving you 

I just wish I could have taken him with me." 

The next moming Mary peeked into her son's bedroom just as he woke. 

She watched Ethan sit up, eyes closed and head heavy with sleep. He 

whimpered and stretched both a n s  above his head, and when his hand landed 

on Ryan's shoulder, he forced his eyes open a crack to see what was in his bed. 

He stroked Ryan's bare am, looked closely into his face and brushed the hair 

back from his forehead. Then he got out of bed carefully and pulled the sheets 

up around Ryan's neck. Finding his mother waiting outside the door, Ethan 

whispered, "1s that my new brother, Mama?' 

"No, Ethan," Mary said. "Remember I told you that a friend of ours was 

going to stay with us for a few days? Well, that's her little boy, Ryan. He slept 

in your bed last night." 

"Oh," replied Ethan, "1 thought God answered my prayer for a new 

brother," and he went downstairs for his breakfast. 

Mary has removed al1 of her make-up except the stubbom mascara and 

kohl around her eyes, which she lifts off with a clear gel. No matter how tightly 
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closed she keeps her eyes while she rubs cleanser on the lids and lashes, her 

vision always blurs after the procedure. Blinking rapidly to make the blurriness 

disappear, she moves on to exfoliation, massaging circles of gritty paste over 

her cheeks to remove the dead skin. 

When Mary brought Tessa and Ryan to church the following Sunday, 

though, she didn't have to worry about whether to keep Tessa's situation to 

herself. Jeanette McPhadden, who was greeting visiton in the narthex, asked 

her name but nothing else. Tessa stayed close to Mary, sat between her and 

Peter during the service, shadowed her during coffee afterwards. Not many 

people talked to her, although Mary made sure to introduce her before she 

started chatting with them about other things. Tessa did seem like a difficult 

case, standing white-faced and tight-lipped just behind Mary. Her clothes 

weren't quite right for church; the skirt was too short and the blouse had a low 

. ruffied v-neck that gaped over her thin chest. People in the church assumed that 

if Mary brought her, Mary was taking responsibility. 

The antiseptic mint smell of her firming masque reminds Mary of the 

doctor's office. She applies a thin layer of the green clay, avoiding her eyes and 

mouth, then perches on the toilet seat and waits for the masque to harden. As 

the moisture evaporates from the clay her face grows cold and she can no 

longer smile. She nins her fingers lightly over her stippled cheek. 

She doesn't think Tessa would be too interested in meeting with 

Reverend Saville. She's hardly asked any questions about the services at 

church-she just follows along in the hymnal when Mary holds it open for her, 
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reads off the Lord's Prayer from the Book of Services since she doesn't know it 

by heart. Actually, Tessa doesn't say much at a l M a r y  has to keep the 

conversation going when they're together, and she has to watch what she says. 

She was in the middle of a story about their family vacation to P.E.I. last summer 

when she realized it must be difficult for Tessa to listen to, since she was living 

alone, without a husband, in a dingy basement. She must get envious 

sometimes, of everything that Mary has. 

Mary found a basement suite for Tessa near the shopping centre, and 

spent two weekends swuring garage sales and classified ads to furnish it. Mary 

had Ethan go through his toys and choose some to keep at Ryan's house-and 

not just jigsaws with pieces missing either, but his best wooden blocks and a 

loop-the-loop Hot Wheels track. Arranging the toys along one wall made it seem 

less like Ryan was camping out in his bedroom, with just a foam slab and a 

sleeping bag. 

The people who lived in the suite before were amateur redewrators. 

They had regrouted the loose tiles in the bathroom at crazy angles, coated the 

wall-paper in the kitchen with latex paint that was already peeling, and steam- 

cleaned the living-room carpet so often that the glue came right up into the 

fibres, leaving dingy matted spots. Mary and Tessa wvered what eyesores they 

could with fumiture, hanging plants and kitten posters borrowed from Molly. 

Mary hoped the makeshift apartment looked better than the places where Tessa 

had lived in Montreal, but she didn't ask. 
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"What do you plan to do with yourself, now that you're almost settled?" 

Mary asked Tessa while they scnibbed the kitchen cupboards and lined them 

with shelf paper. 

"Do you mean for a job?" Tessa said. "1 could waitress, I've done that 

before. Or clean office-buildings. I did some of that in Montreal. Although there 

aren't as many otfices in Kingston as there were in Montreal.' 

Across the room Ryan and Ethan were building a racetrack. They 

anchored the top of the track to the wffee table with two bricks they found in the 

utility room, and now they were constnicting the seating around the tracks out of 

blocks. Ryan positioned the stuffed animals to watch the planned drag race 

between an ambulance and a pick-up truck; they had each chosen their own 

vehicle from the car carrier Ethan brought with him. The boys pointed at the 

blocks and explained their constructions to each other, crawling around the race- 

track on hands and knees. 

Mary laid her rag on the wunter and began picking at the fingers of her 

rubber glove. "But who would look after Ryan? You'd be working nightsi t  

would be hard to find a babysitter, Tessa," she said. 

'Yeah. I haven't really thought about that." Tessa blew a stray hair out of 

her face and kept scrubbing at the nist stains under the sink with her steel wool 

pad. 

"Have you thought about babysitting yourself?" Mary asked. 

'You mean like running a day-care? Who would want me to watch their 

kids? Especially in this dump." Tessa gestured around the kitchen, at the dirty 

windows and the holes in the wood panelling. 
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"Well, I think you'd be great. You have a lot of patience." Mary leans on 

one elbow against the counter. 'The reason I'rn suggesting it, actually, is that 

I'rn going back to my old job and I need someone to watch Ethan for me. It's too 

late to get him into junior kindergarten and besides that l'II have to work evening 

shifts, so I really need a flexible baby-sitter." 

"What do you do?" Tessa asked. 

"1 run a perfume counter at the Bay." 

'Yeah?" Tessa stood up, not looking, and knocked her head on an open 

cupboard door. She ducked and put her hand to the spot. "Do you get to Wear a 

white smock and spray the testers and everything?' 

Mary laughed. "lt's not as glamorous as it sounds. I'rn on my feet in high 

heels and two-inch thick make-up al1 day. You have to memorize ail the product 

lines, keep the counters and bottles spotless, and make endless conversation 

with eighty-year-old women wearing enough fragrance to suffocate a rodent." 

"But it's the prettiest part of the store," Tessa said in a low voice, "al1 the 

lights and white tile and glass cases and flower arrangements." She bufïed the 

heel of her hand with light strokes of the steel wool. "Do you think, when you go 

back to work, you could try to get me a job there?" 

Mary gave her rubber thumb a snap and hesitated before answering. 

'You'd probably have to get some training as a cosmetician to work in my 

department." 

Tessa smiled lopsidedly, watching her fingers pull twists of steel wool off 

the pad, then went back to her scrubbing. Mary toed the cracked linoleum, its 

grooved pattern wom fiat in the centre of the room but still in high relief along the 
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edges. She wondered how long it would take for the smell of mildew and stale 

beer to disappear. 

Mary took a long breath, looked at Tessa. "Do you have a high-school 

di ploma?" 

She shook her head. 

"That might be a problem. You know, you could probably get by on 

Motheh Allowance for a while, at least until Ryan is in school. Why don't you 

think about looking after Ethan? I wouldn't have to bring him here al1 the time, 

you could take the bus to our house. And then you'd have lots of time to spend 

with Ryan." 

At that moment, Ryan and Ethan released their cars and erupted in 

squeals. The ambulance came in ahead of the pick-up by two lengths. Ryan 

picked up the winning car and fan to Tessa, whose head was hidden inside the 

cupboard. 

"Mom? Morn, look. Look at my car, Mom," he said, holding it out to her. 

"Uh-hunh," she said, still scrubbing. 

You didn't see," he said, "My ambulance won the race." 

"1 know what an ambulance look like," Tessa said. 

Mary bent over and took the car, tuming it over in her hand. One 

headlight was missing and the metal showed through where the red painted 

cross was chipped. "Good job, Ryan. Why don? you have a re-match?" She 

handed him the ambulance and patted his back as he retumed to Ethan and the 

race track. 

'Will you at least think about it?'Mary asked, going back to work, pulling 

up the lining on a shelf that was stuck down with dirt. 



"If you want," Tessa said, her voice rnuffled inside the cupboard. 

"That's al1 I can ask, is that you think about it," Mary said. 

The facial clay dries stiff and solid, and before ~ b b i n g  it off with the cloth, 

Mary splashes her face with water to soften the cwst. Scraping at her cheeks, 

her fingemails are soon clogged with blue mud. She works at the remaining 

streaks with her washcloth, maintaining upward and outward strokes to prevent 

wrinkles. The water in the basin clouds as she rinses the thick residue off the 

cloth. 

Mary's skin doesn't feel entirely stripped of clay until she rubs it with an 

astringent-soaked wtton ball. The acrid scent cleans her nostrils as well as her 

pores. Finally she smoothes on moisturizing crearn, using her fourth finger 

around the eye since it is the weakest. As soon as the heavy cream touches her 

face she begins to sweat. 

Mary's scalp itches and she pulls the headband off with relief, shakes out 

her hair and faces the mirror. Her face looks too clean, as though she has 

rubbed al1 the coiour away. 

The following day Mary doesn't have a shift scheduled, and she spends 

the morning doing dishes and sorting through the mail that has piled up on the 

kitchen counter. Ethan follows her aimlessly, hangs off her legs and begs to 

watch tetevision. 

"Why, whyyyy can't I watch The Fox and the Hound? Marna, why?" he 

moans while she throws out expired coupons and matches bills with their return 

envelopes. 
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"Because." she says, trying to decide which charity she should respond to 

- t h e  Juvenile Diabetes Fund or the Hepatitis Foundation. What she ought to 

do is cal1 fessa, but Ethan is being too troublesome. 

"Because why?" he asks. 

She doesn't answer. 

"Because why?" he asks again. 

'You need to exercise your imagination. Why don't you draw Mommy a 

picture with your crayons?" 

'Will you get out my paints and paint with me, Marna? Or make cookies?' 

"Not right now, Ethan. You have to learn to play by yourself. I have 

things to do." 

She wants to pull Molly's old chest of drawers out of the storage space in 

the basement and start stripping the paint. When Molly was seven she helped 

Mary paint it four shades of pastel, green and yellow and peach and fuschia. 

Tessa has nowhere to keep her socks and underwear; she stacks them next to 

her bed in tall piles which topple frequently. Undemeath the peeling paint, the 

chest is solid pine which Mary can bring out with a deep golden stain and a layer 

of vamish. 

Ethan wanders off and the house is quiet for several minutes, giving Mary 

a chance to cal1 Tessa. She looked tired yesterday, white, as though alt the 

lines in her face were gathered into the pinched knot of her mouth. Mary wonies 

that Tessa doesn't eat properly; she's always been thin but lately her wrists look 

like she wuld snap them off, white and fragile as porcelain. Mary decides she'll 

have them over for dinner on Friday, that way she'll be able to watch, see 

whether Tessa actually eats or just pushes things around on her plate. 
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There is no answer, though, when Mary calls. Maybe they've gone 

shopping-Mary paid her yesterday, two hundred in cash. She'll try again later. 

She hears quiet noises from upstairs and goes to find Ethan. She cornes into 

the bathroom and catches hirn frozen on the counter, a toothbwsh in his hand. 

The tile backsplash above the sink is covered in a thin green film of toothpaste. 

"What do you think you're doing?'she asks calmly. 

"Cleaning the bathroom." 

"Toothpaste is for cleaning teeth, Ethan, not bathrooms." She removes 

the toothbrush from his hand, and lifts him off the counter. 

"But I saw you do it. With a toothbrush." His voice slides into a whine; 

he's tired. He's right, though, she was cleaning the grout with bleach a few days 

ago. 

'Time for someone to have a nap," Mary says firmly and wets a washcloth 

to take the toothpaste off his hands. 

"1 don? want a nap!" Ethan says, eyes tearing up. 

"1 know, but I'm the mommy, and I decide when you have a nap." She 

hoists Ethan ont0 her hip and carries hirn to his bedroom to put him down. 

While he naps, she'll be able to get at that dresser. 

When the front door slams, signalling Molly's return from school, Mary is 

wristdeep in paint stripper. The floor around the chest of drawers is festooned 

with newspaper, and the windows are wide open. 

"Mom?" calls Molly, 'Where are you?" 

"l'm down here!" Mary c a b  back. She hears the cupboard doon banging 

open and shut as Molly looks for something to eat. 



"Mom!" Molly yells again. 

''What? Corne down here and talk to me, I'm busy!" Mary doesn't 

understand why her daughter assumes she should corne running whenever she 

is summoned. 

Molly opens the basement door and sits on the stairs, out of sight of her 

rnother just around the corner. Mary hears the crack and hiss of a pop c m  

opening. 

'You know how you said you'd help me with my French homework if I 

needed it?" Molly asks. 

"Mmrnhmm," Mary says absently, testing a patch of paint stripper with a 

metal scraper to see how soft the paint is getting. 

"I need you to help me memorize vocabulary words tonight. There's a test 

tomorrow and Madame is going to mark us for definitions and spelling, including 

the accents." Molly slurps the puddle of soda from the top of the cm.  

"I don't know about right now, honey. I'm kind of in the middle of 

sornething. Why don't you study by yourself now, while Ethan's still asleep and 

it's quiet?" The painter's mask she wears rnuffies her voice. 

"What are you doing anyway?' Molly gets up from the stairs and cornes 

around the corner. Seeing the chest of drawers, its pastel paint scaled and 

bubbling from the stripper, she opens her mouth and takes in a long horrified 

breath. 

''What are you doing? You can't do that! That's my dresser, Mom, I 

painted it! How could you do that without asking me?" Molly's eyes spark and 

burn. 
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"Settle down, it's not like I'm taking it apart with a crow-bar!" Her 

daughter's vehemence takes Mary by surprise. 'The paint was ragged anyway, 

and one side has crayon marks I can't get off. Tessa needs something to keep 

her clothes in, so I decided to refinish it." 

Molly's face closes and her words corne out hard-bitten. "1 should have 

known. I should have known you would start giving my things away to that 

woman, just like you gave Ethan's toys away! If you like them so much why don't 

you go live with them and be their mother? It's not like you're ever around hem 

to do anything for us, you're always working or else cleaning up her crappy 

apartment!" 

With a fierce movement Molly upends her c m  of cola above the dresser 

and lets the fiuing brown liquid cascade down the drawer fronts. 

"Molly!" her mother says harshly. "What are you doing?" She doesn't 

think to snatch the can away, but grabs a rag and starts mopping the lower 

drawers. 

Molly continues to pour, raising her am so that the soda falls out in a long 

stream, and when the can is ernpty she slams it on the dresser. "Don't worry, 

Mom," she says, "it'll just eat the paint off. Isn't that what you wanted?" She 

runs to the stairs. 

"Mary Margaret Aston! Come back here fight now," her mother says, the 

words seething through her teeth. 

Molly stops, hand on the railing. 'Why? What are you going to do, send 

me to my room? Because that's where i'm going anyway." She turns to look at 

her mother and tucks her long dark hair behind one ear. "Don't worry, i won't 
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bother you anyrnore. But it's your fault if I fail my French test tomorrow." She 

runs up the stairs, which echo hollowly under her footsteps. 

"Don't you walk away from me!" Mary calls, taking a step towards her. But 

she can't follow Molly-her nibber gloves are still dripping with toxic stripper, 

and she must stay on the patch of floor she has covered with newspaper. 

When Mary stops by Tessa's apartment the next day, she stands at the 

door for several minutes, dramatizing for Tessa the previous day's quarrel. 

"So she's standing there fuming, al1 worked up about a dresser that she's 

refused to have in her bedroom for years, and what does she do but pour a can 

of cola al1 over it! You can bet I gmunded her, and she's as mad as a homet, 

but she had no reason to get so worked up. It's still a good dresser, and the old 

paint protected most of the wood from discolouration but I still may have to cover 

it with paint again instead of stain." 

Tessa leans against the wall listening, her eyes flicking back to Ryan and 

Ethan building towers in the other room. 

"Listen Tassa. Why don't you and Ryan corne over for dinner tomorrow? 

I've got a roast in the freezer that I've been saving for a crowd," Mary says, 

adjusting the belt of her camel-coloured trench coat. 

"Thanks, but someone else already asked us over," says Tessa. 

"Oh really," Mary says. "Who's that?" Tassa hardly knows anyone-the 

neighbours keep to thernselves and she hasn't met anyone her own age at the 

church. 
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"Just . . . somabody," Tessa says, looking down at her fingernails. The 

pink polish on her thumbs is chipped and split; she digs at one spot and the 

polish flakes off. 

"This wouldn't be a date, would it?" Mary asks warily. "You have to be 

carefu 1, you k n o e '  

Tessa looks up sharply, intemipting her. "No, it's not a date." 

Mary backs away from the doorframe, han& raised. "Sorry. Just asking. 

If you want to keep your secret rendez-vous to yourself, fine with me." 

Tessa says nothing, but stares at Mary sullenly. Her crooked front tooth 

makes her lip curl up just beneath her nose. 

"Look. l'II be back at four to pick up Ethan. I didn't mean to pry," Mary 

says. 

In answer, Tessa shuts the door. 

The next night Mary only makes soft-boiled eggs and toast fingers for 

dinner; Peter is working late at the bakery and Molly refuses to corne out of her 

room. She is trying to decide whether to tidy up and start the laundry or go back 

to refinishing the dresser when she sees a casserole dish left from the last 

Sunday school teacher's potluck that she has been meaning to return to Ellen 

Saville. Suddenly she is very tired of this casserole dish cluttering up her foyer. 

She grabs her coat and keys, calls out "Molly, you're baby-sitting! I'm going to 

nin an errand!" and heads out the front door. 

The manse is only a few houses down from the church, so Mary pulls into 

the church parking lot rather than trying to parallel park in front of their place. 
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She walks to the door, casserole rattling in her hands, and catches a glimpse of 

the lit dining room through the front window. 

Reverend Saville himself answers the door. 

"Mary! We were just talking about yolc-come in, come in!" He gestures 

her into the front hall with a sweep of his arm. 

Mary tries to place the voices coming from the kitchen. One of thern 

could be a child's. "1 won? bother you in the middle of dinner, Douglas, I just 

came to drop off Ellen's casserole dish." 

''You must corne in and Say hello. We've got Tessa and Ryan over and 

we've had a lovely dinner." He takes the dish from her and cradles it in one am. 

A quick cold sweep takes Mary, crystallizes the expression on her face. 

She hean Tessa's voice saying, Someone else already asked us over. 

'1 thought you didn't know Tessa," Mary says stiffly, her eyes looking past 

Saville's shoulder to the wallpaper pattern. 

He smiles, showing a dimple on his plurnp, smooth-shaven cheek. "Well, 

no, I didn't. But that doesn't mean we can't invite her over and get to know her 

better. " 

"1 would have thought you were too busy," she says, her voice brittle. 

"l'II tell you, though, Mary, I couldn't get her out of my mind. She has this 

sort of haunted look to her, on Sundays, and I wanted to talk to her rnyself. 

She's actually a very engaging girl. She told us al1 about her time in Montreal. 

Do you know the story about her walking around with a cockroach in her pocket 

for three days? She was supposed to give it to the landlady to prove they had 

an infestation and she kept forgetting. The cockroach survived al1 that time even 

though it was in a plastic bag." 
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Mary disintegrates his smile with a fixed stare. "No, she hasn't told me." 

Saville clears his throat, looks at his shoes. Mary doesn't attempt to 

break the silence, but watches him grope for words. 

"Why don't you corne in and Say hello? Tessa and I were just talking in 

my study-Ellenls in the kitchen with Ryan washing up." He motions to a door 

off the hallway. 

Mary's thumbs curl tightly around her fists, but she goes through the door 

into his study and Saville follows her. Large divided-pane windows and a 

sizeable oak desk dominate the room. Dark wooden shelves line the walls, 

holding the study together like bookends. Tessa sits in a wing back chair in front 

of the desk, bare legs crossed underneath a broomstick skirt that cornes just 

past her knees. Saville perches on the corner of the desk. 

"l'm surprised to see you here," Mary says to Tessa. "Why didn't you tell 

me you were coming?'She tries to make her tone conversational. 

Tessa's eyes shift from left to right. "1 don? know. Just didn't want to." 

"But I could have given you a ride." 

"lt's okay. Doug picked me up." She gives Saville a quick smile which 

looks almost like a grimace. 

"1 see." Mary's hands are getting hot, and she pulls her gloves off. 

Then they hear Ellen calling. "Douglas! Could you give me a hand for a 

mi nute?" 

Saville gets up from the corner of the desk. "Excuse me, ladies, l'II be 

right back. Make yourself comfortable, Mary. Have a seat." He heads towards 

the kitchen with the casserole dish. 
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Mary sits in the opposite wing chair, her elbows resting on its arms. "So, 

did you have a nice dinner?" 

Yeah." 

"What did Ellen make?" 

"Stuffed pork and some kind of fancy mashed potatoes." 

"Sounds good." 

"Yeah." 

Mary arranges her gloves, lays the thumbs Rat and aligns the fingers. 

She can hear the wind, faint, outside the window. A lamp in the corner pools 

light ont0 the floor. 

"1 talked to my landlord today," Tessa says. "He wanted the rent early." 

Mary's throat tightens. "Really? Why's that?" 

"1 don't know, something about some bills he had to cover. You know 

what was weird, though. He wanted two hundred extra from what I usually pay 

him." 

"That's strange." 

Tessa sits forward and cocks her head. "Funny you should think so, 

'cause he says you been paying hirn two hundred a month extra ever since I 

moved in there. Behind my back." 

Mary traces the stitching on her gloves with a long fingernail. That stupid 

man, she knew she couldn't trust hirn to keep his mouth shut. 

"And I been trying to figure out why you'd do that. I mean, are you just 

trying to feel good about younelf or do you think I can't look after me and 

Ryan?" Tessa's voica sounds rough but sugary-sweet. 
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"'Cause I could have found a cheaper apartment. I saw advertisements in 

the paper. Or I could have got the extra money myself." 

Mary crosses her legs, turns away. "How?" she says to the shelves on 

the wall. "How would you get the money, Tessa? You don't have time to gel a 

job." 

Tessa's face clouds. "1 wulda called Gavin about it and he woulda sent 

me the money." 

"Gavin? What's he got to do with anything? I thought he was out of the 

picture." 

"How would you know? You never ask about him." 

"1 didn't ask, you didn't offer," Mary replies. 

"And how come you didn't ask?" 

Mary thinks of Gavin. She thinks of the way he would jurnp on her bed to 

wake her up the weekends she came home, and the way he wrapped himself 

around her leg and cried when she had to leave again. Her brother, Gavin. 

"1 didn't . . . Gavin . . . I just assumed . . . it's none of my business." Her 

eyes sting, and she blinks rapidly. 

"Are you ashamed of him? 

"What? Of course not." 

"He told me you'd help me out, he didn't tell me you were going to act like 

my social worker. He said you used to send him letters from school, with 

connect-the-dot pictures you made up and poems you wrote. And you would 

make this cake for his birthday, out of cookie dough, three layers with icing in 

between. I thought you would have asked right away how he was doing. It was 

his birthday last month, you know. He wanted to cal1 you but he was scared, 
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when I told him you didn't ask about him. I thought that would be the first thing 

you said when I got off the bus-how's Gavin doing? Where is he? Why didn't 

he corne with you?" 

The tears spill out, but Mary doesn't wipe them away, just lets them run 

prickling down her mld cheek. 

Tessa keeps talking, more than Mary has ever heard her Say; "So don? 

ask. l'II just tell you if you wanna know or not. He was working night shift, twelve 

hours in a row, at this factory where they manufacture flooring. Like, vinyl floors. 

He was there about six months and they were getting ready to give hirn a raise if 

he stayed and didn't rnake any mistakes. But he was really tired al1 the time, it 

was hard for hirn to sleep at home 'cause of Ryan, and the noise outside and all. 

The walls in our apartment were pretty thin. And one day I had to go out to get 

some medicine for Ryan, he had an ear infection, and I thought he'd be okay 

alone, I mean, Gavin was there. But somehow he climbed up on the kitchen 

counter, I guess he was looking for a glass so he wuld get a drink, and he was 

climbing up the shelves and the cabinet wasn't very strong and the whole thing 

came off the wall, I mean the whole cabinet and al1 the shelves and the dishes 

and glasses and Ryan fell off the counter and this whole cabinet came on top of 

hirn and the dishes broke, I mean there was glass and stuff everywhere. 

"Ryan couldn't get up and he was crying and screaming for his daddy and 

there was blood al1 over, from the cuts and things. But Gavin was so tired, he 

just worked a double shift for a friend of his, he didn't hear a thing. It was like he 

was dead, lying there in bed. When I came back I think Ryan had fainted, his 

eyes were closed when I got the cabinet off him, and then I called the ambulance 
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and that was what woke Gavin up finally, the siren. I didn't have time to go wake 

him up myself 'cause I was picking glass off Ryan." 

M2ry leans over in her chair, hands tight against her mouth. 

"lt's okay, Ryan was fine. They didn't even keep hirn in the hospital 

ovemight, just gave him a few stitches. I guess little kids don? get so hurt when 

they have falls like that. But Gavin, it made hirn crazy. He couldn't sleep 

anymore, he kept screwing up at work till they finally fired him, and then he 

would just sit staring at the T.V. al1 day, not even noticing when Ryan climbed up 

on him. They'd sit there for hours like that. 

"Finally i couldn't stand it and I called social services and they came and 

talked to him. They said he was in severe depression. So they took hirn to the 

psych hospital. Gavin, he wanted to go. I think he wanted to get better but he 

didn't know how. Anyway, that's when he told me to corne and see you, and he 

figured out which bus for me to take and all. He seemed to cheer up, talking 

about you." 

Tessa gets up slowly and walks around the desk to the window. 

'They're letting him out in a few weeks. I write him every day and I phone 

hirn on Sundays. He's going to come here and look for a job. Then maybe I can 

get off welfare." S he smiles out into the darkness. 

Mary leans toward the desk and plucks a few tissues from the box, blows 

her nose and wipes her face. 

"1 bet Ryan can't wait to see his daddy again," she says, smiling down at 

her sodden tissue, ripping it apart with her fingers. 

'Yeah. He keeps asking about hirn." 
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Unable to look up at the windows because she feels someone is watching 

her, Mary scrapes at the ridged fabric of the armchair with her thumb. The tears 

have washed her eyes, sharpened her vision. She puts the tissue in her mat 

pocket and her fingers touch cold glass. 

The forgotten perfume tester has lain in her pocket for three days. Mary 

takes the bottle out and tips it to one side, watching the last few drops filter 

across the bottom. As she removes the round black stopper. she hears the faint 

grinding of glass on glass. She inverts the bottle on the pad of her index finger 

and wipes it behind her right ear, her left. The liquid is pale gold, and so little is 

left that the container looks ernpty. 

Mary's temples ache but her head is clear. She stands and walks to 

Tessa at the window, laying her empty palm and then her cheek against the cold 

pane of glass. In a moment her skin is numb, so that she can imagine she is not 

feeling the glass but the chilled outside air on the other side. 

Mary places a hand on Tessa's shoulder. The girl's face has softened, 

and her eyes seem very deep. Voices outside approach the door. Mary smells 

the neck of the bottle one more time, then drops a bead of perfume ont0 her 

finger and wipes it ont0 Tessa's earlobe. fessa watches her dreamily. Mary lifts 

Tessa's thin cracked hand and anoints her thumb with its peeling nailpolish. 

Then she drops to her knees, lifts Tessa's foot out of her flimsy shoe and rubs a 

thumbful of the aromatic oil ont0 her big toe. The air glows with the faint srnell of 

spikenard and rainwater. 

Wrapping the bottle in her tissue, Mary grips its slender glass neck 

between thumb and forefinger, and with a snap she breaks it in two. She drops 

the handful of broken glass in the wastebasket just as the door opens. 



S C A P E G O A T  

Samara Choi walks up and down each squeaky wooden aisle of the family 

hardware store on Princess Street, making her way by degrees to the pest 

control display on the far wall. She knows exactly where the mouse traps are 

but she can't walk straight over; she needs time to sort things out. Hand in her 

pocket, she thumbs through her stack of quarters, counting. Still seventeen, 

same as last time. If $4.25 is enough for a live trap, she'll be out of 

Vandervoort's in five minutes. 

Coming around the corner of the last aisle, she stops and asks herself 

again, has she made the right decision? Then she sees the look on Reverend 

Saville's face the last time she told him about the mouse-mouth twisted to the 

side, eyebrows r a i s e a n d  keeps on walking. She can't waste time second- 

guessing herseif; she has to be home in half an hour since Mrs. Amalfi is 

minding her little sister for free. 

Scanning the shelves of extermination devices, Samara tries to match her 

mother's description of the live trap with one of the contraptions before her. The 

large steel boxes on the bottom shelf strike her as the most likely candidate. 

She picks up a rattling box and pries open the hinged top. lnside she can see 

that the openings on either end of the box lead into special spring-loaded ramps: 

once the mouse crawls in, the ramp closes off the entrance and the rodent is 

trapped. Like a lobster trap, Samara thinks. If she checks the box regularly, she 

can discover the mouse before it starves to death, show it to Reverend Saville, 

take it home and let it go in the park. She turns ove[ the box to examine the 

price tag. Nearly twenty dollars. Her arm goes limp and she drops the trap to 



her side. What did she expect, for a box of welded galvanized steel, with a 

hinged top and special spring-loaded ramps? 

Two shelves up she finds another method that looks promising: a tray of 

strong glue that will snare the mouse painlessly. Perhaps she could pry the 

mouse loose and bathe it, scnibbing the glue off its fur and paws with a little 

toothbrush. But the packaging doesntt explain whether the mouse can be 

released unharmed. Most likely they expect her to throw the trap into the 

garbage so that the rodent starves while she buys a new trap for the next one. 

She pictures the mousa mired in glue frorn nose to tail, spasms of protest 

rippling down its body-and hangs the package back on its rnetal hook. 

She picks up a bottle of poison pellets and reads the instructions. Once 

the mouse eats the pellets, Samara learns, it will either die of dehydration or 

drown itself trying to find a drink. She guesses that the chances of her finding 

the mouse after it crawls away to die are fairly s l i w * t  could hide between the 

walls or in the basement under the stairs. And what if it did drown, and a 

congregation member came across a soggy bloated body in the washroom 

toilet? The bottle clinks as she replaces it on the shelf. 

Finally Samara considers the old-fashioned rnouse-traps, cheap 

unfinished wood painted with red slogans and a tangle of metal wire on top. 

Hooking a finger under the square clamp meant to descend on the mouse, she 

pulls back to test the spring. One finger isn't enough; she has to wrestle the 

clamp back with her whole hand, gripping the wooden platfon tightly in the 

other. She smiles to see the hand-printed price tag, $1 -69. With a glance at her 

watch, she removes another rnouse-trap frorn the pile and makes her way to the 

cashier. 
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"What do you think, for bait?" she asks the man with the green hip apron 

as he punches in the numben, titting his head back so ha can see through the 

bottom half of his bifocals. 

'You don't want cheese, I know that," he replies, slipping the traps into a 

paper bag. "Sorne people swear by peanut butter, but I'd try gummi-bears- 

they're sweet and sticky and don? corne off the trap too easy. ThaCs what'll set it 

off, when the little critter has to tussle with the bait. Cheese stides off like that." 

He snaps his fingers. 

"Thank you very much. l'II try this," Samara says, sliding her stack of 

quarters across the counter to him. He cradles the coins in his hands, counting 

them by feel and dropping them into the cash register. 

"Good-bye," she calls, scooping her bag up. 

He nods curtly. "Good luck with that mouse, now," he says. 

She first came across the mouse a few weeks after she started at the 

church. She often went home with headaches in the beginning, exhausted from 

trying to remember what to do with the mail and how to answer the telephone. 

Every time someone came in asking her to do something new, like book a 

meeting room or fiIl out a wedding banns f o n ,  she would have to intempt the 

minister so he could explain how to do it. She most enjoyed the long mornings 

of quiet typing, working on the bulletin or the Session minutewlthough these 

momings were rare. But one Thursday the minister went to a meeting and left 

her with a stack of busy work, M e r s  and envelopes to be typed and printed, and 

Samara cleared her desk of extra papers, arranged the first hand-written letter in 

the typing stand and settled in to work. 
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The computer keyboard clicked undemeath her fingers and the CPU gave 

out a steady hum. Samara sat in the correct posture: feet flat on the floor, 

knees at a ninety degree angle, shoulders cornfortable and hands resting loosely 

on the keys. She could type fifty-seven words a minute, but that would improve 

with practice. Perhaps she would buy a radio to sit on her desk-she liked to 

type to the rhythm of the songs on the country music station. 

Then she heard a noise that didn't belong in the church: it wasn't her 

computer, or the creaking floorboards, or the pipes banging in the wall. The 

sound was like a tree branch scraping on a window, or a pencil marking a piece 

of wood. At first she thought she was irnagining things; she would hear the 

scratching and stop typing to listen, but just at that moment the noise would 

disappear. 

Her eyes back on the typing stand, Samara continued translating the 

minister's pencilled scrawl into the uniform letters on the screen. Suddenly the 

scratching erupted into a full-fledged scrabble, and from a crack in the 

baseboards she saw a gray streak scamper out and across the floor to vanish 

beneath the minister's office door. Samara inhaled violently and snatched her 

feet away from the floor, but instead of screaming she held her diaphragm 

paralyzed, the air trapped in her lungs. Eyes riveted to the gap under the office 

doot, she let out a slow series of strangled gasps, not wanting to disturb the air 

around her. 

After some time she reached out her ams and began typing again, but 

she didn't put her feet back on the floor until she left for hom+she finished al1 

the letters and envelopes with her feet on the chair, knees tucked up against her 

chest. 



If Samara had been able to find a place in an accounting firm, or in the 

big government building on Rideau Street, she might not have this problem. She 

looked for a job longer than she needed to, longer than any of her friends at the 

Metzler School of Business, and she had the third-highest marks in her class. 

Every time she went for an interview in an office building with an elevator or a 

parking garage, or when she sat in a waiting room looking at frarned artwork and 

solid wood furniture, she held her breath. But none of these employen called 

her back with good news. 

Finally her mother comered her in the kitchen one aftemoon and waved a 

wooden spoon in her face. 'You get a job," she shouted, "Any job. Don't be so 

choosy." 

"Yes, Uhmuhnee," Samara said quietly, face tumed away. 

''You look in here," and Samara's mother shoved a newspaper into her 

amis. "Yeu apply for every secretary's job in here. Then you will get a job." 

Yes, Uhmuhnee." 

A few days later she came to Calvin Park Presbyterian Church, the last 

place in a long list of addresses that she was delivering resumes to. She hadn't 

bothered to print a new wver letter, she was just using a wpy of a generic one 

saying To whom it may concem. Her feet dulled with pain from walking al1 day, 

she nearly cried when she saw the church and realized she didn't know where to 

go in. The large double doors at the front seemed too elaborate to lead to the 

offices, and when she tried them they were locked. She wandered al1 the way 

around the building, staring helplessly at the expanse of brick wall, until she 

finally stumbled on a windowless door tucked around a corner that she hadn't 
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seen from the parking lot. Samara tried the doorknob which wiggled loosely but 

didn't tum, and a few flakes of black paint rubbed off on her mitts. Then she saw 

the buzzer on the wall and pressed it. 

She waited for several minutes, and twice her hand moved toward the 

buzzer and then drew back. At last she heard footsteps and an older gentleman 

with curly gray hair and a long smooth forehead opened the door and surveyed 

her, his hand still on the doorknob. 

'Yes? What can I do for you?" he said. 

"l've come to bring a resumg-for the secretary job you advertised?" she 

said haltingly and held out the manila envelope to him. 

"Oh right. Corne along in. I'rn afraid there's no secretary here at the 

moment and I'm so slow answering the door." He gestured her in and she stood 

awkwardly in the middle of the hall while he shut the door behind her. "Follow 

me to my office-l've just got to finish up a phone-cal1 and then we can chat." 

He started off down the hall, then halted abniptly, turned and offered his hand. 

"l'm Reverend Saville, by the way. And you are?" 

She pulled off her mitt hurriedly and shook his hand. "Samara Choi, sir." 

"Good to know you," he said and led her to a chair just outside his office. 

She hadn't dressed for an intewiew; she should have had her black Rats 

instead of running s h o e ~  skirt and nylons, not faded jeans. Samara licked 

her palm furtively and smoothed down the crown of her waxy black hair, ran her 

tongue across her front teeth. The mumur of Saville's voice behind the door 

ended with a tone of farewell and the receiver clattered into place. Samara sat 

straight, hands folded on her knees, and Saville opened the door and invited her 

in. 
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Two chairs waited, angled in front of the minister's desk, and Samara 

chose the srnaller one without arms. 

"Usually we hire a secretary from the congregation," Reverend Saville 

said, settling behind his desk, "but the church isn't as large as it used to be and 

no one expressed interest, so we decided to advertise outside. Now, you're 

aware the job is only part-time, and you'd work five mornings a week from nine to 

one?'' 

Reading this in the advertisement had made her hesitate, but her mother 

told her to reply to every posting, and if she was home in the afternoon at least 

they would Save money on her sister's day-care. 

He read through her resurne, asking her about her previous experience, 

what computer programs she knew, and Samara told him about being third in her 

class at Metzler. At this he flicked her resume with his middle finger and said, 

"Well, well!" She kept waiting for him to ask, was she a Christian? She 

prepared herself to Say yes, and hoped he won't quiz her on anything about 

Jesus or the Bible. But instead he wanted to know if he could get a reference 

frorn a previous employer. She had printed on her resume, References on 

request, which her teacher Ms. Dempsey told her was more classy, so she wrote 

out MO names and phone-numbers in back-slanted script on a pad he gave her. 

A few days after this she went back to be interviewed by a whole 

cornmittee, the Board of Managers she realized later. They asked her al1 the 

same questions. Then she left the room for a few minutes and when they called 

her back in, Reverend Saville smiled at her and said, "You've got the job. Can 

you start on Wednesday?" Samara wanted to dance on one foot and clap her 

hands, but instead she nodded gravely and shook everyone's hand again. 



All the way home on the bus, after first seeing the mouse, Samara womed 

about what it might have done in Reverend Saville's office-chewed important 

papers, left mouse droppings on the floor, pulled stuffing out of the chairs, eaten 

the chocolate drops he kept on a shelf in the closet. He locked the office door 

when he was gone, because there might be confidential notes from his 

counselling sessions with parishioners on the desk, so she couldn't go in to 

straighten up the mouse's damage. 

But the next day when she told Reverend Saville about seeing the mouse, 

she wished it had chewed papen or left droppings. 

"l'va been the minister here for five years, Samara, and no mouse has 

ever made its home in this church before," he said, half smiling. 'Thal 

scratching noise could have been Mr. Colquhoun sweeping the steps. And 

speaking of Mr. Colquhoun, he keeps the building so clean I doubt a mouse 

would be able to survive. What could it possibly find to eat?" 

"But I saw it run across the hallway, into your office," Samara said weakly. 

Reverend Saville put a hand on his hip and pulled at his nose. "Mice are 

noctumal animals. If there were one in the church, I doubt it would be out in the 

open during the daytime. And nothing in my office was disturbeô-surely we 

would have seen some evidence if it had fun in there as you Say. Put the rnouse 

out of your mind. I think you were just spooked by being in this big building al1 

alone." 

During her fifteen-minute moming break that day, Samara decided to find 

the caretaker, Mr. Colquhoun. She would start in the basement. Running her 

hand along the pitted metal railing, she descended the stairs next to her alcove. 
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At the bottom of the stairs she discovered a catacomb of Sunday school 

classrooms, each door decorated with cut-out letters saying Four and Five Year 

Olds or Grade One to Three and, below each class narne, an attendance chart 

with uneven lines of gold stars. Growing up, Samara knew a girl in the 

neighbourhood who went to Sunday school. She would visit after church in her 

high-waisted navy dress with white frills to show off the prizes she won for 

memorizing verses: plastic coin purses and leather bookmarks and glow-in-the- 

dark Jesus decals. Then one day the girl came over with a small white bound 

book with gold-edged pages thin as tissue paper, printed with tiny black and red 

words. Coloured maps made up the front and end pages. The girl couldn't let 

Samara hold the book-she said she didn't want to get fingerprints on it. 

Samara looked at her smooth olive brown fingers which her mother had just 

made her wash for lunch, but she didn't protest. A few weeks later Samara 

found the book in a corner of the school yard, swollen and wrinkled frorn the 

rain. She cried to see the stained cover and torn pages. If the book had been 

given to her, she thought, she would have kept it behind the closet wall in an old 

Black Magic chocolate box. 

All of the Sunday school doors were closed; if Mr. Colquhoun had been 

cleaning one surely he would have left the door open. Samara followed the 

hallway into a large carpeted room, interspersed with metal support wlumns. 

This must be the fellowship hall where they had coffee after the service; she put 

an announcement about it in the bulletin every week for visitors. 

Samara tried the door handle of a long room on her left, but the door was 

locked. On tiptoes she could see through the high round window to the banks of 

whitepainted cabinets, al1 carefully labelled with types and amounts of dishes: 



120 Dinner Plates, 75 Tea Cups and Saucers, 7 Carving Knives and 3 Potato 

Mashers. Samara once found a ceramic mug left in the Session room, cleaned it 

out and kept it on her desk so she could get a drink of water from the washroom. 

Two days later the mug disappeared-no note or explanation. Now she kept a 

plastic cup in her bottom drawer. 

Samara was about to retum to her desk the way she came when she saw 

a wide bank of stairs at the far end of the fellowship hall. She glanced back to 

the classrooms and listened for footsteps. If she stayed away from her desk too 

long Reverend Saville might come looking for her. Samara decided to head 

straight back to the church offices by way of the second staircase. 

Moving frorn the basement with its plain white walls and rugged carpet 

into the foyer, which offered a view of the sanctuary through glass windows, 

reminded Samara of nights she spent with her mother in the hotel where she 

worked. Her mother had been a room attendant at the Bellevue Hotel for twelve 

years, and sometirnes when she had to work evening shifts she would bring ten- 

year-old Samara to the hotel. A maze of staff passageways enveloped the guest 

areas, and Samara would walk, holding her rnothets hafid, down the low- 

ceilinged, dingy halls until they carne to the housekeeping department. The 

passageways heated up ferociously, especially near the laundry rooms, and 

passing wheeled bins full of garbage, Samara would hold her nose and scuff her 

feet on the cernent fioon. Ventilation pipes snaked along the ceiling. 

In the locker-room, her mother would change into her blue striped 

uniform, put on her name-tag, and load up her cleaning cart with fresh towels, 

toilet paper, and cellophane-wrapped mints. Then they would take the staff 

elevator, which was often sticky with coffee or juice spilled from a room-service 
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tray, to the floor where her mother was going to do turn-down service. On the 

way to the floor they passed other staff, doormen in their long coats or room 

service attendants with white blouses and bow-ties, and if they didn't stop to talk 

and joke with Samara's mother they would at least Say hello. Everyone knew her 

name. 

Once they got to the right floor and stniggfed to get the large cleaning 

cart out of the elevator, Samara brushed a spot clean in the corner of the 

hallway and sat down to read a book she had brought. Samara's mother didn't 

allow her into the gusst areas, but just before she got settled on the cold hard 

floor, she saw a glimpse of the thick patterned carpeting, the sconce lighting and 

the cwrdinated wallpaper that decorated the guest hallways as her mother 

went through the Staff Only door. Once the staff went through the doors they 

had to act polite to the guests and not chat to each other. And they couldn't stop 

to rest on the lobby sofas by the fireplace or even look out the seventh-floor 

window at the city lights. Samara's mother often talked about saving some 

money so she could be a hotel guest for one night and have fresh towels hung 

and her bed made and dinner brought straight to her room. But Samara's father 

said she was foolish to want to rent a room when she had a pedectly good bed 

at home. 

Samara looked through the windows into the church sanctuary. The dark- 

stained pews stood in two straight rows with their backs tumed to her. A wine- 

coloured runner wvered the aisle that lad to a raised platfomi with two podiums, 

one wider than the other, and three rows of elevated pews. And above the 

platfom, banks of honeygold pipes arranged by size, the smallest at the ends. 
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Eyes fixed on the symmetrical pipes, Samara put her hand on the swinging door 

that opened into the sanctuary. 

"Hey there, missy, what you looking for?" 

The booming voice made her snatch her hand back as though she had 

bumed it. She tumed her head to see who was there, so quickly that her short 

hair fanned out and then wllapsed around her ears. Mr. Colquhoun, holding a 

hammer, stood at the mouth of the hallway leading back to her office. 

"Nothing," she answered, heart dnimrning. 

"Weil then, what are you snooping around here for? Eh?' He laughed. 

"Didn't mean to scare you. Just haven't seen you out from behind that desk 

before. " 

While he talked she collected her wits. "Really," she said, "1 was looking 

for you. I was going to ask you, have you seen any mice in the church, because 

I have. Yesterday. A gray one fan across the hall and into Reverend Saville's 

office." 

"Naw, there's no mice around here. A bird or two under the eaves, 

spiders in the crawl space, but no mice. No way for them to get in. 1 keep the 

place sealed up tighter'n a drum." He swung the hammer against the palm of his 

hand. 

"But I saw one. It came from between the baseboards." Samara shifted 

her weight to one foot, then the other. 

"Gets pretty dark in that hallway, doesn't it? Coulda been anything. I 

wouldn't worry your head about it, missy. Anyway, gotta get back to work. 

There's a sticky door downstairs, I'm gonna whack it off the hinges and plane the 

bottom. See you later." He lumbered off down the stairs. 



Samara didn't see the mouse again for several weeks but she heard it 

some momings. When Reverend Saville was out, she jumped at each sound 

and sometimes sat rnotionless for long minutes, trying to discem between the 

rodent's scratching and the noise of the old building. She couldntt finish as 

much work on these days, and when Reverend Saville returned he didn't praise 

her as usual, but asked if some emergency disrupted her. 

Then one day the rustling came not from the fioors or the baseboards, but 

from the top of the filing cabinet across the hall. Startled by the invasion of 

sound, Samara's fingers frote into claws and she stared unblinking at the 

cornputer screen, unable to look up. Then silence, and she strained to hear the 

next murmur of noise, 

Again the nistling. Samara tried to think why the mouse would be on top 

of the filing cabinet. Thus far it had left the offce things alone and stuck to the 

floor. Go away, she projected to the animal. You don? belong here. Then she 

remembered a half-empty plastic wrapper of crackers she put on the cabinet 

yesterday when she was filing. Normally she kept al1 her food in her desk 

drawers, but she must have forgotten the crackers. 

She looked about on her desk. Next to the container of pens and her 

half-filled water glass sat a jar full of coins collected for Samaritan's Purse. She 

had been planning to roll them for Reverend Saville that morning. Samara 

hefted the jar in her palm and unscrewed the lid, clenching her teeth so that the 

enamelled hills and valleys of her molars fit together. Then she stood, slowly, so 

that her chair wouldn't squeak She nudged a stream of coins out of the jar into 
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her hand and fingered them quietly. The cabinet stood a good seven feet away, 

tall enough that she could not see the mouse on top. 

The first coin fell short and rattled on the floorboards. With a few more 

lobs she got the distance right, sending dimes and quarters in slow, high arcs to 

fall like hail on the cabinet. Coins clattered down the metal back of the cabinet, 

bounced off the wall, and even ricocheted wildly and skittered undemeath the 

minister's study door. At first she threw one at a time, feeding them off the pile 

with her thumb, but when the single coins didn't provoke a reaction she flung two 

or three, and then whole jingling handfuls at a time, reloading from the jar 

between tosses. The floor was thick with change. Then, just as she emptied the 

last few pennies from the bottom of the jar- 

"Samara!" 

She dropped the empty jar on the desk and brought her hands to her 

face. Her fingers smelled brightly of metal. Reverend Saville leaned around the 

corner, only his head and shoulders visible. 

"Are you done? 1s it safe for me to corne out?" he asked. 

She nodded quickly behind her hands, eyes wide. 

"1 know rolling coins isn't the most challenging job, but surely you have 

other ways of expressing your frustration," he teased, moving out from behind 

the wall. 

"No, no, it's the mouse," Samara said in a high voice, "On top of the filing 

cabinet. I heard him wstling up there." Her finger pointed spasmodically. 

Reverend Saville raised his eyebrows and twisted his mouth, then rose up 

on his toes and inspected the cabinet's surface. "1 don't see anything but a half- 

full packet of cracken. Are you sure it wasn't just the draft? I did leave the 
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window in my offce open. Perhaps you conked him on the head and he fell 

behind." He muscled the heavy cabinet a few inches away from the wall and 

peered into the crack. "Hmmm, nothing here but more quarters." He 

straightened. "Let me know when you've got everything cteaned up and l'II move 

the cabinet back." 

Samara spent twenty minutes gathering coins, bniising her knees on nails 

that hadn't been pounded flush with the floorboards. Pennies, nickels and 

dollars had rolled into every corner of the hallway, fallen into cracks and hidden 

beneath every piece of furniture. While she crawled under her desk to reach the 

last few stragglers. Samara decided to visit the hardware store. 

Although she buys her mouse traps on Thursday afternoon, Samara 

doesn't bring them to the church until Tuesday, and she puts off baiting and 

setting the traps until Friday, letüng them sit next to the small plastic bag of 

gummi bears in the bottom file drawer. She keeps picturing the square of wire 

clamping down on a furry haunch or tender stornach. But on Friday, Mr. 

Colquhoun walks through the church office, and as he passes Samara's desk, 

he nins his fingers tickling up her am. 

"Oh," she gasps, snatching her a m  away and clutching it to her chest. 

"Seen any mice lately, missy?" Mr. Colquhoun asks laughing, and 

saunters off down the hallway. 

That moming, during her break, Samara slips the paper bag from the 

hardware store into her purse and sneaks down the stain to the basement 

washrooms, locking the door behind her. First she practices setting the trap, 

prying back the clamp and anchoring it precariously with the hook, until she can 
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set it in only a few seconds without fear of catching her finger. Then, taking 

several sticky translucent candies from her bag, she squashes them ont0 the 

bait platforms. Samara slings her purse over her shoulder and retums upstairs, 

carrying one baited trap in either hand, hidden close to her skirt. 

She sets one trap and places it quickly into a dark corner by the filing 

cabinet. The other causes some trouble; she can't get the hook to engage 

properly. The squeaking noises coming from Reverend Savil le's office mean 

that he is getting out of his chair, coming around to the door. Finally the hook 

holds and as she slides the trap out of sight behind the photocopier she 

whispers, "Forgive me." 

Reverend Saville opens his office door just as Samara collapses in her 

chair, pulse racing. He holds a notebook and pen in one hand and a jumble of 

keys in the other. 

"We've got the Facilities Cornmittee meeting in the Session room, 

Samara," he says as he strides by. "lf Elizabeth Newcomb calls, corne and get 

me. Otherwise just take messages." 

Before her break Samara was working on the April calendar of events, 

searching through the clip art file to find a cartoon campfire to illustrate the 

Youth Retreat Weekend, but retuming to her wmputer she finds her hands 

shaking so much that she can't cantrol the mouse. lnstead she lifts a pile of 

Sunday bulletins ont0 her desk and starts folding them in half, pulling her 

thumbnail along the edge to create a razor-edged crease. Only two more hours 

and she can go home, and the mouse will have two days to spring the trap. 

Her hands grow accustomed to the monotony of folding, sliding a sheet 

off the stack, folding over the bright cover and nesting the v-shaped bulletins in a 
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growing line-she discovered early that piles, however neatly stacked, would 

eventually topple off her desk. She keeps her eyes directed at the paper under 

her hands, but doesn't fully register what she looks at, seeing instead the 

worship service that the bulletin foreshadowed, rows of parishioners in suits and 

ties, tailored dresses and high heels, sharing hymnbooks, passing offering 

plates, Reverend Saville in his black robe standing behind the pulpit and 

delivering his sermon to a rapt audience. Carefully, she places a short, black- 

haired figure in the back pew, her brown sugar hands gripping the dark oak seat. 

Snap. 

A bulletin crumples under Samara's hand as she jumps up, and her 

wheeled chair drifts backwards until it hits the wall. She glances quickly behind 

the photocopier, sees that the trap's bait is undisturbed, and then scrambles 

around the desk to kneel in front of the other, by the file cabinet. A small limp 

body lies impaled under the clamp, not bloodily wounded as she expected but 

cleanly and quickly dead. Samara snatches up the trap, careful to hold it by its 

wooden base, and rushes over to the Session room, bursting in the door. 

"Reverend, Reverend! Mr. Colquhoun! I caught it, I caught the mouse. 

Look," and she holds up the trap and its victim for the room to see. "1 told you I 

saw a mouse and I was right, see here?' She stands at the head of table, 

breathing heavily and hand raised high, the thin gray tail trailing down her wrist, 

waiting for someone to move, to Say something. She doesn't recognize anyone 

but the minister and the caretaker. One woman shudders and buries her face in 

her hands, another lets out a gasp of disgust. Slowly Samara's a m  falls; she 

wants to run back down to the bathroom and lock the door, she wants to flush 
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the body away in the toilet and never corne back here. Then Mr. Colquhoun 

brings his palm down on the table with a bang. 

"Well, aren't you the cat's meow!" he cries, "Look at that, rev, grinnin' like 

a Cheshire, she is. Here we had vermin running wild al1 over the church and no 

one would believa her, so she caught one herself." He cornes over and 

squashes her in a sideways hug against his large stomach. "Good for you, 

missy. Good for you. Corne on, let's dispose of the evidence before we create a 

stampede," and, winking at the squeamish ladies, he takes the trap from 

Samara's hand and begins to lead her out of the room. 

"Wait!" calls Reverend Saville, and she pauses in the doorway. 

"Did you really catch that mouse al1 by yourself?" he asks, waving his pen 

towards it. "Where did you get the trap?" 

"1 bought some, at the hardware store." Her cheeks flush with the 

attention. 

"And you baited and set them, al1 on your own?' 

"Yes, this rnoming. I caught him by the filing cabinet; he must have 

remembered the crackers." 

Reverend Saville stands, smoothes down his tie and looks about the 

table. "Well Samara, for your initiative I must thank you on behalf of the 

cornmittee. I don't know what we would have done if that mouse had tumed up 

in the sanctuary during a service, or even in a Sunday school classroom. You 

must give me the store receipt so I can reimbune you for your expense." 

Samara shakes her head. "1 only spent a few dollars. It was worth it." 

She srniles broadly, eyes crînkling, and follows Mr. Colquhoun out across the 

parking lot to the garbage canisters. He lets her drop the trap into the metal bin 
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and fasten the lid back on, and they walk back into the church, his a m  around 

ber shoulder. 



F U E L  

The logs have sat outside al1 winter, tuming damp and insect-riddled, 

their bark coloured with mold. They bum smokily in the fireplace, hissing and 

fuming as the wood refuses to catch fire. Molly Aston watches the older logs 

that have been buming since they started the fire half an hour ago. Eaten 

through by flames, they glow dully, letting an occasional shower of sparks fall. 

Drifts of papery white ashes cover the fireplace floor, and Molly thinks how much 

more she likes their light unifomity than the weight and dirt of the logs. She 

pictures pioneers boiling the ashes with animal fat to make soap in black cast- 

iron pots. 

One more night and she can go home. 

'Who'd like to read for us?" the youth leader asks and looks around the 

circle. "kdges 16, the whole chapter, is what we're going to be discussing 

tonight." Molly doesn't want to read. She already suggested a few choruses at 

the beginning of their worship time, and actually sang along while Jerry fumbled 

with the chords on his guitar, which is more than she can Say for some people. 

"Anybody? Who wants to read?" Jerry asks again. 

The problem with reading the Bible passage, especially one from the Old 

Testament, is that there may be some words that are hard to pronounce. Molly 

opens her Bible and slides the pages until she finds the right chapter. God, it's 

thirty one verses long. And look at all those words: Sorek and Nazirite and 

Eshtaol. Jeny is the kind of person who corrects you if you say them wrong. 

"Shelley, why don't you read for us? We haven't heard from you much 

tonight," Jemy says finally, when no one volunteers. 
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Molly rolls her eyes. Shelley has the oral reading skills of a sixth grader. 

11'11 take her half an hour to get through Judges 16. Luckily Molly won? have to 

listen to Shelley's painfully slow, stumbling voi-he knows the story of 

Samson backwards, the way she knows almost every Bible story, from Sunday 

school and family devotions and children's records and picture books. Delilah 

betrays him, blah, blah blah, ends up cutting off his hair. He's blinded and put in 

prison. Goes to the temple, pushes down the pillan, lots of Philistines die. 

Deathly boring, al1 of it. No suspense whatsoever. 

Molly rernembers distinctly the last time she heard a Bible story that was 

new to her. She was eight years old, and every afternoon she lay behind the 

living room couch with headphones on, listening to the Christian radio children's 

programs like Uncle U W s  Story Room and Fables of Faith. While she listened 

she played with her mother's plants, plucking off the dead leaves and digging in 

the pot soi1 with her fingers, and one day she heard a story about Noah getting 

dmnk and taking al1 his clothes off, and then cursing his son Ham for looking at 

him naked. 

At first she thought they were making it up; no way would Noah from the 

ark do anything so embarrassinme was the only godly man who was saved 

from the Rood. She threw off her headphones and ran to gel her Bible. The 

picture of Noah and the animals coming out of the ark was near the front, and 

she just kept looking for his name in all the pages around it until she found the 

story about the flood and the rainbow. And right there at the end were a few 

verses with the title, "Ham's Sin." The story on the radio was longer than the 

one in the Bible. They must have made up parts of it It didn't really sound fair 

anyway-Noah was the one who got drunk, not his son. One time she had run 
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into her parents' room and her dad didn't have any clothes on. but she didn't see 

much, and he just wrapped his towel back around him and reminded her to 

knock before she carne in next time. 

If it weren't for her mother, Molly wouldn't be sitting here, bored to death. 

She didn't think her mother had noticed the announcement in the bulletin, but 

when Molly came home an hour and a half late for curfew last weekend, her 

mother gave her a choice: go to the Spring Youth Camp Retreat, get grounded 

for two weeks, or no T.V. for a month. Molly chose to gel her punishment over 

with quick, although the way this weekend is dragging, she isn't sure she made 

the right decision. 

She slept through part of the van ride up. Her father drove her to the 

church parking lot after school on Friday, loaded her sleeping bag and knapsack 

in the back of the van and gave her a squeeze and a kiss. She almost didn't 

want him to leave her there; it reminded her of when he dropped her off at 

surnmer camp and she cried and clung to him when it came time for the parents 

to go home. But she couldn't back out now, so he drove off and she claimed a 

spot at the back of the van and propped her pillow against the window glass. 

Molly didn't know who was coming that weekend, and she didn't really 

care. There were only a few teenagers in her church, most of whorn she had 

known forever. The girls were al1 younger than her and there were no cute guys 

to make things interesting. The only surprise was when Karenna McPhadden 

and her twin, Justin, got out of the back seat of their parent's station wagon. 

They hardly ever came to church, let alone youth group. Molly opened the back 

doors of the van for them to load their luggage and, knowing that Karenna was 
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her only hope for making the weekend more bearable, gathered her nerve and 

said, "l've got a spot saved in the back. Do you want to sit with me?" 

Karenna shrugged. "Sure. Do you mind if l take the window? 1 got, like, 

three hours sleep last night and I know I'rn going to conk out as soon as I sit 

down." 

"No problem," Molly said, "l've got a pillow if you want it." 

Once everyone got settlebShelley Humphreys in the front with Jerry so 

she could work the tape player, Justin and the other boys in the middle, she and 

Karenna in the back by themselves-the van started up and cninched out of the 

grave1 parking lot. It would be a few minutes before they got to the highway, and 

Jerry said he had to stop for gas. Molly leaned her back against her window and 

put her feet on the seat. "1 like your nose ring. Is it real?' she asked Karenna. 

"Thanks," Karenna said, putting her finger to the gold stud in her nostril. 

'Yeah, it's real, I've never been able to find a magnetic one. I got it done a few 

months ago and the infection finally cleared up, thank God. I was getting sick of 

swabbing it with alcohol every two hours." 

"What does your mom think of it?" Molly pulled a half pack of gum from 

her pocket and offered a piece to Karenna. 

"No thanks. She made a fuss, but I told her it's not permanent, I can just 

let it grow over when I get tired of it." 

"l've always wanted one, but I can just see my mother pinning me down 

and taking the stud out herself." Molly unwrapped her stick of gum and put it in 

her mouth, feeling a fiood of saliva at the sharp mint flavour. "If I wanted to 

make a statement I'd have to do something permanent, like getting a tattoo or 

shaving my head, something that she couldn't do anything about." 
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"Oh, you wouldn't though. Look how long it is." Karenna reached over 

and measured a strand of Molly's chestnut hair between her fingers. 

'700 long." Molly flicked hair out of her eyes. "My mom was supposed to 

cut my bangs before this weekend, but she didn't corne home from work in time. 

They're going to drive me crazy." 

"Why don't you try curling them? I brought my curling iron with me, itts 

butane." 

"Are you kidding? My hair's as straight as a poker. It holds a curl for al1 

of two seconds. You know what you could do though. I brought my mom's 

barber scissors. Would you trim them for me? It's really easy, you just cut 

straight across." Molly demonstrated, pulling her bangs down and snipping 

across them using her fingers for scissors. 

"Oh, I dont know, what if I screw it up? You'd never forgive me." 

"Trust me. You can't screw up. You just have to take off enough to make 

it bearable, and my mom can straighten it out when I get home. Please?" 

"Okay. Maybe we'll have time before bed tonight." 

'Thank you, thank you, thank you!" Molly grabbed Karenna's arrn and 

shook it excitedly, making her laugh. 

When they finally reached the highway, Karenna fiuffed up Molly's pillow, 

snuggled down into it and closed her eyes, but even so Molly was glad they had 

talked so long. She settled her head into the c r ~ o k  of her a m  and fell asleep 

too. 

"And his brothers and al1 his fathets . . . household came dom. And took 

him. And brought him up and buried him between . . . Zorah? Zorah and 
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Esh . . . Eshtay . . . Eshtaol. In the tomb of his father . . . Menno. Oh, Manoah? 

Right. Manoah. He had judged lsrael twenty years." 

Shelley heaves a long sigh, clicks off her flashlight and claps her Bible 

shut. 

Across the circle from Molly, Karenna lies stretched out on the floor, head 

resting on her crossed elbows. Molly can't see her face but she is sure she's 

asleep again. They stayed up late last night. lt's hard not to when there's so 

much to Say. Justin has picked al1 of the slivers of wet grass from the soles of 

his shoes and arranged them in a mosaic pattern on the carpet. Even Jerry 

doesn't seem as perky as when Shelley started reading. 

"Good. Okay," Jerry says, feeling behind him for his notes. "Now, we've 

got a couple questions to answer about Samson. Just give me a second," and 

he peers at his notes in the dim firelight. 

Molly has been sitting cross-legged, but now she stretches her legs out in 

front of her, working the kinks out of her knees. 

"Maybe we should talk about Samson tomorrow. It's getting kind of late," 

she says to Jerry. The other kids in the group mumur in agreement. 

"Late? It's only nine-thirty," says Jerry, looking up. "Corne on, we've got 

the Scripture fresh in our minds, let's have a good discussion now and then you 

can head for bed. Just give me twenty minutes. You can keep yourself awake 

by getting involved and talking instead of sitting there like lumps. Okay, gang?' 

He nudges Karenna and she lifts her head. 

" W h y  don't you start, Kare?" Jerry says, "What do you think Samson's 

mistake was?" 
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"Getting suckered by a woman," Justin says quickly, and Karenna cuffs 

him across the head. "Hey," Justin protests, "as true. She's the one who sold 

hirn out. Like that guy who betrayed Jesus for thirty pieces of silver. What's his 

name?" 

"Judas?" offers Jerry. 

'Yeah, Judas." Justin leans back on his elbows. "Except whattsher-face, 

Delilah, held out for more money." His lips curve into a smile, and Molly thinks 

that he is looking across the circle at her, but she can't see his eyes clearly, 

hidden in shadow. 

"Sure, blame it on the woman. That's convenient," Karenna says, 

struggling to sit up. "Don't you think it was pretty stupid of hirn to stick around 

when he knew she was trying to trick him? He was thinking with his balls instead 

of his brain." 

Justin guffaws and Karenna cuffs hirn again. 

"So you're saying ha got distracted from what God really wanted him to 

do," Jerry prompts. 

Another of the boys in the group, Nathan, speaks up. "1 suppose if God 

gave hirn al1 that strength he didn't want hirn lying around wasting it. Although I 

don? understand why it was okay for Samson to go around killing al1 those 

Philistines when it says in the Ten Commandments, do not kill. Wasn't there 

some non-violent political action he could have taken, like Ghandi did or Martin 

Luther King?" 

'You have to remernber," Jerry says, 'Yhis was a fairly primitive society 

compared to the twentieth century. If you wanted to protect your land and 

people from being conquered and pillaged, you had to fight back. Warfare was 
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a way of life. And as far as government was concerned, Samson was it. He was 

the judge, the only leader the people had." 

"Some leader," Nathan says. He pulls his hand through Justin's grass- 

clipping mosaic, sending the green slivers flying. 

"Well, you take what you can gel," Jerry says, leaning forward. He gets 

especially excited when he's explaining things he doesn't think they know. 

"Actually, a lot of the kings and wlers of lsrael made similar rnistakes, but God 

was still able to use them to Save his people or accomplish his will. Like 

Abraham and Moses and King David." 

Molly feels herself about to yawn. Her ears pop and she opens her mouth 

wide, her tongue curling in the bottom of her mouth. The air stretches her lungs 

and finally cornes out in a tired rush. The foam mattress and sleeping bag back 

in her cabin are looking pretty good right now, although she doesn't plan to go 

straight to bed once this session is over. 

"What do you think, Molly?" Jeny asks, noticing her on the other side of 

the circle. 

Molly has already figured out what she's going to say. If shets clever 

enough, Jarry might leave her alone for the rest of the discussion. 

"1 think it's a pride thing," she says slowly, looking down, as though the 

thought has just occurred to her. "Samson was used to being really strong, and 

always getting his own way, and I think he liked teasing Delilah by lying to her 

like that, saying he'd be weak if she tied him up in new ropes and them breaking 

them like a strands of yarn." 

She takes her eyes off her shoes and stares into the fireplace. 
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"Then I think he got too cocky, and thought that he'd always be that 

strong, even if he did cut off his hair, because he thought the strength came from 

himself, maybe, or that God wouldn't take his strength away even if he did 

disobey, because God needed him too much." 

"That's really insightful, Molly," Jerry says, pleased. "1 think you're really 

getting at the root of the problem for Samson. And for the rest of us. Where do 

you see yourself dealing with the area of pride in your life?" and he goes on to 

question the others in the circle who haven't spoken, Shelley and Annette and 

Nathan's friend, Adam. 

Molly leans back into the shadows and watches. 

One ftoodlight looks down on the empty playing field, its beam illuminating 

gossamer lines of rain. Molly has found a rough wooden bench under a tree 

near the waterfront. The branches keep off most of the rain. Once Jerry 

finished the closing prayer and they al1 stood up, groaning at legs that had fallen 

asleep and bums sore from sitting on the carpet, most of the kids trooped back 

up the hill towards their cabins. Molly, however, slipped unnoticed out of the 

back screen door and crossed the playing field. 

Molly removes a single cigarette from her shirt pocket. She bummed it 

from a girlfriend in the school washroom the day before, and kept it swaddled in 

toilet paper, tucked in a cornpartment of her knapsack. Sudi a light, clean thing, 

she thinks, holding its store of tobacco like pencil shavings wrapped tightly in 

smooth white paper. Almost a shame to bum it up. Balancing the cigarette 

lightly between her lips, she pulls a lighter from her jeans pocket, the coloured 

plastic clear enough to see the lighter fluid swimming inside. She tums her head 
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and lets her hair slip from behind her ear and fan out. hiding her face. The 

sparking mechanism on the lighter gives her trouble; she can't get a flame. 

Settling her thumb more firmly on the metal circles, she gives the lighter a solid 

snap-and the sudden fire surprises her so much that she lets go. The second 

time she holds on and sparks of flint fly up and sparkle like fairy dust. She 

brings the flame to the end of the cigarette, trying to get it lit without sucking in 

too much srnoke. 

When she asked for the cigarette yesterday, her girlfriend. Jenna, 

pretended to hand it to her and then pulled away at the last minute. 

"Are you sure you're old enough to have this?" she said lightly. "Maybe 

you should start with candy cigarettes." She tucked the white stick behind her 

ear and turned to the mirror, touching up the lipstick at the corners of her mouth. 

"l've already started," Molly said, "l've been smoking for months." 

Jenna pinned her with a bluesyed stare. "Prove it. Light up right now, 

smoke the whole thing in front of me." 

"No. I want to Save it. I'm going away this weekend." 

Jenna shrugged. 'Then get your own. Get a whole pack." 

'You know I don7 have an older brother to buy them for me." 

"Pity. And you look like too much of a baby to use fake I.D." She 

squeezed Molly's cheeks together and Molly batted her hand away. 

"Give it. Or Madame finds out I wrote your last French composition." She 

held out her palm. 

Jenna rolled her eyes and finally slapped down the cigarette. "Here, Miss 

Holier-than-thou. Knock yourself out." She stalked out of the bathroom and 

didn't speak to Molly for the rest of the day. but Molly still slipped the answers to 
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Monday's math homework into Jenna's locker. She knows things will be back to 

normal after the weekend. 

Molly wonders whether Karenna, or anyone else in the youth group, has 

ever smoked a cigarette. She takes hers out of her mouth and admires it, the 

rad tip glowing faintly, a ghost of smoke hMning up, the filtered end damp with 

saliva. Pursing the cigarette between her lips again, she imagines buying her 

own pack, choosing a brand herself, long thin brown ones or menthol-flavoured, 

pulling the string of plastic around the box to free the cellophane, sliding the 

carton up and pulling off the silver paper to reveal a double row of clean white 

cigarettes standing at attention, smelling of raisins. She holds her cigarette 

lightly pinched between her thumb and two fingers. Other people hide theirs 

behind their hand, lit end tucked in towards the palm, but she worries about 

burning herself. 

As Molly smokes she thinks about shaving a day or two off her life, the 

chernicals in the cigarette contaminating her lungs and arteries so that she'll die 

just a little bit sooner. Her mother thinks that the waming labels on cigarette 

packages should be enough to keep anyone from smoking, but she doesn't 

understand. Molly tikes being in control. It's her life, and if she wants to trade a 

few days for this solitary enjoyment, she'll do it. The two ends of her life are the 

twin jaws of a vice, and here she lives forward, while there at the end her life 

moves backwards, until somewhere the two jaws will meet, and she will œase to 

exist. 

Molly raps her growing ashes into the grass and wipes them away with 

her foot. She's not worried about someone else from the camp walking by and 

catching her-this early in April they only need a few staff members. The place 
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reminds Molly of a ghost town, their tiny youth group the only people in a camp 

that can hold a hundred kids. Last night she and Karenna had the entire shower 

house to themselves for an hour. The shower house, which also has sinks and 

toilets, is a concrete block structure with an entrance at either end, one for boys, 

one for girls. The fioor rustles with cnimbled dead leaves and dirt tracked in on 

shoes, blown in by the wind. Coming in, Molly draped her towel over a toilet stall 

and set down her cosmetic bag. Then she tore a length of paper towel from the 

dispenser, wet it, and wiped a clean space on the counter, between two sinks. 

"Wasn't that the most disgusting meal you've ever had?" Molly said. 

She tumed on both taps and adjusted them until the water was pleasantly wan,  

then leaned over the sink to wet her bangs under the tap. 

'The pasta was like nibber," Karenna agreed. 

"And the cheese sauce was al1 gummy. I could hardly eat a thing, and 

now I'm starving." 

"Well, look on the bright side. You might lose a few pounds." 

Molly held her dripping head over the sink and motioned for Karenna to 

hand her the towel. "Small consolation. l'II be so glad when this weekend's 

over," 

"Why'd you corne then?" Karenna ptucked the towel off the stall and 

pressed it against her bangs. Molly straightened and rurnrnaged through her 

cosmetic bag for the scissors, then hoisted herself ont0 the clean patch of 

counter. Her wet hair stuck to her forehead in strings. 

"Punishment." 

"Self-inflicted?" 
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"No, parentally-inflicted. I missed curfew last week." Molly handed 

Karenna the scissors and a fine-tooth comb one at a time, ceremonially. "All you 

have to do is comb down and cut straight across. Nothing to it." 

"Says you. I don7 suppose you have a ruler in that bag of yours." 

Karenna began pulling the comb through Molly's bangs, the plastic tines 

scraping at the skin of her forehead. 

'What I want to know is, what are you and Justin doing here? I don't think 

I've seen you at church for months." 

Karenna leaned to one side and then the other, squinting at Molly's 

forehead. "Ah, I don't know. Just . . . to get away. Change of scenery. I'rn 

training for track right now and I thought maybe I'd get up early tomorrow, do a 

long run. I get tired of the streets near my house." 

'700 bad you have to put up with al1 the church stuff in between." 

Karenna shnigged without taking her eyes off Molly's bangs. "1 don't mind 

too much. Most of it's still new to me." 

Molly grimaced. "Lucky you. I've been trying to quit church altogether, 

but my parents want me to wait until I'm eighteen. I think the idea is that l'II 

corne to my senses. The problem with that is, the more I go, the more sick of it I 

get." 

"Do you not agree with the minister or something?" 

"It's not that so much, but his semions are so dry! Don't you think? I 

mean, my history textbook is more entertaining than that guy. I volunteer for 

nursery al1 th8 time, just to get out of hearing his sermons. It's like he's 

preaching for al1 these grown-ups, and he doesn't have a due about anyone 

else. It took him two years to learn my name properly, he kept calling me 
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Melinda." Molly's back was beginning to ache-she had to hunch down so 

Karenna could reach her hair properly. Karenna had put down the comb and 

transferred the scissors to her right hand, but she still hadn't made the first cut. 

"1 can see why my parents go," Molly continued, seeing that Karenna was 

concentrating too hard to respond. "All of my mother's friends are there, and 

their little groups and clubs give her something to do. She's always at a Sunday 

school meeting or a missionary lecture. Her latest project is this single mother 

who doesn't have a job. I wish somebody would tell her that charity starts at 

home. And my dad, he seems to get something out of the semices that 1 don't 

understand. He used to go to church with his mom, and then she died when he 

was eleven, so 1 think it reminds him of her." 

Karenna was finally poised, scisson open and ready at the level of 

Molly's temple, so she stopped talking and held her breath while Karenna began 

to snip across. One cold leg of the scissors slid heavily across her forehead 

while the other came to meet it, slicing off clumps of hair which fell into Molly's 

lap and landed, tickling, on her nose. Once she had made it al1 the way across, 

Karenna began to perfect her work, pulling back to scrutinize the line of hair and 

then stepping up to take a smidgen off here or there. 

"The other thing that bothers me is how weird my friends at school act 

about the whole thing. As if going to church makes me some kind of nun or 

something. A lot of times people don't invite me to parties, because they don't 

think I'd be allowed to drink or that I like dancing. And no guy, no decent guy 

from school, has ever, ever, asked me on a date." 
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Karenna bit her lip, trying to even out a spot just above Molly's eye, which 

blinked frantically whenever she brought the scissors near it. "l'II tell you," 

Karenna said, 'You might not be missing as much as you think." 

"But I never get a chance to see for myself. I know I wuld handle it," 

Molly protested, and gave her head a slight shake. As she did so the point of 

the scissors seemed to corne straight at her, and she could almost feel the steel 

piercing her eye. She jerked her head away and put a hand up to cover the 

socket, 

"Careful!" Molly laughed. "Do you want to put my eye out?" 

Karenna's mouth was round with horror. "Oh, I'm sony, I'm sorry. l'II be 

finished now, I think it looks okay. It's not too short, is it?" 

Molly twisted around to see in the mirror. "Nope, perfect." She tousled 

her bangs with her hand and then jumped off the wunter. She and Karenna 

finished getting ready for bed, Molly brushing and flossing and Karenna taking 

her contact lenses out. Molly thought about offering to share her cigarette with 

Karenna, but she couldn't exactly snap it in half like a piece of gum. Besides, 

she'd just brushed her teeth. She'd Save if for when she was alone. Saturday 

night. 

Saturday night. Molly smokes the cigarette down to the n u M e r  

favourite part, almost too short to hold. Then she extinguishes the butt, wraps it 

in her tissue and puts it back in her pocket. What smoke she was able to inhale 

has settled. warming her lungs. Her hands smell smoky yellow, and she brings 

them to her nose often as she walks back across the damp field. In the sheen of 

light below the floodlamp the rain mixed with the insects flocking around the 

bulb. Molly washes her hands in the bathroom before returning to her cabin. 



When she gets back, Shelley and Annette are already in bed, heads 

together, whispering. Molly closes the screen door and Shelley tums toward 

her, rising on her elbows. "Make sure you put the latch on," she says. "l'm 

afraid those guys are going to do something stupid like raid us in the middle of 

the night." 

Molly feels a wave of irritation, but swallows calmly and looks to find the 

rusty metal hook hanging from the door jamb, and the eye screwed into the door. 

"l'II do it when I get back from the washroom," she says. "1 still have to bwsh my 

teeth." 

'Well, hurry up," Shelley says huffily. "We want to tum the light out. 

Karenna's already asleep. Where were you, anyway?" 

Molly doesn't answer. She tums her back to find her cosmetic bag in the 

bottom of her knapsack, changes into her fiannel pajama top and a sweatshirt, 

and heads for the washroom, closing the cabin door quietly behind her. She's 

not surprised that Karenna went to bed without waiting to Say good-night-she 

was up early this moming, like she said she would be, and arrived back from her 

run red-faced and glowing when Molly was still in pyjamas. 

The clean patch on the counter where Molly sat the night before is still 

visible. She bnishes her hair out swiftly and fastens it back with an elastic, 

anxious to get out of the chilly air into her sleeping bag, but after that she can't 

find her toothpaste-it must have dropped out into her knapsack. She cleans 

her teeth anyway, noticing the faint aftertaste of mint on her bnish from last 

night, then hurries back to the cabin and dives into bed. The light has been 
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switched off in her absence. As she falls asleep she enjoys the warm weight of 

the cigarette smoke still on her lungs. 

A rustling, outside the door, a squeaking and shushing. Molly pulls 

herself into consciousness but doesn't open her eyes. Her heart hammers, she 

can feel the pulse under her tongue. Darkness magnifies the noise-the 

scuffling sounds are loud enough to be right beside her. Her whole body tenses 

for flight, and yet she doesn't move. The door creaks open, and Molly holds her 

breath. 

Then Shelley starts screaming and jumps down out of her bed and the 

stillness in the room succumbs to the violence of male laughter enipting in the 

centre of the room. The hook on the door. The rnemory of it slides icily into 

Mollyts consciousness. She must have been too focused on getting into her 

wam sleeping bag to remember to latch the door, or maybe she was rebelling 

unconsciously against Shelley's smugness. Whatever it was, the boys had 

gotten in now, and she would be in for it later. 

In the scuffling commotion, Molly senses a dark shape next to her and 

tries to sit up. The pressure of hands keeps her down and she feels something 

cool and sticky on her head. Fingers smear the antiseptic-smelling paste into 

her hair and when she tries to slap them away the boy grabs her wrists, wrestles 

her back down onto the bed. 

The other girls are shouting, swatting with pillows. Molly struggles 

frantically to keep her sticky head off the pillow, thinking4 can't gel my 

pillowcase dirty, what will I tell my mother? Her ne& muscles cramp with the 

strain, and she kicks out but her legs are still trapped in the sleeping bag. Teeth 
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gritted, she grunts and pants with the exertion, trying to lash out with any limb 

she can get free. 

A flashlight plays over the form she is wrestling with and suddenly she 

recognizes the shape of the boy's head, the girth of his a r m ~ W s  Justin. Is he 

trying to tonnent her or is this a bizarre way of showing affection? She stops 

fighting for a moment, caught between a desire to hold hirn and hit him, 

conscious of her body naked beneath the flannel pajamas. 

Justin takes advantage of her lapse and calls out, "Nathan! Over here!", 

still holding her wrists so tightly that she can feel the skin tuming red 

underneath. Moly doesn't see Nathan corne to her bunk, but a moment later 

she is drowning, doused in a shower of cold water. Justin lets go of her wrists, 

and his laughter cornes to her muffied through water-stopped ears. Molly gasps, 

her mouth bobbing open and shut like a fish as she tries to get air. Eyes tight 

closed, she strikes out and the flat of her hand makes satisfying contact with 

flesh. Justin lets out a short cry of surprise and she feels his weight lift off the 

bed. 

Then flashlights and hard footsteps approach on the path outsidderry, 

running to see what the commotion iç. Before he can reach the cabin, the boys 

tumble out the door, feet clomping down the wooden steps, and Shelley and 

Annette jam their shoes on and take off in pursuit Molly can hear their high- 

pitched shouts fading outside. Jeny's flashlight Veen away from the cabin and 

follows the boys down to the playing field. The door's weak springs finally bring 

it closed with a bang and silence retums. 

Molly sits stunned. Her heavily soaked pajamas grow cold in the night air, 

and her skin shrinks from the material. Breathing heavily, she recognizes the 
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mint srnell of her toothpaste. She pats around on her sleeping bag and her hand 

squishes in the puddles left on the nylon. lt'll be hours before she can go back 

to sleep-she'll have to shower, wash her hair, wring out her sleeping bag and 

spread it in a clean spot so it can air dry, and find some blankets to get her 

through the rest of the night. A lump of frustration foms in her throat and she 

slaps despondantly at the wet sleeping bag. 

Then Molly rememben Karenna. She doesn't think she heard her jump 

out of bed or follow Shelley and Annette when they took of after the boys. She 

doesn't even remember hearing her cal1 out duhg  the raid. 

"Karenna?" Molly calls tentatively. "Are you okay?" 

"l'm wld, I'm filthy and it's the rniddle of the goddamn night," Karenna 

says in a fierce, grating voice. 

Suddenly Molly is very relieved at not being alone. She laughs. "Not 

quite the peaceful weekend getaway you had in mind, huh?" 

'Those idiots," Karenna says through her teeth. "When I get hold of 

Justin I'm going to kill him. Very slowly. Maybe l'II throw him in the lake and see 

how long it takes from him to die of hypothermia. If he doesn't drown first." 

"Do you want me to put the light on?" Molly asks. 

"No thanks, I don? want to see the damage." 

Molly steels herself and climbs out of bed, gritting her teeth against the 

cold and wet. Her damp bare feet pi& up dirt from the fioor, and she almost 

steps in a pile of white foam, probably shaving cream. Wincing, she peels off 

her wet pajamas and pulls some wam clothes on, a pair of sweat pants, a 

turtleneck and her sweatshirt. Then she unzips her sleeping bag, folds it loosely . 

and lays it at the end of the bed. The vinyl-covered mattress is still dry and 
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wam from her body heat. Molly climbs back up and sits cross-legged on the 

bunk, waiting for Karenna to dress and find her shampoo and towel so they can 

go together to wash up. 

"Oh great. This is just great. The water went al1 inside my suitcase. 

Forget about Justin, I rnight as well just kill myself." Karenna's voice becomes 

more shrill with each word. 

"Don't Say that," Molly says, alaned. 

Karenna, crouched before the suitcase, looks up at Molly. "lt's not just 

the raid. This whole week, I've been going out of my mind. I'm serious. If i had 

the nerve, I'd go to the shower house right now and dit my wrists." 

"What could be worth killing yourself over?" Molly asks uncertainly. She 

has a sensation of being out of her depth. 'You seern so . . . together." 

Karenna laughs harshly. "Are you sure you want to know? Don? take this 

personally, but you are still a little naive. I rnean, not as experienced as some 

people." 

"1 can handle it," Molly says defiantly. 

Karenna falls silent, considering. She must have found some fairly dry 

clothes, because Molly hears the nistle of fabric as she changes, and then the 

creak of the wooden bunk when she sits back dom. ''Well, maybe you cm.  

Handle it, I mean," she says at last. "Maybe it would help if I told someone." 

Another pause. Then, "Have you ever had really bad menstnial cramps? So 

bad you want to art your stomach open and flp your intestines out?" 

"Not really." Molly pats her hair gently4t's wet al1 over, but most of the 

toothpaste is on one sida. She hopes there'll be some hot water left for her 

shower. 
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"Me neither, until a couple days ago." Karenna says. "Actually I used to 

skip my period a lot, especially when I was training hard for track. It never 

worried me, I was just relieved I didn't have to deal with it so often. Sometimes if 

I had a big meet coming up and rny period was due I could will it away, just 

concentrate on not getting it, and I wouldn't. Pretty convenient." 

"So what happened a few days ago?" Molly wonders if Karenna thinks 

she's so young she hasn't gotten her period yet. 

Karenna continues hesitantly. "1 was training after school, around six, 

and I got a side-stitch. At least thatls what I thought it was. I kept running, but it 

got worse, and pretty soon I had to nin bent over, with my amis pressing into my 

stomach so it wouldn't hurt so much. Finally I felt like I was going to pass out or 

throw up, so I ran to the girls' locker roorn and sat down on the toilet, and that's 

when it happened." 

Karenna stops talking, slides frorn her sitting position to huddle on the 

bed, knees drawn up tightly, head tucked into her arms. Every few moments a 

shudder goes through her body. 

"What happened, Karenna?" Molly reaches over and lays a hand on 

Karenna's head. 

In a small voice, her words punctuated with painful intakes of breath, she 

says, "Blood. Started coming out. In a flood. Like I was having my whole period 

in the space of five minutes. I flushed the toilet over and over again. It hurt so 

much. My stomach was on fire. I thought I was going to die. Then at the end. 

A big dark dot. The size of an egg." Her voice stops as though she is strangled 

for air. "Molly," she chokes out at last, "it was a baby." 

Molly draws in a breath of honor. You were pregnant?' 
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Karenna can only nod, her face wntorted in the effort to hold back tean. 

Molly kneels, crosses from her bed over to Karenna's and lifts her head into her 

lap, stroking her hair. "Shhh, youte alright," she murmurs, while inside her rnind 

whirrs frantically over what to Say next. Finally Karenna pulls herself up, 

swallows hard and sighs. 

"My boyfriend and I slept together a few times," she says, her voice brittle 

now, "but with my period so irregular, I didn't think . . . 1 had a baby inside me 

and I didn't know until it was dead. I don't even know whether I'm upset because 

I was pregnant or because I'm not anymore. You're the only person I've told. 

The last few days, every time I thought I would cry, I pretended to myself that I 

was dead and cold and lying in a grave. That was the only way I could keep it to 

myself. I wasn't going to come this weekend, but I decided if it did get to be too 

much, I didn't want to break down in front of my mother." She looks up at Molly. 

"l'm glad you were here." 

Molly shakes her head. "You must think I'm such a baby, whining about 

having to go to church and never having a date, and here you were . . . ." 
"No, I think you're lucky," Karenna breaks in. "Being bored is al1 you 

really have to worry about. I'd trade my life for boredom any day." 

"Are you going to be okay, though?" Molly asks. "I mean, maybe you 

should talk to sorneone. From church or something." 

"It's not the end of the world. At least I don't have to deal with being 

pregnant. It's kind of a blessing that way, I guess." 

Molly gets up from Karenna's bed and stands, hands pulled up inside the 

sleeves of her sweatshirt. "l'm going over to the washroom and have a shower 

or something. Are you corning?" 
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"No, you go ahead. Just pass me a towel and l'II tum over rny sleeping 

bag. I'm not that wet, and I didn't get slimed like you." Karenna smiles and 

reaches out to pat the toothpaste gummed in Mollyls hair. "l'II just play dead and 

the banshees will leave me alone. They've had their excitement for the 

evening." 

To avoid the other girls, Molly circles behind the cabin, creeps through 

the dark behind the shower house and enten the boys' side. She switches the 

light on, wraps her towel around her neck and looks in the rnirror to assess the 

damage. 

The cold has partially frozen her wet hair in stiff strings; she bends one in 

half to hear the soft cracking. A mint green smear of toothpaste snakes down 

the hair framing the right side of her face. Molly pulls her hair back in a careful 

ponytail, thinks how she looks older with short hair. 

She feels like such a child. Prattling about nose rings and tattoos, fussing 

with her bangs, while Karenna was carrying that ernptiness inside her. 

Molly throws the towel over the shower rod. The thought of stripping her 

warm clothes off to shower isn't very inviting. Maybe she can wash out most of 

the gunk in the sink. She opens her cosmetic case to find her little bottle of 

travel shampoo. 

lnstead she lifts out her silver barber's scissors. 

They have long elegant legs and dainty circles for her fingers, one with a 

curl attached that makes it look like a "Q." Sh8 slides her fingers in and feels 

the weight of the scissor legs levered against her thumb. Looking into the 

mirror, she holds the scissors up next to her ear and snaps them open and shut, 

quickly, several times. 
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Even matted and tangled like this, her hair cornes past her shoulders, 

half-way down her arm. She's had the same hairstyle al1 her life, with a fringe of 

bangs and the rest long and straight. Her mother used to love brushing and 

coiling her hair, putting it up in a bun or a French braid. Molly can see her in the 

mirror, her mouth full of bobby pins. "Men love long hair, Molly," she would Say. 

'You're lucky you have the face for it-short hair just wouldn't suit you." 

There's an easier way to get rid of this toothpaste than washing it out. 

Molly lifts a small green-cnisted swatch of hair just above her ear and snips it off 

at the roots. The short brown hairs stand well-ciefined against her white scalp. 

The rest of her hair falls down to cover the bare patch. 

But Molly doesn't stop there. Once she has clipped out al1 of the sticky 

strands, piling them on her clean spot on the counter, she switches to the other 

side and removes the same amount of hair over her left ear. I'm sorry, Karenna, 

she thinks. 

Molly doesn't want to be able to stop. She grasps the length of her bangs 

between Mo fingers and slowly closes the scissors along it, listening to the 

sliding of metal, the tiny ticks as each hair severs. Her handful of castoff 

trimmings falls ont0 the other loops of hair on the counter. The short fringe 

along her hairline makes her face look deserted, her bangs no longer thick and 

full but stunted, miserly. 

She works along her forehead and down her temple to the ears again, 

cutting sections that she can see in the mirror. The scissors cut delicately, and if 

she lifts up too thick a hank of hair, she finds herself snapping and sawing to gel 

through. She leaves the tricky areas at the back of her head until last. Her amis 

ache and the scissors grow heavy. 
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Finally she lathers shaving crearn over her head. Squinting at herself in 

the mirror, she looks like an old woman with white hair. She loads a new blade 

in her razor and draws it back over her scalp. This shaving doesn't hurt; she 

can't feel a thing. The first time she shaved her legs, they felt clean and nurnb 

against the sheets at night. In between strokes she wipes the blade with a scrap 

of toilet paper. Flecks of brown hair accumulate on the paper like pepper 

grindings. 

When she finishes she nibs the leftover shaving cream off with a towel. 

This part of her body has never been naked before. Her ears look larger, and 

her eyes, no longer dwarfed by hair on three sides. How light and clean her 

head feels. People at school might think she's having chernotherapy; or that 

she's a Nazi skinhead; or a Buddhist rnonk; or a lesbian, Her mother will 

certainly think she's crazy. 

Some of the nicks bleed thinly ont0 her cold head, so she bands over and 

turbans her towel the way she would after a shower. The bundle of hair on the 

counter seems too precious to wastd t 's  grown for fifteen years on her head, 

after ail. Noticing her cosmetics bag, she realizes that most of its contents can 

be abandoned: the hairbrush, shampoo and hair spray, the red and blue 

ponytail elastics, the canister of mousse. She dumps these things into the metal 

garbage can under the counter and stuffs the rest-toothbnish, lipstick, aspirin, 

scissorsinto her sweatshirt pockets. Most of her hair fits into the emptied 

cosmetic bag, the longer strands folded in half and half and half again. She 

bnishes off the sink counter, gritty with invisible hair, turns out the light and 

leaves through the concrete doorway. 
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Molly thought she might have to go back to the cabin for her flashlight, but 

she makes her way to the great room by the glow of the brightening sky, 

accompanied by the chirrup of crickets. Dew from the long grass soaks her 

runners and the ankles of her sweat pants. She slides into the deserted great 

room through the screen door and crosses to the fireplace. The logs from the 

previous night's fire have disintegrated into ashes, leaving the elevated grating 

empty. Molly lines the grate with newspaper and heaps clumps of hair ont0 it, 

thumping the cosmetic bag to get out each last cutting. Her lighter is a hard 

lump at the bottorn of her pocket-she fishes it out and the Rame sparks for her 

immediately. When she tips the lighter down from above, the fire almost licks 

her fingers, so she holds it below the grate, making the hairs jump and squirm 

like maggots as they melt in the heat, first white and then a slimy black. But 

when she holds the lighter too close, the flame flickers briefly and then 

srnothers, giving off a fou1 cloud of smoke. Molly flicks the lighter on again and 

again, but the hair won't catch fire of its own accord. 

Finally she piles crumpled newspaper into the fireplace until it reaches 

almost to the flue. She lights one corner and watches the burning red line 

spread across the page until the fireplace explodes in a pyre of Rame. 



C H O I R  

Surrounded by a forest of singers, Len Warren weaves back and forth, 

trying to regain a clear view of the conductor. Josef just asked two altos to 

switch places, leaving the tallest woman in the choir directly in front of Len and 

destroying the peephole through which he watched Josef conduct the first part of 

the rehearsal. Hemmed in by two other tenon, Len can't move far to either side; 

al1 that's left is to tilt and Crane his head, or rise up on his toes. 

"Eyes on me, everyone," Josef says, raising his hand in preparation for 

the start of the Song. In exasperation, unable to see past the row of shoulders, 

Len turns around and climbs up on the pew behind him. His knees wobble as he 

stands, but after a moment he finds his balance and straightens up. Raised 

above the sea of heads, he can see not only Josefs face and hands, but also his 

entire torso down to where his stomach disappears behind the music stand. 

Pleased with his escape, Len cracks a grin at the conductor, and waves at the 

other choir members looking up at him. 

"1s that the only way you can see, Len?" Josef asks wearily. 

"You bet, boss!" Len says. 

"Well, I'm afraid we'll have to try something else; the caretaker wouldn't 

like you standing on the pew in your shoes. Why don't you corne to the front 

row? Cs only for this piece that I want the altos rearranged, and you won't have 

any trouble seeing from the choir stall on Sunday." 

Len considers taking his shoes off; his sock-feet would add a shine to the 

pew that Knox, the caretaker, might appreciate. But he has lost Josef s 

attention: the conductor is answering a question about a soprano interval on the 
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third page. Len closes his folder and places a hand on the pew in front for 

support as he dismounts and squeezes past his fellow tenors. His view frorn the 

end of the front row is not as good as the elevated one he just abandoned but 

there isn't time to cornplain. Josef establishes the beat, Dorothy's piano 

accornpaniment cornes in, and Len scrambles to flip to the right Song in his 

folder. 

They have been over and over this Rutter piece. Josef promised this 

would be the last complete nin-through, but Len doesn't believe him. Given the 

lateness of the hour, the tediousness of rehearsing the same piece ten times in a 

row, someone is sure to make a mistake. Len can't concentrate on the music: 

the palm of his left hand aches, the tensed muscles falling into a slow burn. His 

left-hand fingers and thumb strain to keep the two halves of his folder from 

falling back and spilling their load of music in an embarrassing cascade. After 

standing for an hour straight, the bottoms of his feet feel like they will Wear right 

through his soles. 

Several pages into the piece, Josef stops beating time, cuts them off with 

a shake of his hand. Most of the choir falls silent, but Len, eyes glued to his 

folder, staggers on for a few more notes before breaking off. Josef looks at Len 

as he scolds, Tenors, you are not watching me. Follow my beat-this choir is a 

dictatorshi pl not a democracy. Begin again at bar twenty-seven. " 

Len stumbles through the next few phrases, altemating between the page 

and Josef s beat. When they reach the end of the tenor section without being 

stopped, Len relaxes his shou lderee has a page or so of rest while the 

sopranos and altos sing a verse. 
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The evening is long since dark, Len sees through the frosted glass 

windows along the walls of the sanctuary. The only light coming from the 

windows reflects in haloed globes off the candelabra fixtures overhead. Len 

hasn't decided whether he really enjoys choir-most of the members have 

twenty or thirty years of singing experience and the white hair and confidence to 

prove it. Len, on the other hand, can recognize a few notes in the treble clef 

thanks to grade school music lessons on a plastic recorder, but otherwise he 

depends on his ear to leam the tenor harmonies. He would prefer to be at home 

watching football instead of being at church stniggling with minor second 

intervals and eighth note syncopation. But he has an arrangement with his boss 

at work-as long as he's in the choir he doesn't gel scheduled for Sunday 

maintenance shifts. He takes extra evening shifts instead. 

In his reverie Len loses wunt of the ban  of rest. Normally he would just 

wait for the other tenors to come in around hirn and join in when he found his 

place, but he can't hear his section properly, isolated from them in the front row. 

He tries to listen to the sopranos' lyrics but by the time he matches the words 

with the music he has missed his entrance cornpletely. Josef stops conducting. 

'Tenors." He lifts his pale eyes and stabs the music with a long finger. 

'Your ability to make mistakes in new places every time amazes me. Can you 

not find your note? Because if you listen to the second alto line, they sing the G 

in the previous bar, you just have to keep it in your ear." Josef looks at the tenor 

section in the third pew as he speaks, but Len knows no other tenor missed the 

entrance. In the front row. his mistakes stand out like lightning rods. "Altos," 

Josef continues, "would you come in a bar before that so the tenors can hear the 

G? Listen carefuily, gentlemen. we don't want to be here al1 night." 
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Len has noticed that the altos hold a favoured place in the choir. Some of 

the older women take tessons or sing in professional choirs that seIl tickets to 

their concerts at Grant Hall. These women win al1 the solo auditions and Josef 

never asks them to stop talking or sing louder. The altos sing the designated 

phrase before his entrance, their neat mouths and serious eyes making Len so 

newous that he forgets how to find his G. 

Josef cuts off the altos with a slash of his hand. He 

and sighs. Phlegm clogs Lents throat, and he tries to clear 

attention to himself. 

looks at his music 

f it without drawing 

"Again, altos. Same spot. Perhaps our friends will be paying attention 

this tirne." 

Len wants to think about how much he hates this rehearsal-his hand 

hurts and the music is too sentimental and he never gets invited out for coffee 

after p rac t i cdu t  instead he concentrates on catching the G from the altos. He 

will sing it so loud that Josef will have to be impressed. His eagerness betrays 

him. 

"No, no, NO! You're a beat ahead, Leonard. Corne on! lt's a simple 

entrance, we shouldn't be wasting time with this!" 

The choir falls silent. Dorothy's hand fiutters to her mouth for a split 

second. Josef has broken an unwritten nrle of reheatsal: no rnatter what the 

error, the wnductor never singles out a singer by name. Len feels rage at 

having his error exposed, rage growing on his skin like sweat. His left hand 

trembles and he shuts the folder with a soff clap. 

"Pardon me," he says, "but Itm working as hard as I cm. All you have to 

do is stand there and wave your hand around. M e n  you lose your place no 
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one notices!" He breaks off, flushes and looks down at his shoes. The only 

interruption to the silence cornes when Dorothy hits a piano key by accident and 

tries to hush it by pressing the damper pedal. 

Josef says nothing, but moves out from behind his music stand and walks 

toward Len. Fists tensed, Len tries to read the conductor's thin face. Will he 

throw Len out of the choir for his childish flareup or will he laugh in his face? For 

a moment the two men stand facing each other, Josef with his arms crossed, Len 

ai eye-level with the tall man's chest. Then, as though he has decided on Len's 

punishment, the conductor breaks his pose and walks around behind the 

isolated tenor. 

"Please come with me, Mr. Warren." Josef takes Len's shoulders and 

pushes him to the front. "Ladies and gentleman, Mr. Warren has been so good 

as to offer to lead us in one last rehearsal of this fine piece. Please give him 

your full attention." 

The conductor stations Len before the choir, takes a step back and looks 

expectantly at him. Unable to see the singers over the music stand, Len stands 

immobile until Josef loosens the stand's central pole and lowers it to the proper 

height, then turns to the beginning of the sheet music and points at the opening 

bars. "All you have to do is conduct the piece once through and then we can go 

home," Josef says. 

"But I don't know the music very well," Len says soffly. 

"The choir knows i t -a l l  you have to do is wave your hands around, 

right?" 

Len tries to think of any excuse that will get him out of this conspicuous 

position. "Don't I need a baton or something?" 
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Josef takes Len's thick right hand and manipulate's Len's fingers until 

they are slightly curved and the middle one dips lower than the rest. Josef's skin 

is cool and dry. "With this small a group, Leonard. you need only your hands." 

He moves Len's hand through the air, down to a point, then in a horizontal 

figure eight and back up. 7hat's your basic four-count beat. Use your other 

hand for volume and expression." He walks up the aisle and moves into Len's 

vacated spot in the tenor section. 

Seeing how large the choir is, Len swallows three times, squeezes his 

teeth together repeatedly until his jaw muscles jump. For the first time he is 

looking at faces instead of the backs of heads. He waits for Dorothy to come in, 

keeping his hand frozen in position at eye-level. He MI1 have to catch her beat 

quickly. When nothing happens, he looks at her and his arm falls to his chest. 

''You'll have to count me in, Leonard," she says kindly. 

"Of course. I was just taking a moment to prepare rnyself." He positions 

his hand in the air again, begins the count with the downstroke, and then forgets 

whether he should move left or right first for the figure eight. He decides on left, 

but his beat is far too slow. He shakes his hand, erasing the lines he has made 

in the air. 

"Sorry. Start over," he says. One of the altos giggles. 

He listens intently to the piano introduction and hears for the first time the 

complicated double-hand run in the second line just before the soprano 

entrance. On his eardrurn he can feel the noiseless syncopation of his pulse. 

He takes an open-mouthed breath, rises to his toes, and looks frantically at the 

sopranos. 

Miraculously, they come in. 
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Lift-off. Len has put something in motion and doesn't know how to control 

it. He hardly remembers to breathe. At first the choir sings woodenly, not 

trusting his hand, which continues to make metronomic figure-eights in the air. 

He doesn't know where to look, flicking his eyes between the music in front of 

him and the pews of singen. Josef is showing off; he hasn't even opened the 

folder but is singing the piece by heart. Len begins talking to himsdf under his 

breath. 

"Dontt worry, just relax, you know this music, you'll gel through it. Therets 

the sopranolalto duet coming up, now crescendo here," he raises his left hand, 

palm up, "not too much volume, down again for the end of the phrase, good." He 

smiles to himself at how much he has learned over the past few weeks, about 

phrasing and intonation and dynamics. Josef always lectures them about any 

new term he mentions. 

The Song is almost half over-they have reached page four. Len holds 

his right arm so stiffly that his shoulder begins to protest. The open mouths and 

glinting teeth of the choir members hypnotize him. Feeling exhausted, he lets 

his eyes close, and suddenly the music invades his body. No longer locked to 

the notations on the page, his neck loses its tension and the fluid harmony of the 

music tums his features to liquid. During a quiet interlude, ha nods slowly with 

gathered brows and pursed lips, in full agreement with the choir's tendemess. 

As the full choir accelerates to an enthusiastic pitch, Len's chest rises and he 

tosses his head side to side. His knees bend on the down-beat. His right hand 

slides through the air like a airplane wing shedding the slipstream. He forgets 

about counting t i m M i s  amis dance to the music. His hands shape the sound 
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like clay, drawing out long notes and beckoning the choir to match the tempo 

rising in his veins. 

The piece enters its denoument, and Len's movements slow and dwindle 

until the last notes are merely breathed, and the voice of the piano hangs in the 

air like a dissipating fog. Len brings his hands down and folds them in front of 

him, head bowed, eyes still closed. His netves are twittering, his body 

electrified. 

Len's floating sense of awe carries him past the shuffle at the end of 

rehearsal, folders being put away, Marilyn and Dorothy clearing up the napkins 

and juice glasses from their snack break, Josef shouting last minute instructions 

for Sunday over the din of conversation. Unnoticed, Len gathers up his jacket 

and loiters near the front of the church, thinking he will try to speak to Josef, 

about what he isn't sure. But the conductor and one of the basses are 

engrossed in conversation; Len hears something about a locomotive and 

electrical problems with a track layout. lnstead of waiting, Len drives to his 

apartment on Alfred Street with the window rolled down and goes straight to bed 

without tuming on any lights. 

Forty-five minutes before the service begins on Sunday, al1 of the choir 

members must be robed and ready for warm-up. The cramped choir room fills 

with sound as people sort through the racks of gowns looking for the metal 

hanger with their name written on a tag of masking tape. The church special- 

ordered the robes from a Company in Michigan three years ago so those who 

happened to be in the choir then got a custom fit. Len's robe used to belong to 

someone taller, so the sleeves hang past his wrists and the hem almost reaches 
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his shoe-laces. He rubs the skirt between his fingers; the thin rough fabric 

woven of blue and yellow thread shirnrners in the light. Sorne Sundays while 

he's waiting to walk out to the sanctuary he pulls his arms inside his choir robe. 

The wam-up in the choir room starts with breathing exercises, as the 

singen fiIl their lungs and see how long they can hiss until they nin out of air, 

and pant to get their diaphragms warmed up. They sing from the bottom cf their 

range to the top, starting with a growl and ending on a squeal. To gel the blood 

flowing Josef has them bua  their lips and make a sound like a car engine; Len 

stops once or twice because his mouth gets ticklish. Next they sing arpeggios 

on long vowel sounds, and then the slow scales, each note held while the choir 

sings mee may mah mow moo. The men drop out when the range gets too high 

for them but the sopranos stay in until they reach a high A. Finally they go 

through the offertory piece, singing quickly and quietly since they don't have any 

piano accompaniment. 

Just before Dorothy begins the organ prelude, the choir troops quietly 

along the hallway to the narthex. From there they will process up the aisle 

during the opening hymn. Len leaves his spot and works his way to where Josef 

stands at the back of the line. He finds the conductor looking over his music, 

beating his hand against his chest. 

Josef, Len plans to Say, 1 wouM like the chance to conduct again. I canY 

gel this Song out of my head. 

The lines and melodies repeated in his inner ear for hours this week, 

weaving into the rhythm of his breathing. His alarrn dock clicked in time with the 

piece's slow opening, and affer he shut off the ignition, his car engine's knocking 

reminded him of a synwpated sequence near the end. The note his kettle 
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whistled was the very G he needed for the troublesome entrance, his door-bel1 

launched him into the sopranolalto duet and his telephone heralded the bridge 

right before the final chorus. 

But before Len finds the courage to speak to Josef, the organ starts up 

the first hymn and the line begins to move ahead. Len rushes back to his spot. 

The ushers open the doors so the choir can enter the sanctuary. 

For mid-week rehearsals the choir stands in the first few congregational 

pews but on Sundays the singers take their spot in the choir stall. Looking out 

into the large empty sanctuary from the elevated chancel, L m  usually feels his 

jumpiness settle, like dust under a sprinkle of water. This Sunday, however, Len 

doesn't need the dim expanse of the sanctuary to calm hirn dom. Since 

Thursday's rehearsal he has felt weighted, as though he were moving through 

water. Even the light this morning has a lucid filtered quality-the morning sky 

covered with a thin layer of cloud, which tums the horizon white but barely 

diminishes the sun's intensity. 

During the service Len forgets to stand for the hymns until the last minute 

and he doesn't follow along with the Scripture reading. He thinks about 

perfonning the offertory, looks at his watch. His buddies from work will be rolling 

out of bed about now, taking their wives out for bninch or raking last fall's leaves 

before the game cornes on. When Len moved to Kingston and out of his 

parents' house, he didn't know what to do with a Sunday morning except go to 

church. 

Finally the ushers corne forward to retrieve the offering plates and the 

piano accornpaniment begins. With the music written into his ear like the 

grooves of a vinyl record, Len watches Josef instead of his folder. He catches 
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his breath with the preparatory upstroke. Josef tenses his shoulders when they 

reach a particularly expressive section, hunching over the choir as though it 

were a delicate piece of needlework. When they corne to the end of a phrase 

and have to cut off the consonant at the same time, Josef makes a quick loop 

with his hand and brings his thumb and middle finger together to close the note. 

During the long driving passages he rolls his hands to keep up the choir's 

mornentum. Len keeps his eyes fixed on Josef s face, which can grow with 

encouragement, mouth and eyes wide, and then close down into tenderness, his 

hands small and subdued. During the final phrases Josef s rnovernents are so 

quiet that he conducts the four-count with his index finger, hand stilled. He 

draws out the choir's final note as though pulling thread from a spool, lifting his 

hand through the air until the last tiny loop of release. 

Len doesn't breathe when the Song ends, for fear he will disturb the 

vibrations left in the air. Josef keeps his hand motionless, still raised up to 

extend the last note. Finally he lets go, rubs the srnall of his back, runs a hand 

through his hair and resumes his seat in the choir stall. 

Later, Len looks up Josef's address in the church directory. He doesn't 

recognize the street name, Lakeshore Boulevard, but the rnap shows it in a 

township subdivision snaking along the shore of Lake Ontario near the airport. 

After rehearsal the following Thursday, L m  hangs around sorting out his folder 

and helping wash up juice glasses Mi le  Josef talks to Dorothy about ordering 

some new sheet music. Finally Josef packs up his briefcase and heads out the 

side exit to the parking lot. Len slips through the entrance hall and out the 

double front doors. He waits in his Tempo across the lot from Josef s reserved 
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space until he sees Josef's tail-lights redden in his rear-view mirror, then puts 

his car in reverse. 

As Len expected ha would, Josef turns ont0 Sir John A., past Richardson 

Stadium and the execution tower. Len follows a few car lengths behind at a 

steady pace. He doesn't want to get caught at a red; he has the address but he 

isn't that farniliar with the west end of town, espcially once King Street turns into 

Front past the DuPont plant. 

The boulevard quits at the entrance to the Kingston Pen and the two cars 

tum ont0 King Street. Len peers at the smooth concrete slabs of the 

penitentiary, trying to imagine the men inside. He can't get used to the way 

other Kingstonians drive by the prison so casually; to Len it belongs in true crime 

stories and news reports of escaped criminals, not the middle of town. 

Fog comes off the lake into the still-frozen harbour so that Len can't see 

the angular aluminum sculpture that held the Olympic Rame in 1976. He 

pictures the deep harbour water, in which the keels of sailboats and catamarans 

barely make a dent. Josef accelerates up the hill towards the psychiatrie 

hospital and Len has to floor the pedal to catch him. Even though the speed 

limit signs Say sixty, Josef doesn't slow down. 

Open space on either side of the road here, the agricultural fields of the 

Collins Bay Penitientiary and the grass lawns of the Dupont plant. So different 

from the crooked, crowded streets downtown. Then a large rectangular building 

on the corner, must be another hockey arena. Len pulls his eyes back to the 

road and sees Josef s ieft blinker on. 

Lakeshore Boulevard leads into a posh but aging waterfront developrnent. 

Early eighties, Len thinks, judging by the size of the trees and the architecture. 
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The cast-iron gate in front of Josef s driveway opens by remote control, and his 

car tires climb up the curb ont0 the white-washed wncrete driveway. Len didn't 

expect this pseudo-Spanish villa, with a rad clay tile roof and arches leading into 

a courtyard entrance. The music directorship at Calvin Park isn't Josefs only 

job, though; he overheard two sopranos discussing his employment during a 

rehearsal break. A Queen's professor could afford a set-up like this, and his 

wife is some kind of a doctor, although she doesn't corne to church with him. 

The end of the driveway falls between two pools of streetlight. Len tums 

off the ignition and tries to see through the bars of the gate, which closed behind 

Josef. Strategic walls and heaps of shnibbery obscure the house's windows. 

Len can make out an alam system decal on the gate latch. He gets out of his 

car, crosses the street and walks as far as the public wateflront access. The 

sign to Everett Park says "No snowmobiling. No golfing." Len crosses again to 

Josefs side of the street and approaches his house from the west. 

Two squat crab apple trees Rank the gate, the only landscaping on the 

ribbon of grass boulevard between the stuccoed fence and the sidewalk. Len 

lifts his knee and sees that he can comfortably wedge his foot into the first main 

fork of one tree and pull himself into the net of thick bare branches. His pants 

bind tight around his thigh until he lifts himseif up by one arm, his free k g  

dangling. His eyes clear the top of the stuccco and he can see through a band 

at the top of the living room window-the edges of picture frames, a table lamp's 

projected glow, the stuccoed molding around the ceiling. Even though Josef is 

over six feet tall, his head would not come into the band of window if he walked 

through the room. 
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Len's fingers are getting stiff and scratched on the tree's rough bark, and 

his leg muscles, supporting his large bulk, twitch in protest. Even if he did let go, 

though, Len has a sense that he wouldn't fall, but be caught and trapped by the 

close lirnbs of the tree. Through the lattice of branches he looks to the arched 

window by the entranceway, also decoratively barred, and a srnaller window, 

perhaps a bedroom, but his angle of sight is too oblique ta allow him to see 

through. Sighing, Len flicks at a few clumps of dried crabapples that the birds 

haven't eaten. He recalls the waterfront access, wonders if he could make his 

way along the shoreline rocks to Josef s backyard. 

As Len tries to thread his way out of the tree's crown and back to the 

ground, careful!~ releasing his coat where it has caught on sharp twigs, the front 

porch light comes on. Len stiffens, his palms protesting as he grips the 

branches tightly in an effort not to shake them. Josef opens the door and steps 

casually down to the porch, hands in his pockets. Leaning forward frorn his 

waist, he peers into the darkness at the bottom of his driveway. 

"1s someone out there?'he calls. 

Len holds his breath. Josef tums back toward the house and Len readies 

himself to jump out of the tree and hurry back to his car as soon as Josef 

disappears in the door. But the door doesn't close; Josef reaches inside, flicks a 

switch, and a row of shaded lamps along the fence bathes the boulevard with 

light. So much for a ctean get-away, thinks Len. He doubts the thin tree 

branches will camouflage his short round si thouette. 

"Len, is that you? What are you doing up there?" Josef strides to the 

driveway gate and leans over it, his hands gripping two cast-iron spikes. 
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Wearing an embarrased smirk, Len jumps out of the tree with a nistle and 

shambles over to the gate. "Just, ah, taking in the view. That's a nice house 

you got." He rubs his hands together vigorously. 

"Yes, it suits," says Josef. 

Eyes darting nervously to the tree, and then back to his car, Len stands 

on one leg and then the other, working the ache out of his knees. 

Josef looks up suddenly. "Say, Lent aren't you some sort of electrician in 

daily life?' 

'Yeah, I work at Hotel Dieu. Why?" Len takes a step back, crosses his 

arms. 

Josef tilts his head thoughtfully, puts a hand to the back of his neck. "lt's 

just occurred to me that you might be able to clear up a little obstacle I've been 

butting my head against." He makes a move to open the gate, then asks, 

"Would you . . . do you mind wming in? For an expert like you this should only 

take a minute." 

Shmgging, Len toes the dry grass, then throws up his arrns. "What the 

helt, I'm here already." Probably wants me to replace a fuse or change a 

lightbulb, he thinks. 

Josef opens the gate and walks Len to the front door, arm around his 

shoulder. "Quite fortunate that you dropped by, now that I think of it." 

A small lit alcove is set into the wall of the outside foyer. Len expects to 

see an ltalianate marble statue perched on the ledge, but the space holds an 

empty terra cotta planter. Before entering the house, Len wipes tree bark from 

the soles of his boots. 
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"Can I get you a coffee or anything first, Len?" Josef asks, gesturing to an 

impeccably clean kitchen counter holding a coffee maker and tea-pot. 

"Naah, I'm okay," Len says gniMy, wondering if he ought to have removed 

his boots. 

He follows his host down the basement stairs to a room in the far corner. 

Most of the basement is panelled in wood veneer sheets with thin carpet on the 

floor, but this small corner is unfinished, the wall studs and pink insulation still 

visible beneath the plastic vapour barrier. Two metal-legged tables covered in 

tools, glue bottles and plaster-coated milk jugs f o n  an L in the corner, while a 

third table sits in the centre, covered in pink foam board and snaked with 

miniature railway track. 

"This wiring has got me baffled, Len. I've been fiddling with it for weeks 

and still can't get the train to fun. I'm almost embarrassed-l'm sure the job will 

be child's play for you." 

Josef explains to Len which lengths of tracks are to be switched, allowing 

the train to go straight through or corne off on a siding, and shows h m  where 

he's installed the insulating rail joiners. Then he hands him a mass of wires, a 

few single- and double-throw switches, and a power pack. Len takes fifteen 

minutes to match the switches to the lengths of switched track, cut the wire and 

attach it with a pair of chain-nose pliers to the track and the switch terminals. He 

plugs the power pack into the electrical wall socket and the track wiring and 

hands it to Josef. 

'The only way to see if it's working is to try it," says Len, "Have you got 

any cars to run on it?" 
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"Just a locomotive yet. I wanted to make sure I could get it working 

before I bought the rolling stock." He picks up a red engine the size of a small 

harmonica, its red and white CN detailing cracked and peeling. "A second- 

hander. Cs seen better days, but the owner of the hobby shop guaranteed that 

it would run." Josef spins the wheels with a finger, then points at the metal 

coupler at the rear of the engine. 

"See this?" Josef says, "lt's called a Magna-matic. Simulates the coupling 

action of actual rail cars using a magnetic pad embedded in the track. 

Everything's done automatically, so there's no need to bring in the four-fingered 

Crane, as it were." He wiggles his hand. "One thing about these train modellers, 

they're fanatics for detail. They have to make everything as authentic as 

possible, frorn the size of the ballast on the tracks to the rust on the boxcars. 

Some of the layouts I've seen even have blacked-off staging areas behind hilts 

or trees, so the operators can set up their cars before they go into the real 

world." Josef aligns the engine's wheels and places it carefully on a 

straightaway. "Pretty ironiol've read every modelling book and magazine I can 

get my hands on, but I can't make this engine nin worth a darn." 

Josef hasn't used a power pack before, so he forgets to tum on the pulse 

power and although the locomotive starts slowly, it suddenly jackrabbits down 

the track, taking the first curve too quickly and running off the rails. With a few 

practice stops and starts, though, he manages a steadier hand on the throttle 

and takes the engine around the oval track three or four times, with Len 

operating the switches to make sure they toggle the track on and off. 

Josef puts an arm around Len's neck and gives him a shake. 'Will you 

look at that?" he says, grinning at the train as it cornes to a halt on the siding. 
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"l've been waiting for weeks to get this line up and ninning. Say, I've got some 

street lights I'd like to wire in, what do you say?'He pulls the tiny lights from a 

pile of half-open model kits. 

"No reason why you can't do these younelf," says Len. 'You watched me 

attach the other wires, why don't you have a go?" He gives Josef the pliers and 

watches over his shoulder while Josef twists the feeder wires into the track. 

"Hey, I like this!" laughs Josef, 'The wire's really malleable, you can feel it 

bend under the pliers. Let's see if the lamps work now." 

He nins the train again and they tum off the bulb overhead. The roorn is 

more inviting in the dim light of the lamps, which flicker as the train speeds and 

slows. The locomotive buzzes in and out of shadow around the track while the 

men watch, mesmerized by the wheels' soft click as they cross the track splices. 

"You sure I can't offer you some refreshrnent, Len?' Josef asks. "l've got 

a few fingers of ten-year-old whisky in the cupboard upstairs." 

"Oh, what the hell," says Len. The locomotive decelerates as Len slowly 

tums down the rheostat, and they remain transfxed for several moments after 

the engine stops, caught by echoing b u u  and the lamp glow. 

Back upstairs, they sit at the kitchen table with their glasses. "1 want to fix 

up the room d o m  there, put up a few sheets of gyprock, paint some backdrop 

scenery for the layout, maybe a few armchairs," Josef says. 

Len nods, thinks about having friends to sit with, smoking cigars, laughing 

and slapping each other on the back. He swirls the whisky around in his mouth, 

swallows. Watching Josef yawn, he realizes how late it is, nearing midnight. 

The hanging lamp above the kitchen table creates a pool of light that draws the 

two men doser, away from the darkened windows. 
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"A light bulb is a curious thing, Josef," Len says, leaning back in his chair 

and squinting at the light shade. 'What is it by itself? A piece of glass, a few 

tungsten wires and a socket. You realize how rinky-dink a light bulb is when you 

break it open and there's hardly anything inside. It's the electricity that makes it 

something, and that can be a big production, power Iines and nuclear plants and 

hydroelectric dams." 

Len moves his chair closer to the table. Silence drifts through the house; 

Josef s wife and children have long since gone to bed. "But electricity's got to be 

the cleanest energy source around, if you don't wunt the nuclear waste piling up 

in Pickering. I mean, with buming fossil fuels you've got those gas emissions, 

carbon monoxide and acid rain and the hole in the ozone and all. Smart thing, 

those electric streetcars they got in Toronto, ninning on rails and cables. I 

guess they've got them in San Francisco too, but I don't know if they're still 

running." 

"l've ridden on those street cars in San Francisco," says Josef. 

"No." 

"Oh yes." Josef hunches over his drink, holds it in both hands. "Some of 

my mother's family is out there, and when t was eight or ten she took me there 

with her for a funeral. Ail I remember from our whole week there was riding 

down a hill in an open trolley car. Well, that and the train trip down. Did you 

know my father was a minister?" 

"Get out. Don't tell me you're a PU!" Len points a pudgy finger at Josef. 

"Yes, a preacher's kid, bom and bred. A United minister, my dad was, 

and at that time he was posted at a church in Abbotsford. My mother was 

nervous about driving al1 the way to California by herself so she and I took the 
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train. It was a two-day trip and we got to sleep in a berth ovemight. In fact, I 

think that trip is part of the reason I've always wanted to nin model trains. I 

spent the whole two days with my nose against the window. You can see things 

from a train you'd never see from the road-it's like the rail lines go through the 

country's back-yard. The wash out on the Une, the rusted car wrecks, the grafitti 

underneath the overpasses. I felt as though I were looking inside someone's 

windows." 

The two men stare at their glasses. Josef begins tracing the wood grains 

in the table with his thumbnail. Holding the rim of his glass, Len spins it quickly 

so that it makes four revolutions before halting with a rattle. 

"1 never travelled much as a kid," says Len. 

"No?" 

"Naw, my dad was on the lin8 at the GM plant in Oshawa, so it was hard 

to get away. He liked to work on the house whenever the plant shut down for 

holidays. He was always putting on an addition or painting the garage. You can 

hardly tell how much work he's done on it, though-they've been there for thirty 

years and the place still looks like a chicken coop." Len chuckles under his 

breath. 

"We never stayed in one place long enough for my mother to hang wall- 

paper," says Josef, "She couldn't even put a nail in the wall without getting 

approval from the ladies who took care of the manse. By the time I tumed twelve 

I'd been in every single province except Newfoundland." 

Josef twists the cap off the whisky bottle and tips a few more mouthfuls 

into his own and Len's glass. 

"Didja ever get to Newfoundland?" asks Len. 
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''The next summer, I was thirteen. We were living in Nova Scotia at the 

time, on Cape Breton, so for out summer vacation we decided to camp across 

Newfoundland, in on one ferry and out on the other." He grimaces. "1 tell you, 

I've never been so sick as during that first ferry crossing. The rain was 

drumming down hard so I couldn't stand on the de& and watch the horizon-you 

couldn't see the horizon for al1 the rain and fog. Even on a calm day I'm not 

much one for boats." 

"Me neither. I been on a lotta boat trips, but I never enjoyed one. Not 

one." Len hits the table with his finger, then matches it away in a fist. 

"Welt, this big tub of a ferry was heaving back and forth so badly I though 

it would tum over on its side. The passenger deck was awfully crowded, you 

could hardly breathe, and people were moaning, kids were crying-one threw up 

right across from me, which didn't help." 

Josef puts a hand on his a m  and begins massaging it in long meditative 

strokes. 

"1 rernember lying on a bench with my head in rny mother's lap, feeling like 

my stomach was going to turn itself inside out. And then I was hearing music, 

choral music, these clear young voices over the hum of the ferry engines and the 

rain, singing Ali 1 wanna do / when my life down here is through / 1 want to ride 

that Glow Train." Josef chants the words softly in his mellow treble. "For a 

minute I thought I'd died of seasickness, that I was listening to an angel choir, 

but my mother got me to sit up and look. Fumer down the deck there was this 

group of about thirty or so teenagers clapping and singing, trying to keep their 

balance while the deck rolled underneath them. All of the passengers got quiet 

and some of the young kids came and sat on the deck where they could see the 
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singers. When they finished that spiritual they started another Song, this time a 

medieval Latin piece with very intricate harmonies, and then they did a Bach 

cantata in German, and when that was over they just kept going. More and more 

people came to listen, and towards the end one of the passengers started 

passing a hat around. That choir must have Sung for an hour, al1 the songs they 

could remember and a lot of them twice." 

"And they were doing this al1 on their own? Wasn't anybody conducting 

them?" 

"At first I didn't think so. But then I saw a big man with a short beard 

sitting off to the side. When the choir decided what Song they'd do next, 

everyone would look over at the big man and he'd start them off like this," and 

Josef traces a small four-count in the air with his index finger. 

'The rain stopped &y the time the choir finished singing. No one wanted it 

to be over, me least of all, but they said they had to Save their voices for a 

concert the next day in Cornerbrook. The wind fell off during the night and I was 

able to get some sleep, thank goodness." Josef leans forward, foreans on the 

table. "And before the choir left the ferry in their bus, I copied their concert 

dates in Newfoundland from the tour itinerary printed on their t-shirts, and 

convinced my parents to follow them across the island." 

"Lemme get this straight," says Len, scratching behind his ear. "You 

spent your family vacation going to the same concert over and over again?" 

"1 heard thern sing that repertoire five times through from Cornerbrook to 

St. John's. After the first concert I went backstage and one or two of them 

remembered me frorn the ferry. In the next town the conductor saved seats for 
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my parents and me in the front row. By the end of the week I practicaliy had the 

songs memorized." 

Josef speaks slowly, pausing between sentences. "The kids started 

calling me their little disciple and let me sit in on their warm-ups and rehearsals 

. . . The conductor had me stand at the front with him while they practiced and 

make sure everyone was smiling . . . I passed out prograrns before the concerts, 

and once or twice my dad and I put up posters around town . . . Backstage on 

the last night, someone made a speech about me and everyone clapped and two 

big guys hoisted me up on their shouiders and paraded me around the room . . . 

I would have gone back to Quebec with them on their bus if my mother had let 

me." 

Len is picturing a twelve-year-old version of Josef dodging legs amid a 

sea of choir robes, handing programs up to people twice his height, sitting 

straight up in his seat so he'll be able to se8 over the heads in front of him. He 

sees Josef watching the conductor in his tuxedo, clapping his hands to get the 

choir into position for warm-up, tuming to face the audience to introduce the first 

piece, sliding music on the stand in front of hirn, bowing to the applause and 

then extending a hand in thanks to the choir and the accompanist. To Josef that 

conductor must have seerned enonous, with his full round face, belly straining 

at his cumberbund, shiny black shoes like boats, and hands that could circle an 

alto's waist. The conductor, a m  raised high for the four-count, standing in the 

middle of the wind-swept channel holding a lightning bolt for a baton. 
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The rnuffled rush of gas flames in the oven. His quilted oven mitt sliding 

on the round metal handle as he pulls down the oven door. Acrid heat on his 

face, the clang of the baking tray on the oven rack, the weight of the loaves 

falling against the edge of the tray. 

Peter sets the tray down on the stove, tucks his oven mitt underneath his 

ampit and taps each loaf in tum. The crusts are dark, the colour of burnt 

almonds, and the rough hollowed slashes a lighter hazel. He puts his face close 

to the bread and inhales the dry roasted smell of barley. When he formed the 

dough into loaves, they were the length of his hand, but during the final rising 

they ballooned, so that now he can't make his thumb and finger rneet around 

their girth. He moves the five loaves to a rack for cooling, wipes his hands on 

his apron and turns off the oven. Business has been brisk this afternoon, so he 

has only a few more pastries to bundle into plastic bags, to be sold marked down 

as day-olds tomorrow. He's had to stay late, waiting for the bread to finish, but 

he should be home by six. 

He packs up the leftover chocolate-nut pinwheels and ginger peel cookies 

swiftly, without breaking them, and seals the bags with a twist tie. There's one 

cream hom Mt, its carefully sculpted swirl of whipped cream cnimpled and 

battered. Peter scoops the cream off with one finger and sucks it thoughtfu l ly, 

wondering if he's been adding too much sugar lately. He decides not, and 

munches his way down the horn-shaped pastry, licking powdered sugar off his 

lips. 
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From the back of the store, where he moves with his broom, collecting the 

dust of ftour and cnimbs that has fallen to the floor during the day, he hears a 

rapping at the glass door. He bends down and sweeps the pile of chaff into his 

dustpan, empties it into the garbage c m ,  and wanders up to the counter to see 

who it might be. 

His wife Mary gives him a brief smile and points at the locked door 

handle. Puzzled, Peter cornes around, snaps open the lock and lets her in. 

"What are you doing here?' he asks. "I was just about to corne home." 

"1 know," she says, peeling off her gloves. "l've been trying to cal1 you but 

the machine picks up on the first ring." She lays her gloves on the counter and 

begins unbuttoning her mat with one hand. 

"You'll never believe what she did," Mary says quietly. 

"What who did?" 

Your daughter," she says. "She's cut off al1 her hair. This weekend, at 

the camp retreat." 

Peter reaches around to undo his apron strings. "1s that all? I thought 

she might have put out an eye or something." 

Mary looks at him, her face set. "Don't @ka, Peter. I don't think this is 

funny at all." 

"Are you that upset?" He carries his apron behind the counter and hangs 

it on a hook next to the clock "l've always thought Molly would look good in 

short hair-she has the right-shaped face." 

Mary pauses with her mat half off and laughs darkly. "Peter, I'm not 

talking about an Audrey Hepbum pixie cut. All of her hair is gone. You can't 

even see any stubble. She shaved herself bald." Mary pulls her other am out 
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of her sleeve and slumps the coat over the customers' café table, drops into a 

chair and puts her head in her hands. 

Peter lowers himself into the chair opposite her. "Why would she do that? 

Was she taking a dare?" 

"1 haven't a due. When I asked her, she said I wouldn't understand. We 

got into an argument this moming because I wanted to keep her home from 

school, and she just about spit at me. She said I should be glad that al1 she did 

was shave her head." Mary looks at him, her eyes red and hard, as though she 

has steeled herself against tears. "Sometimes, Peter. Sometimes I just hate 

her." 

Peter means to reach over, hold Mary's hands in his, but instead he 

crosses his amis and leans back. He suddenly wants very much to see what his 

daughter's clean-shaven head looks like-he pictures an Egyptian queen, 

holding up her regal head and gazing out of elegant kohl-rimmed eyes. 

"Now Mary," he says, "she's our own daughter." He gives her a 

reproachful look, but instead of his wife's pinched lips, he sees Molly's tiny red 

skull, covered in wet matted hair and amniotic fluid, cradled in his palm. 

Mary bnishes a hand through her hair distractedly. "Do you know what 

makes me really angry? She's deliberately trying to alienate me. She knows 

thatts the most irritating thing she could have done. Well, I've decided not to 

bother any more. She can look after herseIf and l'II stay out of her way." Mary 

rises suddenly and circles on the ceramic tile floor, her heels tick-tocking 

hollowly. She ends up at the display wunter, leaning over to see into his 

workspace. 
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"What's that, on the racks there?" she asks, pointing at his loaves, fresh 

from the oven. "Did you just bake that?" 

"They're barley loaves. Hand-made with fresh ground flour." He feels 

another wann rush of pleasure-How wel/ they turned out. The elders will have 

to be impressed when he shows them: the rich gold-brown colour, subtly varied 

from loaf to loaf, the rough symmetry of the slashes across the top. How well it 

will look in the brass plates. Even the cwmbs left in the bottom will be beautiful. 

Mary interrupts his daydream. "Can you wrap them up for me? I need 

something for the potluck lunch tornorrow, that's why I've been trying to cal1 you." 

Her tone is brisk and business-like. 

Peter's eyes leap to the fresh barley loaves. "But that's-the bread I 

made for communion," he says haltingly. "It's-you can't-you can't just eat it for 

lunch." 

Mary dismisses his excuse with a wave. "Communion's not for another 

two weeks, you can always make some more. Besides, don't you have to get it 

through Session first?" 

She doesn't know what she's saying. He ground the flour himself, that 

moming, he worked the dough to life in his own hands. Peter stares at his wife. 

speechless. 

Mary's head slumps for a moment. Then she looks up at him wearily. 

'They always ask me to bring bread, Peter, and half aie tirne I end up going to 

the grocery store because you forget to make me any." Her voice reminds hirn 

of the children who corne into the bakery, dragging their mothers by the hand, 

pressing their faces against the glass display case, trying to get some attention 

while their mothers order whole-wheat loaves and kaiser buns. 
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Mary's accusation doesn't leave him any room. Peter stands slowly, 

hands in his pockets. 

"Okay," he says. 'You can have it." lt was only for practice, anyway. He 

was going to freeze it but he can make some more. Maybe on Sunday. He 

ducks under the counter, takes a brown paper bag from beneath the cash 

register and snaps it open. "Are you sure you need all five?" he asks. 

Mary perks up, sweeps her coat off the table. 'Well, we're feeding at 

least twenty people. I'd rather have too much than too little." She wriggles her 

arm back into one sleeve. 

The loaves are still warm, he cm feel their heat through the brown paper 

once he's bundled them al1 in. He switches off the lights and follows Mary out 

the door, the paper bag clutched in his arms. 

Ethan chomps open-mouthed on a soggy fish-stick, waving to his mother 

with a ketchup-stained hand. 

"Bye, Mama. Have a good meeting!" He is looking down at his plate, 

deciding which french fry to eat next. 

Mary grabs her purse from the back of a kitchen chair and rushes over to 

kiss his head. He wipes his messy hand on the old towel wvering his seat. 

"Oh Ethan. Not on the chair." Mary matches up a paper napkin, wipes 

half-heartedly at his fingers. 

'That's what the towel's for!" Ethan says brightly. 

"But you'll sit on it. You'll get in on your pants. Peter, could you do this? 

I'm going to be late again." She throws the napkin on the table and strides to the 

closet to rurnmage for her coat. 
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Peter reaches around and cleans the boy's fingers, which he immediately 

plunges back into the pool of ketchup on his plate. He has crumbs of fish stick 

batter glued to the plump skin around his mouth, also a light brown film left by 

his chocolate milk. If Peter kissed his son right now he would taste ketchup and 

chocolate. 

Mary bands down to pick up her notebooks and papers from the foyer 

floor, and Peter watches her stockinged legs. She seems to be al1 angles, her 

bent knees, her ankles, even the heels of her shoes. A pen falls from one of the 

notebooks and Mary scrambles to retrieve it. 

He comes over to her in the foyer and she stops swirling around, looks up 

into his face. Peter pecks her on the cheek. 

'You'll talk to her?" she asks. 

"If I can get in her room. Maybe l'II send Ethan up with a peace offering." 

He glances up the stairs in the direction of Molly's bedroom. He hasn't seen her 

since he arrived home. 

"Well, I hop8 you have better luck than I did," Mary says. "Don't wait up, 

you know these Christian Education things go on forever." 

A jingle of car keys and she's gone, out the door. 

Peter tums back towards the kitchen table. "Guess it's just you and me 

tonight, bucko," he says, "Whadda you Say we break out a bucket of ice cream?" 

"lce cream! Yeah!" Ethan throws his hands in the air and pieces of fish 

stick fall in a shower around him. 

Peter and Ethan make their way in a procession up the stairs to Molly's 

bedroom, Peter with a bowl of ice-cream in each hand, Ethan bringing up the 
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rear with another, which he dips a finger into every few steps. With his hands 

full, Peter can't knock at his daughter's door, so he calls out, "Yoo-hoo! It's the 

Good Humour Man, come to make a delivery!" 

From inside her room, he hears a nistle of papers, a book shutting, a 

drawer being opened and closed. Then Molly's voice, muted by the door 

between theW9Are you delivering ice cream, or just good humour?" 

"Why, both of course! If you'll have them," Peter says jovially, winking at 

Ethan. 

"What kind of ice-cream?" cornes the guarded reply. 

"Vanilla with butterscotch sauce and hot chocolate powder. Just the way 

you like it, miss." 

Afier a moment of silence the door opens a fraction and Molly's hand 

appears in the crack, held out to receive her bowl. 

"What's this?" Peter says. "Can't we come in and join you?" 

The hand disappears. "Do you have to?" 

Peter knows he's pushing his luck. "Can't eat ice-cream alone," he says 

cheerily. "lt's a communal activity. The more, the merrier. Right, Ethan?" 

Ethan has begun to slwp at the melted ice-cream in his bowl. 'Yep," he 

says wetly, a drip of ice-cream coursing down his chin. 

"If we don't come in soon, you'll be eating ice-cream soup, Moll." 

A sigh. T h e M A l l  right." Molly lets the door slide fully open, and they 

walk in and settle down, Peter on the edge of the bed and Ethan at his feet. 

Peter holds out a bowl of ice-cream to his daughter. 

Molly stands tumed towards the door, eyes down, so that he sees her 

face in profile. Every line on her head can be seen, the curve of her jaw, her 
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domed skull, the ridge of her spine, even the blue veins at her temple. Peter is 

startled at how large her ear looks, set into the side of her pale shaven head, 

and her neck seems so long, no longer hidden by a sheaf of hair. 

"Why ya wanna look so funny, Molly?" Ethan asks. 

She gives him a steely look and says darkly, "I don't." 

Ethan shrugs and shovels another dripping spoonful into his mouth. "1 

think you look like a mouse. Or maybe, an elephant." 

Molly comes over to Peter to get her ice-cream, and he tries not to stare 

at the shadowed cap of stubble where her hair used to be. 

"Don't be rude, Ethan," Peter says, smiling reassuringly at his daughter. 

"1 think she looks very dignified. Did you know that nuns used to have to shave 

their heads when they joined their order? Course, it was hidden underneath 

their habit, but still." God forbid he should tell her that she makes him think of a 

prisoner-of-war. 

Molly eats in silence, sitting hunched on the carpet in front of her closet. 

Peter takes a few spoonfuls from the white melting lump in his bowl, but he eats 

too quickly and pain, like a cold hand, grips his head for several long seconds. 

He squeezes his eyes tight shut and gasps until the pain goes away. Ethan 

says, "Cold headache. Daddy's got a cold headache," and pats his knee in 

sympathy. 

Molly's room is a patchwork of taped-up posters and pages ripped from 

magazines, artwork from grade school with curling edges, a cracked cork bulletin 

board with dried flowets and notes from friends tacked to them, almost hiding the 

lavender walls she has been begging Mary to let her repaint. Peter doesn't think 

they'll corne to an agreement until Molly settles for some colour other than black. 
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He can understand that she's grown out of pastels and pictures of kittens, but he 

suspects that Molly doesn't want black walls at all, she's just trying to get a rise 

out of Maw. Or else playing the role that Mary expects, for some other reason. 

"Marna went to a meeting," Ethan informs his sister. 

"1 know. Why do you cal1 her Marna al1 of a sudden anyway? You sound 

like a snotty rich European kid." 

'7hatts what Ella and Henny and Sarah cal1 their Marna," Ethan answers 

matter-of-factly. Peter has been reading to him from Molly's copy of Allof-a-Khd 

Family before bed. 

"Ethan, are you finished eating?" Peter asks, knowing he is. 

"No," Ethan says, and holds the ernpty bowl up to his tongue so he can 

lick up the fast sweet white dmps. 

'Yes, you are. Why don't you go put your pajamas on and find your 

toothbrush?" 

"Oowww, it's not my bedtime yet." Ethan moves instantly from 

contentment to the verge of tears. His lip shivers and the corners of his mouth 

pull down. 

"Shhh, I'm not saying you have to go to bed yet Just gel ready and then 

we'll be able to read an extra chapter tonight. Maybe we'll even finish it, would 

you like that?" 

'Yes, yes, yes!" Tears forgotten, Ethan jumps up and rushes out of the 

room, letting his spoon fall into the bowl with a clatter. Peter can hear his 

dresser drawers being pulled out violently in the next room as he searches for 

his sleepers. 
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Molly has finished eating. She puts her bowl next to a pile of dirty cups 

and plates on her hutch and goes back to sit at her desk, which is covered in 

texts and notebooks. 

Peter clears his sticky, ice-cream clogged throat. "Got plans for tonight, 

Molly? I thought we could fit in a few hands of cribbage, once I put Ethan to 

bed." 

Without looking at him she replies, "1 don't know. I have a lot of 

homework. Especially since I was gone al1 weekend." 

He stands up nonchalantly. "Well, see how you do. Maybe later you'll be 

ready for a break." 

She doesn't answer, but bends over her notebook, nibbing the back of 

her neck with one hand. He wonders what the short stubble feels like against 

her fingers. Is it itchy, to have your head shaved like that? And will the hair 

grow back as soft and shiny as it was before? Or warse and curly? 

"Listen, Moll. 1-ah-l'm going over to the bakery Sunday moming and I'd 

like for you to corne with me." 

"What for?" 

He rubs his hands together. 'Well, I'm making some bread for 

communion and I could use your help." 

Molly picks up a pen and starts making notes from a textbook. "Why are 

you doing that? Don't they just use storebought stufF?' 

"Oh, sure, but I wanted to-contribute-to the service. I mean, 1 can't 

sing in the choir or write a beautiful prayer or anything, but I can bake. And I'd 

really like your Company. You haven't corne to the shop with me for a while 

now." 
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Molly strokes her pen against her cheek, considering. "Why are you 

going Sunday morning? Why don't you wait till after church?" 

"Because if I keep doing this I want to bake the bread the morning of 

communion, so it'll be fresh. I don't really have tirne on Saturdays, the shop is 

too busy. But I think I could convince Mom to let you stay home and sleep 

afterwards, instead of going to church. What do you say?" 

Molly s h ~ g s  down at her notebook. "1 guess." 

"Okay. Good. We'll have to go early, Say five o'clock? l'II remind you on 

Saturday." He collects al1 the dirty bowls in a pile, takes as many of Molly's used 

glasses as he can carry, and heads for the door. 

"Come and get me if you're up for that cribbage," he says as he leaves. 

Peter lies still, listening to the door handle squeak. He isn't sure whether 

h e  has fallen asleep and woken again, or whether he hasn't fallen asleep at all. 

The handle squeaks again, and then he hean a thump as the door opens, 

letting in a path of light from the hall outside. Lying on his side, he can't see who 

has corne in, only the top of the half-open door. He hopes it's Mary. 

"Daddy." He hears Ethan Say in his sleepy gravelly voice. 

'Yes, son." Peter pulls his head off the pillow. 

"l'm thirsty. Can I have a drink?" the boy asks hoanely. 

"Come here. You can have a dfink of rny water." Peter keeps a glass 

next to his bed-he dMks it first thing in the moming to help him wake up. 

Ethan pads around to Peter's side of the bed, stumbling a bit when ha 

bumps against the corner. Peter can see that he is only half-awake. He picks 

up the glass and holds it to his son's lips, with a hand underneath to catch the 
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spills. Ethan takes long swallows, eyes closed in concentration, until Peter says, 

"Woah, woah, that's enough. You don't want to wet the bed." Ethan pulls back, 

smacks his lips and wipes his mouth with the back of his hand. 

"Where's Marna?" he asks. 

"Still at her meeting. She'll be home soon, but you need to get back into 

bed." 

"Will you tuck me in?" 

Peter gets out of bed and lifts Ethan's thin body onto his hip. He can feel 

the boy's ribs undemeath the terry-cloth sleeper. The glow from the night-light in 

the hallway is enough to see his way out of the bedroom. Ethan's arms and legs 

dangle, falling against Peter's body as he carries Ethan down the hall, back to 

his own nimpled bed. He deposits the boy's sleepy f o n  in the nest of blankets, 

and Ethan immediately burtows down, wiggling under the covers that Peter pulls 

over his shoulders, 

"Good-night, little one." 

Tuming away from Ethan's bedroorn, Peter sees a soft spray of light on 

the carpet below Molly's door. A voice or voices, subdued, unintelligible, meet 

his ear-probably the radio. But Peter imagines that she's talking to herself, 

praying even, telling God why shets done this, cut off her hair, why she stays in 

her bedroorn al1 night, pretending to be asleep when her father knocks at the 

door, not even wming down to watch television with him. He considers bunting 

in on her, scolding her for staying up so late-he might provoke a fight but even 

that would be better than this blank-faced silence, looking at a closed door. 

He returns to bed, feeling the wool carpet rub against his bare feet. He 

leaves his own door ajar. 
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because you let her out of church, he tells himself-but he can't keep his heart 

from beating quicker when he and Molly gel into the car together. The sun 

hasn't had a chance to burn the condensation from the windows, and the foam 

padding squeaks when they sit down. 

Molly slumps on her side of the car, dozing against the window. Peter 

doesn't anticipate much conversation from her for the next hour or two. When 

he woke her at quarter to five that moming, she rolled over and shoved her face 

into the pillow. He had to corne into her bedroom three times before she would 

get up. 

"1 thought we weren't supposed to work on Sundays," she grumbled, 

~ b b i n g  her eyes at the kitchen table. 

"1's not work," Peter said. "lt's worship." 

There's a lot to be done if he's going to make it to church by ten thirty, but 

he promised Ethan he wouldn't miss the Palm Sunday procession. Ethan might 

get a real palm leaf this year, instead of using a paper one he made in Sunday 

school, and he wants Peter to be there. Palm Sunday means one more week 

until Easter, one week until communion. Six weeks of Lent is such a long time to 

wait. Every time the minister stands behind the long table and stretches his 

arrns out to bless the elements, lifting up a strip of bread and pulling it apart, 

pouring a stream of wine from the pitcher into the silver chalice, Peter's chest 

rises. He feels light-headed. The first platter passes along his pew, and he 

takes a morsel of bread, lifts it into his mouth with his tongue. He chews 
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delicately, his teeth never biting through but pressing shallow indentations, his 

tongue rnoving the bread from side to side. 

He has to shake Molly's shoulder when they reach the bakery. She looks 

as though she would be perfectly happy to stay and sleep in the cold front seat 

of the car. Peter unlocks the bakery door and ushers her inside, reaching for the 

OpenlClosed sign out of habit and alrnost flipping it around before he 

remembers it's his day off. 

Molly goes to the office at the back of the store and pulls out the wheeled 

desk chair. Perched on it, legs pulled tight into her chest, a crocheted cap 

covering her smooth head, Peter wants to go and put his amis around her. She 

looks so cold and morose. 

Instead, he pulls open a drawer and mmmages through cloths and oven 

mitts. "Look what I still have," he says, holding up an apron covered in small red 

hearts with a mffied edge. 

Molly doesn't move from her chair, so he comes over and drapes the 

apron on her knees. 

"Remember? The Queen of Hearts, made some tarts? All on a summer's 

day?' he says. 

"It doesn't feel like summer right now," Molly says. She btows on her 

white fingertips. 

"Why don't you gel moving? That'll warm you up. 1 need some barley 

flour-you'll have to grind it in the mill." 

Reluctantly she stands, and he's surprised to see her rernove her coat 

and pull the apron over her head. Its flounced skirt barely reaches her thighs. 

She looks down at herself and gives Peter a faint smile. 
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He throws a bag of pearled barley at her, which she catches against her 

stomach. 

"1 need one and a half cups, medium grind. Do you remember how to run 

the mill?" he asks. Peter wants to do the milling himself, smell the fine dust that 

coats the mill's parts and fills the air above the hopper, watch the mesmerking 

rhythm of the barley grains settling as they are drawn into the grinder, dip his 

fingen into the growing pile of flour that shakes out at the bottom. 8ut he lets 

Molly do the grinding. 

While Molly cleans and 011s the miIl and goes through the barley for 

stones and other debris, Peter nins some water into a saucepan and pours in a 

half-cup of barley. He lights a gas bumer-whoosh-and brings the mixture to a 

quick boil, gives it a swirl with a fiick of his wrist and turns down the gas until it is 

just a ring of blue points. 

He doesn't expect Molly to understand about his wanting to bake this 

breabshe hasn't taken communion yet. As a boy Peter envied his mother, old 

enough to eat a square of bread and tip a little beaker of grape juice into her 

mouth. He had to wait until he had taken communion classes and professed his 

faith in front of the church, just like Molly. Peter remembers getting so hungty at 

that time of the moming that the plate of bread passing in front of his face looked 

like a feast. He didn't run to the church basernent after service and beg for some 

leftover pieces from the head usher like his friends did, hiding in th8 washroom 

cubicles for their itlicit meal. But he did lie in bed and pretend that his bedtime 

crackers were actually communion bread, and would recite in his head al1 the 

liturgy ha could remember-This is My body, do this in remembrame of M e -  
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then gently break off a piece of cracker and lay it on his tongue. Eyes tight shut, 

he felt as though he could reach out and touch Jesus. 

The last time he took communion before Lent, Peter held the perfect cube 

of bread lightly in his palm for several long minutes. His entire body was 

conscious of the morsel, though it weighed nothing. Commercial white bread 

with the cnists cut off, sliced into identical squares by the minister's wife on 

Saturday nights and stored in Tuppeware in the church kitchen until the next 

morning. But instead of lifting the bread to his mouth, Peter rolled it between his 

thumb and finger, compressed the airy crumb into a bal1 the site of a small pea. 

The bread would be lost in his mouth; he would swallow and not know whether it 

had gone down to his stomach or simply disintegrated in his mouth. Peter held 

the bal1 of bread in his palm, thought of flicking his thumb so that it would fly 

through the air and roll down the aisle toward the altar. lnstead he slipped the 

tiny bal1 into his pocket and forgot about it-until he went to his bakery the next 

moming and realized he coutdn't remember the last time he had made bread by 

hand, just one batch, whisking until his arm ached, kneading with both hands, 

sweat dropping off his face. 

Molly switches off the flour miIl and the bakery fills with a sudden vacuum 

of sound. Her shoes scM as she crosses to the counter where Peter scans his 

recipe. She sets down the bowl of barley flour and brushes off her hands. 

"Done," she says. 

He puts her to work fetching the salt and sugar and lard, measuring out 

the whole wheat flour he won? need until later, but that doesn't take her long. 

Finally he has to tell her there's nothing left to do until the barley finishes 

simmering, half afraid she'll get angry and ask why he brought her. But instead 
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she goes over to the coffee maker, measures out a few scoopfuls of coffee and 

starts the machine parking. Then she goes into the cooler and finds a few day- 

old cinnamon buns and puts them in the oven to warm. Peter leans against the 

counter, one eye on the barley, one on his daughter. 

"A little breakfast?" he says after she pours henelf a coffee and butters a 

bun. 

"1 can never eat when I fint get up, but now I'm ravenous," she says, and 

with her first bite butter and cinnamon ooze from the sides of her mouth. As she 

chews he can see the muscles in her jaw working, just in front of her ear. 

"Mind if I help myself?" he asks. 

She nods in the direction of the coffee pot, her mouth full of bun. They 

eat together, in silent contemplation of the bittersweet coffee and sticky sugared 

cinnamon. Perhaps he is imagining it, but Peter feels that Molly's silence is 

more open here than at the house, full of the possibility of speech. 

She looks overgrown in that little red apron, like Alice in Wonderland after 

she gobbles up the cake that says EAT ME, spelled out in cunants. The apron 

was his gift for her tenth birthday, his way of telling her that she was old enough 

to come to the bakery with him on Saturdays, to leam how to ice the gingerbread 

cookies and slice and wrap bread, to keep the display case arranged and ring up 

purchases on the cash register. When she opened the package at her birthday 

dinner and sat looking down at the thin white and red apron, confusion on her 

face-she had been expecting a gymnastics outfit-he felt a jolt of fear that he 

had done the wrong thing. But when he leaned over and whispered in her ear 

that she was to come and be his baker's assistant, she almost tackled him with 

an exuberant hug around the ne& This was about the time they found out Mary 
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was pregnant, and Molly basked in the attention that she knew they couldn't give 

the baby-she was grown-up, she would be getting a pay-cheque. 

The barley in the saucepan is soft. Peter dipped a few kernels out with a 

spoon, let them cool and tested them between his teeth. A l  dente, as they Say. 

But he's unsure how to proceed. Preparing the dough is really a one-person job, 

and Molly, she'll feel left out. He nimmages in his recipe box, oveiflowing with 

smudged cards and scraps of paper. 

'These barley loaves are going to keep me busy, how'd you like to try this 

whole-wheat egg braid?" he says, holding out the recipe. 'We have everything 

you need-l'm pretty sure therets a half-tin of rnaple syrup at the back of the 

fridge." 

She takes the magazine clipping and scnitinizes the faded colour photo. 

"What's it for? Just for practice?" 

"Well, let's see how it tums out. Maybe I could take it to church with me 

and let the elders decide which one they like better for communion." 

"1 guess." She takes a last swig of her wffee and puts the empty cup by 

the dishwasher. "Looks kind of interesting. I know how to do this kind of 

braiding, with six strands." 

"Not that it's much use to you anymore." Peter smiles and reaches out to 

wiggle her cap, perched on her naked scalp. But before he touches her, Molly 

pulls away and clamps a hand on her head. Stung, he reaches above her head 

and lifts down a mixing bowl from the hanging rack, trying valiantly to believe 

that's what he rneant to do the whole time, for both their sakes. Molly 

disappears into the cooler with the recipe to find the eggs and butter she needs. 
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About grade nine she started moping about her Saturday shifts, Peter 

remembers. She was busier during the week. with more homework and band 

practice and club meetings, and she let hirn know she resented having to work 

on her day off. He found it harder and harder to get her out of bed those 

momings, until finally he started leaving without her, letting Mary drive her over 

at eight, or nine, or ten. Some days she didn't show up at all. He would leam 

afterwards that she had slept until noon and spent the rest of the day at the maIl 

or at a friend's house. Getting her up for church was just as hard. 

While Molly works in silence on her own bread, Peter begins the barley 

dough. He dips a half-cup measure into the water and pours the liquid against 

the side of the mixing bowl, swirling it with his wrist so that the water spirals to 

the bottorn like a whirlpool. Peter's mother always added the water this way to 

wet the sides of the bowl, and although he knows now that the method doesn't 

improve the dough, he still imitates her. Watching the water make its round- 

about way to the bottom of the bowl reminds hirn of the round-about way his 

mother talked to him while she taught him to bake. 

"The yeast is a living thing," he recalls her saying, as he sprinkles the tiny 

beads onto his barley mixture. Some float on top of the water while others sink. 

"bu must start with a cornfortable environment; the water just lukewam so the 

yeast will be cozy but not scalded. Then you must feed the yeast with sugar so 

the culture can grow." She spoke ardently, as though the yeast were a child, 

looking down on Peter with brown eyes. Peter adds a palmful of sugar to his 

bowl, and the grains do not immediately dissolve, even in the tepid water. 

His mother taught school, and the only day she could bake bread was 

Saturday. Peter would put a basin of water neXt to his bed on Friday nights, and 
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when his mother tapped on his door early the next moming, he immediately sat 

up and plunged his hands into the cold water and splashed his face. His mother 

wouldn't knock more than once. Until he was eight or nine he only watched her 

bake, standing on a chair next to the countertop, but he knew he was getting 

older when she started explaining to hirn why she rotated the dough as she 

kneaded, then allowing him to measure, add the salt, later the flour. 

Peter whisks Molly's barley flour into the wet mix-the coarse, variegated 

meal smells strongly of hazelnuts. As he mixes, his right a m  starts to ache 

comfortably. When the barley flour has been incorporated, leaving a ninny 

batter, Peter beats in the unbleached wheat flour. As the dough gets stiffer he 

switches from a whisk to a wooden spoon, anchoring the bowl with one hand 

while he stirs with the other. When the dough is ready for kneading, he removes 

his wedding ring and hangs it on a small picture hook screwed into the shelf. 

Then he spreads the bread board with flour, smoothing white waves across the 

grains of wood. He hefts the sticky barley dough onto the board where it sulks, a 

recalcitrant mass. The remaining strings and clumps of dough he scrapes out of 

the bowl and works into the vuhole. 

"You cannot disagree with the dough," he hears his mother Say as he 

reaches for his dough scraper. 'You must let the bread follow its own mind. If 

you try to impose your will, if you get tired of kneading and Say 'that's enough' 

before the dough is finished, the loaf will rebel and come out of the oven hard 

and bumed." Peter thinks of his father coming home to find that his wife didn't 

have dinner on the table, how his face would set, hard and immobile, how he 

would slurnp in his chair in the living room with a business magazine. The only 

thing his father ever leamed to cook was pancakes, and the only time Peter ever 
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saw his father make them was when they were camping or when his mother was 

iII. 

. Peter muscles the Rat steel edge of the scraper under the dough and 

folds it over, towards himself. The speckled brown lump groans as trapped air 

escapes. He folds again from the left and right, bottom and top, and the lump 

begins to round. When the dough scraper grows too clumsy, Peter wrestles with 

his hands, giving the lump a quarter turn after every fold and forcing the dough 

away from him. The raw odour of yeast flowers, and he brings his hands to his 

nose to smell them. He closes his eyes and can see his motheh kitchen, the 

butcher block counter, the olive green fridge and stove, the cast-iron trivets 

hanging on the wall. Pushing rhythmically against the dough, he revels in the 

satiny patina that emerges on the dough, as the wheat gluten grows into an 

elastic web, catching pockets of carbon dioxide. His breath wmes faster, and 

damp patches grow under his amis and across his forehead. Silently he waits 

for the dough to let him go, to finish developing so he can rest. At last the 

bubbles of gas below the cloak squeak their protest and Peter sets the dough 

aside for proofing. 

Absorbed in his work, Peter hasn't noticed Molly's progress. She's almost 

kept up with him-letting her yeast get foamy, whisking in the eggs, beating in 

the fiour with a wooden spoon-and the egg bread is ready to rise now. She'll 

do the kneading later. They cover their bowls with clean tea towels and clean off 

the counter. 

'What now?" Molly asks. 

Peter pulls a deck of cards from his pocket. "How about a little cribbage? 

Unless you'd prefer to s m b  down the cooler." He winks and tums away to find 
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the cribbage board, but sees a half-smile appear on Molly's face before she can 

stifle it. 

He sets up the board on the café table-Molly insists on the red pegs and 

Peter takes green. He shuffles and deals the first hand. They play efficiently, 

speaking only during the pegging and when they count up their hands, Mteen 

two, fiffeen four, and a pairis six. Molly takes an early lead, but Peter rallies and 

they chase each other. neck and ne&, down the last stretch. Then Molly 

squeaks past him to the finish line with a double run. But instead of gloating, 

she collects the cards and resets the board for another game. 

Over the next hour, Molly goes back to check on her dough's progress 

between games, lifting the cloth and pressing a finger into the soft mound. 

Finally, when the count stands at three games to two for Molly, she calls him to 

the work counter. After so many years Peter has grown accustomed to his bread 

rising for him, but Molly's vigilance rerninds him of his wonder as a boy, seeing 

the small lump rniraculously grow into a puffed-up mound threatening to overfiow 

the bowl. 

"Look," Molly says, pointing. "Mine's twice the size, at least." 

They take turns running their hands over the ballooning surface of the 

dough, Molly's egg-shell smooth, Peter's rough and speckled. Then each makes 

a fist and presses firmly around the circumference of their bowl, and the dough 

deflates with a sigh. 

"Punching down is my favourite part," Molly says, flouring her knuckles 

and searching out each air pocket. She has more work to do on the dough, and 

Peter acts as her assistant, fetching the salt and bran and measuring the rest of 

the flour. While she lets it rest before kneading, Peter figures they can get his 
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barley loaves divided and into the oven. He greases and flours a black baking 

sheet. Molly watches him, sitting on the counter, as he spreads butter across 

the sheet with his fingers. 

"You're awfully quiet this morning," Molly says. 

What's this? An overture? Peter is caught off guard. He thought he had 

let any chances at conversation slide through his fingers. "What? Me quiet? 

You've hardly said a word." 

"1 know, but that's normal. You're the one who's always wanting to talk. 

Isn't that why you wanted me to corne with you this morning?" She picks up the 

dough scraper and taps it on the wooden board. 

He has to handle this opening delicately. Should he lay everything out on 

the table, or bide his time? 

"1 told you why I asked you to come. I wanted your help and your 

Company and that's what you've given me." He sprinkles the sheet with flour. 

'You can divide up the barley dough for me once this tray is ready." 

"Admit it. You're dying to know why I shaved my head, aren't you?" She 

speaks playfully. 

Don't take the bait. Let it go. Peter shrugs, knocks the edges of the tray 

with his hands to dust flour into every corner. 

Molly's voice hardens. Tome on, Dad. I know quality time when I see it." 

Peter puts the tray down deliberately and stares straight at his daughter. 

"Look here," he says in an even tone, "What you do with your haïr is your own 

business. If you want to tell me about it, I'm happy to listen. But there's no 

conniving going on. I love you, you're my daughter, and I love spending time 

with you. End of story." 
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Molly lets the dough scraper fall between her fingers, bouncing it on the 

counter. 

"l'm not saying I wouldn't enjoy talking to you. Of course I would," he 

continues. "But I'm not going to force you. Now, let's make some bread." He 

lifts the barley dough gently from its bowl, cradling it in his hands, and holds it 

out to his daughter. 

Peter c m  see she's chastened-she doesn't like to hurt his feelings. 

Unable to look at him, she takes the dough, places it on the floured wunter, and 

marks it into five pieces. He feels a twinge of guilt for making her feel that way, 

but what choice did he have? She knows him too well. 

Or is he being too hard on himself? Underneath, she may really want to 

tell him sornething, and it's up to Peter to make it easier for her, keep her from 

losing face. He'll find out soon enough whether he succeeded. 

Molly seems absorbed with the bread dough, scrutinizing it intensely. 

She lines up the scraper blade and thrusts it through the dough along the lines 

she mapped out. 

She says nothing else. The dough is thick and she has to bear down with 

her shoulder to get the blade through. The cords of her neck jump out as she 

pushes. But when she has divided the dough into five pieces, she doesn't stop 

cutting. Studiously she sends the blade back down, slicing each segment in 

half, and half again, severing the gluten strands. The dough disintegrates into 

smaller and smaller fragments. 

Peter watches in horror. He wants to put his hand out-no, I wanted to 

make five loaves, you're niining rny bread-but Molly moves like a sleepwalker, 

almost unaware of what she's doing, and he's afraid to stop her. Her hand 
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continues its mathematical division, almost mechanically, until there are dozens 

of jagged-edged balls. Too late, he's lost his chance. There isn't time to make 

another batch this morning. He won't be in time for communion. This bread 

wasn't meant to be. Peter tums away, wringing his hands in his apron. 

Suddenly he hears Molly's sharp intake of breath. He looks at her 

quickly, her startled eyes, open mouth. 

'7Miat am I doing? You wanted loaves and I've cut them al1 to pieces!" 

Peter shrugs-the lump in his throat won't let him speak. 

Moly starts gathering the bais of dough into her hand, pressing them 

together, muttering under her breath, "Maybe I can f x  it. I think I can fix it." 

Peter lays his hand on his daughter's arm. "No, honey. It's corne apart, 

you've broken the gluten, it won't go back together." 

She stands, slumped, holding her patchwork lump helplessly, looking at 

the lhin threads of dough, trailing off the jagged edges of the fragments. Gently 

Peter takes a piece from the counter, and begins to plump and reshape the 

dough until the rough edges smooth out. He places that bal1 on the baking tray 

and takes up another. Soon Molly joins him, taking apart the dough she has 

pushed together, lining up the uniform pieces on the sheet. By the time they 

have finished with the dozens of fragments. the first ones have risen, and Peter 

brushes them with water, dusts on a handful of ffour and slashes a cross in each 

crust with a small sharp knife. The tray slides neatly into the oven and Peter 

shuts the door. 

The cooling tray of buns sits on the counter, and Molly is separating the 

fleshy white egg dough into four strands f w  braiding. Rolling each section under 
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her palm, she pulls them out into lengths of rope, keeping their diameter even 

from centre to tip. 

"Are you serious, about not making me go to church today?" Molly seems 

to disown the words as soon as they are spoken. 

"Yes. Of course," Peter says. "You'll have to stay here while your bread 

bakes-now that the buns are ready I need to get over to the church. You can 

play a little solitaire and raid the cooler again." 

'Yeah." 

Peter takes a bun from the tray and holds it out to her. 'These tumed out 

perfectly, Molly," he says. 'They're so moist you don't even need butter." He 

breaks the bun in two and the mealy centre splits, releasing a puff of steam and 

fragrance. Pulling her hand up from her side, he places half of the bun in her 

palm and takes a bite from the other half. 

"Dad?" he hears her soft voice. 

'Yes, Molly." 

"What would you Say if, maybe, I wanted to try out some different 

churches for a little white?" 

Peter watches his daughter chew her bun slowly. "That'd be fine. I 

wouldn't mind at all." 

"And you'd give me a ride?" ' 

"Anywhere. Anytime." 

She tums and looks down at the ropes ready for braiding. 

"Dad?" 

"Molly." 

"Could you help me braid the dough? I need four hands." 
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And wrapping his arms around her, their four hands weave together the 

soft round strands, passing them over and under each other until they canut tell 

where one ends and another begins. 



L A V E R  

Jeanette pulls her pencil lightly along the rulets straight edge, leaving a 

faint guide-line across the blank invitation. The graphite slides across the silky 

vellum, and when she reaches the edge, Jeanette moves the mler down to the 

next set of tick marks and makes another parallel line. When both invitations 

are barred al1 the way down, she sets them aside, takes up her calligraphy pen 

and a piece of scratch paper. The pen hasn't been used since Christmas, and 

she touches the nib to her tongue before beginning to scribble in a corner of the 

page. At first no ink cornes, and the pen leaves only a shallow indentation- 

then the line begins to sputter blue ink and finally glides free and da*. 

Jeanette checks her posture: feet on the floor, back straight, body turned, 

elbow on the table. After a few practice loops, to adjust the angle of the pen nib, 

she does a draft copy of her text in a round Celtic script. 

You are invited to join our observation of 

Maundy Thursday 

with a 

Communion Meal 

and 

Footwashing Ceremony 

the fourth day of Apnl 

nineteen hundred and ninety six 

at seven oklock 

R. S. V. P. 
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Satisfied with the arrangement of the lines and the spacing of the letters, 

Jeanette letters each invitation, moving from the top down so the ink won? 

smudge. The pan nib scratches rhythmically as she works in slow motion, 

looking back at her draft to check whether she wanted "Communion Meal" 

capitalized, and putting the pen down between lines to massage her hand. 

She pulls back from the table after adding the last pefiod and compares 

the two cards, noting that the text on the second is tighter and more even. That 

one will go to the rninister and his wife, she decides. When both invitations are 

dry, she gently removes the guide-lines below the inked script with a gum 

eraser. 

A whorl of dark blue ink has flowered on the callous of her middle finger, 

and she scrubs the stain with dishsoap and a toothbrush over the kitchen sink, 

but the mark only fades to a lighter blue, the colour of mimeographed print. 

Watching the sweep of rain out the kitdien window, Jeanette thinks of the 

first invitation she received to Calvin Park Church from Franya Lozinski. She 

was having a conference with Mrs. Lozinski, the twins' grade eight teacher, and 

just before she pushed back her chair, the teacher took a folded mimeographed 

card frorn her desk drawer and offered it to Jeanette. Above a blurred bouquet 

of watercolour flowers on the front, the card read, "Ladies' Luncheon and 

Lecture: South Africa-What8s Happening?" 

"1 don? know, Mrs. Lozinski," Jeanette said, tuming the card over in her 

hands. 

"Please. Franya." She folded her hands and leaned foward on the desk. 

"Franya. I'm not sure I would fit in at a church function. I haven't even 

been inside a church since my wedding." 
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"But it won? be like a church service. Just a friendly lunch and listening to 

a speaker. Do you not find the topic interesting? 

"Oh, sure. Of course. But-why-why me? I'm sure you have lots of 

other friends to invite." 

"Not so many. Most of my friends are in the church already. Besides, I 

like Justin and Karenna, I would like to know their mother better. And you don't 

work, is that right? You would have time to corne to a lunch?" 

Jeanette nods uncertainly. 

"Don't Say yes, just consider. If you corne I will sit with you and introduce 

you to my friends." Franya got up and took Jeanette's hand between hers, 

regarding her through crinkled eyes. 

The next day, Jeanette visits the church office to drop off Reverend 

Saville's invitation. She breezes down the hall and has her hand on the door of 

the minister's office when she hears a timid voice Say, "Excuse me, can I help 

you?" 

She turns to see the new secretary, a young Asian girl in a navy blazer 

with sleeves that hang down over her hands. "l'm here to see Reverend Saville," 

Jeanette says curtly and turns the doorknob, but the girl's voice holds her back 

again. 

"Do you have an appcintment with him? Because I believe he's on the 

phone at the moment. Perhaps you could just wait until he's off the line." She 

gestures to a plastic stacking chair against the wall. 

Instead of going where she's directed, Jeanette circles around the 

secretary's desk to look at the phone console. The red light on line one blinks 
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up at her. The secretary jumps out of her seat and pulls at her fingers. "1s there 

something I can get for you?" she asks anxiously. 

Jeanette straightens out the stapler, scoops up a pile of paper clips and 

deposits them in the desk drawer. "1 was the secretary here before you," 

Jeanette says, "I know this desk like the back of my hand. Hmm. I see you've 

moved the printer next to the fax machine." 

"Oh, you must be Jeanette McPhadden," the girl says, clutching at her 

long sleeves. "Reverend Saville told me about you." 

'Yes, I worked here for over two years. I had to quit because of my 

health. Oh, there, the light's gone off. l'II just go in now." She tucks her purse 

under her arm. 

The girl slides between Jeanette and the door. "Usually I check with 

Reverend Saville before any visitors go in, to make sure he's not busy." 

'7hat won't be necessary. I'm sure Douglas will be quite pleased to see 

me. We worked closely together for a number of years, you know." The girl 

l ook  down uncertainly but doesn't move away from the door. 

Just Vien Reverend Saville cornes out of his office. "Samara, who's that 

you're talking to? Oh, Jeanette, good to see you. So you've met Samara Choi, 

my new right hand? I'm trying to convince her to attend a Sunday service 

sometime, you'll have to hel p me persuade her." 

Jeanette smiles woodenly at the girl. "If she hasn't come yet after al1 

these weeks, I doubt whether anything I Say would change her mind. Anyway, I 

just dropped by to give you this invitation." She holds out the creamy vellum 

envelope addressed in calligraphy, her hand trembling. "1 hope you and Ellen 
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will be able to corne for a small dinner next Thursday. Malcolm and I would like 

to observe the end of the Lenten season with our good friends." 

"Sounds delightful, Jeanette," he says, tucking the envelope into his 

jacket pocket. "We'll be sure to cal1 you with our RSVP. I'm sorry we haven't 

more time to chat but I'm snowed under today with work. See you on Sunday, 

shall we?" Before she can Say another word of good-bye, he and the girl are 

embroiled in work again, pointing at the cornputer screen and making 

suggestions to each other. 

Jeanette takes a few steps backward, twisting the handle of her purse, 

then wheels slowly and plods to the parking lot. 

Before laying her white quilted pad and the apricot tablecloth, Jeanette 

waxes the dining room table top, rubbing the paste with a square of cheescloth. 

Just as she covers the last patch in the corner, the telephone rings. 

"Hi Jeannie!" 

"Frannie-oh, I hope you and Oskar aren't going to cancel on me. I 

haven't seen you in weeks." Jeanette wraps the telephone cord around her 

hand. 

"No, not to cancel. Do you remember I told you about my neighbour, 

Judi? She lives alone? Well. I was telling her about Maundy Thursday, about 

your dinner and washing feet, and she said she would be interestad to see this. 

She has travelled in lndia and Japan, studying other religions, and she would 

like to see what we do. Well. I was so excited, Jeannie! I was going to ask her 

to church but this way she could meet Douglas, and you and Malcolm, and 
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perhaps be more cornfortable for church. I told her I would ask you first-if i ls  

any trouble please Say, dear." 

A flush of heat rises through Jeanette's torso and settles in her head. 

She lets go of the telephone cord and it unwinds limply. "Why would it be any 

trouble? We're only having soup and bread and fruit, there'll be lots to go 

around." 

"We could bring something to help you? Dessert? A bottle of wine?" 

"No need, I've got everything taken care of." Jeanette pauses to swallow. 

Her rnouth has dried up with heat. 

"How did you ever get the idea of foot-washing? I never could have 

invented it." 

"1 was reading Matthew-you know, I never realized the Last Supper 

came right before Easter. I thought it must have been a very sacred experience 

for the disciples, having Jesus wash their feet, and then I just thought, why 

couldn't I have a dinner party and-" 

'We must do this in church next year. Such a good idea." 

"Maybe . . . I don't know if it would work with a lot of people." She grips 

the receiver in both hands, and her knuckles whiten. "1 hope you and I have 

time to visit tonight. You've been so busy lately." 

"Oh Jeannie. Sweetheart. Of course we will talk. And l myself will wash 

your feet." 

Jeanette brings a fist to her mouth, takes in a long breath. 

"So. Seven o'clock, your dinner starts? Forgive me, 1 lost your beautiful 

invitation." 

"Seven, yes. See you then." 
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Retuming to the dining room, Jeanette finds she left the table top too 

long, and al1 the solvent has dried, leaving the wax too stiff to buff out. She has 

almost finished her second mat when she realizes the table will be toa small for 

seven people. Going to the hall closet, she finds the extra table leaf behind the 

mats and carries it to the dining room. The heavy halves of the table resist her 

tugging, and she alternates between the two ends, bracing herself against the 

carpet and trying to jerk them apart, her mouth dry from breathing hard. Finally 

she opens a space wide enough to set the leaf in and pushes the table together 

again. Her heart beats irregularly, but she continues to work, taking the second 

layer of wax off before it dries. Setting the table afterward calms her-she 

smoothes the wrinkles frorn the tablecloth, arranges the pewter candle holders 

and lifts a stack of soup bowls from the china cabinet, when she realizes she 

used her last embossed placecards that moming, lettering the names of the six 

guests: Douglas, Ellen, Franya, Oskar, Jeanette, Malcolm. 

Jeanette leaves the soup bowls piled on the table corner and wanders 

away from the dining room. Her pulse pounds strongly in her temples and the 

tips of her fingers. A white thread on the iiving room sofa catches her eye, but 

after picking it off and tucking it into her skirt pocket, she finds herself sinking 

down ont0 the couch cushions. She feels chilled and feverish at the same time. 

The Sun cornes out from behind a cloud and the room lightens as though 

someone is opening the venetian blinds. Jeanette rernoves her slippers and 

stretches her feet on the couch, props a pillow under her head and lies with her 

hand over her eyes against the afternoon light. 
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Jeanette's daughter wakes her when she cornes home from school, and 

agrees to serve as kitchen assistant for a few hours. 

"Could I eat dinner with you tonight?" Karenna asks lightly while cutting 

carrot sticks. 

Jeanette feels her chest tighten, and she stops chopping parsley, lets the 

knife rest on the counter. "Oh honey. I thought you didn't want to. I asked you 

weeks ago." 

"1 know, but-" Karenna tips her head to one side "-1 thought m a y b e '  

Jeanette puts her hand against her forehead. "If you'd only asked me this 

morning, it wouldn't have been any problem. Only Franya called me this 

afternoon, she's bringing an extra guest and I'm worried about the food holding 

out." 

"Never rnind then. lt's not important." Karenna pushes the knife through 

a thick carrot with both hands. 

Coming around behind her, Jeanette sees the ragged orange sticks, thin 

at one end and thick at the other. 

"Kare, why don't you use one piece to measure the others, so they're al1 

the same length? You c m  just eat the little stumps that are left over." Jeanette 

pops an end in her rnouth. 

Silently Karenna lines up the carrot sections she has cut and levels off the 

ends. 

'What made you decide to eat with us al1 of sudden?" Jeanette asks, 

retuming to her parsley. 

"Nothing." 

"Please, tell me." 



"Nothing." 

Franya and Oskar arrive first, and Malcolm helps them out of their mats 

and hangs them in the closet. Jeanette calls from the kitchen-"Hello! 

Welcome!"-but doesn't leave her soup. She has salt and pepper shakers in 

hand, correcting the soup's seasoning, when a woman wanders into the kitchen. 

"Mmmh," says Jeanette, wincing as she swallows a hot spoonful. 'You 

must be Judi." 

"How did you guess?" the woman says, her smile twisting to one side. 

Jeanette looks at Judi's short dark hair, styled with gel in a neat wave. 

"Well, you're not old enough to be the ministets wife, and my friend Franya has 

an accent, so that only leaves me with one option." 

Judi smoothes the hair above her ear with two fingers. 'Very clever of 

you, Jeanette. Now, is there anything I can do to help? I'm an expert with salt 

and pepper. " 

"l'm just about finished here," Jeanette says, covering the soup, "but I 

suppose you could open a bottle of wine for me. You'll find the corkscrew in that 

drawer, and the bottle is on the counter." 

"Pelee Island Wineries," says Judi, inspecting the label. "Good choice, 

their Riesling is excellent." Jeanette nods her agreement, although she didn't 

noticed the brand when she bought the bottle; she just looked for something in 

her price range. Judi continues. "1 visited the island a few years ago, when a 

friend and I were making a boat trip down Lake Erie. Beautiful spot. I love 

islands." As she talks she buried the screw in the cork and pushes down on the 

arms, bringing the cork up so there is only a faint pop when the sudion breaks. 



Jeanette pulls Reverend Saville aside and asks him to serve communion, 

explains how she wants the platter of bread passed around, and then the 

cornmon cup filled with wine. 

"1 see." he says, "1 didn't know I'd be on duty tonight. Did you want the 

complete communion litany I do on Sundays? I'rn not certain of my mernory but I 

could take a stab at it." 

Jeanette's eyelids flutter and she puts a hand to her forehead as she 

thought. "No, best to keep things simple. A short prayer over the elements will 

suffice, Douglas." 

A hush fais over the dining room as Jeanette reaches to light the 

candles. All of the food sits arranged on the table and she has just taken her 

apron off. The guests are seated in front of their placecards-Karenna 

fashioned one for Judi out of an old greeting card and lettered it herself- 

Reverend Saville and Ellen on one side, the Lozinskis on the other, Judi at the 

foot of the table next to Franya, with Malcolm at the head and an extra chair next 

to Ellen for Jeanette, closest to the kitchen. 

Now, seeing everyone looking at her expectantly, Jeanette places the 

bread in front of Reverend Saville, which she prepared by making cuts half-way 

through the round loaf so that the guests will have to tear their pieces off at the 

bottom. The minister tears off the heel and holds up the jagged golden piece. 

His voice resonates in the still m m .  "On the night before He died, our 

Lord took bread and broke it, saying, This is My body, broken for you. Do this in 

remembrance of Me." 
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Jeanette holds her breath until she sees that Reverend Saville offers the 

platter to his wife next, instead of Judi, who sits to his left. He holds the platter 

steady while Ellen pulls off the next slice. Now Judi will know what to do with the 

bread by watching the others. The first time Jeanette took communion at Calvin 

Park, she held ont0 the bite-sized cube of bread for a long time, waiting to be 

told to eat, while her husband popped it into his mouth like an hors d'oeuvre. 

Since then she has leamed from Franya what to do, and when she takes a piece 

of bread from the loaf going past, she tears off a small piece and turns the 

morsel over in her hand, meditating on Christ's death before placing it reverently 

in her mouth. Her eyes prick up with a rim of tears. 

Jeanette keeps her head bowed, eyes in her lap, for some minutes, 

waiting for the wave of emotion to pass before she blinks and looks up again. 

The platter has just reached Judi, and when she takes it Jeanette notices her 

rings glinting in the candlelight-sorne are bands of intricately twisted metal, 

others are set with dark stones. Her left ring finger is adorned with a carved jade 

signet. Judi removes a piece of bread easily and sets down the platter. 

Jeanette wonders how she can keep her back so straight, her shoulders so 

b e l .  Perhaps she dances. 

The wine bottle for the second part of the sacrament has been opened 

already, and Reverend Saville holds up a glass and pours a swirling cupful. "On 

the night before He died, our Lord took drink and poured it, saying This is My 

blood, poured out for you. Do this in remembrance of Me." 

lnstead of proceeding around the table counter-clockwise as ha did with 

the bread, Reverend Saville takes a sip from the glass and then hands it to Judi. 

She swirls it beneath her nose approvingly and then drinks a mouthful, taking a 
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trifle too long for Jeanette's taste. When the glass reaches her she sees a red 

half-circle on the rim, left by Judi's bright red lipstick. Jeanette rotates the glass 

and drinks from the other side. The wine burns down her throat. 

During dinner Jeanette hopes to get into conversation with Reverend 

Saville; she wants to find out whether the new elder they elected, Robin Gerard, 

is pulling her weight at Session meetings. Jeanette voted for the other 

gentleman who had been nominated; she felt Robin was a trifle young to be an 

elder. She's heard frorn Malcoim that she doesn't speak up much, and she 

asked to be excused from convening a cornmittee this year because she's the 

representative elder. Douglas might be willing to give her a little more gossip. 

Their wine glasses have al1 been filled, and they are eating the rest of 

their communion bread, using it to scoop up chick-pea humus and spinach dip. 

The aroma of garlic and carrot rises steamily from the soup bowls. But the 

minister turns to Judi and asks, "How did you and Franya meet?' and Judi 

laughs and she and Franya give him a tandem account of Franya's first 

disastrous evening in Judi's yoga class. Apparently yoga is something Judi 

picked up when she was in Asia. Jeanette is left with Ellen Saville's litany of 

house-hunting frustrations and the plans for their coming vacation. 

"Wetve found a place that's quite suitable," Ellen says, nibbling a grape, 

"reasonably priced and well-kept, in Grenadier Village across the river. It's a 

lovely waterfront property, but with the neighbourhood being so far from the 

downtown, I don't know. You want to feel that you belong, that you're in the 

middle of things, do you know what I mean?" 
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Jeanette nods and murmurs agreement at the appropriate times, while 

trying to keep one ear on Judi's conversation. "1 think it should be mandatory 

that everyone spend at least a year in a foreign country," she hean in Judi's 

throaty tone. 'You leam to feel at home in yourself, whatever your surroundings 

are. I used to think I needed electricity and hot water and fast food to make me 

feel cornfortable. Now 1 know I can get by with a handful of rice and a bamboo 

mat." As she speaks, Judi reaches for the plate of figs and her blousy sleeve 

almost falls into a bowl of dip. Her loose blue cotton chemise stands out from 

the other women's tailored blouses and dresses, and Judt is the only woman in 

pants. 

Hoping that Ellen will take up with another guest, Jeanette excuses 

herself and goes to the kitchen to refill the bread platter and vegetable plates. 

She scolds herself For drinking so much wine-with her metabolism even one 

glass makes her feverish. A patina of sweat hovers over her face, and she runs 

some water and chills her hands under the cold Stream. Then she dries off with 

a tea towel and holds her clarnmy palrns against her cheeks. Massaging her 

sore back muscles, she stands looking out the dark window at the chain link 

fence around their yard. 

Jeanette hears the legs of a chair scrape on the hardwood dining room 

floor as someone pushes away from the table. In a few moments, Franya cornes 

up behind her-Jeanette can smell the sharp odour of her shampoo. 

"My dear, what is with you tonight? You're sa distracted," her friend says, 

teking hold of her and looking her in the eyes. 

"l'm just a little tired, that's all. I've been on my feet al1 afternoon," 

Jeanette replies wearily, her shoulders dumping in F ranya's grip. 
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"Shame on you, you should have let me bring something like I offered," 

Franya says, shaking her finger at Jeanette. "Do you need to lie down?" 

"No, please, l'II be fine. I can't be so rude as to leave rny guests. But 

could I ask you to cary these dishes back for me?" She points at the refilled 

platters. "I can't handle them." 

"Say no more," F ranya says brightly and disappears back into the dining 

room. 

Jeanette takes a small container out of her jean skirt pocket and from it 

shakes two small pills into her hand. One at a tirne she places each pill at the 

back of her tongue, takes a quick slug of water and swallows repeatedly. She 

just doms the second pill when Malcolm calls out, "Honey! Bring some more 

wine, will you?" 

Four bottles for a group of seven isn't excessive, she thinks, but Judi has 

already had four glasses. She thinks about taking the sparkling grape juice out 

of the fridge, but instead curls her hand around the crinkle-wrapped neck of the 

wine bottle. When Jeanette retums to the table, Judi pours herself a fifth glass, 

but despite the wine, she doesn't show any effects-her cheeks are still pale, 

her hand steady, her voice lively but not frenetic. Jeanette would be close to 

passed out after that much wine, but then, those who indulge more often would 

grow immune to the alcohol. 

"Did the two of you have a nice anniversary?'she asks the minister and 

his wife, attempting to engage Reverend Saville. 

"Delightful, thank you," he answers. Ellen clutches his am, leans toward 

Jeanette and half-whispers, 'YOU should see the bottle of perïurne he gave me! 

Here, smell, I'm wearing some right now." She holds out her wrist to Jeanette. 
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'That's beautiful, Ellen. What is it ~al led?~ 

"Oh, I noticed your perfume," Judi breaks in, "Chypre, isn't it? That's a 

lovely scent for everyday-not too showy." 

A beat of silence passes. Ellen pulls her arm back slowly, twisting her 

wrist and cradling her elbow. 

"Ah, you've been married twenty-five years now?" Jeanette says hurriedly. 

Ellen jumps at the question eagerly. "Thirty, dear. And we're finally going 

to own our own home. I tell you, I can't wait to start decorating." 

'You're pretty lucky to stay together that long," says Judi, lightly balancing 

her wine glass in her fingers. 

'Yes, we have much to thank the Lord for," Ellen replies softly. 

"Of course that's no guarantee," continues Judi. "My mother lives in 

Halifax and my father in Penticton. He told me if I ever wanted to get married 

he'd give me the rnoney to elope so he wouldn't have to see my mother again." 

"Judi, how terrible for you," Ellen says, a frown line appearing between 

her thin eye-brows. 

Judi sips her wine. "Not really. I doubt l'II ever marry anyway, I couidn't 

stand having a man in my face al1 the time." 

Ellen and Jeanette exchange looks and busy themselves with their 

lukewann soup. 

Jeanette suggested a Maundy Thursday service to the Worship 

Committee back in January-she envisioned tables set up in the fellowship hall, 

a row of chairs and basins along one wall, hymns Sung by candlelight. The 

wmrnittee raised many objections, saying that there were already several 
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intense services on Easter weekend that required planning, and that many 

congregation members would be uncornfortable washing the feet of people they 

didn't know. 

Secretly Jeanette rejoiced at keeping the ritual to herself, but she 

understood their reservations. She learned the intimacy of feet five years ago, 

when her daughter Karenna complained about a persistent scab on her toe 

which turned out to be a wart. Every evening for h o  months Jeanette had her + 

daughter lie on the bed while she held her foot in her lap and treated the wart, 

peeling off the old bandage and cleaning her toe with nail polish rernover to take 

off the adhesive, carefully cutting away the dead skin with a small scalpel blade, 

then dabbing on the acidic paste with a cotton swab and putting on a new 

bandage. Karenna endured the procedure in silence-she had reached the 

stage where she wanted to keep her body away from her mother, locking the 

door when she changed, washing her hair herself, clipping her own fingemails. 

But even so Jeanette was able to hold her daughtets small foot in her hand, 

doctoring her toe cautiously so as not to start any bleeding. 

After dessert, Jeanette invites everyone to move to the living room. She 

has spread a towel over the carpet at the foot of a large amchair and placed on 

the towel a metal mixing bowl filled with w a m  water. 

The guests wait quietly while Jeanette arranges the clean towels over the 

arm of the chair, then stands in the archway with her Bible and the litany on a 

scrap of paper. 

'You shall love the Lord your God with al1 your heart, and with al1 your 

soul, and with al1 your rnind," she says, her voice faint as though she can't draw 
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enough breath. "This is the greatest and first commandment. And a second is 

like it: You shall love your neighbour as yourself." 

Then she reads from her card. "As you feel led, please corne and wash 

your brother or sister's feet. Then sit in the chair while another does the same." 

She looks about the room and. realizes someone should begin, but that her 

guests should be senred before herself. "Reverend Saville, will you take the 

seat first?" she asks. 

He nods, rubs his palms on his thighs and then rises and crosses to the 

chair, settling himself carefully with one foot on either sida of the water bowl. 

Jeanette considers waiting, to see if anyone else ventures up, willing to be the 

first to wash, but she doesn't want to make the minister uncornfortable. lnstead 

she lets herself down on her knees in front of the basin and drapes a towel over 

her lap. Washing Douglas' feet will be an honour for her, like a gift she can 

return him, a nod to the closeness they had when she was church secretary. 

She unties his shoelaces, slips his wingtips off and rolls down the ribbed socks, 

tucking them into the rnouths of the shoes. 

Jeanette is glad she has her back to everyone. Douglas' toenails are 

thick and yellow, with cracks running down them. Jeanette wonders whether 

Ellen has to cut them for him. With one hand behind each ankle, she lifts 

Douglas' feet and swivels them into the basin. Keeping his feet immersed, she 

rubs the skin briskly with her hands, going over each toe, the bal1 of the ankle 

bone. the calloused heel. The wine must be going to her heabher  cheeks and 

neck prickle with heat. Planning this ceremony, she had pidured herself 

lingering over the washing, like a nurse giving a sponge bath to a grateful 

patient, but now she just wants to be finished. Sprigs of water fall ont0 the towel. 
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Her thumbs can feel below the skin, large tubes of veins, pulpy flesh on the pads 

of his toes. She shudders involuntarily when her fingers bnish the tufts of wiry 

hair just above his ankles, thick hair like a monkey's. 

At Iast Jeanette allows herself to be finished, [ifts out each foot and dries 

it vigorously, the friction removing flakes of dead skin that powder the plush 

towel. Saville stands awkwardly. trying to avoid the basin, and balances on one 

foot to pull his socks on. One sock catches on a sharp toenail, Jeanette sees 

the hole it makes as Saville tugs harder. Jeanette can't quite bring herself to 

look into his face, and keeps her head bowed as Saville gives her a rough one- 

arrned hug. 

Jeanette pushes the memory of those sharp, bony feet out of her mind as 

she takes the chair-Franya will wash hers and that will be as blessed and 

comforting as when her mother used to bnish her hair out at night. Her pulse 

flutters and her mouth goes dry, looking over at Franya, but before her friend 

can stand up, a puuled, down-tumed look crosses her face. She's watching 

Judi, who is already on the floor in front of Jeanette, rolling up the blousy 

sleeves of her chemise. 

That can't be right. They only just started, Judi should be hesitant, 

waiting for the othen, the ones who belong here. She can't know what to do. 

Jeanette has an instinct to pull her feet away, the way she would at the pool if 

the water were too cold, but she lets Judi slip off her heels. The prospect of 

Franya's attentions has condensed into a cold lump in her stomach. 

Jeanette remembered to Wear kneehighs instead of pantyhose under her 

skirt, but before she can roll them down Judi reaches boldfy up her calf and does 

it herself, whisks the nylon socks over Jeanette's ankles and leaves them in 
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bundles next to the basin. Jeanette would have tucked them away in her pocket. 

She looks down at the twists of gray hair that swarm around Judi's crown and 

braces for the woman's touch on her feet. A band of pressure builds across 

Jeanette's forehead. 

Sock lint swarms in the basin. Jeanette doesn't expect the water to be 

cold, she's just had her hands in it, but when Judi lowers her feet in the basin, 

she gets goosebumps up her legs. She watches Judi's rings catch the light as 

she lifts Jeanette's foot deftly, passes it frorn hand to hand, nibbing the fatigued, 

creased soles. Judi doesn't just wash, she does strange, new things with her 

hands and fingers, things she must have picked up in the East. She presses a 

thurnbnail up the tender centre of her foot and Jeanette feels the twinge right to 

her knee. She rocks her knuckles from Jeanette's heel to the bal1 of her foot, 

bends and loosens the toes, patters her fingers lightly over the skin. Almost 

against her will, Jeanette's feet begin to glow comfortably, tension falling from 

the muscles like water. Her feet feel so srnall, held captive in Judi's large, 

supple hands. 

No hug when she's finished, but Judi pats her shoulder. "1 hope that 

helps, you look a bit tired," she says quietly. 

Jeanette nods stiffiy and slips her damp feet into her heels. Her stomach 

aches hollowly, and her forehead tightens. She takes a seat on the sofa, her 

feet sticking to the inside of her shoes. She expects she will have to see Franya 

wash Judi's feet-which makes sense, after all, Judi is Franya's guest. Still, she 

would rather not. 

But instead, her own husband goes to Judi. Malcolm. A light smile on his 

face. 
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Jeanette watches through eyes pulled half-closed by the amplifying pain 

in her head, as her husband kneels and removes Judi's thick-soled boots, her 

wool socks-gently, as though they are sacred objects. Her toenails are painted 

red, and there is a silver ring around one toe. Judi settles back, stretching her 

amis out on the arms of the chair. When her mushroom feet are exposed, 

Malcolm rolls up her pant legs, lins her feet reverently into the basin of water 

and begins wiping one foot delicately with his palm, holding the heel cupped in 

his hand. He lets water cascade out of his hand over Judi's foot as though he 

were baptizing her. Judi half-smiles serenely, eyes following his hands. Without 

a splash he lowers the left foot down into the water and, retrieving the right from 

its resting place on the bottorn of the bowl, repeats the ritual. So studied and 

intimate is Malcolm's rnanner that Jeanette can hardly bear to watch as he slowly 

wipes the thin veinous skin on top, the arch undemeath, circling each toe, going 

over every inch of skin in methodical parallel strokes. 

Malcolm takes a clean towel and brings Judi's foot, dripping wet, into his 

lap, folds the towel around it and tubs drops of water into its absorbent nap, 

using his index finger to work the cloth into the spaces between her toes. 

Jeanette can't bear much more, her head is so painful even her eyelashes 

ache. Unnoticed in a dark corner of the couch she curls up, closes her eyes and 

lies still, trying relax the muscles in her eyetids. She is hardly aware of the rest 

of the foot-washing, hearing only the occasional splash of the water, a few low 

rnunnurs. When she realizes that everyone has left the living room quietly, 

Jeanette stretches prostrate on the couch, unable to see her guests to the door. 



S E S S I O N  

Reverend Saville takes a cal1 from his real estate agent just before 

walking over to the church. The appraiser won't have his report ready for the 

closing in two days' time. Saville has to decide whether to wait for the appraisal 

or go ahead with the closing and risk paying too much for the house-he won't 

have another chance to gel reimbursernent from the seller for any repairs that 

have to be made. He tells the real estate agent he will cal1 her back after the 

Session meeting. 

The tables in the Session room have been rearranged again. Saville 

pulls three tables into a U-shape, then positions a fourth at its head for himself 

and the clerk. He saw Robin's car in the lot as he came in, which means she's 

already in the kitchen getting coffee, so he seats himself and opens his portfolio 

to review the meeting's agenda. He admires the strong, even hand of his 

pencilled notes, thinks of more comments to write so he can enjoy the sharp 

graphite scratch. 

Saville makes eight-pointed asterisks next to the items he guesses will 

entail the most discussion: the new hymnbooks, the suggestion from 

Presbyterian Women to combine with the group at St. Andreds, the sale of the 

rnanse. He draws a neat double-shafted arrow beneath the item "Minister's 

Report" and writes in pastoral care: casseroles. He adds feathers to the tail of 

the arrow, sharpens the point. The mechanical pencil's tip has been wom at an 

angle; when he rotates the pencil in his fingers he gets a more precise edge. 

Beside the item "Children and Communion" he makes two columns, yes and no. 

He puts Robin and Josef on the yes side; Knox and Gerald on the no. Miss 
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Bentler and Malcolm go below, in the middle. God forbid he should have to 

make a deciding vote. 

Gerald Humphreys arrives and sets up next to Saville, clanking his 

thermos on the table. Gerald's wife won't let him drink cuffee anymore, with his 

kidney problems, so ha brings a flask of heated soy milk flavoured with carob 

powder, which Gerald says tastes slightly better than a barium enema. 

"You getting any fishing in this spring?" Saville asks Gerald, clicking the 

point of his pencil out and pushing it back in. 

"Pipe dreams, that's al1 that rod and reel are to me. I've completely 

missed bass season four years ninning. This meeting is the only thing that gets 

me out of the greenhouse, so you better make it good." 

The rattling in the hallway could be Robin with the coffee tray, but instead 

Malcolm Sanderson cornes in with Helen Bentler on his am. 

"Don't tell me you're in a wheelchair, Miss Bentler!" Saville exclaims, 

rising from his seat to corne around and assist her. 

"Oh, I can walk still, it's the standing and waiting that gets me. Waiting for 

the alevator, waiting for the taxi. My calves go numb and my knees start to 

burn." 

"No excuse for being late to church when she c m  park in the 

handicapped spot, eh Rev?" says Malcolm. 

"Oh you!" She swats at Malcolm coyly. 

Elizabeth Newcurnb, their interim minister, enten so quietly Saville 

doesn't notice her until he hears the scrape of her chair on the carpet. She has 

taken Knox Colquhoun's usual spot, just to the left of Gerald. Her head bent to 

fish her notebook out of her purse, Saville notices a small silver barrette beneath 
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her pony tail, to tame the stray hair at the nape of her neck. His daughter had 

one just Iike it when she was Young. 

Finally Robin cornes in with the coffee, cream and sugar, a tablecloth 

hung over her am. She fills cups and passes them around the table, along with 

the cream and sugar on a little silver tray. Saville has asked her to do this 

because the room is so small; there isn't space for them al1 to get up and crowd 

around the coffee thermoses. 

Miss Bentler and Robin start buuing when Josef arrives, complimenting 

him on his performance in The King and 1 at the Grand Theatre. The 

Presbyterian Women arranged to go together the previous F riday and filled an 

entire row in the orchestra section. Saville wished his wife well but did not 

attend himself; he prefers Puccini to Rodgers and Hammerstein. He must 

remember to ask his son to purchase some opera tickets-he'd like to see Aida 

during their visit out west. 

Eventually Knox Colquhoun bursts in and begins squeezing his way past 

chairs to his usual seat. "Sorry to hold you up, folks, I got gabbing to my 

daughter in Peterborough," he says. Saville wonders if there is a sou1 left in the 

wngregation who does not know about Knox's daughter in Peterborough. 

Knox stops short when he sees Elizabeth in his seat. He brings his head 

up and looks helplessly for an empty chair. He must cross to the other side of 

the room to get to it. Pinned between the wall and the table, he attempts to 

retreat surreptitiously, but knocks Josef in the head with his dog-eared notebook. 

While he stniggles, Robin clears her throat and asks brightly if anyone 

needs her to do some last minute photocopying, but tonight everyone is 

prepared. 



When Knox begins the Board of Managers report, Saville places a thumb 

and finger on his brows, slowly brings them together untii they meet at the bridge 

of his nose. He expects the sale of the manse will be the first agenda item, but 

Knox begins with how privileged they are to have the Reverend Elizabeth 

Newcomb with them for her first Session meeting, how fortunate they are that the 

Reverend Newcomb consented to join their congregation for a year, how much 

they are looking forward to her preaching and ministry. Elizabeth nods 

acknowledgernent, and a few curls escape from her barrette. Saville draws a 

snaking arrow down the margin of the agenda, begins shading the curves. 

Finally Knox reads out the motion regarding the manse in his slow, 

weathered voice, pausing at the ends of phrases as though he expects them to 

write down each word: "WHEREAS the congregation of Calvin Park 

Presbyterian Church no longer wishes to maintain a minister's residence at 518 

Van Order Drive . . . but rather pay the minister a housing allowance . . . and 

WHEREAS the minister of Calvin Park Presbyterian Church, the Reverend 

Douglas Saville . . . is agreeable to this arrangement . . . the congregation of 

Calvin Park Presbyterian Church requests permission from the Presbytery of 

Kingston . . . to negotiate the sale of 518 Van Order Drive." 

"1 thought the motion would be more convoluted than that," Gerald 

Hurnphreys says, digging a finger into the folds of his ear. 

Knox crosses his a n s  and reclines in his chair. "Nope. I got this one 

from the Clerk at St. Columba's in Belleville, they sold their manse five years 

ago." 
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Saville raps his pencil on the table. "Could I have a seconder before we 

begin to discuss the motion?'he says. Helen brings her hand up out of her lap 

and gives Saville a royal wave. "Seconded, Helen Bentler. Go on, Gerald." 

"Well, snouldn't we at least Say something about getting a good price for 

it? We're not just going to let it go to the first buyer who cornes along," Gerald 

retorts. Even though she sits next to him, Elizabeth Newcomb doesn't look at 

Gerald when he speaks. lnstead she watches Knox intently, her eyes on his 

face as he stwggles to keep from intempting Gerald. 

"But then there's the problem of how long it takes to sell," Knox bursts out 

the moment Gerald stops speaking. "Once the Reverend moves out we're 

paying housing allowance plus covering the mortgage. When's your closing 

date, Reverend?" 

The question catches him off-guard. How does Knox know he's already 

negotiated a closing date? "At the moment?" he asks, stalling. Perhaps he 

should keep his arrangements to hirnself. They might think he's trying to force 

them into an early sale. But he decides there's no use in trying to hide anything. 

"July twenty-fifth," he answers fimly. 

Gerald shakes his head. "But we have to balance the loss we might take 

on the house with the extra mortgage payments we'd make. I move that we add 

the words fair market value to the end of the motion," he says, and begins 

recording his amendment. 

"Seconder?" asks Saville. "Seconded, Malcolm McPhadden," he says for 

Gerald's benefit. "Discussion of the motion to amend?" 

"If we're going to Say fair market value we ought to put a time limit on it," 

says Knox. "Six months." 
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"Let's not restrict ourselves." Gerald leans forward on his elbows, waving 

his pen in Knox's direction. 'The important thing is getting the best price we can, 

weighed against the mortgage payments. I think a prudent, speedy sale is 

implied in the phrase fair market value." 

"Not to me it isn't," says Knox. "1 move we insert the phrase within a six 

monfh period after the fair market value amendment." 

No one offers to second Knox's amendment to the amendment, and 

Saville has to go through the tedious process of asking for a seconder three 

times before the motion is withdrawn. Knox looks pointedly at Robin white 

Saville waits for someone to respond, but she is picking lint from the elbow of 

her sweater. Defeated, Knox folds his hands and snuffles and Saville quickly 

calls the Session to a vote on Gerald's amendment, which passes unanimously 

except for Knox's abstention. 

Saville notices a painful lump of muscle near the base of his spine and 

grinds his thumb into it. He decides to cal1 Ellen from his office during the break 

and let her know the sale of the manse will go ahead. His hand slips into his 

pocket and finds his office key on the crowded ring. Hidden in the folds of his 

pocket. he rubs his thurnb distractedly across the teeth of the key so sharply that 

it grows numb. 

Saville assumes Knox will be finished now, but he continues. Mailboxes. 

He thinks the church ought to construct some shelving to hold minutes and 

correspondence instead of leaving things in envelopes spread on a card table in 

the narthex for people to shuffie through. 
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'Yes," says Helen Bentler. She stops to cough hoarsely, fist to her 

rnouth. "1 can never find rny sheets; that table gets to be such a mess." She 

spits phlegm into a tissue and tucks the bundle back into her sleeve. 

Averting his eyes, Saville says, "1 could have Samara straighten the 

envelopes every day." 

"But i l s  on Sunday that we have the problem, people crowded around the 

table, paper falling off. A few weeks ago someone spilled coffee over 

everything. That should not happen. Never." Knox raps the table vehemently, 

shaking his head. 

"But how do we decide who gets a mailbox?" asks Gerald. "We can't 

give one to everyone in the church." 

"Session members should get one for sure," says Robin, pulling her skirt 

down ovet her knees. 

'That's the easy part," says Gerald, tuming to face Saville. He doesn't 

notice Robin staring at him, but continues. YVhat about committee members? 

They're changing al1 the time. Do we have a general mailbox for each committee 

so people can retrieve things from there? That might work, but if we're only 

going to have ten or twelve slots, why build a shelving unit, why not just buy one 

of those metal sorting units from an office supply store?' 

"Cost, for one thing," retorts Knox. "Durability, flexibility, expandability. 

What if we want wider openings? What if we have to add another tier a few 

years down the road?" 

Saville flips his agenda over and makes small, thoughtful notes, in the 

lower corner so Gerald won't see what he's writing. He tries to decide belween 

his green nylon shell and his corduroy barn jacket. He looks up at Gerald, who 
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is speaking again. Will the wind off the coast be worse than the chill in the 

mountains? He really shouldn't let the two of them go on like this. He uncaps 

his eraser and nibs out overshoes and writes in galoshes. Last tirne he visited 

his son in Port Albemi he decided not to bring his galoshes and niined a 

hundred dollar pair of runners. 

"Knox, I don't think this really qualifies as Session work," Saville breaks 

in, flipping his agenda over decisively and sitting foiward. 'Take it back to the 

Board of Managers and present us with a more detailed proposal to discuss at 

the next meeting." 

"But we'd like to have them finished before the end of the summer, 

Moderator," Knox says, holding up his palrn as though to stop Saville from 

cutting him off. "Going back to the board would mean six months of delay." 

The minister sighs. "Then can we have a motion to allow the Board of 

Managers permission to go ahead with this project at their discretion?" 

They wrap up the Board of Managers report and move to the Worship 

Cornmittee. They discuss new collars for the choir robes and then Josef 

introduces a more controversial topic. 

"Moderator, I'm aware that the church may not be ready for a change in 

the policy, or rather lack of policy, regarding children at communion," Josef 

begins, "but I feel I owe it to my own children to at least test the waters. In the 

Worship Comrnittee we have had some fruitful discussion on this topic, and we 

are prepared to present several options to the Session for its consideration." 

Chin resting on his fists, Saville smiles at Josef and gives an occasional 

nod. Saville has already read the Worship Cornmittee's suggestions in the 

minutes of their last meeting, which Josef brought to him a few days ago so he 
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could prepare for the Session discussion. The Book of Forms says children can 

be admitted to the Lord's Table, since al1 who have been baptized are welcome, 

but Saville knows that getting Session approval for any new policy won't be 

easy. When Josef came to him several weeks before to ask whether it was 

worth the effort to seek permission for his children to take communion, Saville 

didn't Say no. But he did tell Josef that supporting such a radical change would 

make people more wary of him. Further down the road, he said, Josef would 

meet more resistance to other changes he wanted for worship, such as having 

instrumental soloists play for the prelude and offertory, or having lay people do a 

drarnatic reading of the Scripture passage. Apparently Josef has decided to go 

ahead and make waves. 

Josef proposes several options for a policy on children at communion, 

and Saville jots them down as he listens: 

7) do nothing-no children at communion 

2) parents c m  keep chil. out of SS for cornm. 

3) communion in Sunday school, al1 chil. get served 

4) comm. before chil. leave for SS-parents control whether they partake 

The minister draws a circle around the numeral 2, but once he completes it he 

doesn't want to take his pend off the page, so he continues to darken the circle, 

eventually straying off his original path and spiralling out. 

Burdened silence follows Josefs explanation of the four options, and the 

roomful of elders reminds Saville of a boxing ring before either fighter has 

thrown a punch. He can see Knox twisting his mouth, Gerald's shoulders 

gathered around his ne& Robin smiles to herself wryly. Saville decides to 

throw up a decoy for them to shoot at to gel things started. 
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"Regarding the third option you rnentioned, Josef," he says, "it seems to 

me that if we serve communion in Sunday school then the church is making the 

decision about the age at which children take the sacrament, by choosing which 

classes will or won't. And we're limiting the parents' control over their children's 

participation, since they wouldn't be present." He leans back to avoid the 

crossfire. 

"We could set the age high enough so there wouldn't be any 

disagreement, Say at age ten. And younger children could join the adults in the 

sanctuary," says Josef. 

Saville decides that the noise Gerald makes in response is definitely a 

guffaw. "1 hardly think you'd have universal agreement on age tan," the Clark 

says. 

Robin puts her hand on Helen Bentleh a m  and says confidentially, "1 

went to an Anglican service in Toronto where al1 the children took communion. I 

even saw a wornan dip her finger into the cup and put it in her baby's mouth." 

'That's ridiculous," says Knox. "l'm sorry, but that's totally ridiculous." He 

swivels in his chair as if the next remark like that will prompt him to leave the 

room. 

"Not if you believe that baptized children are covenant memben." Robin 

removes her hand from Miss Bentler's a m  and her tone becomes steely. 'Their 

membership isn't based on their knowledge or acceptance of baptism, so why 

should their participation in communion be?' 

Saville stirs his lukewarm wffee and leaves the spoon in the cup while he 

drinks, looking at Robin over the rim. He raises his eyebrows at her and she 

dimples in acknowledgernent. 
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"But the sacrament can't be taken Iightly!" exctaims Gerald. "Yeu have to 

prepare yourself, confess your sins and forgive others. Does a three-year-old 

child even know what a sin is?" 

Robin laughs. "When I was three and emptied a bottle of talcum powder 

al1 over the living room carpet, I had the sense to hide in the closet!" 

"Moderator," Josef interjects, bringing a leg up to rest on his knee, "I 

began taking communion in rny parents' church when I was five years old, and I 

knew that the ceremony was not the same as cookies and juice at snack time. 

Ourchildren don? get to see us taking c o m m u n i o ~ s  though they're not even 

worthy of that." 

"lt's clear there are many ways of looking at the meaning of the children's 

involvement in communion," intemipts Saville, "but remember we are not making 

personal judgements, we are a Session." He looks around the table, sees Helen 

Bentler gazing at him calmly. "Miss Bentler, might you have a solution for us?" 

She nods cordially, folds her deeply creased hands in front of her. 

'Vie rnust put it to a congregational vote," she says firmly. "Only one of 

us here has children who would be affected; we're hardly a representative 

group." 

"But we do represent the wngregation; we're authorized to act on their 

behalf," Knox protests, hands on hips. 

"Not if we don't know their wishes on a wntentious issue. Just because 

we grew up with baptism classes and taking communion at eighteen doesn't 

mean that's the only right way to do things," she replies, looking down at him 

throug h half-lidded eyes. 
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"A wise suggestion, Miss Bentler." Saville resumes the helm. "Could we 

have a motion to that affect?He hears a few mumbled comments from Knox 

but the motion passes without protest. 

They go on with the Christian Education report, feedback from elder visits. 

In the middle of a discussion on a retirement gift for the minister from Amherst 

Island, Saville realizes he ought to get Knox Colquhoun to go over to the new 

house with him, do a walkaround appraisal. He's been caretaker at the church 

long enough to recognize a leaky roof or a cracked foundation. He writes Knox 

appr. on his agenda, draws a box around the K and decorates it with vines and 

dots like a capital on an illuminated manuscript. 

A hour and a half into their meeting, the elders are so far along in their 

agenda that they decide to plough ahead rather than have a break. Savitle 

suggests, however, that they take a minute to stretch, refill their coffee cups and 

visit the rest room. Several of the elders stand, chatting, but Saville remains 

seated until the crush clears from the door, squaring up his agenda papers by  

aligning the bottom edge on the table. Getting home before eleven would be 

nice, he thinks. 

Looking down at his papers, Saville isntt the first to see the wornan corne 

in. When he notices the elders have stopped talking, he looks up and sees a 

large bundle of clothes blocking the door. Oh no, he thinks, not again. How did 

she get in this tirne? 

"Are you g-givin' out money tonight?" the woman stammers, wiping her 

hand under her nose. A dirty black satchel stuffed with rags and papers makes 

up part of the bulk filling the doorway. The woman nimmages in the satchel with 

a swollen hand and holds up a cracked card. "1 can sh-show you my social 
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security. I got social security." She looks around the room expectantly, her 

cheeks oily and shining. 

Saville can feel the elders looking at him, waiting to see what he'll do. 

There are times he wishes that he wasn't always counted on to take the initiative 

just because he draws a salary. 

"And what do you need the money for this time?" he asks briskly, tapping 

his papers on the table. 

The woman takes off her toque and scratches her head. Her short dull 

hair sticks out in al1 directions. "1 need m-money for tampons. I got rny period 

right now, eh?" 

What a conniver, Saville thinks. He feels the tips of his ean redden. "ltm 

sorry, we're not giving any money out tonight," he says, "Knox here will show you 

out." He nods in the caretakets direction, but Knox makes no move. He is 

watching Elizabeth, who has placed her purse on the table in front of her and 

digs near the bottom for something. 

'Wait," she says to the woman, standing up and inching behind the other 

chairs to the door. "l've got ten dollars hem, that should be enough, don't you 

think?" She presses the crumpled bill in the woman's hand, whose bloated pink 

fingers close around it. Elizabeth leans closer to the woman's ear, and Saville 

wonders how she can stand the smell of unidentified rot, which has already 

drifted across the room to him. "1 have a few tampons here. let me show you to 

the bathroom," she says in a lower tone, although Saville can still hear. 

The woman's face melts, her round cheeks collapsing and her mouth 

turning down. "Aw, you're a real one, you are," she says and throws a 

bedraggled arm around Elizabeth's shoulder. 'You got a real live one here," she 
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calls to Saville, pointing at Elizabeth. Elizabeth srniles faintly and pats the 

woman's broad back, directing her out of the dooway to the bathroom. 

Savilie forgets al1 about telephoning his wife, and settles down to furious 

note-making, not even looking up when Robin offers him a second cup of wffee. 

When the hubbub dies down, and Elizabeth retums from escorting the woman 

out, Saville starts the meeting again brusquely and humes them through the rest 

of the agenda. He notices that Knox and Gerald bicker less, that no one 

challenges his motions, and once or twice Robin opens her mouth to Say 

sornething and then swallows her words. At last the only item left on the agenda 

is the Minister's Report. Although no one before him has done this, Saville 

stands up next to his chair to deliver his report. 

"Before I begin I should say, Elizabeth, that 1 mean no offense to you. As 

a newcomer to the church, you can't be aware of existing situations and the 

ways we have developed to handle them, which is precisely why we need to 

rnake clear our policy in dealing with people who ask for handouts, such as the 

woman here earlier." Elizabeth feels for the baratte at the back of her head, 

releases it and tucks the stray hairs back into its grip. staring up at Saville coolly. 

'The woman in question has interrupted our meetings on numerous 

occasions, and for that reason I have asked the last Session member arriving to 

be sure he or she locks the door behind them." Saville pointedly avoids looking 

at Knox; he doesn't intend to name names. "Clearly this woman has decided 

that Calvin Park Presbyterian Church is a soft touch, and she will continue to 

retum. Difkult as it may be to suppress our impulse to give the woman a few 

dollars, that's what we must do so long as we have no way of ensuring that the 

money does some benefit. She wuld spend that ten dollars you gave her on 
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drugs or alcohol, Elizabeth. Then you've actually worsened her problems rather 

than alleviating them. Better to support the organizations that are able to 

provide follow-up such as the Salvation Anny shelter or the food bank and to put 

these individuals in touch with social agencies, than to throw money into a 

sinkhole." 

Elizabeth laces her fingers together and rests her clasped fist on the 

table. "Could you tell me, Reverend Saville, whether the food bank provides 

feminine hygiene products?" 

"Do you think that was really her problem?" 

"1 know for a fact that it was." 

"Regardless, I do not wish this church to play the dupe to every con artist 

short of beer money." He throws his pencil clattering on the table. "1 receive 

several calls every week, people wanting bus fare out of town, men behind on 

their car payments, women asking for money for diapers or formula. We are 

simply not capable of filling every request, and we have no way of judging which 

are genuine, so our only alternative is to turn down everyone. Could I have a 

motion to forrnalize this policy?" 

Out of the corner of his eye, Saville sees a hand flutter for his attention. 

Malcolm McPhadden, who has been sitting next to him al1 evening, waits for 

Saville to acknowledge him before speaking. 

"lt seems to me that if I want to throw money away on people who ask for 

it, that's my decision," Malcolm says, pulling at the beard hair on his chin. 

"Some might consider it cruel to tum away everyone for the sake of a few bad 

apples. If someone has become desperate enough to ask strangers for money, 

I'rn inclined to believe they really need help. I rather imagine that woman didn't 
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find it easy to Say what her problem was, in front of a room of men she doesn't 

know from Adam." 

At this, Elizabeth nods gravely and Robin flashes a challenging look at 

Saville. Quickly he glances down at his notes to bolster his argument. 

"But we aren't equipped to nin some sort of social agency. We don't have 

the training to deal with these people, many of whom have emotional or 

psychological problems, and we don't have the financial resources." He has 

wrestled with this rationale many times, every time he answers the telephone in 

the middle of dinner and has to turn down someone who wants him to drive out 

to Sydenham and pay off a grocery tab. And yet the other elders are making him 

out as some sort of Scrooge. 

"1 disagree," replies Malcolm, his lips reddening as he speaks. "1 move 

that we set up a special fund, separate from the general budget, so that 

members of the congregation can contribute specifically to helping such people, 

if they so choose. The fund could be administered at the ministeh discretion, 

although you would be encouraged to help everyone who came to you if money 

allowed, Reverend Saville." 

"l'II second," Robin jumps in. 

Saville looks at Gerald, waiting for him to raise a minor point of objection, 

but he scribbles frantically, holding up his hand for the elders to slow down so he 

can record everything. Another argument cornes into Saville's mind, and he 

picks up his pencil to jot down the thought before he forgets, but when he 

attempts to write nothing appean on the p a g d h e  lead broke off when he 

threw the pencil on the table. 
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Savil!e puts two chalky aspirin tablets on his tongue and belts back 

several mouthfuls of water, grimacing at the vinegar taste of the pills. The short 

walk from the church to the manse hasn't cleared his stuffy head, and he'll be 

lucky to get to sleep by midnight or one. 

"So? How was it?" Ellen asks, fetching her night-gown from beneath the 

pillow. 

"Tedious as usual. Would you mind just rubbing my temples for a 

minute?" He takes her hands and puts them just where the pain is beating 

against the inside of his head. Her fingers are cool and she begins rubbing right 

away, kneeling behind him on the bed. 

"That woman came in again, rernember that homeless woman, who's 

always asking for money? I don't know why she wanders into this 

neighbourhood, we're a long walk from downtown." 

Ellen moves her fingertips in smaller, tighter circles. "Oh, I meant to tell 

you I've seen her. She's been coming by during Presbyterian Women lately, 

and we let her sit down and give her coffee." 

Saville twists around to look at her. "So you're the ones wholve been 

encouraging her." 

Ellen doesn't flinch. "She's not hurting anyone," she says calmly. 

"1 know, I know, it's just-" he tums back, slump-shouldered, "1 tried to 

deal with the problem at Session tonight and no one would back me up." 

"Wait. Start at the beginning. What did you do with hep Did anything 

happen?" 
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"Well, Knox forgot to lock the door behind him, so she wandered in about 

half-way through the meeting and announced that she wanted money for, you 

k n o w h ,  what did Elizabeth cal1 it?' 

"What? She wasn't asking for drugs, was she?" 

"No, no, ah, what they cal1 it in commercial+sanitary something. No. 

Feminine hyg iene products. That's it. Feminine hyg iene products." 

You  mean she wanted pads?" 

"No, those other things. The tube-shaped ones." 

'Tampons." 

"Right." 

He falls silent. Ellen has moved from his temples to his neck, and he can 

feel her fingen scratching against the short hair at his nape. The top of his head 

is glowing wanly. 

"So," she prompts. "What then?" 

"Oh, we got her some." He sighs and closes his eyes. "1 wasn't about to 

give her any money, but asking for something like that, she had us backed into a 

corner. It would have looked bad if we'd just sent her off. But I wanted to do 

something about it, otherwise we're just going to keep getting harassed. I think 

the best policy would be to get people in touch with social agencies but not to 

give out any money ourselves. But that was scuttled by Malcolm. He wants a 

special fund so we can shell out to anyone who cornes to the door. So now 

that's what we've got." 

"It doesn't sound like a bad idea, Douglas. Why is it bothering you?" She 

digs into the shoulder with the knuckle of one finger, working at a knot. 
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"No, I suppose it's not that bad. Anyway, I'm leaving, so they'll have to go 

through the trouble of implementing it." 

He feels sleepy enough now from the massage, but his wife shows no 

signs of giving up soon, so he stays put. 

"What do you think of Elizabeth?" he asks her, arching his back under her 

hands. "Does she seem at all. I don't know, forward to you?" 

"Not really. I get the impression she's a little shy, actually. What are you 

getting at?" 

"Well, she's Young, it's her first call, I can see her getting al1 enthusiastic 

and messing about with things." 

"Oh, don't be silly." 

"No, Ellen, I'm serious. What if I get back and the church has gone off in 

another direction?" 

Ellen climbs off the bed. 'What are you saying? You don't want to go?" 

He shrugs. 'You remember what happened to Dick Osborne? He left for 

a year and when he came back the congregation just about forced him to take 

another call, and then they hired the interim minister who'd been waiting in the 

wings." 

"Douglas, al1 of the arrangements are made already. Besides, you need a 

year off to get your book finished." 

"1 know." He's too tired to argue with her. 

"Do you want a cold cloth for your head?" she asks. 

Saville just nods. 
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"Lie down and l'II get it for you." She moves into the bathroom and he 

swivels, lies back on the bed and works his feet down between the cool sheets. 

Then Ellents voice cornes back at him. 

"Did you cal1 the real estate agent about the appraisal, Douglas?" 

He murnbles something. 

"What? I can't hear you," she calls over the whirr of the bathroom fan. 

"No, dammit, l'II do it tomorrow," he shouts, and pulls the pillow over his 

head. 



The carpeting in the narthex is showing its collection of lint: pieces of 

thread and hair, flakes of skin sloughed off during hand-shaking, the grave1 dust 

of the parking lot. But Knox Colquhoun can vacuum any time. He still has four 

days between now and Sunday. Today he will tackle the bank of windows in the 

sanctuary. Anyone can vacuum, but how many people know how to re-glaze a 

window pane? Knox taught himself a few years ago, during a spate of vandalism 

when every one of the downstairs and office windows was cracked or broken 

over several months, and he saved the church a tidy sum by doing the repairs 

himself. Vacuuming will keep the narthex tidy for a day or two, but reglazing will 

replace the flaking, mildewed caulking and keep the windows looking good for 

months. He may even sand down the sills and give them a new coat of paint. 

As soon as Knox and his grandson arrived on their bicycles that morning, 

Sam scurried off to make his rounds. Knox has only been bringing Sam to work 

with him for a week or so, and already he has stumbled over a few of the boy's 

secret hidesuts-the crawl-space over the narthex, which Sam calls the attic; 

the narrow hallway with a short flight of steps between the minister's study and 

the sanctuary-who knows how many more cubby-holes he has discoverad. 

Knox visits the kitchen first, to wllect and fiil his coffee cup from the pot 

kept perking by the secretary, Samara. Dried water stains dot the alurninurn 

countertop next to the coffee pot, and the floor needs sweeping. Tornorrow the 

Presbyterian Women are hosting a luncheon; they always leave the kitchen 

immaculate. Knox decides that the windows will wait until after his coffee. He 
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wanders upstairs and sits across from Samara's alcove office, hooking his leg up 

on one thigh and resting the cup on his knee. 

When he and his daughter planned Sam's visit, Knox suspected he would 

have to give up his morning coffee break so that he could get his work done in 

half a day. But when he hunted Sam down at noon on the first day, the boy 

asked, "Why do we have to go home so soon?" 

"I thought you'd want to bicycle to the park this afternoon, or play catch 

with your granddad. You're not getting any Sun, sneaking around in the 

basement al1 day." Knox rubbed the length of his finger against his short 

moustache. 

"l'd rather stay here instead," Sam said, looking away. 

"Eh? Well, suit yourself. But we've got to go back for lunch. Fetch your 

coat now." You never knew what a kid wants, Knox thought. Lina used to corne 

along whenever he offered to take her swimrning or ice-skating, back Men he 

was working days at the church and nights in the medical arts building, cleaning 

doctors' and chiropractors' suites. 

Sam took his hand as they walked out to get their b i c y c l e ~ n  apologetic 

gesture? Knox wondered. 

"After supper, though, wuld we go to the library, Granddad?" Sam asked, 

swinging their joined ans.  

"1 suppose we could do that, young man. But under no circumstances are 

you to read or borrow any of those books. Libraries are just for show, you 

know." Knox kept his face stem until Sam began to laugh. 
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"Hey, Reverend. Coffee's high-octane this moming," Knox calls, raising 

his cup in salute when the minister arrives. "Good for jump-starting your 

engine." 

. Reverend Saville retums his greeting with a nod, hand busy unbuttoning 

his trenchcoat. "How's that grandson of yours doing? I hardly caught a glimpse 

of him all last week," Saville asks. 

Rising and ambling towards the minister, Knox replies, "He's like a 

spooked rabbit-scrambles off as soon as we get here and only the occasional 

sighting until it's time to go home. I don't know how he occupies himself, 

although he does have a pile of books the length of rny arm stashed above the 

narthex." 

'You're sure itls safe for him to play up there?" Saville hangs up his coat 

and comes over to Samara's desk, picking up a few papers from his in-tray and 

paging through them. 

"There's no nails sticking out anywhere, and the floor's solid enough, if 

that's what you mean. That crawl-space is more dangerous to me than S a m  

I've cracked my head on those beams more than once, l'II tell you." Knox rubs 

his forehead and grimaces. 

"1 think we should put Sam on the payroll," Samara breaks in. 

Saville smiles down at her. "Oh yes? Why's that?" 

"Last week he folded and stuffed al1 of the Sunday bulletins for me," she 

says, handing the minister a few phone messages. "And al1 I could offer him 

was a stick of gum." 

'Yep, he's already taken quite a shine to Samara." Knox folds his arms 

and leans against the wall. 
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"While ha was folding he wanted to hear ail about my brothers and sisters 

-theif names and how old they are, what kinds of games they play. And he 

memorized everything I told him, because the next day he recited each one from 

youngest to oldest. Next he'll want to know what they al1 ate for breakfast." 

The minister smiles absently. "l'II be on the phone for a while, Samara. 

Could you take messages for me? Thanks." Saville nods farewell to Knox and 

takes the papers and messages with him into his office. 

Knox looks down and swirls his cup. The last mouthfuls of coffee chase 

each other round the bottom. 'Well, I'm empty. Suppose I'd better get 

underway." He pulls himself away from the wall and heads toward the stain. 

"1'11 be in the sanctuary if you need me," he says to Samara. "Make sure you 

holler if Sam gives you any trouble." 

Knox drove to Peterborough to pick up his grandson a week before, even 

though school wasn't out for the summer yet. He left early in the morning and 

tumed north off the highway before the Sun came up to shine in his eyes. No 

sense fighting traffic when the road was clear a few hours before sunrise. 

Driving, he kept himself awake by flipping through the radio looking for a big 

band station and calculating the number of kilometres he had driven and how 

many he had to go by the odometer. 

When he arrived at his daughter's place, her husband Mark hadn't left for 

work yet. Knox felt rich-two and a half hours of driving under his belt and the 

day hardly started. He sat at the kitchen table cleaning dirt from his nails while 

his son-in-law wandered in and out, brushing his teeth and buttoning up his work 

shirt. 
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"1 just woke Sam before you got here." Mark said. "Do you think you can 

get him dressed and fed? Don't worry about Lina. She couldn't stop crying last 

night so I had to make her take some of those sleeping pills. It'II be easier for 

her if she doesn't have to Say good-bye, although Sam won't like it." 

So much the better tha? Knox wouldn't see her; he'd probably Say the 

wrong thing. "How's she doing?'he asked, dragging the file undemeath his nail. 

Mark's hands stopped on a button, then continued slower up his shirt. 

"Worse than last time," he answered. "Because it was the two of thern. That girl 

she wanted and another boy. The doctor says there's no point in trying again." 

When Knox opened the door to Sam's bedroom after his father left for 

work, he found Sam sitting on the bed in his pyjamas playing with a puzzle. He 

slid the pieces with his thumbs. each time filling the one empty space and 

leaving another behind. 

"Hey, little guy. Got a hug for your granddad?'' He sat on the bed and 

Sam gave him a one-amed squeeze without taking his eyes off the puzzle. 

"Here, Sam, put that thing dom. You'll have lots of tirne for that in the 

car. We've got to gel you dressed and feed you some breakfast." Knox took the 

puzzle gently from Sam's unresisting grip. "Aren't you glad to see me, Samrny? 

It's been a long time since Christmas." 

The boy continued to look down at his now-empty hands. 

Knox pulled him up ont0 his lap and wrapped his a n s  around hirn, 

resting his chin on Sam's shoulder. "Now listen, I know your house has been a 

sad place for the last few days. That's why I've corne to take you away. So your 

marna will get al1 better. And when you corne back, shetll be her old cheery self 

again." 
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Sam squirmed when he felt Knox's mustache against his cheek. "Why 

can't you stay here and take care of both of us?" he asked in a low voice. 

"Hey now, don't you want to go on a vacation, visit Fort Henry and the 

steam museum? Thatts better than staying here and having to go to school, isn't 

it? Besides, you've never seen my house4 always corne to Peterborough to 

visit you." Lina should have been there to cajole him; she had the patience. 

Knox bounced Sam gently on his knees and Sam put a hand on the bed to 

steady himself. 

"l'm going to miss the choir concert, and I would have got to sing with the 

intermediates instead of the primaries." The boy pulled back and looked into 

Knox's face. "l'm a really good singer for eight years old." 

Knox had to force his voice to stay jolly. "1 bet you are, little guy. But 

there'll be other concerts. The problem is, you can skip school but I can't skip 

work. I have to go to my church every day and make sure it stays clean. I 

promise, you'll be the boss when you corne to Kingston. We'll eat what you 

want, go where you want, you cal1 the shots. Do you think you can live with 

that? And we'll get you home as soon as we can." 

Sam slid off his grandfather's lap, walked slumpshouldered to his closet 

and pulled a 1-shirt off its hanger, stretching the neck. Silently he wriggled out of 

his pyjama top and Knox took in the boy's thin back and bony shoulder blades. 

"Why dontt you get dressed, Sammy, while I make us some scrambled 

eggs? Sound good?" 

Sam nodded slowly, still gazing into the closet. 

Knox got off the bed and stepped over the scattered books and Lego 

pieces to the door. 



Ready to begin repairing the windows after his leisurely cup of coffee, 

Knox unlocks the basement storage closet and pulls out his screwdrivers and 

spatulas and a paint-speckled bedsheet. He'll take any excuse to work in the 

sanctuary, with the Sun shining in through the south windows and laying bands 

across the pews. The quiet air, the sense of absence. Whistling, he takes the 

stairs that lead him into the narrow hallway off the minister's study, thinking he 

might run into Sam, but the empty alcove merely throws back his highpitched 

tune. 

Well, the boy knows where to find him. Knox arranges his sheet below 

the first window and examines the pane. The mealy black line of mildew around 

the caulking won't tub off with his finger. He works the edge of a fiat spatula 

under the caulking and it flakes off, dusting the window. Humrning softly, Knox 

jimmies off the moulding and levers the pane out of its sash frame. A breeze 

pushes through the newly-opened hole and M e s  the hair on the back of his 

neck as he leans over the flat pane, working his spatula around the 

circumference to remove all of the old caulking. 

If Sam still wants to go back to Peterborough, he doesn't show it. He has 

spoken to his mother several times on the phone, holding the receiver in his lap 

and waiting for Knox to leave the kitchen before dialling. The boy likes his 

privacy. But he hasn't asked to go home. 

Knox woke once in the night to a long faint sighing, coming from the 

stairway. He lay there for a few minutes, trying to make out what it was, and 

then he eased himself out one side of the bed and groped his way down the hall. 

But by the time he reached the bottom of the stairs, the noise faded. Might have 
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been Sam, crying in his sleep, but it could have been the water in the heating 

system too. He's sure Sam would corne down and get him if he wanted 

Company. 

Freed from its collar of caulking, the sheet of glass comes easily out of 

the frame, and Knox cleans it with ammonia, then paint solvant to lift the stray 

spots of white paint. With the glass repositioned, he stirs the small tub of fresh 

caulking until the gray paste is smooth and malleable. 

He would do anything the boy asked, even drive hirn back up to 

Peterborough on weekends, but ha can't be expected to read an eight-year-cld's 

rnind. 

With a clean narrow spatula he slathers a strip of caulking loosely around 

the four edges of the glass. 

His mother was a quiet one too. He had to drag her to the store when she 

needed new clothes, she would never tell him when her blouses got too small or 

her socks had holes. When he said she couldn't go out to a movie on a school 

night, she wouldn't yell or throw things the way you expect teenagers to. She 

just got a hard white line around her mouth and marched f i n l y  up the stairs to 

her room. He never heard the door slam. 

Holding the spatula tightly against the glass and the window frame, he 

scrapes off the excess. The extra caulking rolls and ruffles behind the spatula, 

escaping out the sides, but it leaves a flat even strip on the window. 

Knox wasn't surprised that she stayed so quiet when she left home. A 

short letter now and then, telling about her classes at Trent, letting him know 

she'd found a job for the summer and wouldn't be moving back. He phoned her 

at the end of her first year, to see if she needed anything, but the woman at the 
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residence told hirn the students had rnoved out weeks before. Her new number 

must have been listed under a roommate's name in the directory-he never 

found it. 

Flipping the frame, Knox continues caulking the outside of the window. 

He uses extra putty for this side, which gets exposed to the elements. Soon the 

pane of glass sits once again snugly encased in wood, the clean gray putty 

sealing off the gaps at the edges. Knox wrestles the window back into the sash 

frame and moves his hand around the pane, checking for drafts. 

He didn't interpret Lina's silence as rejection, even when months and then 

several years passed without him hearing from her. She was too sweet-natured 

for that. No, she probably thought she was doing him a kindness, not bothering 

him anyrnore now that she had grown up and could take care of herself. But he 

kept making monthly deposits in the Peterborough bank account he had set up 

for her, al1 through the years she would have been at university, until one day 

they told hirn the account had been closed. 

He thought about heading up there to look for her, but he always held 

himself back. He wanted to respect her decision. And somewhere at the back of 

his mind he thought, if something's happened to her, I don't want to know. I'd 

rather go on thinking I have a daughter somewhere, living her life, even if it isn't 

true. 

Then one day he answered the phone and heard a male voice Say, "Mr. 

Colquhoun? Are you Lina's fathet?" He'd been half-expecting this, probably a 

police constable. But it was Mark, explaining that he was Lina's husband. He . 

wouldn't Say over the phone what the trouble was, but he asked Knox to drive up 

right away. 
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Hard to believe he wasn't stopped for speeding, during that nightmare trip 

north that followed, his anxieties weighing like lead, settling in his foot and 

pushing the pedal down further and further, but overcome too with light- 

headedness, incredulous that he would see his daughter again, meet her 

husband. There might even be grandchildren he didn't know about. 

Sam came to the door first, although he wasn't tall enough to reach the 

handle. Knox let himself in and scooped the boy in his arms. He half expected 

him to burst into tears, being picked up by an unshaven stranger, but Sam 

surprised him. He pulled back and exarnined his face, lifting a finger to pet the 

bristly white moustache. 

"What's your name, little guy?" he coaxed the boy, but he was too young 

or too shy to answer. Then Mark, his son-in-law, came down the stairs and 

shook Knox's hand. 

"1 see you've met Samuel. We cal1 him Sam for short," Mark said. 

"Are there any more bundles of joy I should know about?'Knox asked, 

bouncing Sam in his arms. Mark's face clouded over with worry, and he told 

Knox that Lina had miscanied that morning, in her thirteenth week of pregnancy. 

Mark had never been able to convince Lina to get in touch with Knox before this, 

but this was a crisi-ina needed al1 the support she could get-nd in her 

weakened state Mark had been able to get Knox's phone number out of her. 

Sam had been too young to take away from his parents then. Knox called 

the church and arranged for a week off, and although he felt more cornfortable 

around Lina's house fixing loose tiles and regrouting the bathtub with Sam 

looking on, he also spent time on Lina's bed, listening to her talk about growing 

up, about her best friend in grade five who taught her to play jacks, how she hid 
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her diary below a loose board in her bedroom until it was lost when Knox nailed 

the board dom, how she bought a dress for the prom and then retumed it the 

next day for a refund-things that Knox had never heard before. 

And then she wanted to talk about Margaret, as Knox had been expecting. 

He keeps an eye out for Sam when he takes his lunch break, sitting on 

the front steps in a patch of lukewam sunlight. Honey ham sandwiches aren't 

his favourite, but Sam made the grocery list. They went shopping the same day 

Knox brought him to Kingston, after Sam had settled into his room and rested 

from the trip. 

Knox had pulled the car into his alleyway just before noon. Good tirne 

from Peterborough. Sam kept his face turned to the window for most of the trip, 

and when Knox fetched him from the passenger side, he saw his grandson's 

cheeks, damp and mottled. lnstead of coming in the side kitchen, Knox took 

Sam through the double doors on the porch and into the front roorn. 

"1s that where you sleep?" Sam asked, sniffing. He stamped on his boot 

heel and pried his foot out. The left side of the r o o ~ r e v i o u s l y  the parlour 

until Knox took down the wall separating it from the dining r o o M o u s e d  a 

hospital-type double bed, head elevated towards the television on the opposite 

waII. 

"Yep. That's where I get my forty winks." Knox carried his grandson's 

suitcases into the hall and set them next to the stairs. When he returned Sam 

had found the controls for the bed and climbed ont0 the sheets. The bed's 

moving parts rose and fell at random. 
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"Why is your bed in the living room?" Sam said, letting the head and foot 

corne up vertical so that he was sandwiched between them. 

"Long story. I was always falling asleep on the couch and getting a crick 

in rny neck. So I wanted to move the television up to my bedroom. But then 

there'd be a big space in the wall unit, and besides, that sucker was too big for 

me to get up the stairs. So then I thought I'd move the bed down, but that was 

too much trouble to take apart. So while I was puuling over this I saw an 

advertisement for an automatic bed you wuld order with your credit card and 

have delivered to your door. When the delivery men came I had them put the 

bed in here. Problem solved. Now I never have to go upstairs-l keep al1 my 

clothes in the hall closet and bnish my teeth over the kitchen sink." 

Sam made the middle of the bed into a peak and scrarnbled up the 

slippery sheets to the top. 

"C'mon upstairs, boy. Quit fooling and l'II show you your bedroom." Knox 

headed for the stairs without looking behind to see if Sam was following. With 

one suitcase in his hand, he mounted the steps one at a time, mouth grimacing, 

breath coming in grunts. Reaching the top, he said, 'What's in this case 

anyway? You got a sledgehammer and a pickaxe in there?" 

He heard Sam giggle behind him. Marching into the large front bedroom, 

Knox banged the suitcase down on the floor and whirled around, hands on his 

hips. 

Sam stood just outside the bedroom door, looking in. 

"Was this my mom's bedroom?' he said, his lips wrved and stiff. 

"Nope. It belonged to yours tmly until I set up shop in the front room." 

"1 want to sleep in my mom's bedroom." 
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"But Sammy, it's about as big as a chicken coop, with a prissy yellow 

bedspread and a mattress that elephants slept on in a previous life. And look at 

this view-the trees, the sky." He stands before the large front window and 

spreads his arrns wide. "AH you can see from Lina's room is the alleyway and al1 

the junk people collect in their backyards." 

"1 want to sleep in my mom's bedroom. She told me about the man's face 

on the ceiling and the glow-in-the-dark decals next to the light switch." 

"A man's face on the ceiling? There's nothing up there but crackd've 

been meaning to plaster it sometime." 

"That's what it is, a face made out of cracks. One down for his profile," 

Sam traced a finger down his nose to his chin, "and another one for the throat. 

And a nail hale that looks like an eye. She didn't tell me exactly where it was, so 

when I'm trying to go to sleep I can look for it. I'm going to write her a letter 

when I find it." 

"Well, corne on then. If you've already made up your mind." He shooed 

Sam away from the door, lad hirn to a srnaller room at the back of the house and 

heaved the suitcase ont0 the bed. The springs squeaked and the bed bounced 

under the case's weight. 

The Sun has moved around to the west, seeping away from the windows 

and leaving the sanctuary wreathed in shades of gray. Knox rolls his shoulders 

to loosen up the stiff-jointed pain settled there. Won't Reverend Saville be 

surprised to see he's finished caulking al1 of the north windows in one day. 

"Samuel!" 
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Knox doesn't expect a response to his first call; he just throws it up over 

his shoulder to hang in the air like an end-of-day whistle. He'll be a few more 

minutes cleaning his spatulas in the kitchen, gathering up the bedsheet and 

shaking out the caulking dust in the parking lot. 

Passing out the sanctuary doors, Knox wonders where the word church 

came from. They still cal1 the place of worship a sanctuary the way the lsraelites 

did, but the building isn't a temple anymore. Good thing it doesn't look much like 

a temple either, Knox thinks with a smile. Those lsraelites had no windows to 

keep out the wind and sand, no gyprock or tnissed roofs, no bricks and mortar, 

just a contraption of hand-dyed linen and animal skins propped up by wooden 

poles in tamished silver blocks that collected new dents every time the temple 

was disassembled so they could rnove on through the desert. The floors sand, 

even the Holy of Holies marked off with a few curtains. The rooms would be 

dark and filled with smoke from the altar, the offerings spreading dried blood and 

ashes and the smell of buming fat. 

"Samuel!" Knox calls as he passes beneath Sam's attic hideaway. 

Maybe that was why the lsraelites were always so rebellious and stiff- 

neckeû-they couldn't believe the God of the Universe would be content with 

such a dirty, makeshift dwelling place. If He was God, why didn't he send down 

a bolt of lightning to create a white rnarble cathedra1 with gold carvings and 

jewel-encrusted mosaics, and Vien make it disappear again when they moved 

on? Or why couldn't al1 the dirt from people's shoes and the sand frorn the 

desert melt or burn up as soon as they entered the temple? That would keep 

things tidy. 
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Knox gives his bedsheet a snap and the powdered caulking Ries into the 

air. After a few more shakes he folds the sheet into a square and heads back to 

his storage closet. 

"Samuel!" he calls as he crosses the fellowship hall. The floorboards 

above his head creak, but it could be Reverend Saville walking around in his 

study. Where has that boy gotten to? He opens the door of each Sunday 

school classroom as he passes them. 

He's got it wrong, thougWemple isn't the word they used for the tent 

they dragged through the desert; it was Solomon who called his monstrosity a 

temple. Moses had another word for the tent of meeting, something else that 

started with T. Don't the French use it as a swear word? Tabernacle, that's it. 

Pleased with himself, Knox pulls out his jumble of keys and unlocks the closet, 

pulls open the door and switches on the light. 

Sam blinks up at him from a nest of paint sheets and carpet rolls on the 

floor. 

"What the devil! You haven't been in there al1 day, have you? What's 

this you're using as a pillow? Samuel! That's glass insulation, i t ' l l  give you the 

worst rash you ever had in your life, al1 over your face. Get up out of there!" He 

grabs Sam's a n  and yanks hirn off the floor into the hallway. "Dontt move!" he 

orders the boy, grabs a chan rag and hurries off the bathroom. 

When he retums with the water-soaked rag, Sam is crying silently, staring 

straight ahead and ignoring the drops mnning down his cheeks. 

"Oh, Sammy, I'm not angry with you," Knox says desperately as he kneels 

to wipe the rag over Sam's face and neck, removing the traces of glass thread. 

"You just startled me, that's all, and I feel awful that I locked you in." 
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"1 could have gotten out any time I wanted, just unlock the deadbolt from 

the inside," Sam says stoically, not looking at his grandfather. 

"1 know, I know you could. You're a smart boy." 

"And I had my lunch, and a flashlight, and I read two whole books and 

then I had a nap." 

"But why couldn't you do those things outside, or in the sanctuary with 

me?" 

"Because it says in the Bible, when you want God to do sornething, you 

go into your prayer closet and pray for it. That was the best closet I could find." 

Knox laughs and squeezes Sam to his chest. "Serves me right for 

reading you the Sermon on the Mount before bed, eh? You know, when Jesus 

says go into your closet, he doesn't mean it has to be a real closet. It could be 

any quiet place where no one sees you, even a small little corner inside. You 

could be walking along Lake Ontario, with no ceiling above you and no walls 

around you, and you could still be praying in the secret place in your heart. Do 

you understand?" He pushes Sam back and wipes the tears off his face with the 

rag. 

Sam nods gravely. 

"Now when we gel home, you're going to stand in the shower for fifteen 

minutes, to wash all the insulation away. Do we have a deal?" 

"Deal," says Sam, holding out his hand to be shaken. 

While he's putting Sam to bed that night, Knox almost asks the boy to tell 

him what he was asking God to do, but Vien he catches himself. Isn't that why 

Sam chose the closet in the first place, so he could keep his prayers to himself? 
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The next day Samara finds Knox cleaning the blackboards in the Sunday 

school classrooms. "Where's Sam this moming?' she asks, leaning in the 

doorway. "He didn't come to Say good moming and get his goldfish cracker." 

Knox finishes his last stroke, then touches up a few chalky streaks. "He's 

not feeling so well today. Touch of rash on his face-probably something he 

picked up snooping around in the dust. Anyway, I brought my army cot in for 

hirn, he's lying down in the attic on a sleeping bag. Don't know why he's taken to 

that room, the air's so hot and musty." 

Samara laughs. "He told me it's his Arabian bandit cave. To open the 

door you have to Say, Open Sesame. His imaginary friends are called 

Mohammed and Akbar and Fatima." She lowers her voice. "He told me they are 

his brothers and sisters who went to heaven." 

"They are?" Knox pulls at his eyebrows, looking for loose hairs. "I worry 

about him playing alone so much. He gets these funny ideas." 

"Perhaps," Samara says hesitantly, "he would like to corne home with me 

one afternoon. The older kids gel home from school by three thirty and until 

then there's Anna to play with, she's four." 

'You know, I think he'd like that. Maybe when he's feeling better l'II 

mention it to hirn." Nice of her to offer, although Knox wonders whether Sam will 

actually accept. The boy acts so shy, he won't even go to Sunday school, just 

wants to sit through the sermon next to his grandfather. A strange house full of 

chattering kids might be too much for him. 

Samara gives a small wave of her hand. "You know, he told me 

yesterday that we are like twins, because we have the same name, Samuel and 

Samara. I think 1'11 go up to the attic and see how he's doing." 



Knox wrings out his cleaning rag in the murky water of the bucket and 

goes back to scrubbing the vinyl floor of the vestibule. He grunts every time he 

has to shuffle back, feeling the bruises deepen on his knees. The rain last week 

made the floor especially filthy, and he could have used the mop, but he likes to 

get his face close to the dirt so he can see it corne off. Knox has been saving 

this dirty floor for the last three days. 

Finishing a section of the floor three tiles across, Knox stands up to 

stretch his legs. He backs into Sam, standing behind him, and puts a hand on 

the stair railing to steady himself. 

"1 thought you were going to spend the afternoon at Samara's. Your rash 

cleared up three days ago." 

Sam kicks his toe against the tile, making the nibber sole squeak. "1 

didn't feel like it. I told her maybe I'd go tomorrow." 

Wiping his wet hands on his trousers, Knox says, "Well, I'm finished for 

now. What can I do for you?" 

The boy holds out a folded sheet of paper. "1 found this on Samara's 

desk. It has your name on it." 

Knox peers at him. "Are you sure you should be snooping around in her 

stuff?'* 

"Before she went home she said I could stamp some envelopes, with the 

rubber stamp and the ink pad. She must have left the letter for me to give to 

you." He waves the paper in front of him until Knox takes it out of his hand. 

Hand-written on the outside are the words, "Re: Knox Colquhoun." 
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Knox takes in a long breath. The paper perches in his han& small 

gust of wind would send it sailing ont0 the dirty floor, into the wash bucket. 

He nudges the paper open with his thumb, revealing the script at the 

bottom. 

"For this reason we recornmend that Mr. Colquhoun be asked . . ." 

Jerking his eyes away, he lets the paper close again. 

Sam steps over the clean patch of floor and begins jumping on and off the 

bottom stair with both feet. "Why don't you read it, Granddad? It could be 

something important." 

Looking down the hallway, Knox listens for sounds of movement in the 

church offices. Samara went home after lunch but Reverend Saville might still 

be in his study. His heart Ruttering, Knox opens the paper with a snap and 

reads quickly, ready to shove the note into his shirt if he hears footsteps. 

Recommendations on the position of Caretaker 

from the Board of Managers 

Knox Colquhoun has given many years of faithful and 

diligent service to Calvin Park Presbyterian Church, and the Board 

of Managers wishes to highlight his outstanding cornmitment to this 

congregation. When Mr. Colquhoun reached age sixty-five, he 

offered to volunteer his services and is presently working at the 

church thirty to forty hours per week without receiving any pay or 

benefits in return. When this agreement was made, the church 

was undergoing financial uncertainty and Mr. Colquhoun's 

generous donation of time and effort was greatly appreciated. 



However, in the last few years we have received a number 

of cornplaints about the upkeep of the church. Since Mr. 

Colquhoun's performance has always been satisfactory until now, 

the Board has been hesitant to speak to him. But we have 

observed that the floors have not been cleaned or vacuumed often 

enough, garbages have been left unemptied, the kitchen counters 

and fixtures are rarely scrubbed, and during the summer the lawns 

and flower beds are often neglected. In his defense, Mr. 

Colquhoun does keep the church in excellent repair, but the more 

daily tasks, which directly affect the building's appearance, are 

often left until last. 

Since the church is now able to pay a part-time caretaker, it 

seems more prudent to hire a new person rather than putting Mr. 

Colquhoun through the difficult process of a performance review or 

reprimand. For this reason we recommend that Mr. Colquhoun be 

asked to resign his position as Caretaker, in such a way that 

honours him for his years of service. 

Knox notices a tightness in his chest and realizes he has stopped 

breathing. Sammy, you were right, this was important. He sits on the stairs and 

grips Sam's arm. "Listen to me. This paper isn't for me, it's for someone else. 

You must put it back on Samara's desk exactly the way you found it, so that no 

one knows it's been disturbed. Do you understand?" He squeezes Sam's a m  

and the boy nods solemnly, takes the paper flat between thumb and fingers, and 

runs back towards Samara's office. 
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The hallway echoes with the boy's quick footsteps. He doesn't even know 

what he's brought me, Knox thinks, easing himself to his knees again to 

recommence the washing. Out of the mouths of babes. Knox reaches into the 

bucket for his cleaning rag and the hot wash of soapy water grips his hands. 

Now that he knows, he can make things easier for everyone. Tomorrow 

or the next day, he'll go into Saville's office, sit dom in the slat-backed chair he 

refinished for the rninister a few years ago. He even knows already what he's 

going to Say. 

"Oh sure. I've been tossing the idea around for months now, but this 

situation with my daughter . . . I just feel I should be up there with her at a time 

like this. 

"1 ought to be giving you a few weeks' notice, but I'd be willing to pay so 

you could hire someone on contract until you get a replacement. I've got a few 

friends in the business I could dl. 

"And just to let you know, l'II be resigning from Session as well. My 

daughter's been asking me to move to Peterborough pemanently. l'II miss the 

church, been here most of rny life, but I could visit my grandson more often, 

wouldn't be so lonely. Rs good to be around family when you get to a certain 

age, don't you think?" 

If he didn't know better, he'd Say that letter was a sign frorn God. Knox 

presses the cloth against the dark-streaked tile and smells the wet dirt coming 

up, feels the grit under his fingernails. 

Knox smoothes the hair back from the boy's forehead, tucks the covers in 

under his side so he'll be wam. "Tomorrow when we go to church, I want you to 
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gather up al1 your things, al1 the books and food and gadgets you've got stashed 

away. It'll be our last day there." 

"How corne?" Sam is encased in blankets, anns at his side, like a 

caterpillar in a cocoon. 

"Granddad has decided that it's better for the both of us if we go back to 

be with your mom and dad. Would you like that? Head back to Peterborough 

day after tornorrow?'' 

'Yeah." Sam nods his head without lifting it from the pillow. 

Knox stands and switches off the bedside lamp. He is almost out the door 

when he hears: 

'Tell me a story, Granddad? About rny morn when she was little?" 

He turns back toward Sam, his narrow pale face showing against the 

pillow in a band of moonlight. "Shall I tell you about Mrs. Margaret?" Knox asks. 

'Yes please," cornes the reply, and Knox sits again on the foot of the 

spreading mattress. 

"A long time ago, your grandmom and I wanted to have children, but 

before we had a chance, your grandmom got very sick. Soon we found out that 

she was going to die." 

Knox can see the whole brown circle of the boy's iris. "Did she have 

cancer?" Sam asks, "Or pneurnonia?" 

He shakes his head. "No, she had a swollen blood vessel in her brain, an 

aneurysm, and the doctors couldn't operate on her because the blood vessel 

was hidden inside her brain tissue. After a while, the btood vessel broke and 

she died. But before that, she made me promise that I would have children 

someday. Your grandmom thought I should have some family to keep me 
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Company when I got older. That was her way of saying she wanted me to get 

married again, even though neither of us wanted to talk about it at the time." 

"Did you get married again? What happened to your other wife?" Sam 

wiggles his arms out of his bedspread cocoon and lays them down at his side, 

petting the bedspread. 

"No, I didn't do things quite the way your grandmom expected. lnstead of 

looking for a wife I went looking for a daughter. I went to the Children's Aid 

Society and told them I wanted to adopt a girl, someone who was old enough to 

take care of henelf. I didn't know a thing about babies, you see, and I couldn't 

stay home frorn work to look after one. Thatts when your mom came to live with 

me. She was the same age that you are now, eight years old." 

Sam pulled at the tufted yarn that rnarked every other square of the plaid 

bedspread. "What about Mrs. Margaret?" 

"l'm getting to that part." The pipes in the wall groan loudly and Knox 

waits until they finish before continuing. 'Your mom was sad when she found 

out that your grandmom had died just a while before she came to live with me, 

because once I adopted Lina, my wife was her mother in a way, even though 

they never met. So I told Lina that she could see her mother in heaven if she 

wanted to, and that made her feel a little better. So she was very excited to go 

to church with me, to find out how Jesus could help her gel to heaven." Knox 

can feel his throat tightening. Don't cry, man, get through it. 

"Did my mom ever go to church before?" 

'Yes, but l'II tell you about that in a minute. First, Lina and l went 

shopping, and we bought her a beautiful dress for her first day of church, red 

flowery thing with a lace collar, and real pantyhose and black leather shoes with 
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no straps. And that morning she had a bath and washed her hair, and I gave her 

a black velvet headband with imitation pearls. She was so excited she couldn't 

eat any breakfast. 

"We drove to church that moming, because it was driuling a bit, and as 

soon as we pulled into the parking lot, Lina got a strange, thoughtful look on her 

face, as though she were trying to figure out a puzzle. We went in and sat near 

the front, and after the children's story I took her down to her Sunday school 

class. I think she was enjoying things, but she was very quiet. 

"So I came down after church to fetch her and she said she had 

something important to tell me. So we climbed up the steps to the attic and sat 

away from everyone else. And Lina told me that she had been to our church 

before. When she was four or five, she lived with a foster family that brought her 

to Calvin Park for a few months, and she recognized the bannen hanging at the 

back of the sanctuary, and the staircase down to the Sunday school classrooms. 

But what she remembered the most was her Sunday school teacher, Mrs. 

Margaret. Sometimes in Sunday school she would get lonely and cry, and Mrs. 

Margaret would let her sit on her lap and colour, or she would braid her hair 

while the other children were playing, and sing the most wonderful songs. Lina 

sang a few lines from a Song she never forgot: 

Open my eyes, Lord; 1 want to see Jesus, 

To reach out and touch him, and Say that I love Him. 

Open my eam, Lord, and help me to lisfen, 

Open rny eyes, Lod; 1 want to see Jesus. 

Then Lina asked me if Mn. Margaret still went to our church, and could she Say 

hello to her." 
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Knox half expects Sam to internipt with another question, and he pauses 

to swallow and clear his throat, trying to loosen the grip around his vocal cords, 

but the boy merely lies there, watching. 

'That's when I told Lina that God had already answered her prayer of 

getting to see her new mother, before she even got to heaven. Because Mrs. 

Margaret, her Sunday school teacher, was my wife, Margaret Colquhoun, who 

died a little while before of an brain aneurysm." 

Knox sits silently, his tongue working against the roof of his mouth. 

"That8s a good story," says Sam. "Could you tell me again tomorrow? 1111 

be my last night to steep in rny mom's room. I found the man on the ceiling, you 

know. He's over there in the corner. Look." 

He points, and Knox turns his head up to survey the ageing plastered 

ceiling. Even in the dim light from the window the cracks are visible, tracing the 

profile of a man's face, with a kindly nail hole for an eye. 



Until she cornes around the bend and pulls up behind the queue of cars 

leading down to the pier, Robin canut see the water separating the island from 

the mainland. Elizabeth, fishing something from the bag at her feet, doesn't 

notice that the road ends until Robin puts the car in park and switches off the 

ignition. Then she rises up on two freckled fists to get a look at the channel. 

"1 don't remember the ferry ride on the way out here," Elizabeth says, "Did 

I sleep through it?" 

"No, we didn't corne this way," Robin says, 'There's a bridge at the 

northeast end of the island that you can get to from the 401 ." She looks out the 

back window of the car, even though the bridge is nowhere in sight. 'The ferry 

takes longer but I thought you'd enjoy a tour of the countryside. We should be in 

Kingston by 8:30 at the latest." 

"l'm in no hurry to get home," Elizabeth says, settling back into her seat. 

Robin drove up by the Marysville bridge that afternoon because they were 

ninning late, and since Elizabeth was sleeping there was no point in taking the 

scenic route. The new rninister curled in the passenger seat, arm bunched 

around her jacket for a pillow, and slept from the time they pulled ont0 the 401 

until they finally stopped for a traffic light in Picton. Robin would have liked 

some company; highway driving made her drowsy, but the way Elizabeth asked 

permission before falling asleep ("l'm sony, it8s so rude of me, but luII never 

make it through a Presbytery meeting if I don't have a nap") made Robin feel 

protective. She left the radio off and made slow, smooth lane changes. 
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Now Robin exchanges the role of chauffeur for that of tour guide. They 

aren't in time !or the 735 crossing, but the car is parked high enough on the 

sloping road that they can watch the ferries changing places, one lumbering 

towards the point at Glenora and one making its way back to the county. Robin 

straightens her engagement ring, settling it into the corresponding curves in her 

wedding band, and cracks the window open to hear the wash of waves on the 

shore. A boy with a dirty jean jacket and large front teeth is stopping at each of 

the car windows selling chocolate bars. Just before he reaches her Cavalier 

Robin lowers the window and leans out. 

"Buy a chowlate bar for the Tourettes Foundation?" he says. 

"How much?" Robin asks. 

'Three dollars." 

"Do they have nuts in them?" 

"Nope, just chocolate." 

"Give me two," she says and dips into her cupholder change for three 

two-dollar coins. She hands one bar to Elizabeth, leaving the window down. 

'Thanks," Elizabeth says, "Do you mind if I put it in my bag for later? I 

don't want to get my hands dirty." From her bag she has filled her lap with balls 

of pearl cotton and holds a slim silver crochet hook in her right hand. Robin 

notices her wide thin nails are clipped short. ber hands pale against a srnattering 

of freckles. 

'What gorgeous colours!" Robin exclaims, plucking a mint-green bal1 from 

Elizabeth's lap and wbbing the smooth twisted yam with her thumb. "And so 

shiny. 1s this for the vest you were telling me about?" 

"Mmhmm." 
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"My grandmother used to crochet, until her arthritis stopped her. Doilies, 

tablecloths, Christmas decorations, everything in white. Every year for my 

birthday I got a new doily; there must be two dozen in my linen closet." 

Elizabeth srniles down at her hands, where she is tying a strawberry-pink 

knot ont0 the hook. A quick succession of jerks from the hook and a little tail of 

chain loops grows from the tip. In a moment she brings the tail up and joins it to 

the head, forming a circle. 

Tuming toward her passenger, Robin rests an a n  on the steering wheel. 

Elizabeth, her eyes focused on the round of cotton growing under her fingers, 

seems unwnscious of being watched. "My word, you go so fast! You must have 

learned when you were young," Robin exclaims. 

"When I was growing up my family lived three hours from the nearest 

large town, and my parents hated driving, so we would go twice a year to do al1 

ouf shopping, April for summer clothes and August for winter clothes." Elizabeth 

pauses to check her pattern book before continuing. T h e  only way for me to get 

a new sweater or shirt any other tirne of the year was to order the yarn and make 

it myself. I leamed to be a perfectionist because I had to go out in public 

wearing my own handiwork." 

Robin fingers her own machine-knit cardigan, each stitch equal in tension 

to the next. She was going to tell Elizabeth about her own dabbling in pottery 

and her dream of having a studio some day, but seeing the minister's proficiency 

with a crochet hook, she decides to keep silent. 

Already the ferry arrives, and the reflection of its running lights on the bay 

darkens the evening prernaturely. The ferry manoeuvres into its moorings, the 

reversing angine combining with the roar of car ignitions. Robin closes the 
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window to keep out the exhaust and inches fotward with the other cars. Finally 

they bump across the rusted steel grid and take their place in the three orderly 

rows. 

"Put that away for a minute," Robin pats Elizabeth's leg. Tome outside 

and watch the water4t's not a long crossing." Elizabeth places the cotton balls 

back in her bag as gently as eggs and gets out of the car, leaving the embryo of 

crochet-work on her seat. Together they thread between the parked cars to the 

back, and Robin points out the aqua-green spume thrown up by the ferry, like 

blown glass full of bubbles. In the wind, Elizabeth's short black curls stretch like 

spirals of unravelled wool. 

'This reminds me of taking the feny between Dartmouth and Halifax," 

Elizabeth says over the wind and the engines. 

"Really? Is that where you grew up?" 

"ln Nova Scotia, yes." 

Robin tums from Elizabeth to face the receding shoreline so that the wind 

will blow her hair out of her eyes. Above the line of trees bordering the pier she 

can see a small church steeple. 

"1 lived with my parents outside of Kentville, near the Bay of Fundy," 

Elizabeth continues, almost apologetically. 

''The highest tides in North America, right? Do you know, I've never seen 

an ocean. Pacific or Atlantic. It's almost sharneful considering Canada has so 

much coastline. Next sumrner maybe, after my husband graduates, we'll take a 

trip. Do you miss the ocean, being in Ontario?" 

"Mrnmrn, a little. Lake Ontario reminds me of the ocean, the way it fills the 

horizon." 
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"That's tnie, most lakes are small enough that you can see the other 

side." Robin points at the lights of the boat opposite. "Look, I told you the 

crossing wasn't long, we're already even with the other ferry. Sometimes I forget 

that Prince Edward County is an island, the maintand is so close. The Bay of 

Quinte bridge in Belleville is even shorter than the one we took this morning." 

She pauses and tums back toward Elizabeth, fighting to keep the hair out of her 

eyes. "1 take the ferry whenever I cm. I like the way it makes me stop and wait." 

Robin can't tell if Elizabeth has heard this last remark, because the 

rninister tums and makes her way to the port side, facing away from the channel 

and towards the lake proper. Robin lets her go, not wanting to feel abandoned, 

and spends her last minutes leaning over the railing, mesmerized by the foamy 

play of water in the ferry's wake. 

As the youngest and newest member of the Session of Calvin Park 

Presbyterian, Robin knows exactly why she's been elected representative elder 

at Presbytery for the year. Knox Colquhoun just finished an annual terni, his 

third since he retired. Malcolm McPhadden works during the day, so he's unable 

to make the aftemoon meetings. Gerald Humphreys already has al1 he can 

handle with the clerkship, although every year he stands for re-election as the 

altemate elder representative, attending the meeting if the representative elder 

can't make it. He owns his own business, a greenhouse, so he's able to get 

away on short notice. That leaves Helen Bentler. Over the years she has 

served more terrns than she can rernember, but when she tumed seventy she 

explained to a sympathetic Session how her back problems make it difficult for 

her to sit through hours of discussion, and how tem'bly sleepy she gets in the 
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afternoon without a nap, and the elders agreed not to ask her to go to Presbytery 

any more. 

Robin had trouble getting to sleep the night that she was elected to 

represent the congregation of Calvin Park to the council of ministers and elden 

frorn churches along the eastem end of Lake Ontario. She had to get out of bed 

at 11 :30 and cal1 her mother to tell her about her new responsibilities. Every 

month she writes the date of the next meeting in her appointment book and tells 

Nell, the receptionist at her office, which aftemoon she'll be taking off and when 

she'll be accepting extra appointments to make up the time. When the meetings 

are out of tom, in Belleville or Amherst Island, she and Reverend Saville meet 

up with the minister and elder from St. Andrew's downtown and they al1 ride 

together, usually in Saville's car. 

At the first few meetings she didn't Say anything or aven second any 

motions, just held her hand up when it was time to vote. She prefers to know the 

history of the issues they are discussing, such as the new church starting in 

Sydenham, or the difficulties that Madoc St. Peter's was having finding a new 

minister, before she comments. And there are al1 sorts of niles to learn: who to 

address when speaking to a motion, how to amend a motion once it's on the 

floor, whether a question should be addressed during a cornmittee report or 

included on the agenda under "Other Business." She has a copy of the Book of 

Fofms and keeps it on her bedside table to read for a few minutes before she 

goes to sleep. She is already past the Generat Rules for Church Courts, such 

as: 

56. No member shall speak more than once to any motion or amendment, 

unless by permission of the court. and in explanation or to correct 
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mistakes. The right of reply, however, belongs to the mover before the 

final vote is taken on the main motion. 

This rule isn't always followed exactly at Session or at Presbytery, but Robin 

makes herself adhere to it anyway-she tries to be deferential. As Robin likes to 

remind her mother, she is one of the youngest elders ever ordained by the 

Calvin Park Session, and a woman at that, without her husband being an elder 

too. Jeanette McPhadden was on before her, but had to resign because of her 

health. And now they are going to have a woman minister, for a year at least, 

who is only a few years older than Robin. 

Elizabeth has locked her door, so Robin cornes around to her side and 

opens it before sliding behind the wheel again. Plumes of exhaust rise from the 

cars around them, waiting for the gate to be lowered as though it were the green 

flag in a auto race. The two-lane highway forces Robin to hold her position 

behind a labouring station-wagon until they get past the cars waiting to gel on 

the ferry, where she can rev the engin8 and pull into the passing lane, thmsting 

the car into fifth gear. Robin continues to Ieap-frog along the line of cars until 

she has open road in front of her and can keep the speedometer at ninety-five. 

During the longer ride home, Robin hopes that she will work up the 

courage to confide in Elizabeth. She hasn't been able to speak to Reverend 

Saville for fear of losing face, and she doesn't want to give her mother any more 

ammunition for criticism. Her only hesitation about asking Elizabeth for advice is 

that the new minister has never been married. Will she understand how 

complicated Robin's relationship is with her husband? She doesn't want a 

simple theological solution that won't possibly work in real life. 
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"If I'm going too fast, just let me know," Robin says to Elizabeth. "It rnight 

be less bumpy for you if I slowed down. It can't be easy to see where to put that 

hook with al1 this jostling." 

"Don't mind me," Elizabeth says. "!t'II soon be too dark to see anyway. I 

wouldn't bother but it's soothing, keeping my hands busy." Elizabeth's voice is 

controlled, steady as an incoming tide. 

"1 know what you mean, it always takes me a while to calm down after 

those meetings. Maybe that's why I like to drive fast. Sitting for hours 

concentrating on al1 of those debates, eating a big dinner and drinking coffee to 

keep me awake, the whole thing leaves me squirrelly. My leg starts fidgeting on 

the gas pedal and before I know it I'm going thirty clicks over." Robin knows she 

is talking too much, but can't think how to stop. "Today was probably the most 

gruelling meeting we've had in a long time. As if we haven't had enough after 

such a tiring year, now St. John's wants to remove an elder. When I heard that I 

felt like throwing my hands up and walking out." She presses a warm palm 

against her cheek as though to cornfort herself. 

"Do you know much about the situation?' asks Elizabeth, "1 found it 

difficult to figure out, everyone was being so diplornatic." 

"From what I understand, this elder, Alfred Davie, refuses to attend 

Sunday worship because the minister tries to eliminate male nouns and 

pronouns during the Scripture reading. Reverend Cowan's not doing anything 

that the New Revised Standard Version doesn't, but apparently Davie thinks that 

Cowan doesn't desewe to be called a Minister of Word and Sacrament if he's 

altering Scripture." The car engine begins to rattle, and Robin eases up on the 

throttle. 



"As you can imagine, Session meetings at St. John's have been 

somewhat strained, since Davie insists on attending even though he now 

worships at a Christian Reformed church in Gananoque. Then last month he 

started harassing the moderator of Presbytery, trying to get Cowan deposed for 

teaching corrupt doctrine." In her peripheral vision Robin can see Elizabeth 

shaking her head in amazernent. "So St. John's is trying to have Davie removed 

as elder on the grounds that he has withdrawn frorn the fellowship of the church. 

I heard rumours about the situation a few weeks ago but I had no idea things 

had gotten this bad. And to think that the same man who's causing so much 

trouble used to be my French tutor." 

"Really." Elizabeth's hands stop in mid-twist so she can look up at Robin. 

'Yeah, I was in a French immersion program in high school and I needed 

help with rny written essays. He was raised in Montreal and speaks both 

languages impeccably. Every few weeks rny mom would drive me out to his 

house in Gananoque and he served me home-made cream puffeCream 

puffs!" laughs Elizabeth-and tea while he went through my papers with his 

fountain pen. He kept it filled with turquoise ink and made squiggly lines under 

each verb that I'd conjugated incorrectly." Robin takes a hand off the steering 

wheel to demonstrate his scribbling with an imaginary pen. "After he was 

finished he would play me French folk tunes on the tum-table and tell me stones 

about sneaking into jazz clubs to see Oscar Peterson and Charlie Parker." 

Robin switches her foot from the gas to the brake as they corne to the 

Adolphustown limits. "He rnust be close to seventy-five now. I heard they asked 

hirn to retire and he stamped his foot and said, 'I'm not dead yet! Elder for life! 

Doesn't that mean anything to you people?" Robin doubles up over the steering 
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wheel and Elizabeth laughs with her, cheeks rounding out like apples below her 

black crescent eyes. 

Their laughter abates and Robin feels her broad grin subside. 

"This is your first call-you just finished seminary, right?" Robin look 

away from the road for a split-second to make eyecontact with her passenger. 

'Yes, I graduated last month." 

"And did you choose to coma to Kingston or was ours your only call?" 

Elizabeth's hands move the crochet hook a tad faster. "Calvin Park was 

the only church that considered me for a position, but I'm not unhappy with the 

location." 

Robin puts a hand to her mouth, and speaks muffîed through her fingers. 

"Elizabeth, Itm sorry! I didn't mean to make it sound like no one else was 

interested in you! I just had no idea how many congregations would be vacant 

right now." 

"That's al1 right. It's true that with al1 of us seminary students graduating 

at the same time the cornpetition for calls is stiffer than usual." 

Silence walesces between them like mist; Robin can feel it in her lungs 

when she breathes. What can she Say that will erase her faux-pas? She chews 

her tongue nervously, thinking, watching apple trees flit by as the car passes 

orchards on both sides of the road. The stunted, twisted branches are hidden by 

apple blossoms. Maybe she should forget about confiding in Elizabeth 

altogetheraffer all, they hardly know each other. Things wuld get even more 

awkward, and they are taking the long way home. 
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'There's a lot of orchards along this part of the highway," she finally offers 

lamely. "My parents brought me out here to pick apples when I was a kid, but I 

ate too many green ones and got a stomach ache." 

Elizabeth's head snaps up, electrified. She hasn't seen the orchards, 

looking down at her needlework, but now she stares out of the window, eyes 

flicking to watch individual trees going by, as though she knows them. 

They reach a new fence line and Elizabeth gasps. "Oh stop! . . . could 

you stop here?" she says breathlessly, tapping at the window. 

'What?Robin twists to see what Elizabeth is pointing at. "You want me 

to pull over? What's wrong?" 

'Yes, quick, before we go any further!" She has undone her seat-belt and 

is poised to open the car door, hand on the latch. 

Robin slams on the brakes and they jerk to a stop on the grave1 shoulder. 

Elizabeth tosses her crocheting onto the dashboard, needle clattering. 

"What's the matter? Are you sick?" Robin puts the car in park and 

already Elizabeth is out the door and halfway to the roadside fence. Robin leans 

her head d o m  to watch the minister through the car door she has left open. 

'The lights! Shut the headlights off!" she calls and climbs ont0 the lowest 

rail of the fence, heels coming out of her shoes. Robin obeys, cornes around 

and shuts the passenger door so the interior light will go off. She rests against 

the ticking car and watches Elizabeth on the fence. 

She is leaning, chin raised, as far as she c m  over the fence rail. Her navy 

linen skirt strains at her thighs. All that can be seen in the field beyond are the 

dwarfed silhouettes of apple trees against the deepening blue western sky. 
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"There are a lot more apple farms near Picton." Robin begins to Say, but 

Elizabeth shushes her. cuts the explanation with a wave of her hand behind her 

back. The wind riffles through the apple blossoms like fingers. The air is rapidly 

losing the day's accurnulated wamth, and Robin pulls down her cardigan 

sleeves, drops the car keys into her pocket. 

Elizabeth climbs off the fence and ducks between the top and bottom 

rails, stepping into last year's long dry grass. Robin worries she will tum an 

ankle on a rotten apple, she's still wearing her high heels, but she only follows 

Elizabeth as far as the fence. The branches of the nearest apple tree trail 

almost to the ground, enclosing the trunk like a tent, and when Elizabeth 

reaches its borders she steps inside as though entranced. Robin watches her 

stretch her hand out to fondle a clump of blossoms, then strip a handful of petals 

and cup them to her nose. Her fingers crush the petals between thern and she 

nibs the white velvety fragments. Finally she reaches for the tree tnink and lays 

her cheek against the bark. 

Minutes pass. Robin thinks she can hear the waves on the other side of 

the Pasture. She leans against the fenœ. Elizabeth's silhouette melts into the 

trees as the dark blue sky penetrates further west. 

Finally Elizabeth crosses back to the fence, stumbling when the long 

grasses catch her ankles. Robin steps back from the fence as the minister 

cornes through, srnelling of bittersweet crushed blossoms. In the dimrning 

Wight her face is no longer pale but dusky, her freckles obscured and the red- 

rimmed eyes and nose blended into the smooth contours of her cheeks and 

forehead. 
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'1 suppose," Elizabeth says with a knowing laugh, "you're wondering what 

that was al1 about." 

"You could Say that." Robin sweeps the gravel at her feet in a long arc. 

I'm supposed to stand here in the cold while she hugs trees? she thinks. The 

least she could do is apologize. 

"I'm sorry I put you in such an awkward position. Itts just that'l-Elizabeth 

tooks back at the orchard for a long momentdlmy parents have a half acre of 

Jonagold trees just like these. I thought I was going to miss the apple blossoms 

again this spring." 

Robin hugs her a n s  to her chest; her face doesn't move. 

"Please," Elizabeth says uncomfortably, "1 didn't want to upset you. I think 

you must have been, I don? know . . . divinely inspired to bring me this way. 

Seeing these exact trees, they remind me so much of home. It's just what I 

needed right now. I can't thank you enough." 

A car sweeps them with its headlights, and Elizabeth's features are 

thrown into high relief, etched with shadow. The remorseful angle of her 

eyebrows gives Robin a sudden pang. Don't be such a grouch, she tells herself. 

Just because she's a minister doesn't mean she won't get homesick. 

Elizabeth approaches Robin hesitantly, as though assessing her 

receptivity, then gives her a slow, gentle hug. "1 couldn't have gotten through 

today without you, Robin," she says, "Giving me a ride, answering my questions 

at Presbytery, introducing me to everyone." 

Robin absorbs the embrace, taking in Elizabeth's thin body, the damp 

scent of shampoo and perspiration at the nape of her neck. "l'm glad I could 

help," she responds, and gives Elizabeth a tight squeeze before letting go. 
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Robin laughs. "C'mon Liz, gel in the car before we both catch 

pneumonia." She opens the passenger door and walks around to the driver's 

side, puts the key in the ignition but doesn't tum it over. 

Elizabeth has her ravelled crotchet-work in her hand. 

"Oh no, did it get ruined?" Robin reaches over to support the 

disintegrated stitching. 

'That's okay, I can pull it out and start over. The tension was al1 wrong 

anyway." Elizabeth pulls and the thread pops out of its loops, leaving a curly 

twisted length of cotton that she winds around the ball. 

The interior light switches off. Robin makes no move to start the car 

engine and Elizabeth continues to wind her cotton. 

"That orchard reminds me of an apple tree where I used to live, near 

Lakeville. 1's a Kingsville Gravenstein that's older than Confederation." Her 

voice comes out of the darkness like velvet. "My mother and I would go every 

September and pick a half a bushel to make apple butter-the Macs and 

Jonagolds from our orchard wouldn't set properly. She made the batch in time 

for my birthday and I would get a mole jar to myself. Have you ever tried apple 

butter? lt's thicker than apple sauce, almost like granulated honey, the colour of 

molasses. I ate it on everything: toast and muffins, celery sticks, my mother 

even made milkshakes with it." 

Robin is lying back in her seat listening, watching a fleecy strand of cloud 

move across the moon. 

'Then when I was ten or eleven we showed up with Our bushel basket and 

found the whole section had been bumt off, probably a lightning strike. The 
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Gravenstein was still there, I suppose the fire hadn't gotten high enough to burn 

the branches at all, but there wasn't one apple on the t r e H h e  blossoms were 

scorched off. We went back every fall to see if the tree might have recovered, 

but after that al1 it produced were leaves. My mom told me it had been planted 

in 1799; that's what she heard from a fanner whose acreage bordered on that 

vacant section. Maybe it wasn't quite true, but that tree was so black and thick 

and twisted, bent forwards like a hunchback, it must have been at least a 

hundred, and still those were the sweetest, tiniest apples I've eaten." 

Elizabeth's short fingernail scratches at a spot on the window. Except for 

the hum of occasional cars and the wind in the apple blossoms, no noise 

disturbs the two wornen. Another cloud moves behind the lace curtain of tree 

branches. The digital clock on the dashboard blinks to 753 but Robin feels no 

desire to move. 

Then a blue flash in the rear view mirror catches her eye. A police offcer 

pulls up behind them, sending swirling lights into the car like searchbeams. 

Robin lowers her window and fumbles to get out her license before the cninch of 

footsteps arrives at her door. 

The policeman bends over and squints into the car's da& interior, taking 

stock of Elizabeth in the passenger seat. 

'You two arentt sisters, are you?" he asks, waving a pointed finger 

between them. 

Robin shoots a quick punled look at Elizabeth. "Ah, no, we're not." 

"Mother and daughter?" he tries. 
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Robin has to laugh at the ludicrous question. "No, we're not related! 

Would you like to see some I.D.?" She holds out her license but he ignores it 

and leans with his forearm against the car roof. 

"1 could'a sworn you were at least cousins. No, eh? Hmph." He stares at 

thern, and his fixed gaze makes Robin nervous. 

"What can we do for you, officer?" she asks. 

He jerks out of his reverie. 'Oh! Thought you might be out of gas or 

something. You don't need any help? A tow-truck maybe?" 

'No, no, we're just sitting here chatting." 

"Well, I might recommend you take your conversation to a coffee shop; 

it's dangerous to sit on the shoulder here without any lights on. Couldn't see you 

till I came round the corner." He gives the car roof a couple of thumps, and then 

points at thern again as though he has made a discovery. "It's your eyes, that's 

what does it! You got the same eyes, ladies." Then he walks back to his car. 

'Thank-you!" Robin calls after him, assuming he means this as a 

cornpl irnent. 

The two women remain frozen until they see the policeman's red taillights 

disappear ahead of thern. Then they begin to laugh, nervously at first, until 

Robin says, 'Move along now, ladies!" in a low jovial voice, peering at Elizabeth 

beneath stern brows, Elizabeth squeaks back, 'But we were just talking. Honest, 

no funny stuff!" and they move toward hysterics, gulping in air, wiping at tears, 

falling over in their seats against each other. 

Finally they compose themselves and settle back in their seats, Robin 

sharing a tissue with Elizabeth. Robin starts the car, which gives a high-pitched 

whine, and they pull back ont0 the highway. 
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Robin feels that with every minute gone by she is less likely to start the 

conversation she has been intending al1 along. At the thought of broaching the 

subject, her adrenaline starts flowing and her breasts itch. She will count to ten, 

very slowly, and then she will make herself Say something. 

Before she reaches five Elizabeth internipts her. "1 liked it when you 

called me Liz. No one's ever called me that before." 

Robin tums to her wide-eyed. "1 didn't . . . did I? I was debating this 

morning whether I had the nerve to cal1 you Elizabeth, let alone Liz! Are you 

sure you don't prefer The Reverend Newcomb? It might help you act the part." 

'I've never had a nickname. My mother had enough time to Say al1 four 

syllables every time she called me." 

"Are you sure you like Liz? Because I c m  cal1 you anything you want," 

and Robin marks off on her fingers: "there's Liuie or Liza, Beth and Bessie and, 

um . . . Ellie, Betty, Eliza. Even Lisbet. Your name has a lot of possibilities." 

"1 like the one you picked for me." 

"l'm flattered." 

Glowing after this exchange, Robin drives for several more kilometres 

before remembering her count-down. She places her hand on the gear shift, 

rolls her hand over its satiny vinyl. Eyes on the flicking centre line of the road, 

she tries to decide if she should continue on from five or start again at one. 

Perhaps she shouldn't wunt at all. If she says it quickly, she won't be able to 

take it back. 

Robin takes a breath as though to speak, loses her nerve and sighs 

instead. Elizabeth doesn't seem to notice; she is looking at the moon-lit lake out 

her window. 
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She tries again. "Liz, could I talk to you about something personal?" 

"What's that?Elizabeth hasn't heard her above the car heater's whirr. 

"I said, could I talk to you about something personal? Considering you're 

going to be rny minister for the next while, would that be okay?" 

"Of course. What's on your mind?" Elizabeth angles her body toward 

Robin, tucks her left ankle behind her right leg. 

Robin keeps her eyes on the road. 'This isn't something I've told anyone. 

So far it's just been between my husband and myself." She's beginning al1 

wrong; Elizabeth will think it's sornething smutty. "I think you met Michel. Do 

you remember? He's pretty tall, kind of dark. He was telling you about getting 

his Master's in philosophy. It seems like he's been in school forever, but that's 

because it's his second post-grad degree. He also has an M.A. in history." Why 

is she saying these things? She's not getting any closer to the point. 

"Of course, a few Sundays ago." 

"Sol Michel and I have been married for a year now, and a couple of 

weeks ago I found out that . . . when I asked hirn, he . . . ." She takes a deep 

breath and the words corne out in a rush. "Michel's not a Christian. There, I've 

said it." 

Elizabeth does not start or look horrified as Robin expects her to. "What 

makes you think that?" she says calmly. 

What a strange question, Robin thinks. "1 asked him. And he said he 

wasn't." 

"But previous to this you thought he was." 

"Of course I thought he was! Othewise I wuldn't have married him. But 

now I've made the vows and I can't get out of it." 
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"What made you ask him like that, all of a sudden?" Elizabeth tums down 

the car heater and the whirr subsides. 

Robin isn't sure she likes being the focus of Elizabeth's attention. She 

can feel sweat pricking up along her back. "We were talking about people we 

had dated when we were younger, and I told him about a guy from high-school, 

Jarnie, who I thought I might have married if he hadntt been agnostic. So Michel 

laughed and said, what difference did it make, this guy's being an agnostic? I 

thought he was just joking, so I said, I wouldn't want to be unequally yoked, 

would I? And he said, maybe you are, and he was still smiling. So I said, well, 

you are a Christian, aren't you? I only meant it to tease him. And he stopped 

smiling and looked at me very seriously. And he said, I don't know if I am." 

"Hmm. Saying he doesn't know is different than saying he's not, don? you 

think?" 

"Not really. If you have any doubts, that proves that you're not." 

Elizabeth laughs ruefully. "Perhaps his understanding of the word 

Christian is different than yours." 

Robin doesn't know how to respond to this proposal. She's beginning to 

wonder if Elizabeth hasn't picked up some strange ideas at seminary, if perhaps 

the new minister isn't as orthodox as they thought. 

'Tell me something. What do you think makes a penon a Christian?" 

Elizabeth asks. 

Robin's cheeks flush, and she suddenly pictures her grade four Sunday 

school classroorn, with the comgated paper bulletin boards showing pictures of 

Bible characters. "For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten 
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Son, that whosoever believes in Him shall not perish but have etemal life," she 

says haltingly the way she used to for her Sunday school teacher. 

"Okay, so believing in Christ makes you a Christian," Elizabeth says. 

"Then what do you think of Peter when he says to Jesus, Lord I believe, help my 

unbelief? Do you think it's possible that there are shades of tnie belief that 

might also include serious doubts at times?" 

But as Elizabeth speaks a sharp pop cornes from under the engine hood. 

While she is trying to process what Elizabeth has said and also figure out what 

might have happened to the car, Robin realizes that she has lost her power 

steering. The wheel she was controlling with one languid hand is now sluggish 

and resistant. She puts her shoulder into heaving it clockwise to get the car off 

the road. The power brakes are gone too, and she has to stomp on the pedal to 

get the vehicle stopped. 

Stunned at how quickly they have gone from driving along smoothly to 

being halted on the shoulder with a problem waiting under the hood, Robin can't 

do anything but stare out the windshield. 

'What happened? Did 1 Say something wrong?" Elizabeth asks 

anxiously. 

Robin has to laugh. If only it were as simple as that. "No, Liz, it's not you. 

It's the car. Something snapped and the power steering wnked out. I suppose I 

should look at the engine, although I won't know what to do with it." 

Robin pulls a flashlight from under the passenger seat and they get out of 

the car-leaving the hazard lights on. They lift the hood and prop it up on the 

metal rod. Robin scans the engine with the flashlight and close to the grille they 

find a ONisted mass of frayed rubber. 
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"Looks like some kind of belt came off and got al1 chewed up," Elizabeth 

says. "You probably shouldn't drive it like this." 

Robin unprops the hood and lets it fall with a thunk. "1 don't think I could, 

with the wheel and the brake so stiff. We'll have to cal! a tow-truck. Don't worry, 

Liz, I have a cell phone in my purse for just such an occasion; we don't have to 

tramp off to some farm house." 

The CAA tow-truck is only able to take them as far as Bath. "1 knew we 

shouldn't have settled for basic service," Robin tells her husband over her cell 

phone while they sit in the crippled car. "But there's no point now in paying extra 

for a tow al1 the way back to Kingston, we'll just get the car fixed out hue. The 

only problem is that the garage in Bath isn't open until tomorrow moming. I've 

left a message at the office to tell them I won't be i-everend Newcomb and I 

are going to stay in a hotel ovemight." 

While they wait, Robin starts the car every ten minutes to keep the heat 

going . 

"l'm not so sure we took the best route after ali," she says to Elizabeth. "If 

we had broken down on the 401 at least the service station would still be open. 

We'd get to sleep in ouf own beds." 

"Don't Say that. I'm glad we came this way. I can use sorne adventure in 

my life." 

Robin and Elizabeth finally stumble into their motel room at quarter to ten. 

"The convenience store across the street is still open," Robin says as 

Elizabeth drops her suit-jacket and notebook on the bed. "l'rn going over to find 

a tooth-bnish; do you want anything?" 
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"Surprise me," says Elizabeth, kicking her shoes off. "l'm not doing 

anything until I get these pantyhose off and have a long bath. Don't worry, l'II 

leave you some hot water." 

When Robin retums several minutes later Elizabeth is sitting on the bed 

in her slip, combing out her curls with her fingers. Robin plops down next to her 

and the weakened bed springs bounce. From behind her back Robin brings out 

a small apple, half green with a few soft bruises, that she shined on her pant leg 

while walking back to the hotel. 

"Surprise," she says beaming, holding the apple out to Elizabeth. 

"Oh, you shouldn't have!" Elizabeth exclaims, and crunches into the fruit 

immediatel y. 

"This was the closest thing to a toothbrush I could find," Robin says. 

They pass the shrinking core back and forth between them. 

"We never got to finish our conversation. About your husband," Elizabeth 

says, nibbling the last bits of white flesh from around the stem. 

Robin nods slowly, her tongue fishing bits of apple out from between her 

teeth. "l'm not sure I want to talk about it anymore. I might just be over- 

reacting." 

Elizabeth shrugs. "If you change your mind, you know where to find me. 

You could corne to the church now that I'm using Reverend Saville's office. You 

could even bring Michel." 

The streetlight outside the hotel window disturbs Robin's sleep; she's 

accustomed to complete darkness. In the middle of the night she begins to 

sleeptalk, rising up on her elbows and thrashing around on the pillow. Her 
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mumbling and tossing wake Elizabeth, who sits up, drawing a hand across her 

eyes. 

Robin, dimly aware of another presence, tums a blind face towards her 

bedmate. 'You'll tell him, won't you? You'll make sure he knows?" she says 

urgently but sleepily, rocking on her elbows. 

Elizabeth rubs Robin's back and settles her down on the pillow again. 

'Yes, shhh, go back to sleep. l'II tell him for you. I will," she says. 



V E S T M E N T S  

Although the shelves are empty, Elizabeth hasn't brought any of her own 

books into the study yet, not even her complete Blackwell's Commentaries, 

which is still in boxes at her apartment. All she has is her robe and stole and a 

copy of her sermon. She can't bring herself to sit in Reverend Saville's wheeled 

wooden chair, but paces around the room, pressing the palms of her hands 

together. When she moves past the closet, her shoulder bnishes the sleeve of 

her long black robe, which hangs on the door like an apparition, sleeves held out 

by the arms of the clothes hanger. 

Pacing, Elizabeth watches the floor. Her nylons catch on the varnished 

fioorboards. The straight skirt of her suit nrMes up above her knees and she 

reaches down to smooth out the wrinkles. The colour makes her smile: red- 

putting a glow in her freckled face and bringing out her dark hair, dark eyes. No 

one will se8 the suit under her robe; she keeps the blazing colour to herself. 

She wouldn't want to hear the rernarks aftetwards if she appeared on the 

chance1 dressed like this. "That colour doesn't suit; too flashy for someone of 

the cloth." "If I were her size, I'd be wearing a full skirt, to hide those hips." 

Scandalous as a bride in black. 

Passing the desk, Elizabeth touches the sleek pages of her sermon, 

squares up the sheaf of paper, Ricks away a mote of dust. The first sermon she 

has ever written entirely by hand. She typed the final version, afraid she 

wouldn't be able to read her handwriting as smoothly as the uniform typeface, 

but she crafted every word long-hand, on a pad of foolscap at her kitchen table, 

surrounded by commentaries and dictionaries and four different versions of the 
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Bible. In a stationery store downtown, she found a pen that wrote in flowing gold 

ink, not just a flat yellow but glittering and iridescent. Elizabeth knew that when 

she wrote her first sermon for the congregation at Calvin Park, that gold pen 

would add weight to her words, would make her choose them as carefully as 

though she were a monk lettering his last sheet of vellum. She didn't expect that 

she would write a final draft straight through, fint time, but even the crossed-out 

words looked elegant, valuable-the comerstone for an even better tum of 

phrase. Shortly after she arrived in Kingston she knew that Pentecost would be 

her first Sunday to preach, and you couldn't do a Pentecost sermon on anything 

but Acts chapter two, no matter what the Lectionary said. Elizabeth had never 

preached on that text, which meant she could corne to it fresh, Say something 

personal instead of recycling old material. Labouring over her kitchen table, her 

fingers cramped, her writing callous aching, she took three and a half weeks to 

write one fifteen-minute sermon, and finally she knew every single word was 

perfect, sifted a hundred times. 

A rap at the door makes her jump, but before she can find her voice and 

cal1 in the visitor, the doorknob clicks and the music director Jeans his head into 

the room. 

"Reverend Newcomb?'he says. 

"Please, Elizabeth." Her title doesn't fit wmfortably yet; she feels like a 

child playing dress-up in her mothets oversized hat and high-heeled shoes. 

Josef flushes. "Yes, Elizabeth," he says awkwardly, "1 just came to 

remind you that we've changed the first hymn since the bulletin was printed. 

We're going to be singing 266, O Breath of Life instead, so I wanted to make 

sure you announce the right number." 
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She smiles at him reassuringly. "l've got it written right here on my order 

of service." She holds up the order so Josef can see her correction. wondering if 

he's just using the change of hymn as an excuse, so he wuld come by and offer 

her some encouragement. As the only other person involved in conducting the 

service, he must understand what it's like for her. 

Josef glances over her order of service. "Good. And you won't forget we 

sing our anthem between the Scripture reading and the sermon? A couple times 

we've had a visiting minister go right from one to the other and the choir didn't 

get to sing at all." 

Two reminders. He doesn't trust her. Elizabeth's fingers go cold, and she 

squeezes her hands together to stop them shaking. "If I do forget your anthem, 

just tap me on the shoulder and make me sit down again. I wouldn't want al1 that 

rehearsal going to waste," she says, with forced humour. 

"Let's hope not." Josef glances at his watch. "l'm going to start the 

prelude now, so you c m  come out in about five minutes. Don't wait too rnuch 

longer or l'II fun out of material." He pulls back out of the dooiway and shuts the 

door. 

Even after the door closes and his footsteps recede, Elizabeth's fingers 

tremble, and she tucks her hands under her anpits to wann them. Can Josef 

have found out about that service she botched during seminary? Who would 

have told him? 

Compose yourself, Elizabeth comrnands her skittish self. She ought to be 

sitting quietly at the desk, looking over her sermon. lnstead she goes to the 

window behind her desk. searches for the old latch that will allow her to taise the 

sash. She finds a metal lever coated in paint along the top edge, but it doesn't 
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slide smoothly, she has to w o q  the lever back and forth, breaking the paint 

seal, before she can begin to lift the window, pushing up and then working her 

fingers under the small crack at the bottom, rising on her toes as she hoists the 

window against the resistance of swollen wood. Finally Elizabeth opens a space 

large enough to get her a m  underneath, bends her knees and heaves up with 

her shouider. 

The window sill, coated with a double line of mildew and peeling paint, 

smells of brackish water and decayed leaves. Leaning her hands against the 

sill, Elizabeth peers out the open window. Beyond the church property, its 

boundaries marked by a low hedge. a Iine of bungalows and back-splits; she c m  

see into the next backyard where a woman in green culottes kneels before a 

flower bed, planting annuals not yet in bloom. Across the street, she can make 

out a bus-stop marker, and a girl sitting, a black plastic knapsack with yellow 

daisies on her lap. A pair of runners pound their way along the sidewalk and 

d o m  the hill out of sight. Who are al1 these people, she thinks, who don't feel 

the need to go to church? 

Elizabeth sees herself in her straight skirt straddling the window-sill, one 

stockinged foot hanging out either side. She has enough change in her suit 

pocket, dimes and quarters mixed with Kleenex lint, to pay for bus fare. When 

the service starts and she doesn't enter the sanctuary, they'll corne looking for 

her. Perhaps they will think she's been taken up to heaven alive, like Enoch. 

Enoch, the father of Methuselah: Methuselah, the father of Lamech: 

Lamech, the father of Noah. 

Elizabeth hears the words in her own ten-year-old voice. 
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Standing on a ladder, reaching into the goldengreen leaves and twisting 

off apples. Her father says, 'Let me hear Adam to Noah." She looks at him 

sideways, coyly, but keeps picking, transfernng the apples from one hand to the 

other and placing them gently in her basket. Taking a long breath, she begins to 

chant through the list of names, her father prompting when she gets stuck. She 

finds a rhythm, taking one apple off the branch for each new name she cornes 

to. At the lasi she says trkmphantly, "Methuselah begot Lamech, and Lamech 

begot Noah!", punctuates the final wonl with a loud crunch on the apple in her 

hand and sucks juice from the sweet tang of white tïesh. 

Then the reedy tone of the organ invades the study, reminding Elizabeth 

that she can't stay here al1 moming. She has to open the door and walk into the 

sanctuary. ln front of everyone. Her heart patters with the realization that she 

isn't robed yet; she wanted to slip into the bathroom for a drink of water but there 

won't be time now. She forces the window down again, but leaves an inch at the 

bottom. Letting her hand trail off the sill, she circles around the desk to face her 

vestments. 

The black robe, hanging above her head, looks too large for her. 

Elizabeth pulls the zipper slowly down the front and lifts the gannent frorn its 

hanger. The intricately pleated shoulders drop folds of material down the length 

of her amis as she inserts them into the sleeves, and she wiggles her shoulders 

until the yoke sits square. In the back of her mind, she clutches at the 

genealogy: Shem was the father of Elam, Asshur, Arphaxad, Lud, Aram, Uz, 

Hu/. Gether, and Meshech. Arphaxad begot Shelah, and Shelah begot Eber. 

The tiny zipper snags several tirnes as she pulls it up, and she has to tug the 

fabric from its teeth and start again. To Eber were born two sons: the name of 
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one was Peleg, and his brother's name was JoMan-the words corne through 

her gritted teeth. The smell of plastic and chernical preservative fills her nose- 

she ordered the robe from a catalogue a few months ago. When it arrived she 

tried the robe on and practiced delivering her sermon in front of the mirror, to 

see how the sleeves hung when she moved her hands. 

Her round black collar with its square of white peeks above the neck hole. 

She still isn't used to the feeling of cloth so high on her neck-it reminds her of 

the velvet cameo choker she used to steal from her rnother's jewelry case, to try 

on when she was home alone. At least she doesn't have to Wear the collar 

during the week. She drapes her white stole around her ne& like a scarf with 

the long ends hanging down past her knees, arranging the stiffened fabric until it 

lies flat on her shoulders. She ought to have a red stole, for Pentecost, but the 

robe set her back enough, she couldn't afford a stole in every colour of the 

church year-blue, green, purple, red. White should cover everything for now. 

Her fitted skirt hasn't bothered her before, but now under the robe her 

legs feel restricted. She works to insert the two white bands that hang in an 

upside-down V from her collar. It would help if she had a mirror. Almodad, 

Sheleph, Hazarmaveth, Jerah, Hadoram, Uzal, Diklah, Ebal, Abimael, Sheba, 

Ophir, Havilah, and Jobab. Al1 these were the sons of Joktan. A pair of pumps, 

heels primly together, face the wall next to the door. She puts a hand on the 

desk while she slides her feet into the shoes. 

Only her face and hands remain exposed-her torso and legs smooth into 

a unifom bel1 of black fabric, while her arms hide in billowy sleeves. Her ankles 

are swathed in biack stockings, her feet cramped in the narrow toe-box of her 

purnps. 
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Elizabeth walks carefully round the room, setting the heel of her shoe 

down squarely before moving to the toe, but pacing too slowly she loses her 

balance and rolls over on her ankle. Her teeth clamp together at the pain, but 

she ignores it and keeps walking to where her sermon lies on the desk. The 

sons of Abraham were Isaac and lshmael. She checks the senon  through to 

make sure al1 the pages are there, and then folds it in hrvo and tucks it inside the 

front cover of her Bible. The sons of lsaac were Esau and Israel. 

Bible propped in one am, Elizabeth looks at the gap in the window. Just 

large enough to slide her hand beneath. She lays her palm on the sill, pushes 

her hand through until she can feel the breeze on her fingers. "Oh God," she 

says under her breath, grasping at the air. When the organ rises to a 

resounding verse, every stop pulled, and then falls off for a docile Amen, 

Elizabeth takes back her hand, adjusts her stole and moves toward the door. 

The door in the corner of the room looks like another closet, but instead it 

opens ont0 a short, high-ceilinged hallway without windows. To her right a flight 

of stairs falls away to the basement, and before her stands a second door 

leading into the sanduary. Elizabeth pauses at the top of the stain, looks down 

the wooden steps flanked by two metal handrails into the dim basement. Then 

she rernembers Josef, telling her not to wait too long to corne out after he starts 

the prelude. 

Elizabeth glances at the congregation as she enters the sanctuary, too 

quickly to see individual faces, registering only a blur. Lifting her robe with her 

free hand, she mounts the steps to the chance1 and assumes the pulpit. She 

arranges her Bible and spreads out her order of service, tempted to search the 

pews looking for Robin Gerard, who will s~rely give her a srnile of 
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encouragement. Elizabeth resists the temptation. If she sees Robin she might 

blush and lose her place. 

She delivers the Call to Worship and raises her ams for the opening 

blessing, The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, the love of God, and the 

communion of the Holy Spirit be with you al/. Amen. The windows cast misty 

bands of light across the pews. While they sing the opening hymn, Elizabeth 

remembers a church in Halifax where the sun struck a certain spot on the front 

wall of the church every Sunday during. The congregation had a large picture 

painted on the exact spot, of a dove with wings spread, so that at sorne senrices, 

if the skies were clear, the Sun shone a spotlight on the dove as if it were a 

vision projected from heaven. That church had clear glass windows, though, 

that let in sharp light. The windows at Calvin Park are frosted, diffusing the Sun 

and obscuring the view outdoors. 

The church seerns fuller with everyone standing to sing. Elizabeth has 

stepped back from the microphone so that no one c m  hear her voice. With 

everyone's eyes on their hymnbooks, she takes the chance to look for Robin and 

others that she knows. There are the elders-she can't miss Helen Bentler in 

the front pew, still seated but singing with gusto. Gerald, the Clerk of Session, 

chest thnist out to deliver the bass line. She searches for Knox Colquhoun- 

he's not in his usual spot near the back-but then she remernbers he resigned a 

week or two ago and left for Peterborough to be with his daughter. So many 

other people she doesn't recognize. She'll need al1 year to learn their names. 

The singing ends, replaced with the bustle of hymnbooks being deposited 

in racks, people taking their seats. Elizabeth moves into the microphone again 
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and reads the Prayer of Confession. Her mind skips ahead, to make sure al1 the 

words are in place. 

Standing at the head of a wood-carved, stained g/ass church in downtown 

Toronto. More people in the congregation than in her entire town back home. 

"Take; eat. This is my body broken for you. Do this in remembrance of me, " she 

says, speaking slowly, and breaks the crust off the loaf of bread. Closing her 

eyes, she places a morsel on her tongue, grateful for a smaM personal moment 

in the midst of the public service. A moment later, a cold wash of fear. The 

bread turns to dust in her mouth; she can hardly swallow. Someonean elder? 

the music director?-told her before worship that their minister doesn Y partake of 

the elements until everyone else has been s e m .  Members of the 

congregation lean to wards each other, whispering and pointing covettl'y. No w 

that she's started, though, she has to follow through, so she continues by 

blessing and pounng the wine, then taking a sip fmm the chalice, the wine 

burning like poison down her throat. 

Elizabeth ends the Prayer of Confession and lets out her breath in relief 

when she reaches the communal Lord's Prayer, so familiar she could recite it in 

her sleep. She closes her eyes, since she no longer has to read from the order 

of service. Why not give her arms a rest too? She's had them tensely resting on 

the Iectern, ready to turn to the next page. She las her hand, but instead of 

moving through air down to her side, it bumps against sornething smooth. The 

rim of her water glass. Her eyes fly open and she grabs at the glass before it 

tips over, losing the thread of the Lord's Prayer with a strangled gasp. Quickly 

she moves the water to a lower shelf. People are opening their eyes, to see why 

the minister has stopped praying-one hawk-eyed woman in particular, who 
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shakes her head at Elizabeth. Chastened, she bows her head again and picks 

up the prayer in mid-sentence. 

Standing sweaty-palmed in front of her father's large extended family, his 

mother and al1 his brothers and sisters and their children. Her newest cousin 

was baptized that morning, and they've collected in her grandmother's front room 

after lunch, for the entertainment, her uncle's juggling and her cousins' 

interminable piano solos and dog tricks. Now it's Elkabeth's turn. Her 

grandmother nods sweetly from the large wing chair, her legs draped with an 

afghan. Elizabeth swallows, licks her lips and then begins, not knowing where to 

look. finally choosing a painted china plate on the opposite wall. "The genealogy 

of the Sons of Jacob, " she begins, 'These were the sons of Israel: Reuben, 

Simeon, Levi, Juda h, lssachaf, Zebulun. Dan, Joseph, Benjamin, Naphtali, Gad, 

and Asher. " Her gaze flicks to her father, then back to the china plate. She lets 

her mind lose focus while her mouth continues to speak the names, until finally 

she reaches the end, "Ozem the sixth and David the seventh. " The sons of 

Jacob go on for another forty verses, but her father lets her stop with David. 

Elizabeth curfsies fo her grandmother's applause and fails back onto her place 

on the floor, relieved. 

Children's sermon next, the only unscripted part of the service. She 

considered paraphrasing the Pentecost story for them, but couldn't think of a 

hook, an analogy that would lead them into the story. She wasn't sure she 

understood herself how or why the Holy Spirit came, in licking flames above the 

disciples' heads, in a torrent of gibberish. No one speaks in tongues anyrnore 

at least, not the Presbyterians. 1's too easy, not even knowing what you're 

saying, not even thinking about it. Speaking your own language is harder-her 
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words for the congregation came slowly. painfully, through the nib of her gold 

pen. 

Clipping on the cordless mike, she sits on the steps in the midst of the 

children, her robe covering her shoes. 

"Good morning, everyone. Do you al1 know who l am?'' 

A chorus of 'Yes!" in sing-song. 

"Whatts my name?" she asks, looking around for a raised hand, but no 

one ventures a guess. 

"Well, do you know what Itm doing here?" A two-year-old makes a dash 

past her toward the organ, and Elizabeth catches him and plops him in her lap. 

The microphone crackles. 

'You're the new minister," says a owlish girl, pushing her glasses up on 

her nose. 

"Right. I'm going to be here while Reverend Saville is away for a year. 

We should have a chance to get to know each other pretty well, and I want to 

learn al1 of your names, so I'm going to start with you. What's your name?" she 

asks the girl in glasses. 

"Angela," the girl answers. 

"Angela," Elizabeth repeats, "that's a lovely name." She swivels the boy 

in her lap to face her. "And who are you? What's your name?" 

But he plays shy, buries his face in her arm. 

'Well, my name is Reverend Newcomb, but I think that's too big a 

mouthful for anybody, so I want you al1 to cal1 me Elizabeth. Do you think you 

can do that? Try it. Say-good moming, Elizabeth." 

"Good morning, Elizabeth!" they parrot back. 
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She bends over and whispers in the boy's ear, "Say Elizabeth." 

"Liss-beth," he whispers back. 

Elizabeth straightens, grinning. "Good for you, everyone. Now let's pray 

before you go off to Sunday school," and they repeat her words after her. 

The Scripture reading goes quickly, and the anthem. The choir stands up 

behind her, clearing their throats rnodestly, opening their folders and moving 

closer together while Josef waits for them to look at him. He holds their gaze for 

a moment before signaling to the pianist to begin. The piece is simple but 

Elizabeth is surprised at the skill of the singers, how they can cover the full 

range from pianissimo to double forte, even though she can tell some of them 

have thin voices. UnusuaJ to have such a well-trained choir in a small church. 

While she listens to them sing, she concentrates on sitting still, not wanting to 

attract attention. Her shoulders pulled back, she plants her feet firrnly on the 

floor, arching the small of her back. The muscles in her spine ache from 

supporting her torso, but when she slouches, her stiff collar digs into the back of 

her neck. 

When the Song ends, the choir sits down again in that strange silence 

that seerns to be begging for applause and forbidding it at the same time. In the 

silence she can hear people shift ing position, coughing, unwrapping 

peppermints-there must be a few Dutch in the congregation-settling in for the 

next part of the service. 

At last, her sermon. She wonden what the words will sound like in this 

sanctuary. Like hearing her sermon for the first time. Elizabeth rises and walks 

to the pulpit. This time she will leave the water g las on the shelf below. Better 

to pause for a drink than to knock the thing over. Hopefully her feet won't get too 
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sore, standing in these pumps. Maybe she should have worn flats. Next time. 

She srnoothes out the pages of her sermon, reads over the first line with 

satisfaction. The advantage of knowing the words so well is that she'll be able to 

look up, make eye contact with the parishioners. She takes a beat of silence to 

collect her thoughts, then bows her head for the Prayer for Illumination. "May 

the words of my mouth and the meditations of al1 our hearts be acceptable in 

Your sight, Oh God, our rock and our redeemer. Amen." 

Elizabeth's nose itches. She tubs the bridge with a brusque finger before 

lifting her head. But her gaze, which she means to be confident, prepared, 

meets wncem on the faces of the congregation. What is it? Has she said 

something wrong? A woman leans toward her husband, saying something low 

without taking her eyes off Elizabeth. Reverend Saville always does a Prayer for 

Illumination. That can't be it. An older gentleman holds his glasses away from 

his face and squints at her. Elizabeth's face feels cold, as though a layer of skin 

has peeled off it. No matter, when they hear her sermon they will forget al1 her 

other missteps. She glances over the first sentence again, heart flu!tering, and 

brings a fist to her mouth to clear her throat before beginning. 

But her fingers slide across the skin beneath her nose. 

Stunned, Elizabeth lets her hand smear across her cheek, the skin 

chilling under the wet smudge. Her hand cornes away blotchy red. How absurd, 

she thinks, unbelieving, it just started, just like that. Tumed on like a tap. Her 

mouth opens as she draws in a breath, and a trickle of blood slides past her lip, 

jolting her tongue with its salty-sweet taste. This isn't happening. Her eyelids 

slide shut. 
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Walking through the orchard with her eyes closed, the sun flickenng on 

her eyelids as it moves through the branches. She stumbles over a loose root, 

loses her balance, lands heavily on her arm and rolls, striking her nose on the 

hard packed soil. She scrambles up, leaning over to keep the blood off her 

clothes, pinches her nose and watches with fascination as the dark wet splotches 

of blood seep into the dry ground. 

Elizabeth's limbs feel heavy, as though she's had too many glasses of 

wine. She looks about her for something to stop the bleeding. The red cloth 

hanging from a rod at the front of the pulpit. A tissue-thin page, edged in gold, 

torn from her Bible. The full black sleeve of her robe. She wipes her face with 

her cuff, but the blood continues to course out of her nose like tears. She canut 

move away from the pulpit or she'll drip on the carpet. Large blotches drop and 

seep out over her sermon, obscuring whole words in bright scarlet pools. 

Out of the corner of her eye, Elizabeth catches movement in the front 

pew. It can only be one person: Miss Bentler. She sits there alone each week, 

immovable, like a regent enthroned on a place of honour. Miss Bentler, the 

acclaimed pioneer of the church, rumoured to make or break a new preacher. 

Someone told Elizabeth she chased one fellow out in under a year, and 

arranged unprecedented pay raises for another, the husband of her best friend. 

As Elizabeth watches transfixed, Miss Bentler pushes herself with both hands off 

the pew and stands for an unsteady moment. Miss Bentler is going to walk out, 

and that will be the end of the Reverend Elizabeth Newcomb. Just stood there 

like a bloody idiot. No presence of mind whatsoever. 

And then Miss Bentler starts forward. lnstead of tuming and walking out, 

she cornes toward the chancel, straight at Elizabeth. She's going to denounce 
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her publicly, right from her own pulpit. Elizabeth stares, unable to move, 

watching each careful step. Miss Bentler reaches the stairs and mounts them 

carefully, one a m  out for balance like a tight-rope walker, her purse swinging 

from the crook of her other elbow. Behind tinted glasses, her eyes look hidden, 

deep-set. 

When she reaches the pulpit, Miss Bentler begins to dig at her own cuff, 

snaking her hand inside and up the sleeve of her blouse. After rummaging 

around, she pulls out a creased wad of tissue. With one motion she presses it 

against Elizabeth's face, soft and linty, warm from her skin. 

"Here, hold that good and tight," she says, "and tilt your head back." 

Elizabeth obeys, and Miss Bentler grips her a m  and pushes Elizabeth 

backwards, settling her into a chair in front of the choir stall. 

A low hum of whispering rises from the congregation, which Elizabeth can 

no longer see, her view blocked by the pulpit. 

"Josef!" Miss Bentler hisses to the choir director, who has taken his seat 

with the choir and now leans over the railing. "Play something. How Great Thou 

Art." She leans toward Elizabeth confidentialiy and says, "My favourite hymn. 

Everyone knows the words, they'll sing along. You just try to relax, this will take 

a few minutes. Hopefully we won't need an ice-pack. Close your eyes, now." 

Waking, wbbing her wet nose with the back of her hand, pulling her head 

back and seeing the dark spots on her pi//ow, more drops tjckijng her face as 

they splash down. She mashes the pillow against her face and runs blind down 

the hallway to her parents' beâroom. 

"Strange that it would come on so suddenly like that. Do you pick?' 
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"Pick my nose?" Elizabeth says in a nasal whisper, the tissue jammed 

against her face. 

"Yes, I used to see it in children al1 the time. At the hospital. The nasal 

membrane gets dried out and then al1 you have to do is catch a nail on it and the 

blood begins to gush." 

They wait quietly until the hymn plays out, Miss Bentler resting against 

the choir stall railing. She doesn't seem at al1 flustered, on display before the 

congregation, she just looks out at them with a vague smile, singing a few 

snatches of text here and there. 

Then, "Let me see." Miss Bentler pulls away the wad of tissue and tips 

Elizabeth's forehead back so she can peer into her nostrils. "1 think we're safe, 

but sit here for another minute just to be sure. l'II give you some more tissues 

but don't blow, just dab. We don't want to disturb the blood dot." 

She licks her thumb and begins rubbing briskly at the stains on 

Elizabeth's face, wiping her thumb on the used tissue before wetting it again. 

"Do you think you'll be al1 dght to preach?" she asks. 

"1 have to preach," Elizabeth says, trying to hold her head still while Miss 

Bentler cleans away the blood. "1 don't have a choice." 

"Of course you have a choice. We don't expect you to be superhuman. If 

you're too shaken up, we'll take the offering, Say the benediction for you and be 

done with it." 

Elizabeth looks towards the door of her study, thinks of the window still 

open there. Then she shakes her head. "1 spent weeks writing that sermon, and 

itls only good for Pentecost. Itm not going to waste it." 
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Miss Bentler folds the blood-smeared tissue daintily. For a moment 

Elizabeth thinks she might tuck it back into her sleeve, but she just slips it into 

the outside pocket of her purse. 

Sniffing hesitantly, Elizabeth stands up, tuming away from the 

congregation. What's disturbing her now is her robe. She can feel the damp 

cuff against her wrist, and flecks and dots of red stand out from the white stole. 

The nosebleed has made her terribly hot-if she has to Wear the heavy black 

garment through her sermon she'll suffocate. 

And suddenly Elizabeth's suit doesn't seem scandalous at all, but 

perfectly appropriate-red for Pentecost. Even if the blood has leaked through, 

the stains won't show. 

She takes the stole from around her neck, removes the bands and pulls 

down the zipper of her robe. The choir rnernbers, who are sitting only a few feet 

away, keep their eyes down, look at their music or lean over to tie their shoe 

laces. When she was a child, Elizabeth did the same thing when taking off her 

snowsuit at school, kept her back tumed to everyone else, faced the wall. Not 

that she was ashamed of disrobing, but she didn't want them to see her until she 

was finished, so that they would be stnick by the transformation. 

Elizabeth pulls aside the two halves of her cocoon robe, shakes her amis 

to rnake the sleeves fall away without pressing the cuffs against her. Her 

shoulders, released of the weight, feel like they will float up and carry her with 

them. Unconsciously she rises on her toes. 

"Oh, what a pretty suit," Miss Bentler says. She takes Elizabeth's 

discarded robe, drapes it over the rail of the choir stall. 
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"l'II stay here if you don't mind," she says, sitting in the chair Elizabeth has 

just vacated. "1 don't trust myself on those stairs again, and this way l'Il be close 

if you need me." 

"Miss Bentler, thank you," Elizabeth says, pressing her wrinkled hand, 

'Thank you." 

"Oh, no," the woman says, brushing her off. "All in a day's work." 

Her mouth hot and dry, tongue on fire, the iron tang of blood at the back 

of her throat, Elizabeth mounts to the pulpit again, presents herself to the 

congregation in scarlet, her breasts pressing against the lapels of her jacket. 

Miss Bentler's eyes make two warm spots on her back. 

She speaks the words on the page, the words around and inside the 

bloods stains, but to her ears they sound like a foreign language. Her eyes 

move over the faces in the pews. Jeanette McPhadden, wife of Malcolm, mother 

of Justin and Karenna. Tessa Davison, wife of Gavin, mother of Ryan, sister& 

law of Mary Aston. The faces turn up towards her and from them streams a 

voiceless litany of names. Helen Bentler, daughterof Wlliam and Ada. The 

names come from behind as well. Leonard Warren, son of Wayne and Edith. 

And down from the ceiling, swirling through the open window. Knox Coiquhoun, 

husband of Margaret, brother of Calvin and Matfin, father of tina Dubrowsky, 

grandfather of Sam Dubrowsky. Samara Choi, daughter of Yong Chu1 and Mi 

Young. As she reads on, watching the tightness drain from the faces, seeing 

them relax into her words, the names invert, begin to rnove upwards. Jesus, son 

of Mary and Joseph . . . son of Boaz and Ruth. . . son of Judah and Tamar, son 
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of Jacob and Leah . . . son of Lamech and Zillah . . . son of Adam and Eve, son 

and daughter of God. 

Elizabeth floats through the final minutes of the service. The choir has 

lefl the chancel already, during the last verses of the final hymn-they're milling 

about the narthex now, waiting for the service to end. Elizabeth steps out from 

the pulpit, to the centre of the empty chancel, and her arms rise above her 

shoulders, as though they have no weight, opening in welcome. She can see 

her sleeves out of the corner of her eye, a halo of red around her face, as she 

voices the benediction. 

The Lord bless you and keep you. 

The Lord be kind and gracious to you. 

The Lord look upon you with favour and give you peace. 

Elizabeth turns back to Miss Bentler, sitting in the chair behind. She has 

taken off her tinted glasses, and her eyes are defenceless and shining. 

Elizabeth helps her up, tucking Miss Bentler's hand into the crook of her arm. 

The woman's hand is a soft as a child's, even wrinkled and spotted with age, and 

she pats Elizabeth's arm, unable to speak. Josef's organ postlude carries them 

off the chancel and down the aisle, into the heart of the congregation, people on 

either side watching them, turning their heads to see thern pass like a newly- 

married couple. When ihey reach the rear door Elizabeth stops and then they 

stream out of the pews to meet her, smiling and introducing themselves. 

VVonderful sermon, Elizabeth. Very moving," they Say, patting her on the 

shoulder. "lt's a pleasure to have you at Calvin Park," they Say, hugging her, 

squeezing her arm. 
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After each face another, a stream of outstretched hands. Al l together in 

one place. The church, making its slow way to the fellowship hall, like blood 

through an artery. 
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